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PREFACE

To say that authority is the centerpiece of law is merely to state the
obvious. Equally obvious therefore is the proposition that Islamic law – or
any other law, for that matter – cannot be properly understood without
an adequate awareness of the structure of authority that underlies it. It
is this theme which constitutes the main preoccupation of the present
work. In Islamic law, authority – which is at once religious and moral but
mostly epistemic in nature1 – has always encompassed the power to set in
motion the inherent processes of continuity and change. Continuity here,
in the form of taqlCd, is hardly seen as “blind” or mindless acquiescence to
the opinions of others, but rather as the reasoned and highly calculated
insistence on abiding by a particular authoritative legal doctrine. In this
general sense, taqlCd can be said to characterize all the major legal tra-
ditions, which are regarded as inherently disposed to accommodating
change even as they are deemed, by their very nature, to be conservative;
it is in fact taqlCd that makes these seemingly contradictory states of
affairs possible. For in law both continuity and change are two sides of
the same coin, both involving the reasoned defense of a doctrine, with the
difference that continuity requires the sustained defense of an established
doctrine while change demands the defense of a new or, more often, a
less authoritative one. Reasoned defense therefore is no more required in
stimulating change than it is in preserving continuity.

In order to probe the substance and dimensions of these themes of
continuity, change, and their relationship to authority, I have chosen to

ix

1 On these types of authority, see E. D. Watt, Authority (London and Canberra: Croom
Helm, 1982), 45–54, 55–63; Richard T. De George, The Nature and Limits of Author-
ity (Lawrence, Kans.: University of Kansas Press, 1985), 26–61, 191–209; Stanley I.
Benn, “Authority,” Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 8 vols. (New York: Macmillan Publishing
Co., 1967), I, 215–18; Robert Peabody, “Authority,” International Encyclopedia of the
Social Sciences, ed. D. L. Sills, 17 vols. (New York: Macmillan and Free Press, 1968), I,
473–77.



examine the relatively compendious discursive construct called juristic
typology which ranks legists according to the various levels of hermen-
eutical activity in which they are deemed competent to engage. This genre
has the virtue of serving a double purpose, one of which is the inherent
feature of self-representation. In speaking of the juristic structure of
authority, of the various levels of its functioning, and of the limits of
legal hermeneutics, it is instructive to listen to the voices emanating from
within the tradition itself, for at a certain analytical level, self-perception
is part and parcel of the objective reality which we have chosen to study.
The other purpose, in contrast, is the harnessing of this typological genre
for a critique that only outside observers of the tradition can proffer,
since no participant in the tradition can advance such a critique and
still remain part of that tradition. Subjecting the traditional account to a
critical approach of this kind amounts to no less than deconstructing the
historical imagination and inventions that were necessary to construct
the authoritative edifice of the legal system and doctrine in the first place.
No one, for instance, can at once question the almost mythological status
of the eponyms of the four schools and still accept the fundamental
assumptions of these typologies as anything more than linguistic struc-
tures needing to be decoded in a historiographical exercise. It is in virtue
of such purposes that juristic typologies will serve to guide us as a frame-
work for inquiry throughout this study.

One of the themes to be challenged, or at least questioned, in these
typologies is the absolutist notion of a school founder. In chapter 2 I shall
attempt to show, among other things, that while the image of a founding
father was unquestionably essential for the school in constructing for
itself an axis of authority, the abundantly available historical data serve to
demonstrate that this image was a later creation and that the presumed
founders of the four schools were far from having played these roles in
their own times. This finding will further clarify the processes involved
in the creation and construction of authority which was needed for the
evolution and functioning of the schools. For our specific purposes, there-
fore, we shall be content to answer the question of how – rather than why
– the imams’ authority was constructed. This latter question will be the
focus of another study currently in progress.2

In chapter 3 we shall trace the process by which the early multiple
juristic voices of absolute ijtihAd were progressively reduced to a relat-
ively limited set of doctrines on which a special kind of authority was
bestowed. The construction of the founder’s authority, the reduction and

2 See next note.
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narrowing down of the early independent ijtihAdic possibilities, and the
final rise of taqlCd as an expression of loyalty to the schools are phenomena
that share a single common denominator, namely, the augmentation of
school authority without which the legal system could not have continued
to exist, much less evolved or even thrived. The school as a doctrinal
structure will therefore be shown to have constituted the very embodi-
ment of this authority.

The inner dynamics of taqlCd, which represent the functional domin-
ance of school authority, will constitute the main focus of chapter 4.
A close examination of the activity of taqlCd and of the several types of
discourse and reasoned arguments involved in this activity will make clear
the many forms that school authority acquired. Within the confines of
this activity, school authority could mean, at one end of the spectrum, the
simple reproduction or mechanical application of authoritative doctrine,
while at the other, it could involve the reenactment of a given authoritat-
ive opinion in the school, complete with all the ammunition of reasoned
arguments and rhetorical discourse that the jurist could muster. But
whether it was the former or the latter, nearly ijtihAdic, type of taqlCd that
was being advocated, or for that matter any degree of argument that lay
between these two extremes, the defense of the school continued to be a
central, if not the most important, goal of that activity.

In the final analysis, the defense of the school did not consist in
a preoccupation with doctrinal trivia or with the mere collection and
rehearsal of opinions. Rather, on a quite substantive level, it was a defense
of methodology and hermeneutics, for the school itself was essentially
founded upon a set of identifiable theoretical and positive principles,
which in turn gave rise to an infinite variety of individual legal opinions
and cases. These principles continued to serve as the foundation of the
school as a substantive and authoritative legal entity, although the indi-
vidual opinions and cases which constituted the practical and positivistic
applications of these principles were subject to constant permutations.
Cases and the opinions that governed them were regularly replaced by
others, while the often undeclared principles from which they derived
remained fairly constant.

The school was also defined by its substantive boundaries, represented
by a massive bulk of particular cases and opinions that were articulated by
the vast number of jurists who proclaimed loyalty to it in each generation,
beginning with the presumed founders and their immediate followers,
and ending with the jurists of later centuries. This arsenal of legal opinion
represented, on the one hand, an imposing mass of doctrinal accretions,
and on the other, a staggering plurality in the school’s corpus juris. Now,
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this multiplicity of doctrinal narrative resulted in the development of a
technical vocabulary designed to distinguish an authoritative hierarchy
of legal opinion. In chapter 5, therefore, I explore what I call operative
terminology whose function it was to determine which of the opinions
governing a case carried the highest level of authority. For it was this
terminology that designated the process by which a particular legal
opinion was elevated from near obscurity or marginality to the highest, or
one of the highest levels, of authoritative doctrine.

The inner dynamics of legal doctrine functioning under the rubric
of operative terminology permitted the adaptation, mutatis mutandis, of
legal opinions according to the requirements of time and place. And it
is within the boundaries of this hermeneutical activity that much of the
dynamic of legal change lay. In chapter 6 I shall argue that legal change
was not incidental to Islamic law but that it was channeled through
processes that were embedded in the very structures of the law. The chief
agents mediating change through legitimization and formalization were
the jurisconsult (muftC ) and the author–jurist (muQannif ). The former
created the link between social practices and the law, thereby articulat-
ing in piecemeal fashion the changing requirements of legal doctrine.
No less important, however, was the function of the author–jurist who,
together with the muftC, had the authority to create and fashion the
authoritative legal text. Legal works of this kind encompassed not only
the discursive body of the school’s doctrine but also, and more specific-
ally, that portion of the corpus juris which was deemed authoritative, for it
was an integral part of the author–jurist’s function to determine, on his
own authority as well as on the authority of his associates, the standard
and thus authoritative doctrine in his school. It was this authority pos-
sessed by the author–jurist that allowed him to mediate legal change
as reflected in the juridical practices prevalent in his own social and
regional milieu. In chapter 6, but also throughout the book, one of our
chief concerns will continue to be the delimitation of the scope of author-
ity associated with the most prominent legal offices, namely, the judge,
the jurisconsult, and the author–jurist.

The nature of our enquiry dictates the investigation of sources that
cover both the early and middle periods of Islam, a fairly long stretch of
time indeed. In fact, our sources span the period from the second/eighth
century to the thirteenth/nineteenth, a fact which inevitably imposes
a caveat: The main focus of the book is the post-formative period which
begins with the time when the schools had already reached maturity
around the middle of the fourth/tenth century. The themes which will
be raised here and which belong to the time-frame before the final
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consolidation of the schools are intended to highlight the processes by
which authority was constructed in preparation for, and during, the
post-formative period. It goes without saying that in the present work
these themes are studied, not for their own sake, but in order to ascertain
their respective roles in the construction of school authority. Similarly,
the much later sources from the tenth/sixteenth century and afterwards
are here utilized to illustrate the processes by which doctrinal author-
ity was made to persist and respond to challenge, to ensure continuity
as well as effect change. Thus, the issues raised in this book ultimately
belong to the centuries that roughly fall between the fourth/tenth and the
ninth/fifteenth.3

Still, the fact that this study encompasses over five centuries’ worth
of developments does raise the issue of generalization. Social and other
historians of the Middle East have often attributed general character-
istics to the subjects of their enquiry on the basis of a few case studies.
In like manner, by failing to unravel the connections between these sub-
jects and the society and culture in which they operated and out of
which they emerged, the works of a number of historians appear to lapse
into essentialism. Despite the fairly wide coverage of the present study,
however, it avoids, by sheer necessity, these pitfalls. Insofar as the struc-
ture of legal authority is the focus of our enquiry, no jurist can be said
to have articulated – or operated within – a concept of authority that
was at variance with that of his peers and contemporaries. For jurists, by
the nature of their function, were neither philosophers nor theologians
who were largely free to innovate within their own intellectual traditions.
Unlike the latter, jurists were bound by their legal culture, its demands,
restrictions, and, above all, by the infrastructural social and cultural reality
on the ground, a reality whose demands were neither binding nor restrict-
ive in the case of theological, philosophical, or other types of intellectual
discourse. In chapter 6 I will attempt to show that juristic doctrinal
discourse succeeded in appropriating social reality by means of forging
structural mechanisms that involved the functions of the jurisconsult and
the author–jurist. The input of these latter functions, coupled with the
findings – in chapter 5 – that the authoritative status of legal opinions
was negotiated through considerations of social and mundane exigencies,
demonstrate an organic connection between social practice and juristic

3 Answering the question why authority was constructed will involve us here in enquiries
that are largely irrelevant to the issues under discussion. This question will form part of
a study in progress that addresses the early formation of Islamic law, spanning the period
extending from the first/seventh century to the middle of the fourth/tenth.
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production of doctrine. At the end of the day, the latter emerges as a type
of what has been called discursive practice.4

Be that as it may, the structure of authority does undergo diachronic
change, a fact clearly attested by the transformations that took place
during and after the consolidation of the legal schools. But the process
of change in the structure of authority was certainly slow and was often
rather subtle and seemingly imperceptible, a phenomenon that places
certain constraints on the historian. For to diagnose and unravel the pro-
cesses of change that were embedded in structures of juristic authority,
a fairly long period of time must be subjected to scrutiny, and a wide
variety of sources examined for this particular purpose. This is why an
examination of juristic production covering several centuries is required,
and, to make the processes of change clearer, sources from earlier and later
periods are needed as well.

In my source coverage, there is admittedly a mild imbalance. I have
attempted to draw evenly on works from the four schools. While this was
largely possible, the nanbalite legal literature was not always adequate
for the task in hand. It will be immediately noted, for instance, that this
school is absent from the list of juristic typologies, since no complete
nanbalite typology had been developed, at least insofar as I know. While
in other parts of this study the nanbalite presence is felt more, it almost
never matches that of the other three schools. (The relative meagerness of
nanbalite sources is not only a function of the small size of the school in
terms of the number of followers, but a historical phenomenon that has
more serious dimensions still awaiting study.)

Finally, a word of thanks. In researching the subject of this book I have
incurred a debt to my students who, as usual, have presented me with the
challenge of having to answer their profound questions and to address
their perspicacious comments. Adam Gacek, Salwa Ferahian, and Wayne
St. Thomas of the Library of the Institute of Islamic Studies have been
unfailingly helpful and supportive. Üner A. Turgay has been an ideal
colleague and an extraordinarily supportive chair. My chief debt goes to
Steve Millier whose library and editorial skills have been invaluable. To
all these students and colleagues, I record my deepest gratitude.

4 Here, a distinction is to be drawn between the demands – in terms of the nature of
sources – that are imposed on legal and social historians. For the latter, the connection
between such sources and the realia of social practice are, admittedly, at best tenuous.
But for the former, especially where structures of authority are concerned, they manifest
these connections in no ambiguous manner.
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1

� � 1 � �

JURISTIC TYPOLOGIES:
A FRAMEWORK FOR ENQUIRY

I

A juristic typology is a form of discourse that reduces the community
of legal specialists into manageable, formal categories, taking into con-
sideration the entire historical and synchronic range of that community’s
juristic activities and functions. One of the fundamental characteristics of
a typology is the elaboration of a structure of authority in which all the
elements making up the typology are linked to each other, hierarchically
or otherwise, by relationships of one type or another. The synchronic and
diachronic ranges of a typology provide a synopsis of the constitutive
elements operating within a historical legal tradition and within a living
community of jurists. It also permits a panoramic view of the transmis-
sion of authority across types, of the limits on legal hermeneutics in each
type, and of the sorts of relationships that are imposed by the interplay of
authority and hermeneutics.

The evolution of the notion of the typology as a theoretical construct
or conceptual model presupposes a conscious articulation of the elements
that constitute them. To put it tautologically, since typologies purport
to describe certain realities, these realities must, logically and historically
speaking, predate any attempt at typification. And since Islamic juristic
typologies presuppose, by virtue of their hermeneutical constitution,
loyalty to the madhhab or legal school, then it is expected that no typo-
logy can be possible without positing a school structure.

Furthermore, and as a prerequisite to the formation of a typology,
there must be developed a fairly sophisticated historical account of the
school. In other words, no typology can be formulated without a sub-
stantial repertoire of the so-called SabaqAt (bio-bibliographical) literature.
This literature, in its turn, totally depends on the conception of the
madhhab as a doctrinal entity composed of jurist–scholars, their tradition
of learning, and profession. The final formation of the schools was thus a
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precondition to the emergence of SabaqAt literature, just as this literature
was a prerequisite for the rise of typologies.

Since the legal schools took shape by the middle of the fourth/tenth
century,1 and since the first SabaqAt works of the jurists seem to have been
written by the end of the fourth/tenth century and the beginning of the
fifth/eleventh,2 we must not expect to find any typology emerging before
the middle or end of the latter century. Indeed, it is no surprise that our
sources have not revealed a typology prior to that of the distinguished
Andalusian jurist Abe al-Walcd Mumammad Ibn Rushd (d. 520/1126).

I I

One year before his death, the Cordoban jurist Ibn Rushd was called
upon to answer what is in effect three questions:3 First, what are the
qualifications of the muftC in “these times of ours” according to the school
of Malik? Second, what is the status of the qAKC ’s ruling if he is a muqallid
within the Malikite school and if, in his region, no mujtahid is to be
found? Should his rulings be categorically accepted, categorically revoked,
or only provisionally accepted? Third, should the ruler – with respect to
whom the qAKCs are but muqallids – accept or revoke their decisions?

1 This is based on extensive research by this writer as well as on Christopher Melchert,
The Formation of the Sunni Schools of Law (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1997). See also nn. 1 and
3 of the preface, above.

2 It suffices here to quote one of the most important legal biographers in Islam, Taj al-Dcn
al-Subkc, who could not find a Shaficite biography earlier than the beginning of the
fifth/eleventh century. In explaining his sources, he states: “I have searched hard and
researched much in order to find those who wrote on SabaqAt. The first one who is said
to have discoursed on that [subject] is the Imam Abe nafq cUmar Ibn al-Musawwicc
[d. 440/1048] . . . who wrote a book he entitled al-Mudhahhab f C ShuyEkh al-Madhhab.
After him, the Qakc Abe al-tayyib al-tabarc [d. 450/1058] wrote a short work.” See
Subkc, TabaqAt al-ShAfi ciyya al-KubrA, 6 vols. (Cairo: al-Maktaba al-nusayniyya, 1906),
I, 114. Furthermore, in his al-MajmE c: SharM al-Muhadhdhab, 12 vols. (Cairo: Masbacat
al-Takamun, 1344/1925), I, 40–54, Sharaf al-Dcn al-Nawawc devotes a section to adab
al-muftC and there declares his debt to the works of Ibn al-ralam and cAbd al-Wamid
al-raymarc (d. 386/996), another Shaficite who wrote a work with the same title. But
judging by the typology put forth by Nawawc, it is clear that his debt is exclusively to
Ibn al-ralam, since nowhere in his discussion of the types of muftCs does he mention
raymarc. On raymarc and his work, see Amcn b. Ammad Ismaccl Pasha, HKAM al-MaknEn
f C al-Dhayl calA Kashf al-VunEn, 6 vols. (repr., Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya, 1992),
I, 633.

3 Mumammad b. Ammad Ibn Rushd, FatAwA Ibn Rushd, ed. al-Mukhtar b. tahir al-Talclc,
3 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Gharb al-Islamc, 1978), III, 1494–1504; Ammad b. Yamya
al-Wansharcsc, al-MicyAr al-Mughrib wal-JAmi c al-Mucrib can FatAwC cUlamA ” IfrCqiyya
wal-Andalus wal-Maghrib, 13 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Gharb al-Islamc, 1401/1981), X,
30–35.
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Ibn Rushd answered that the community of jurists consisted of three
groups. The first had accepted the validity of Malik’s school by following
it without knowledge of the evidence upon which the school’s doctrine
was based. This group concerned itself merely with memorizing Malik’s
views on legal questions along with the views of his associates. It does so,
however, without understanding the import of these views, let alone dis-
tinguishing those which are sound from those which are weak.

The second group deemed Malikite doctrine valid because it had
become clear to its members that the foundational principles on which
the school was based were sound. Accordingly, they took it upon them-
selves to study and learn by heart Malik’s legal doctrines alongside
the doctrines of his associates (aQMAb).4 Despite the fact that their legal
scholarship was not proficient enough to enable them to derive positive
legal rulings from the texts of revelation or from the general precepts laid
down by the founders, they also managed to learn how to distinguish
between those views that accord with the school’s principles and those
that do not.

The third group also came to a deep and thorough understanding of
Malik’s doctrine as well as the teachings of his associates. Like the second
group, this group knew how to differentiate between the sound views that
accord with the school’s general precepts and those that are weak and
therefore are deemed to stand in violation of these precepts. However,
what distinguished the members of this group from those belonging to the
other two is that they were able to reason on the basis of the revealed texts
and the general principles of the school. Their knowledge encompassed
the following topics: the legal subject matter of the Quran; abrogating
and abrogated verses; ambiguous and clear Quranic language; the general
and the particular; sound and weak legal MadCth ; the opinions of the
Companions, the Followers, and those who came after them throughout
the Islamic domains; doctrines subject to their agreement and disagree-
ment; the Arabic language; and methods of legal reasoning and the proper
use in them of textual evidence.

Now in terms of their function, the members of the first group are
disqualified from issuing fatwAs. True, they may have memorized the

4 The term aQMAb (pl. of QAMib) here means those who studied with Malik, as well as those
who happened, generations later, to follow his doctrines together with the doctrines of
his immediate students. On QuMba in the educational context, see George Makdisi, The
Rise of Colleges: Institutions of Learning in Islam and the West (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 1981), 128–29; Michael Chamberlain, Knowledge and Social Practice
in Medieval Damascus, 1190–1350 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994),
118–22; Jonathan Berkey, The Transmission of Knowledge in Medieval Cairo (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1992), 34–35.
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founding doctrines of the Malikite school, but they have not yet
developed the critical apparatus which allows one to discriminate be-
tween doctrines that are sound and those that are less sound. What they
possess, in other words, is not cilm, i.e., the genuine understanding of
the quality of textual evidence and the lines of legal reasoning through
which legal norms are derived. All they have managed to do is to
acquire by rote the school’s doctrine, which permits them to issue fatwAs
only for themselves, that is, in situations where they are personally
involved ( f C Maqqi nafsihi ). Should there be more than one opinion on
the matter, then members of this group would be governed by the same
rule applied to the layman (cAmmC ), namely, that they are to accept one
of the following options: (1) to adopt whichever opinion they deem
suitable; (2) to investigate the credentials of the jurists who held these
opinions so as to adopt the view of the most learned of them; and (3) to
choose the most demanding of the available opinions in order to be on
the safe side.

Since the members of the second group have distinguished themselves
by a proficient knowledge of the school’s doctrines and general pre-
cepts, they are qualified to give legal opinions lying within the doctrinal
boundaries of the school of Malik and his associates. In other words, they
are not to attempt any form of ijtihAd which may lead to the discovery of
an unprecedented legal ruling.

By contrast, those belonging to the third group do have the freedom to
exercise ijtihAd since they have perfected the tools of original legal reason-
ing on the basis of the revealed texts. The qualifications permitting them
to practice ijtihAd are not a matter of quantitative memorization of legal
doctrines; rather, they are the refined qualities of legal reasoning and an
intimate knowledge of the Quran, the Sunna, and consensus. But how are
these qualifications to be recognized? Ibn Rushd maintains that acknow-
ledgment of an accomplished jurist who has reached such a distinguished
level of legal learning must come from both the community of legal
specialists in which he himself lives, and from the jurist himself. The
judgment is thus both objective and subjective.5

Let us recall that the first question addressed to Ibn Rushd referred
in part to the muftC ’s qualifications during “these times of ours.” It is
remarkable, and quite significant for us – as shall become clear later – that
Ibn Rushd did not view his own age as being any different from the ones
preceding it, insisting that “the attributes of the muftC which he should
fulfill do not change with the changing of times.”6

5 Ibn Rushd, FatAwA, III, 1503. 6 Ibid.; Wansharcsc, al-Mi cyAr al-Mughrib, X, 34.
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Ibn Rushd’s tripartite classification of muftCs is intended to prepare the
ground for a reply to the first question, namely, What are the qualifica-
tions of the muftC according to Malikite doctrine? The answer is that,
in light of the classification set forth earlier, no one is entitled to issue
fatwAs – whether in accordance with Malikite law or otherwise – unless he
is able to investigate the textual sources of the law by means of the proper
tools of legal reasoning. Put differently, if the jurist is unable to reach
this level of competence, then no matter how extensive his knowledge
of Malikite law he lacks the necessary qualifications of a muftC. Thus, the
prerequisite is the attainment of ijtihAd, and ijtihAd, Ibn Rushd seems to
say, cannot be confined to any particular school or to boundaries preset
by any other mujtahid, be he a contemporary, a predecessor or even the
founder of a school.

As for the second question, the solution may be found in the discussion
of the second category of jurists, namely, those who study and learn by
heart the Malikite doctrines and who are able to distinguish between
sound and unsound opinions, but who are unable to derive positive legal
rulings from the texts of revelation or from general precepts laid down
by the masters. It is clear that Ibn Rushd places qAKCs in this category
by process of elimination, since they fit neither in the first category of
muqallids nor in the third, which comprises only mujtahids. These qAKCs
are permitted to rule on cases already elaborated in Malikite law, but in
cases where there is no precedent they are obliged to seek the opinion of
a muftC who is qualified to practice ijtihAd, whether or not this muftC is to
be found in the locality where the judge presides. Here, Ibn Rushd is
merely acknowledging an age-old practice where jurists were in the habit
of soliciting the opinion of a distinguished muftC.7

The third question Ibn Rushd answers summarily: If a muqallid
presiding as a judge should rule on a matter requiring ijtihAd , then his
decision would be subject to judicial review. The ruler’s duty is to decree
that such judges should not dabble in matters involving ijtihAd but should
refer these matters to jurists who are properly qualified.8

The issues which gave rise to these questions were the subject of
heated debate among the jurists of early twelfth-century Tangiers. Failing
to persuade each other, these jurists addressed themselves to Ibn Rushd,
at the time the most distinguished and recognized legal scholar in the

7 Ibn Rushd’s own fatwAs, published in three volumes, reflect this reality. A large number
of the istiftA ”s came from both qAKCs and private individuals who resided in nearby and
distant Spanish and North African locales. The present fatwA, for instance, came from
Tangiers.

8 Ibn Rushd, FatAwA, III, 1504.
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Malikite school. The authority that Ibn Rushd carried was beyond dis-
pute, whether during his lifetime or centuries thereafter. What he said
was taken seriously, and his fatwAs and other writings became, over the
course of the following centuries, authoritative statements that were
incorporated into law manuals, commentaries, and super-commentaries.9

The fatwA discussed above, for instance, was incorporated in a number
of works, including Wansharcsc’s MicyAr, Burzulc’s NawAzil, al-Mahdc
al-Wazzanc’s NawAzil, Ibn Salmen’s al-cIqd al-MunaUUam, and nassab’s
MawAhib al-JalCl.10 The point to be made here is that Ibn Rushd’s
opinion continued to have relevance for centuries after his death, and as
such it stood as an authoritative statement reflecting a juristic reality
within the Malikite school both during and long after the lifetime of this
eminent jurist.

I shall reserve further commentary on Ibn Rushd’s fatwA to a later
stage in the discussion, but for now it is worth noting one significant
aspect. The point of departure in this fatwA is that the limits of legal inter-
pretation are confined to Malikism, an assumption that seems implicit
in the question posed by the jurists of Tangiers. The three questions
they submitted to Ibn Rushd revolved exclusively around the tasks
and hermeneutical skills of muftCs and qAKCs. These were the parameters
that Ibn Rushd accepted in his discussion of the first two types of jurists,
whom he regarded as indeed obliged to conform to school doctrine
since they lacked the tools of ijtihAd (although the second type was still
permitted to issue fatwAs). When he came to discuss the third type,
however, Ibn Rushd parted company with his fellow jurists. In his
eyes, the muftC–mujtahid was not bound by the limitations of the school,
and his task (once the case proved to require ijtihAd ) entailed a direct
confrontation with the revealed texts. Dependence on the opinions
and doctrines of the predecessors – that is, on established authority –
was no longer relevant nor needed at this stage. Even muftCs of the
second type were not permitted to issue fatwAs “according to Malik’s
school” unless they themselves were able, through independent means,
to verify the opinions they cited from earlier authorities. That is to
say, once ijtihAd enters the picture, independence of mind becomes a
must. This is the context for Ibn Rushd’s leading statement, which is of

9 On the significance of incorporating fatwAs in law manuals and commentarial liter-
ature, see chapter 6, below.

10 Editorial references to these works are to be found in Ibn Rushd, FatAwA, III, 1496–97.
nassab discusses Ibn Rushd’s fatwA in Mumammad b. Mumammad al-nassab, MawAhib
al-JalCl li-SharM MukhtaQar KhalCl, 6 vols. (tarablus, Libya: Maktabat al-Najam, 1969),
VI, 94–96.
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particular significance for us: “The attributes of the muftC [–mujtahid ]
which he should fulfill do not change with the changing of times.”
Thus, the ijtihAd of Malik himself, and of the other founding masters
of Malikism, did not differ from that of later jurisprudents, including,
probably, Ibn Rushd himself, who was known to have exercised ijtihAd
in a number of cases.11

If later mujtahids were as qualified as the founding masters, however,
did this mean that later mujtahids could establish their own schools?
To the best of my knowledge, Ibn Rushd does not address this question.
But we can generally infer from his ijtihAd ic activities12 and writings that
undertaking fresh ijtihAd in one or more cases does in no way entail either
the abandonment of a legal school or the establishment of a new one.
For Ibn Rushd, this simply was not an issue. The three types of jurists
he articulated operated entirely within the Malikite system, with one
significant exception. When muftCs of the third type encountered a case
necessitating ijtihAd, they dealt with it as independent mujtahids, in the
sense that they were not bound by the criteria which the founding masters
had established for their own legal construction. This activity, however,
though independent, did little to alienate them or their new opinions
from the Malikite school. On the contrary, the resulting opinions were
added to the repertoire of the school’s doctrine, and were memorized and
debated in their turn by succeeding generations of jurists.

I I I

About a century later, another major jurist was faced with a similar
question. This was Abe cAmr cUthman Ibn al-ralam (d. 643/1245), a
Shaficite muftC, teacher, and author who lived in Damascus for a good
part of his life.13 Ibn al-ralam wrote at a time when the legal schools had
already taken their final shape, which explains why he framed his dis-
cussion in terms of affiliation and loyalty to the school, and in a more
developed and self-conscious manner than we found in Ibn Rushd.

11 See, for example, Wael B. Hallaq, “Murder in Cordoba: IjtihAd, IftA ” and the Evolu-
tion of Substantive Law in Medieval Islam,” Acta Orientalia, 55 (1994): 55–83, and
Burzulc’s commentary on the fatwA of Ibn Rushd discussed here, in Ibn Rushd, FatAwA,
III, 1504–06.

12 See previous note.
13 See his biography in Taqc al-Dcn b. Ammad Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt al-ShAfi ciyya,

ed. cAbd al-cAlcm Khan, 4 vols. (Hyderabad: Masbacat Majlis Da’irat al-Macarif
al-cUthmaniyya, 1398/1978), II, 144–46; cAbd al-Qadir b. Mumammad al-Nucaymc,
al-DAris f C TArCkh al-MadAris, ed. Jacfar al-nusaync, 2 vols. (Damascus: Masbacat
al-Taraqqc, 1367/1948), I, 20–21.
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He begins by dividing the muftCs into two categories, independent
(mustaqill ) and dependent (ghayr mustaqill ),14 two terms that augur the
emergence of a technical language through which juristic typification
came to be articulated. The first category stands by itself, signaling the
momentous achievement of the school founders. The second category
encompasses four types to which a fifth informal type is added. Thus, all
in all, Ibn al-ralam’s typology consists of the following categories and
types:

Category 1 (one type)
Category 2 (types 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5)

MuftCs of the first category, which he also identifies as absolute (muSlaq),
possess expert knowledge of uQEl al-fiqh, which includes Quranic exegesis,
MadCth criticism, the theory of abrogation, language, and the methods
of exploiting the revealed texts and of deriving rulings therefrom. They
are also knowledgeable in the realms of positive law (having mastered its
difficult and precedent-setting cases), the science of disagreement (khilAf )
and arithmetic. The mujtahids in this category must maintain these
qualifications in all areas of the law, thereby distinguishing themselves
from lesser mujtahids.15

Those who possess these lofty qualifications are able to dispense
with the communal duty, the farK al-kifAya , which is incumbent upon
all members of the community but discharged if certain members could
fulfill it. They follow no one and belong to no school, the implication
being – given the then current perception of the schools’ history – that
this definition applies to the founders of their own schools, the imams,
who appeared on the scene during a fleeting moment in history. Ibn
al-ralam declares these jurists long extinct, having left behind others to
tread in their footsteps.

Those who follow in their path make up the second category, the
dependent muftCs who are by definition affiliated with the founding
masters, the imams. Ibn al-ralam falls short of making any explicit con-
nection between the two types, but the connection seems to be assumed
and appears to follow logically. The assumption is necessary because
the entire community of muftCs is conceived here in terms of leaders and
followers, of founding masters and succeeding generations of adherents
who are progressively, in diachronic terms, inferior in knowledge to the

14 Abe cAmr cUthman b. cAbd al-Ramman Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC wal-MustaftC, ed.
Muwaffaq b. cAbd al-Qadir (Beirut: cflam al-Kutub, 1407/1986), 86 ff.

15 Ibid., 89–91.
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imams. This is perhaps why, in the course of the discussion, Ibn al-ralam
changes the designation of the second category from ghayr mustaqill to
muntasib, the affiliated muftC.

This second category is in turn divided into four (possibly five) types:

Type 1: Curiously, the first type is far from being a muqallid, i.e. one who follows
the positive doctrine of the founding master or absolute mujtahid. Rather, this
type of muftC possesses all the qualifications found in the absolute, independent
mujtahid , and seems to equal him in every way. However, his affiliation with
the latter is due to the fact that the muftC has chosen to follow his particular
methods of ijtihAd and to advocate his doctrines. In this context, Abe Ismaq
al-Isfara’cnc (d. 418/1027) is on record as saying that this was the case with a
number of mujtahids who affiliated themselves with the school founders not
out of taqlCd but rather because they found the imams’ methods of ijtihAd
most convincing. What he in effect means here is that the affiliation was
created on the grounds that the muftC of the first sub-type happened to believe
in the soundness of the ijtihAd methods adopted by the absolute mujtahid
because he had arrived independently at the same conclusions. TaqlCd plays no
role here, because the adoption of the founder’s ijtihAd methods presupposes
the existence of the quality of ijtihAd which enables him to determine that the
imam’s methodology is the most sound.

This being the case, the distinction between these two types of mujtahid
is drastically blurred, which raises, for instance, the question: Why should
jurists of the second type “follow” the first if they are equally qualified? Or
to put it another way: Why should those of the second type not establish their
own schools? It is probably this ambiguity, or blurring of distinctions, that
prompted Ibn al-ralam to interject a clarifying statement: The claim that the
affiliated mujtahids are devoid of all strands of taqlCd is incorrect, for they,
or most of them (aktharuhum), have not completely mastered the sciences of
absolute ijtihAd and thus have not attained the rank of independent mujtahids.
This assertion seems to stand in flagrant contradiction to what Ibn al-ralam
had said a little earlier, namely, that this kind of muftC possesses all the cre-
dentials of the absolute, independent mujtahid and stands on a par with him
in nearly every way. The difficulty in accounting for the role of these mujtahids
in the school hierarchy is underscored by Ibn al-ralam’s qualification “most of
them.” This is significant since it allows for a certain blurring of distinctions
between this type of muftC and the absolute mujtahid. Isfara’cnc’s assertion thus
remains largely unaffected, while Ibn al-ralam’s undifferentiated reality tends
to accord with the facts of history, for we now know that the eponyms were
not exclusively responsible for the rise and evolution of the schools.16

16 A point we shall develop in chapter 2, below. See also Wael B. Hallaq, “Was al-Shafici
the Master Architect of Islamic Jurisprudence?” International Journal of Middle East
Studies, 4 (1993): 587–605.
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Type 2: The second type is the limited mujtahid (muqayyad ) who is fully qualified
to confirm and enhance the doctrines of the absolute mujtahid. His qualifica-
tions, however, do not allow him to step outside the principles and methods
laid down by the imam of his school. He knows the law, legal theory, and the
detailed methods of legal reasoning and linguistic analysis. He is an expert
in takhrCj 17 and in deducing the law from its sources.18 This last qualification
becomes necessary because he is held responsible for determining the law
in unprecedented cases according to the principles of his imam and of the
school with which he is affiliated. Despite his ability to perform ijtihAd, these
qualifications of his are marred by a weakness in certain respects, such as in his
knowledge of MadCth or in his mastery of the Arabic language. These weak-
nesses, Ibn al-ralam observes, have in reality been the lot of many muftCs who
happened to be of this type. He also finds it easier to cite examples of such
muftCs than he was when articulating the first type. He declares, for instance –
without invoking the attestation of other authorities (as he did with Isfara’cnc
before) – that a certain class of eminent Shaficite jurists did belong to this type,
calling these latter aQMAb al-wujEh and aQMAb al-Suruq.19

The relationship existing between the revealed texts and the absolute
mujtahid appears identical to that which links the imam’s founding positive
doctrines to the limited mujtahid of the second type. This latter, in other
words, derives rulings for unprecedented cases on the basis of the imam’s
doctrines, just as his imam derived his own doctrines from the revealed sources.
In rare cases, he may even embark on ijtihAd in the same manner as the muftC
of the first type does. At a later stage of the discussion, Ibn al-ralam develops
this point. He argues that in unprecedented cases the limited mujtahid is
permitted to conduct ijtihAd in the same manner as the absolute mujtahid.
Shaficite mujtahids who have mastered the fundamental principles (qawA cid )
as laid down by Shaficc, and who are fully trained in his methods of legal
reasoning, are considered to have the same abilities as the absolute mujtahid
does. In fact, Ibn al-ralam continues, such mujtahids may even be more cap-
able than the absolute mujtahid, for they, we understand, have lived at a
time when the fundamental school principles have long been prepared and
established. Such tools as were available to them were never within the reach of
the absolute mujtahid. Thus, Ibn al-ralam seems to say, they enjoy a definite
advantage.

17 For a detailed account of takhrCj, see chapter 2, sections III–IV, below.
18 In fact, Jalal al-Dcn al-Suyesc calls this type of jurist mujtahid al-takhrCj since the char-

acteristic activity in which he is involved is that of takhrCj. See his al-Radd calA man
Akhlada ilA al-ArK wa-Jahila anna al-IjtihAd f C Kulli cAQrin FarK, ed. Khalcl al-Mays
(Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya, 1983), 116.

19 Norman Calder, “al-Nawawc’s Typology of MuftCs and its Significance for a General
Theory of Islamic Law,” Islamic Law and Society, 4 (1996): 146, mistakenly defined
aQMAb al-wujEh as “those [jurists] whose opinions are preserved.” On this expression, see
chapter 2, section III, below. On aQMAb al-Suruq, see chapter 5, section I, below.
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It is important to realize that the license given to the limited mujtahid to
perform the various activities of ijtihAd is not mere theorization on the part of
Ibn al-ralam. In a key sentence, he declares that the province of this mujtahid ’s
activities is acknowledged in both theory and practice. “This is the correct
doctrine which has been put into practice, the haven of the muftCs for ages and
ages.”20

However, if the limited mujtahid finds that a ruling in a particular case has
already been derived and elaborated by his imam, he must adopt it and ought
not to question them by seeking textual evidence that might countervail or
contradict it (mu cAriK ). The ability to give preponderance to one piece of
evidence over another belongs to the imam, who is seen as the real founder of
the school. This is why the fatwA of the limited mujtahid of this type does not
reflect his own juristic endeavor, but rather that of the imam. “He who applies
[or adopts; cAmil calA] the fatwA of the limited mujtahid is a muqallid of the
imam, not of the limited mujtahid himself, since the latter relies in validating
his opinion on the imam, for he is not acting independently in validating
its attribution to the Lawgiver.”21 Authority here is hierarchical: Direct con-
frontation with the revealed texts endows the hermeneutical enterprise of the imam
with the highest level of authority. A derivative hermeneutic therefore yields only
derivative and subordinate authority. The derivative nature of this authority
translates, formally, into affiliation, and substantively, into loyalty.

Type 3: Jurists of the third type are, expectedly, inferior to their counterparts of
the second type: Ibn al-ralam calls them the “jurists who articulated the wujEh
and Suruq” (aQMAb al-wujEh wal-Suruq).22 The muftC of the third type has a
trained intelligence, knows by heart the doctrines of the imam he follows
(madhhab imAmihi ), and is an expert in his methods and ways. These doctrines
and methods he confirms, defends, refines, clarifies, reenacts, and makes pre-
ponderant, presumably over and against the doctrines of others. His qualifica-
tions, however, fall short of those posited for muftCs of the preceding types
because he fails to match their knowledge in one or more of the following
areas: (1) the authoritative law of the school, the madhhab ;23 (2) the methods
of legal reasoning needed for the derivation of rulings; (3) uQEl al-fiqh in all its
aspects and details; and (4) a variety of tools needed for the practice of ijtihAd,
tools which the aQMAb al-wujEh wal-Suruq have perfected.

Who belonged to this type? Ibn al-ralam is even more specific about which
jurists who fell into this group than he was about the first and second types.
Here he introduces an explicit chronological element, hitherto absent from
his typology. Many of the later jurists (muta ”akhkhirEn) who flourished up to
the end of the fifth/eleventh century were, according to him, of this category.

20 Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC, 96: “hAdhA huwa al-QaMCM al-ladhC calayhi al- camal wa-ilayhi
mafzac al-muftCn min mudadin madCda.” On the significance of QaMCM and camal, see
chapter 5, sections IV and VI, below.

21 Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC, 95. 22 See n. 19, above.
23 See chapter 5, section VI, below.
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They were author–jurists (muQannifEn)24 who produced the magisterial works
studied so assiduously by later generations of legal scholars, including, admit-
tedly, the generation of Ibn al-ralam himself. Their juristic competence does
not match that of their colleagues of the second type, but they did contribute
to the ordering and refinement of the authoritative positive doctrine of the
school, the madhhab. In their fatwAs, they elaborated law in the same detailed
manner as jurists of the second type did, or, at any rate, very close to it. Their
competence in legal reasoning permitted them to infer rulings for new cases on
the basis of established and already solved cases. In this respect, Ibn al-ralam
states, they were not limited to certain types of legal reasoning, the implication
being that their competence in this sphere was of a wide range.

Type 4: MuftCs belonging to this type are the carriers and transmitters of the
madhhab. They fully understand straightforward and problematic cases, but
their knowledge does not go beyond this stage of competence, for they are
weak in establishing textual evidence and in legal reasoning. In issuing fatwAs,
they merely transmit the authoritative doctrine of the school as elaborated by
the imam and his associates who are themselves mujtahids operating within the
boundaries of their school. In referring to the latter authorities, Ibn al-ralam
has in mind jurists belonging to the first category and types 1 and 2 of the
second, for he uses a particular term, takhrCjAt, when referring to that part of
the school’s authoritative doctrine which cannot be attributed to the imam’s
juristic activity. Since the sole juristic activity of type 2 is characterized as
takhrCj, then muftCs of type 4 must transmit the doctrines of the imam, muftCs
of type 1, and, by definition, those of type 2.

When muftCs of type 4 do not find in the school’s doctrine answers to
the questions facing them, they look for analogical cases that might provide
solutions to the questions addressed to them. If they find such cases, and if
they know that the analogy is sound (i.e., that differences between the cases
are irrelevant),25 then they transfer the rule of the established case to the new.
Similarly, they may venture to apply, in a deductive manner, a general, well-
defined school principle to the case at hand. Such opportunities are common,
for it is unlikely that a jurist should encounter a case which has no parallel in
the school or which does not conform to a general principle. However, should
a muftC be incapable of reasoning on such a level, he should refrain from
issuing fatwAs when the answer has not been established in the school. Finally,
muftCs of this type are unable to commit the entirety of the school’s positive
doctrines to memory. They can memorize most of the doctrines, but must be
adequately trained in retrieving the rest from books.26

24 On the author–jurist and his role in legitimizing legal change, see chapter 6, below.
25 Commonly known as qiyAs ilghA” al-fAriq or qiyAs naf C al-fAriq. See Muwaffaq al-Dcn Ibn

Qudama, RawKat al-NAUir wa-Junnat al-MunAUir, ed. Sayf al-Dcn al-Katib (Beirut: Dar
al-Kitab al-cArabc, 1401/1981), 262–63; Jamal al-Dcn Abe cAmr Ibn al-najib, MukhtaQar
al-MuntahA al-UQElC (Cairo: Masbacat Kurdistan al-cIlmiyya, 1326/1908), 132–33.

26 Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC, 100.
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In a subsequent discussion, related to, but not an integral part of
the typology, Ibn al-ralam remarks that Imam al-naramayn al-Juwaync
(d. 478/1085) and others held the view that a jurist who is adept at
uQEl and knowledgeable in fiqh is not permitted, solely on that basis,
to issue fatwAs.27 Others are also reported to have maintained that a
muqallid is not allowed to issue fatwAs in those areas of the law in
which they are muqallids. To be sure, there were those who opposed such
views and were prepared to allow a muqallid with thorough knowledge
of the imam’s law (mutabaMMiran f Chi ) to issue fatwAs in accordance
with it. At this point, Ibn al-ralam interjects to explain that what is
intended by the provision that a muqallid should not issue fatwAs is that
he should not appear as though he is the author of the fatwA ; rather,
he should clearly attribute it to the mujtahid whom he followed on that
particular point of law. Accordingly, Ibn al-ralam adds, “in the ranks
of muftCs, we have counted muqallids who are not true muftCs, but who
have taken the places of others performing their tasks on their behalf.
Thus, they have come to be counted amongst them. For example, they
should say [when they are asked a question]: ‘The opinion of Shaficc is
such and such.’ ”28

This preliminary discussion seeks to introduce, in a less conscious
manner, what is in effect a fifth type. Ibn al-ralam explicitly observes
that this type has nothing in common with the other categories of his
typology, and yet at the same time refuses to assign it a formal place.
This sub-type appears as subsidiary to the formal structure of the typo-
logy, its informality suggesting that it originated as an afterthought. Its
exclusion from the formal structure of the typology is implicitly rational-
ized in the preliminary discussion where the main point made is that
the true or quintessential muftC is the one who is himself able to reason
independently, either by deriving legal rulings directly from the revealed
texts (category 1 and types 1 and 2 of category 2) or by being know-
ledgeable in the methods of derivation and in the material sources so
as to be able to verify the soundness of the opinions he issues (types 3
and 4). A person of the subsidiary type, however, possesses none of
these qualities, for he is deficient (qAQir) and all he has “studied is one
or more books of the madhhab . . . If a layman does not find in his
town anyone other than him, then he must consult him, for this is still
better than a situation where the layman remains confused, having no
solution to his problem.”29 If the town is devoid of muftCs, then the
layman should turn to this qAQir individual who must relay the solution

27 Ibid., 101 f. 28 Ibid., 103. 29 Ibid., 104.
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to the layman’s problem as found in a reliable and trustworthy book.
Here the layman would of course be following the opinion (muqallidan)
of the imam, not that of the qAQir. But if he cannot find an identical case
in any written sources, then he should in no way attempt to infer its
solution from what he might think to be similar cases in their pages.

Overall, then, Ibn al-ralam’s typology encompasses six sorts of jurists,
ranging from the independent muftC, the imam, down to the deficient
jurist who is merely able to locate in the law books the cases about which
he is asked. It is interesting that Ibn al-ralam’s younger contemporary,
Nawawc (d. 676/1277), reproduces, with a somewhat different arrange-
ment of materials, the same typology, including the supplementary,
informal discussion.30 Like Ibn Rushd’s typology, Ibn al-ralam’s version
became highly influential within and without the Shaficite tradition, more
so than Nawawc’s reproduction of it. In fact, it remained influential even
after Suyesc reformulated it nearly three centuries later.31

IV

Some three centuries after Ibn al-ralam and Nawawc, and perhaps shortly
after Suyesc’s lifetime, the Ottoman Shaykh al-Islam Ammad Ibn Kamal
Pashazadeh (d. 940/1533)32 articulated a nanafite typology of jurists in

30 Calder, who studied Nawawc’s typology in the larger context of his MajmE c, curiously
arrives at eight types altogether. He recognizes the first six, as I do. But he adds two
more types for which I see no basis either in Ibn al-ralam or in Nawawc. The seventh
type which Nawawc is said to have articulated is indeed not a type but rather a discus-
sion I have characterized as preliminary to his less formal type 5 of the second category.
The eighth type that Calder identifies is again not a type since it deals with laymen not
muftCs, and muftCs are what the entire typology is all about. See Calder, “al-Nawawc’s
Typology,” 148; cf. Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 44–45.

31 See, for instance, the widely quoted work of Shams al-Dcn Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-
NukkAm f C UQEl al-AqKiya wa-ManAhij al-AMkAm, 2 vols. (Cairo: al-Masbaca al-cfmira
al-Sharafiyya, 1883), I, 51. For Suyesc’s reformulation, see his al-Radd, 112–16. Suyesc,
however, differs with Ibn al-ralam on the terminological definition of the first type in
the second category. Whereas Ibn al-ralam uses the term “absolute” to describe muftCs
of the first category, Suyesc argues that type 1 of the second category is also absolute,
albeit affiliated: “fa-hAdhA muSlaq muntasib lA mustaqill.” Cf. Ammad b. cAbd al-Ramcm
Shah Walc Allah al-Dahlawc, cIqd al-JCd f C AMkAm al-IjtihAd wal-TaqlCd, ed. Mumibb
al-Dcn al-Khascb (Cairo: al-Masbaca al-Salafiyya, 1385/1965), 3–5.

32 For his biography, see cAbd al-Qadir al-Tamcmc, al-TabaqAt al-Saniyya f C TarAjim al-
Nanafiyya, ed. cAbd al-Fattam al-nulw, 3 vols. (Cairo: Dar al-Rifacc lil-Nashr, 1983), I,
355–57; Abe al-nasanat cAbd al-nayy al-Laknawc, al-FawA ”id al-Bahiyya f C TarAjim
al-Nanafiyya (Cairo: Masbacat al-Sacada, 1324/1906), 21–22; Mumammad Amcn Ibn
cfbidcn, NAshiyat Radd al-MuMtAr calA al-Durr al-MukhtAr: SharM TanwCr al-AbQAr,
8 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, 1979), I, 26.
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which seven ranks (SabaqAt) are recognized.33 The first is the rank of
mujtahids in the Sharc, consisting of the four imams, the founders and
eponyms of the four legal schools. Also holding this rank are others “like
them,” almost certainly a reference to the eponyms of the schools that
failed to survive. These eponyms established fundamental principles (ta ”sCs
qawA cid al-uQEl ) and derived positive legal rulings from the four sources,
i.e., the Quran, the Sunna, consensus, and qiyAs. They are independent,
and follow no one, whether it be in the general principles and methodo-
logy of law (uQEl ) or in positive legal rulings ( furE c).

Second is the rank of mujtahids within the boundaries of the madhhab,
such as Abe nancfa’s students, especially Abe Yesuf and Shaybanc. These
latter were capable of deriving legal rulings according to the general prin-
ciples laid down by their master, Abe nancfa. Despite the fact that they
differ with him on many points of law, they nonetheless follow him in the
fundamental principles he established. It is precisely in virtue of their
adherence to the imam’s fundamental principles that jurists of this rank
are distinguished from other jurists – such as Shaficc – who also differed
with Abe nancfa on individual points of law. Unlike this rank, however,
Shaficc’s differences extended even to fundamental principles, but then he
is in a different rank altogether.

Third is the rank of mujtahids who practiced ijtihAd in those particular
cases that Abe nancfa did not address. Assigned to this rank, among
others, are Abe Bakr al-Khaqqaf (d. 261/874),34 Abe Jacfar al-tamawc
(d. 321/933),35 Abe al-nasan al-Karkhc (d. 340/951),36 Shams al-A’imma
al-nulwanc (d. 456/1063),37 Shams al-A’imma al-Sarakhsc (d. after 483/
1090),38 Fakhr al-Islam al-Pazdawc (d. 482/1089),39 and Fakhr al-Dcn
Qakckhan (d. 592/1195).40 These jurists, incapable of differing with Abe
nancfa over either the methodology and theory of law (uQEl ) or positive
legal rulings ( furE c), nonetheless solved unprecedented cases in accord-
ance with the principles that the eponym had laid down.

33 Ibn Kamal’s classification became highly influential in the nanafite school, and was
recorded in a number of widely read works. See Abe al-Wafa’ Mumammad al-Qurashc,
al-JawAhir al-MuKC ”a f C TabaqAt al-Nanafiyya, 2 vols. (Hyderabad: Masbacat Majlis
Da’irat al-Macarif, 1332/1913), II, 558; Tamcmc, al-TabaqAt al-Saniyya, I, 33–34;
Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 77–78; Mumammad Amcn Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-ManUEma
al-MusammA bi-cUqEd Rasm al-MuftC, in his MajmE c RasA ”il Ibn cFbidCn, 2 vols. (n.p.,
1970), I, 11–12; Abe al-nasanat cAbd al-nayy al-Laknawc, al-NAfic al-KabCr: SharM
al-JAmic al-RaghCr (Beirut: cflam al-Kutub, 1406/1986), 9–11. References here are to
the text of Qurashc’s al-JawAhir al-MuKC ”a.

34 Zayn al-Dcn Qasim Ibn Quslebugha, TAj al-TarAjim f C TabaqAt al-Nanafiyya
(Baghdad: Maktabat al-Muthanna, 1962), 7.

35 Ibid., 8. 36 Ibid., 39. 37 Ibid., 35. 38 Ibid., 57–58.
39 Ibid., 41. 40 Ibid., 22.
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The fourth rank differs from the preceding three in that it is defined in
terms of taqlCd , not ijtihAd. Jurists of this rank are only capable of takhrCj,
and are thus known as mukharrijEn.41 Their ability to practice takhrCj is
due to their competence in uQEl, including knowledge of how rules were
derived by the predecessors. It is their task to resolve juridical ambiguities
and tilt the scale in favor of one of two or more opinions that govern a
case. This they do by virtue of their skills in legal reasoning and analogical
inference. Karkhc, Razc,42 and, to some extent, the author of HidAya,43

belong to this rank, which seems a counterpart of the second sub-type
advanced by Ibn al-ralam.

The fifth rank is that of aQMAb al-tarjCM who are also described by
Ibn Kamal as muqallids. Characterized as murajjiMEn, they are able to
address cases with two or more different rulings all established by their
predecessors. Their competence lies in giving preponderance to one of
these rulings over the other(s), on grounds such as its being dictated either
by a more strict inference or by public interest. Abe al-nasan al-Quderc
(d. 428/1036)44 and the author of al-HidAya, Marghcnanc, for instance,
are listed as belonging to this rank.

The sixth is the rank of muqallids who distinguish between sound and
weak opinions, or between authoritative and less authoritative doctrines
(UAhir al-riwAya and al-nawAdir). What is characteristic of these muqallids
is that they, as authors of law books, are careful not to include weak or
rejectable opinions. Among the jurists belonging to this rank are the
authors of the authoritative manuals (mutEn): Ammad Fakhr al-Dcn Ibn
al-Faqcm (d. 680/1281) who wrote al-Kanz ;45 cAbd Allah b. Mawded
al-Meqilc (d. 683/1284) who wrote al-MukhtAr ;46 radr al-Sharc ca al-
Mambebc (d. 747/1346) who wrote al-WiqAya ;47 and Ammad b. cAlc
Ibn al-Sacatc (d. after 690/1291), the author of Majmac al-BaMrayn.48 (It
is worth noting in passing that Ibn Kamal identified most jurists who
belonged to the fourth, fifth, and sixth ranks in terms of their works,
works which represented their contribution to law and which became
the yardstick of the quality of their hermeneutical activities. Here, it is

41 On takhrCj and the mukharrijEn (=aQMAb al-takhrCj ), see chapter 2, section III, below.
42 Probably cAlc b. Ammad nusam al-Dcn al-Razc who died in 593/1196. See Ibn

Quslebugha, TAj al-TarAjim, 42.
43 Shaykh al-Islam Burhan al-Dcn cAlc b. Abc Bakr al-Marghcnanc (d. 593/1197). For his

biography, see al-HidAya: SharM BidAyat al-MubtadC, 4 vols. (Cairo: Muqsafa Babc al-
nalabc, n.d.), I, 3–9.

44 Ibn Quslebugha, TAj al-TarAjim, 7. 45 Ibid., 13. 46 Ibid., 31.
47 Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Literatur, 2 vols. (Leiden: E. J. Brill,

1943–49); 3 supplements (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1937–42), suppl. 1, 646.
48 Ibn Quslebugha, TAj al-TarAjim, 6.
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significant that they appear in the role of author–jurists as much as they
are seen as mujtahids or muqallids.)

Finally, the seventh rank contains the lowliest muqallids, including
those who are poorly trained jurists, or who are incapable of “differentiat-
ing right from left.”49

V

Now let us examine the significance of these typologies within the context
of our enquiry. We begin by noting two important anomalies. The first
may be found in Ibn al-ralam’s discussion of the first type of his category
2, which, incidentally, he does not label. Jurists of this type are neither
founders nor followers, strictly speaking. He explicitly states that this type
follows the imam neither in his madhhab nor in his methods and legal
reasoning (lA yakEnu muqallidan li-ImAmihi, lA f C al-madhhab wa-lA f C
dalClihi).50 If this is the case, then why should they even be included? The
answer, I believe, lies in the unique history of the Shaficite school, which
appears to have been later consolidated by Ibn Surayj by incorporat-
ing into the school tradition the doctrines of a number of independent
mujtahids whose connection to Shaficc seems tenuous. It should be noted
that no trace of this ambiguous type can be found in either the nanafite
or the Malikite typologies we have discussed here. In the latter, its absence
is clear since Malik and his associates are classed as indistinguishable
equals in what would have otherwise been Ibn Rushd’s fourth group.
In the former typology, the second rank of jurists such as Abe Yesuf,
Shaybanc, and their peers follow Abe nancfa’s path.

The second anomaly is Ibn Rushd’s inverted classification, which
begins with low-grade muqallids and ends with mujtahids par excellence,
despite the fact that these latter, regardless of their legal creativity, ultim-
ately operated within the boundaries of the Malikite school. By contrast,
Ibn al-ralam’s and Ibn Kamal’s typologies begin with the highest-ranked
mujtahids and descend to the lowest ranks.

It is undeniable that Ibn Rushd’s inverted classification represents
a deviation from the form of juristic taxonomy that dominated Islamic
culture. All biographical and semi-biographical works dealing with jurists,
theologians, traditionists, and others follow the chronological format,
thus rendering Ibn Rushd’s classification all the more anomalous. One
possible explanation of this anomaly is the provenance of Ibn Rushd’s
typology, which seems to be one of, if not in fact, the earliest. Indeed, the

49 Qurashc, al-JawAhir al-MuKC ”a, 559. 50 Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC, 91.
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juristic biographical tradition itself appears to have begun no earlier than
a century or so before Ibn Rushd, which makes the argument in favor of
his unprecedented typology quite persuasive.51

Because it is so early, Ibn Rushd’s typology manifests a relatively
weaker form of loyalty to the school tradition than later became the
norm. An inverted typology conceptually and structurally tends to down-
grade hierarchical authority, or, at the very least, is not acutely conscious
of such an authority. The absence from it of any chronological element
amounts to a virtual weakening of the chain of authority that mediates
between the founding imam and his followers throughout the centuries.
It should not be surprising then that Ibn Rushd does not elaborate a
system of authority which is derivative in nature. Instead, the authority
which is the focus of his typology is almost entirely hermeneutical.
The types he elaborates are independent of each other, and are markedly
disconnected in terms of an authoritative structure. Malik “and his
associates” are not introduced as a “group” in his classification, although,
admittedly, they are constantly invoked. This omission may have been
dictated by the nature of the question he was asked, although it remains
true that the founding imam’s distinct and prestigious status as advocated
by both Ibn al-ralam and Ibn Kamal is virtually absent from Ibn Rushd’s
scheme. It suffices to recall here his assertion that “the attributes of the
muftC which he should fulfill do not change with the changing of times,”52

implying that Malik and his associates as well as all later mujtahids of the
third group (type) are equal in juristic competence.

The temporal proximity of Ibn Rushd to the final crystallization of the
law schools, especially of Andalusian Malikism, was a decisive factor that
affected not only the degree to which the taxonomy was made elaborate,
but also the historical consciousness that undergirded such a taxonomy.
Whereas taxonomic elaborateness and historical consciousness are qual-
ities largely absent from Ibn Rushd’s typology, they dominate those of
Ibn al-ralam and Ibn Kamal. Ibn al-ralam wrote more than two centuries
and a half after the formation of the Shaficite school in the east, when
a historical pattern of developments had by then become fairly clear.
By his time, and certainly by Ibn Kamal’s day, historical consciousness
of legal evolution, the structure of authority, and hermeneutical activity
had become well defined. This consciousness is nearly absent from Ibn
Rushd, obvious in Ibn al-ralam, and elaborate in Ibn Kamal.

Ibn al-ralam’s fifth type, which he introduces rather informally –
leaving it extraneous to the typology itself – has its equivalent in Ibn

51 See n. 2, above. 52 Wansharcsc, al-MicyAr al-Mughrib, X, 34.
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Kamal’s seventh and last rank, a rank not only articulated in a deliber-
ate and conscious manner, but also formally integral to the typology.
Furthermore, in what is equivalent to Ibn al-ralam’s second type, Ibn
Kamal distinguished two ranks, one able to perform ijtihAd in indi-
vidual questions, the other limited to conducting takhrCj. In Ibn al-ralam
both activities belong to the same type. This leaves us with the following
parallels between the Shaficite and nanafite typologies: Category 1 equals
rank 1; type 1 (of category 2) equals rank 2; type 3 equals rank 5; and
type 4 equals rank 6.

Further comparison shows that Ibn al-ralam’s category 1 and the
first type of category 2, and Ibn Kamal’s ranks 1 and 2, are equivalent
to what would have been Ibn Rushd’s fourth group, although this must
remain a matter for speculation. This is so because Ibn Rushd appears
to deny the founding fathers any special characteristic, arguing in effect
that later mujtahids are no less qualified than these were. Admittedly,
later mujtahids are found to be affiliated, yet their ijtihAd can often differ
from that of the masters of the schools. With this affiliation in mind, Ibn
Rushd’s third group would then be equivalent to Ibn al-ralam’s types 1
and 2. The second group is even less qualified, encompassing Ibn
al-ralam’s types 3, 4, and possibly 5. The first group would then be
equivalent to Ibn al-ralam’s type 5, with the difference that Ibn Rushd
does not see them as entitled to issue fatwAs.

Perhaps the most salient feature of these typologies, especially the
Shaficite and nanafite varieties, is that they sketch the diachronic and
synchronic contours of Islamic legal history generally, and the develop-
ment of the respective schools in particular. They sketch this history in
terms of the authority and scope of hermeneutical activity, two separate
domains that are nonetheless intimately interconnected. Interpretive act-
ivity may be more or less authoritative, and its scope may also be wide or
narrow. But in Islamic legal history they stand in a relationship of correla-
tion, for higher hermeneutical authority brings along with it a wider range
of interpretive activity. The most absolute form of these two domains was
the lot of the founding imams. As time went on, increasing numbers of
jurists were to claim less and less competency in these domains. Indeed,
diminishing returns in both authority and hermeneutics went hand in
hand with an increasing dependency on former authority, although to
a lesser extent on earlier corpora of interpretation. Synchronically, there-
fore, the function of these typologies is not only to describe, justify, and
rationalize juristic activities of the past but also, and more importantly, to
construct the history of the school as a structure of authority which is
tightly interconnected in all its constituents. The structure that emerges is
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both hierarchical and pyramidical. In synchronic terms, then, the achieve-
ment is represented in the creation of a pedigree of authority that binds
the school together as a guild.

Diachronically, the typologies justify the tradition in which the muftCs
were viewed as founders of law schools as well as the sustainers of a con-
tinuous activity that connected the past with the present. But the con-
nection was also made in concrete terms. The hermeneutics of one type or
rank represented a legacy to the succeeding type and rank, a legacy to be
accepted, articulated, elaborated, and further refined. The process began
with absolute ijtihAd , passing through more limited ijtihAd, descending to
takhrCj, and then ultimately tarjCM and other forms of interpretive activity.
Participating at each of these stages was a group of identifiable jurists. Ibn
Kamal, for instance, recognized particular jurists as belonging to each of
the ranks he proffered.

The typologies also function on the synchronic level, for they at once
describe and justify the activities of muftCs both at and before the time
that each typology, as a discursive strategy, came into being. For Ibn
Rushd, the three groups he recognized were still active in his time; this
is not only clear but indeed demonstrable, for Ibn Rushd himself was a
supreme mujtahid in his own right.53 To the exclusion of the first category
of his typology, and perhaps the first type of the second, Ibn al-ralam’s
scheme also justifies and describes the range of juristic activities that pre-
vailed during his time. Ibn Kamal’s typology, on the other hand, is more
diachronically bound, and thus seems on the surface to be less susceptible
to synchronic justification. Nonetheless, as in the case of Ibn al-ralam,
ranks 5 to 7 did exist at all times subsequent to the formative period, and
3, and 4 could have conceivably existed at any time. Only ranks 1 and 2,
being foundational, are unique, and thus represent a phenomenon that
cannot be found repeated in later centuries.

The typologies may also serve as a description of the range of activ-
ities of a single jurist. The more accomplished the jurist, the greater the
number of activities, across two or more types, in which he might have
been involved. No doubt jurists operated within a system of authority,
which means that taqlCd constituted the great majority of the cases with
which they had to deal. But jurists of high caliber, such as Ibn al-ralam
himself and Nawawc (as well as al-cIzz Ibn cAbd al-Salam [d. 660/1262]
and, later, Taqc al-Dcn al-Subkc [d. 756/1355]) did deal with less com-
mon, rare, and difficult cases which required juristic competence of a
more sophisticated, ijtihAd ic type. Such jurists (including Ibn Kamal

53 See n. 11, above.
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and Shaykh al-Islam Abe al-Suced [d. 982/1574]) did function at
several levels. In Ibn al-ralam’s classification, these latter operated as type
2 through 5, and possibly even type 1 jurists. In Ibn Kamal’s typology,
they operated on the level of ranks 3–7. This multi-level function-
ing is partly attested by Ibn Kamal’s citation of names as examples of
jurists who represented certain ranks. Marghcnanc, for instance, is cited
as active at ranks 4 and 5, and Karkhc at ranks 3 and 4. We can easily
assume that in Karkhc’s case, he mastered all ranks between, and includ-
ing, 3 and 7.

Karkhc’s case is also instructive insofar as it demonstrates the interplay
between ijtihAd and taqlCd, both of which here acquire a multiplicity of
meanings. For the ijtihAd associated with rank 3 (the mujtahid in indi-
vidual cases) is qualitatively different from that required in rank 4, and
this, in turn, is to be differentiated from its counterparts in ranks 1, 2,
and 5. Similarly, taqlCd operates on several levels. Ibn Kamal’s second
rank is bound by taqlCd to the imam, but the quality of the taqlCd found
there is entirely unlike that found, for instance, in rank 4, and certainly
unrelated to that which ranks 6 and 7 practice. Thus, while ijtihAd suc-
ceeds in maintaining a positive image, even in the middle ranks, taqlCd
is, on one level, clearly a desirable practice in the higher ranks and an
undesirable one in rank 7. Ibn al-ralam’s informal fifth type also shares the
same negative image, although Ibn al-ralam seems more charitable than
Ibn Kamal.54 I say “on one level,” because the level on which taqlCd is
considered negative is one which is defined in terms of intellectual com-
petence, accomplishment, and learning. On another level, taqlCd main-
tains a positive meaning, even in the lowest of ranks and types. This is
the meaning of affiliation to the madhhab, a relationship in which the
jurists of all ranks and types make a commitment to learn its doctrines,
improve on them when possible, and defend them at all times. Adherence
to the madhhab and an active defense of it constitute, respectively, the
minimal and maximal forms of loyalty, and both represent varying levels
of positive forms and meanings of taqlCd.

The positive senses of taqlCd transcend the province of taqlCd itself
as narrowly defined, for if ijtihAd has a positive image, it is ultimately
because of the fact that it is backed up by taqlCd. To put it more pre-
cisely, except for the category (or type) of the imam, ijtihAd would be an
undesirable practice if it were not for taqlCd, for this latter perpetuates
ijtihAd which is quintessentially a creative, independent, and therefore

54 It is in the sense where it is applied by jurists of the lower ranks that taqlCd was
condemned. See chapter 4, section I, below.
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positive activity. The only way the imams could have been conceived
as establishing their schools was through absolute ijtihAd, and if ijtihAd
were to continue to operate in the same absolute fashion in the absence of
taqlCd, then there would have been no schools but a multitude of inde-
pendent mujtahids. Thus it was taqlCd with respect to the imams’ ijtihAd
that guaranteed the survival of the four schools, and, therefore, loyalty
to them. TaqlCd was a necessary agent of mediating authority, and it was
therefore a quality that permeated all types and ranks, except, of course,
the first.55

It follows, therefore, that these typologies present us with a variety of
layers of juristic activity, each of which involves the participation of one
or more types of jurists. The elements we have identified are as follows:

(1) IjtihAd, which was, to varying degrees, the province of all jurists except those
of the lower-middle and lowest ranks. In chapter 4 we shall encounter cases
of taqlCd that bordered, if not encroached upon, the province of ijtihAd. But
equally importantly, we shall attempt to demonstrate, in chapter 2, that even
the ijtihAd of the founders, presumably absolute and wholly creative, fell
short, in the final analysis, of such high and idealistic expectations.

(2) TakhrCj, a creative activity that involves a limited form of ijtihAd whereby
the jurist confronts the already established opinions of the imam and those
of his immediate mujtahid-followers, not the revealed texts themselves. This
activity, which resulted in a repertoire of new opinions, engaged jurists of
the higher ranks, mostly those who came on the heels of the imams and of
the early masters, but also, to a limited extent, a number of later jurists. The
reasoning involved in takhrCj and its role in the early formation of the schools
will be taken up in the second half of chapter 2.

(3) TarjCM and all other forms of making certain opinions preponderant over
others is an activity that engages, once again, the middle types, excluding the
founders and the lowest rung of jurists. As we shall see in chapters 5 and 6,
this activity was responsible for determining the authoritative opinions of the
school at any stage of its history. This determination, which was to change
from one period to another, was in turn itself instrumental in effecting legal
change.

(4) TaqlCd , which is the province of jurists of all types and ranks, except, pre-
sumably, the first. For the sake of our analysis, we shall look at this activity
as consisting of mainly two functions, depending on which sort of jurist is
making use of it. The first is the function of maintaining authority within
the madhhab, or, to put it differently, of maintaining loyalty. In this activity,
jurists of the lower echelons are usually involved. The second function is that
of defending the madhhab, an activity that engages the attention of the jurists
belonging to the middle ranks and types. The founders and eponyms, by

55 However, we shall in due course be compelled to question this theoretical postulate.
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definition, had supposedly56 no tradition to defend, while the lowest-ranking
jurists were deemed intellectually and juristically incapable of putting forth
a defense of the doctrines of their madhhab. In chapter 2 we shall chal-
lenge the typological assumption that ascribed to the founding imams such
absolute originality. On the other hand, in chapter 4 we shall likewise show
that taqlCd of the lowest form also involved defense of the madhhab.

(5) TaQnCf, the activity of the author–jurist which characterizes all ranks and
types except the lowest. This activity is not explicitly articulated in the typo-
logies, but constitutes, nonetheless, a major feature in them. It is obliquely
mentioned in ranks 4, 5, and 6 of Ibn Kamal’s typology, and in type 3 of Ibn
al-ralam’s. But it is assumed that all other higher ranks and types partook in
the activity of writing. The author–jurist, therefore, emerges as a significant
player in the field of juristic hermeneutics, whether as an absolute mujtahid ,
limited mujtahid , or even as a muqallid of the middle types. In chapter 6 we
shall show the central role that the author–jurist played in sanctioning and
formalizing legal change.

These typologies also enable us to identify four major players: the
muqallid , the muftC, the mujtahid , and the author–jurist (muQannif ).
None of these functions, as we have seen, constitutes an independent
entity existing in complete isolation from the others. Indeed, each of these
functions represents an activity that encroaches, at one level or another,
upon the rest. The muqallid can be, though not in every case, by turns a
muftC, a mujtahid of sorts, and an author. By the same token, a mujtahid,
except theoretically in the case of an imam, can be a muqallid, and
is always a muftC and, nearly always,57 an author. The muftC can be a
muqallid , an author, and a mujtahid . Similarly, the author can be a
muqallid , a mujtahid , and a muftC, often at one and the same time.

Markedly absent from these typologies and from the discourse that
informed them (with the partial exception of Ibn Rushd’s) is the qAKC. In
chapters 3 and 6 we shall attempt to address the import of this omission
when we discuss the hermeneutics which the qAKC ’s function involved.

56 See chapter 2, section II, below.
57 Among the four imams, Ammad Ibn nanbal was the only one who was not an author–

jurist. Shams al-Dcn Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, a nanbalite himself, acknowledges that
Ibn nanbal “disliked writing books” (wa-kAna raKiya AllAhu canhu shadCda al-karAhiya
li-taQnCfi al-kutub). See his I clAm al-Muwaqqi cCn can Rabb al-cFlamCn, ed. Mumammad
cAbd al-namcd, 4 vols. (Beirut: al-Masbaca al-cAqriyya, 1407/1987), I, 28. However, all
Ibn nanbal’s immediate followers engaged in writing, as was the case with the followers
of the other imams. See the last part of section II, chapter 2, below.
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EARLY I JTIHFD  AND THE LATER
CONSTRUCTION OF AUTHORITY

I

The creation of an archetype, i.e., an ideal authoritative model or
standard to which all other types must conform or emulate, is undeniably
a prime concern of juristic typologies. In the case of Islamic law, this
archetype is the absolute mujtahid whose legal knowledge, presumed
to be all-encompassing and wholly creative, is causally connected with
the founding of a school. The school is not only named after him, but
he is purported to have been its originator. The comprehensive and
wide-ranging knowledge attributed to the absolute mujtahid is matched
only by his assumed in-depth knowledge of, among other things, legal
methodology or uQEl al-fiqh (which is by necessity of his own creation),
Quranic exegesis, MadCth criticism, the theory of abrogation, legal lan-
guage, positive and substantive law, arithmetic, and the science of juristic
disagreement.

The salient feature of the founders’ ijtihAd ic activity is no doubt
the direct confrontation with the revealed texts, for it is only this deified
involvement with the divine word that requires and presupposes thorough
familiarity with so many important fields of knowledge. Even when
certain cases require reasoning on the basis of established legal rules
and derivative principles, the founding jurist’s hermeneutic is held to be,
in the final analysis, thoroughly grounded in the revealed texts. The
founder’s doctrine constitutes therefore the only purely juristic mani-
festation of the legal potentiality of revealed language. Without it, in other
words, revelation would remain just that, revelation, lacking any arti-
culation in it of the legal element. His doctrine lays claim to originality
not only because it derives directly from the texts, but also because it is
gleaned systematically, by means of clearly identifiable principles, from
these sources. Its systematic character is seen as a product of a unified and
cohesive methodology which only the founder could have forged; but a
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methodology, it must be asserted, that is itself inspired and dictated by
revelation.

Now, what is striking about this typological conception of the founder
mujtahid is its absoluteness not only in terms of credentials or epistemic,
and indeed moral, authority,1 but also in terms of chronological rupture
with antecedents. At the juncture of this rupture, the precise point at
which the most accomplished type of mujtahid is formed, the typology
suffers from a memory loss, overlooking in the process the existence in
reality of the founder’s predecessors and his own immediate intellectual
history. For it was with the latter that the mujtahid–imams formed a
continuity, and of the former that they were necessarily a product. In
the constructed typology, as perceived by the later legal profession, the
founders became disconnected from previous generations of jurists as
well as from a variety of historical processes that indeed culminated in
the very achievements of the imams.2

I I

The following pages argue that this rupture did in fact take place and
that it was certainly strategic and by no means fortuitous. As jurists, the
founding fathers were highly accomplished, but not as absolutely and
as categorically as they were made out to be. Dissociating them from
the achievements of their past was only one of many ways to increase
their prestige and augment the resumé of their accomplishments. But

1 That the founders’ authority also contained a strong moral element is abundantly
attested by the manAqib literature. See, for instance, Ammad b. nusayn Abe Bakr al-
Bayhaqc, ManAqib al-ShAficC, ed. Ammad raqr, 2 vols. (Cairo: Maktabat Dar al-Turath,
1971), I, 260–385, 486–550, and passim; Shams al-Dcn Mumammad b. Mumammad
al-Racc, InstiQAr al-FaqCr al-SAlik li-TarjCM Madhhab al-ImAm MAlik, ed. Mumammad
Abe al-Ajfan (Beirut: Dar al-Gharb al-Islamc, 1981), 139 ff., 167 ff., 173 ff.;
Mumammad b. Yesuf al-ralimc, cUqEd al-JummAn f C ManAqib al-ImAm al-AcUam AbC
NanCfa al-NucmAn (Hyderabad: Masbacat al-Macarif, 1394/1974), 211–31, 239–96. On
epistemic and moral authority, see sources cited in the preface, n. 1.

2 Shams al-Dcn b. Shihab al-Dcn al-Ramlc, NihAyat al-MuMtAj ilA SharM al-MinhAj, 8 vols.
(Cairo: Muqsafa Babc al-nalabc, 1357/1938; repr. Beirut: Dar Imya’ al-Turath al-cArabc,
1939), I, 41, reports, on the authority of Ibn al-ralam, that none other than the four
imams may be followed, either in the issuing of fatwAs or in courtroom litigation.
Representing the authority of school affiliation, this opinion of Ibn al-ralam became
widely accepted by many later jurists of all four schools. nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I,
30, quotes Ibn al-ralam’s statement and enhances it with another by Ghazalc (p. 31) who
declares the founders’ and schools’ legal doctrines superior to those of earlier jurists.
See also cAbd al-Ramman b. Mumammad Bacalawc, Bughyat al-MustarshidCn f C TalkhCQ
FatAwA bacK al-A”imma min al-cUlamA ” al-Muta”akhkhirCn (Cairo: Muqsafa Babc al-
nalabc, 1952), 274.
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it was perhaps the only way to construct their supreme authority. True,
they were mujtahids – or some of them were, at any rate – but not with-
out qualification and certainly not absolutely. We shall try to show that
none of them exercised ijtihAd across the board, in each and every case
they addressed or opinion they held. Indeed, we shall attempt to demon-
strate that many of the opinions they held were inherited from other
authorities.

Let us begin with nanafism. In this school, and wholly in line with Ibn
Kamal’s typology as we earlier outlined it,3 the limits of hermeneutical
activity were set by the imposition of a hierarchical taxonomy of legal
authority,4 at the top of which stood the doctrines of Abe nancfa (d. 150/
767) and, immediately following, those of Abe Yesuf (d. 182/798) and
Shaybanc (d. 189/804).5 Embodied in written narratives, these doctrines,
known as UAhir al-riwAya, were transmitted through several channels by
trustworthy and highly qualified jurists. A marginal number of cases
(masA”il ) belonging to the category of UAhir al-riwAya were also attributed
to Zufar and al-nasan b. Ziyad, two of Abe nancfa’s foremost students.6

Now, these doctrines were deemed binding, and no later mujtahid, how-
ever qualified he may have been, was permitted to reinterpret or diverge
from them. For the nanafites, they represented not only the highest
authority in the school, but were chronologically the earliest. Some
doctrines belonging to the later mujtahids were also deemed author-
itative, but, in theory at least, they were second in prestige and were
interpreted in light of the principles that Abe nancfa and his two dis-
tinguished students elaborated.7

Despite the authority which Abe nancfa carried as the eponym and
ultimate founder of the school, its jurists could not wholly deny the

3 Chapter 1, section IV, above.
4 Fakhr al-Dcn nasan b. Manqer al-jzajandc Qakckhan, FatAwA QAKCkhAn, printed on

the margins of al-FatAwA al-Hindiyya, ed. and comp. al-Shaykh al-Niuam et al., 6 vols.,
as vols. I–III (repr.; Beirut: Dar Imya’ al-Turath al-cArabc, 1400/1980), I, 3; Wael B.
Hallaq, “From FatwAs to FurE c: Growth and Change in Islamic Substantive Law,”
Islamic Law and Society, 1 (February 1994): 39.

5 The fact that in terms of hierarchical authority Abe nancfa stood first did not mean that
his opinion had precedence in all cases. When, for example, the two disciples held the
same view, and the master held another, the jurist was allowed to adopt the opinion
of the disciples. See cUmar b. cAbd al-cAzcz al-nusam al-Shahcd Ibn Maza, SharM Adab
al-QAKC, ed. Abe al-Wafa al-Afghanc and Mumammad Hashimc (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub
al-cIlmiyya, 1414/1994), 20. For various nanafite opinions on the matter, see Ibn
cfbidcn, SharM al-ManUEma, 14 ff.

6 On ranking the five nanafite masters in terms of hierarchical doctrinal authority, see
cAla’ al-Dcn Mumammad cAlc al-naqkaf c (al-cAla’c), al-Durr al-MukhtAr, printed with
Ibn cfbidcn’s NAshiya, I, 70–71.

7 Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 70 ff.
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obvious fact that nanafite law, as it originated with Abe nancfa, owes
a certain debt to his predecessors.8 But this debt and the legal doctrine
that it represented carried no real authority. In fact, the authorities from
whom Abe nancfa appropriated his doctrine never formally entered into
the orbit of authoritative doctrine, as schematized in the hierarchy of
nanafite law. As we have seen, the highest authoritative form of this
law begins with Abe nancfa, not with anyone earlier. Furthermore, it is to
be stressed that this recognition of indebtedness to the past was highly
nominal, originating as it did in the desire to increase the founder’s pres-
tige and authority by the construction and articulation of a pedigree
extending back, through the Followers and Companions, to the Prophet.
Nevertheless, there is much historical truth to this construction. The
nanafite jurists articulated a genealogy, elegantly stated in both prose
and verse, indicating the extent of Abe nancfa’s debt: Fiqh, they said,
“was planted by cAbd Allah Ibn Masced, irrigated by cAlqama, harvested
by Ibrahcm al-Nakhacc, threshed by nammad, milled by Abe nancfa,
kneaded by Abe Yesuf, and baked by Shaybanc. The Muslims are
nourished by his bread.”9

The real debt owed to pre-nanafite sources, on the one hand, and
the construction of Abe nancfa’s authority, on the other, created in
nanafism a serious doctrinal conflict. This conflict manifested itself in
the emergence of a duality of doctrinal orientation. In a report classified
as having the highest authority in the school, Abe nancfa is said to have
remarked: “I refuse to follow (uqallidu) the Followers because they were
men who practiced ijtihAd and I am a man who practices ijtihAd ” (the
Followers in this case being his immediate predecessors). Yet in another
report which was relegated, in terms of authority, to a secondary status,
Abe nancfa is said to have maintained the opposite view, accepting in
particular the doctrines of the senior authorities among the Followers.10

These two contradictory reports raise a couple of important issues.
The first is what their ranking was in terms of school authority. The
anti-taqlCd position of the Followers emerged as superior to the other, a
fact which attests to the dominance of the authority-construction process

8 See, for instance, Abe Mumammad Mammed b. Ammad al-cAync, al-BinAya fC SharM
al-HidAya, 12 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, 1980), I, 52, who argues that the later com-
mentators understood Marghcnanc’s phrase “early reasoners” (awA”il al-mustanbiSCn) to
refer to Abe nancfa and his two students. He argues that the phrase was meant in a
general way so as to include jurists earlier than Abe nancfa.

9 Ibn cAbidcn, NAshiya, I, 49–50. The verse runs as follows: “al-fiqhu zarcu bni MascEdi
wa-cAlqamatu / MaQQAduhu thumma IbrAhCmu dawwAsu; NucmAnu SAMinuhu YacqEbu
cAjinuhu / MuMammadun khAbizu wal-Akilu al-nAsu.”

10 Ibn Maza, SharM Adab al-QAKC, 19.
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over acknowledgment of the debt to predecessors. The second is the rela-
tionship between these positions, on the one hand, and Abe nancfa’s
substantive law, on the other. The later nanafites argued that the second
position justified Abe nancfa’s debt to the generation that immediately
preceded him; whereas the first showed that when his opinions were
identical to those held by the predecessors, it was because his otherwise
independent ijtihAd corresponded with theirs. It was further argued
that this correspondence enhanced Abe nancfa’s opinions and lent them
added support and authority.11 The focus, therefore, is Abe nancfa:
authority resided in him however things might turn out, and whether
or not he owed his predecessors any debt. If he adopted none of their
opinions, then his authority as an independent mujtahid and a founder
was categorically confirmed, and if he did in fact adopt them, then due
to the authority bestowed upon him by Followers such as Nakhacc (d. 96/
714) and nammad (d. 120/737), his authority as a mujtahid who reached
conclusions identical to his predecessors was also confirmed.

As Abe nancfa’s teacher, nammad figures prominently in the former’s
doctrine. He, and to a lesser extent several others, appear either as links
to earlier authorities, or as the ultimate reference. In a certain case per-
taining to prayer, for instance, Abe nancfa explicitly adopts nammad’s
opinion as his own.12 The list of his indebtedness to nammad can run
long.13 In another case involving prayer under threat (QalAt al-khawf ), he
espouses Nakhacc’s opinion, which the latter seems to have inherited in
his turn from cAbd Allah Ibn cAbbas (d. 68/687).14 As a matter of interest,
we should also note that Ibn Abc Layla (d. 148/765), another presumably
absolute mujtahid and an Iraqian authority, disagrees with Abe nancfa
and upholds cAsa’ b. Rabam’s opinion.15 Here, both mujtahids defer
to earlier authorities. In addition to nammad and Ibrahcm al-Nakhacc,
cAbd Allah b. Jacfar appears, to a lesser extent, as one of Abe nancfa’s
authorities.16 Likewise, Ibn Abc Layla’s ijtihAd ic authorities include
al-nakam, the Medinese jurists, and even Abe nancfa himself.17 In a
case involving preemption, for instance, he first adopted Abe nancfa’s
view then renounced it in favor of another opinion held by the Hijazi

11 Ibid.
12 Mumammad b. Idrcs al-Shaficc, KitAb IkhtilAf al-cIrAqiyyCn, in his al-Umm, ed. Mammed

Masarjc, 9 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya, 1413/1993), VII, 211.
13 See, for instance, ibid., VII, 184–85 (a case of wad C ca), 218, 219 (cases of prayer), 223

(ritual purity), 230 (blood-money), and passim.
14 Ibid., VII, 214.
15 Ibid. cAsa’ b. Rabam (d. 114 or 115/732 or 733) was a Meccan jurist.
16 See, e.g., ibid., VII, 237. 17 Ibid., VII, 176, 218, 227, 233.
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jurists.18 Abe Yesuf, a companion of Abe nancfa and a student of his,
also espoused certain of Ibn Abc Layla’s opinions.19 In two penal cases,
Shaybanc espouses opinions originally held by Nakhacc and nammad, but
apparently passed on to him by Abe nancfa.20

Abe Yesuf’s and Shaybanc’s doctrines can thus be attributed to three
distinctly different sources: Abe nancfa’s ijtihAd ic teachings, the inherited
tradition of other, mainly earlier, jurists, and their own ijtihAd. Since both
authorities were considered by the nanafite school as carrying nearly
equal weight to that of Abe nancfa himself, it becomes obvious that
the latter cannot, in reality, be considered the school’s actual founder.
He owed as much, or nearly as much, to his predecessors as his two dis-
tinguished students owed to him. He was no more a founder or even an
absolute mujtahid than were his immediate predecessors and younger
contemporaries, such as Abe Yesuf, Shaybanc, and al-nasan b. Ziyad.

The evolution of Abe nancfa’s authority as the most important figure
in the school is best exemplified in the transformation that took place
in the case of the tithe levied on cultivated land. Abe Yesuf reports on
the authority of Ibrahcm al-Nakhacc, through nammad, that whatever
grows on land, however small or large, is subject to a tithe. Abe Yesuf
then adds that Abe nancfa adopted this opinion (kAna AbE NanCfa
ya”khudh bi-hAdhA al-qawl ).21 The later jurist Sarakhsc presents the matter
as follows:

The basis of the duty to pay tithe is God’s statement [2:267]: “Spend of the
good things which ye have earned, and of that which we bring forth from
the earth for you.” The meaning of “earned” is material wealth on which
the alms-tax is paid. The meaning of the statement “that which we bring
forth from the earth for you” is tithe. God also said [6:142]: “And pay the
due thereof upon the harvest day.” Likewise, the Prophet said: “Whatever
land produces is subject to tithe.”

18 Ibid., VII, 176.
19 Ibid., VII, 230. Abe Yesuf ’s authority was likewise constructed by means of making

him the only teacher of al-nusayn b. nafq who is reported to have introduced nanafism
to Iqfahan, when in fact the latter studied under twenty-three scholars. Abe Yesuf thus
becomes the sole authority from which Iqfahanc nanafism was derived. Moreover,
al-nusayn studied only MadCth with Abe Yesuf, but later sources claim the latter to have
been his teacher of law. See N. Tsafrir, “The Beginnings of the nanaf c School in
Iqfahan,” Islamic Law and Society, 5, 1 (1998): 2–3.

20 Mumammad b. al-nasan al-Shaybanc, KitAb al-AQl al-MacrEf bil-MabsES, ed. Abe al-
Wafa al-Afghanc, 5 vols. (Beirut: cflam al-Kutub, 1990), IV, 439, 477. For other cases
where Abe Yesuf and Shaybanc followed the opinions of the Medinese and other
jurists, see Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-ManUEma, 1–53, at 31; Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 75.

21 Yacqeb b. Ibrahcm Abe Yesuf, KitAb al-KharAj (Beirut and Cairo: Dar al-Sharq, 1405/
1985), 158.
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Abe nancfa’s principle is that whatever grows in gardens and is meant to
be cultivated of the land is subject to tithe, be it cereals, legumes, dates,
herbs, chlorophyta (wasma), saffron, roses or dyeing plants (wars).22 This
is also the opinion of Ibn cAbbas. It is reported that when he was governor
of Baqra, he imposed the tithe on legumes, levying one measuring unit
out of ten. Abe nancfa rationalized this opinion by the general Prophetic
tradition “Whatever the heavens water and whatever the land produces
is subject to tithe.” He held the opinion that tithe, like kharAj, is an
encumbrance on cultivable land. Just as the development of the land gives
rise to the levy of kharAj, so does it give rise to tithe.23

Note here that Nakhacc, who appears in Abe Yesuf as the original, author-
itative source of the doctrine, has been entirely removed from Sarakhsc’s
reconstruction, and instead replaced by a cluster of revealed statements
supplemented by the authority of Ibn cAbbas, a Companion. The func-
tion of inserting this authority subsequent to the Quranic and Apostolic
citations is to give the otherwise unspecific and highly general stipulations
of the Quran a clearly defined and precise meaning, a meaning that is
determined by Ibn cAbbas’s concrete practice. Thus, the latter’s supple-
mentary report is an exegetical exercise which permits the clarification
and delimitation of the legal significance of the two Quranic verses.

In this passage, two more points are to be noted: on the one hand,
there is a presentation of the revealed subject matter together with
Sarakhsc’s annotation; on the other, there is Abe nancfa and his opinion.
The logical sequence of how authority proceeds directly from revela-
tion to Abe nancfa’s reasoning (partly manifested in the analogy with
kharAj ) becomes crystal clear. In this exercise of authority reconstruction,
Sarakhsc erases the debt to Nakhacc, thereby dissipating the latter’s author-
ity altogether. Abe nancfa, on the other hand, emerges as the first and
direct interpreter of revelation par excellence, a necessary condition of an
absolute mujtahid and founder of a school.

At this juncture, a natural question poses itself perforce: Why did
Abe nancfa – not Nakhacc, nammad, or, for that matter, Abe Yesuf
or Shaybanc – become credited with founding the school, and hence-
forth achieve the status of an absolute mujtahid ? A comprehensive answer
cannot be offered at this point in time, especially as to the choice of Abe
nancfa as putative founder of his school (or the choice of any of the other

22 The wasma and wars are south Arabian plants whose leaves are used as dyes, the former
imparting a green pigment and the latter a yellow one. See Jamal al-Dcn Ibn Manuer,
LisAn al- cArab, 15 vols. (repr.; Beirut: Dar radir, 1972), VI, 254, XII, 637.

23 Mumammad b. Ammad Abe Sahl al-Sarakhsc, al-MabsES, 30 vols. (Cairo: Masbacat
al-Sacada, 1324–31/1906–12), III, 2.
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presumed founders), given the state of our present knowledge. But it is
fairly clear that Abe nancfa’s rise to a status of founder had to do with the
emergence of the concept of authority in law. In view of the near total
aloofness of the state and of any of its organs from the domain of law,
legal authority had to be anchored in a source, and this source was the
arch-jurist as an individual legal personality. In other words, we cannot at
this juncture explain why Abe nancfa specifically and the other eponyms
were chosen to play the role of founder, but we do know that they ful-
filled the requirements that were imposed by the idea of legal authority.
In the case of Abe nancfa, he certainly emerged as an authority ex post
facto; this is attested in a revealing remark made by Jamiu to the effect that
Abe nancfa rose to importance after having virtually been a persona non
grata (caUuma sha”nuhu bacda khumElihi ).24 It is significant that Jamiu,
who died in 255/868, was, in terms of chronology, sufficiently close to
the realities of Abe nancfa’s immediate successors to be considered by
us a reliable observer, and too early to have succumbed to the ideological
biases of authority construction that developed in the period after him.
Jamiu’s evidence is bolstered by the credible testimony of cAbd al-Ramman
b. Mahdc who, around the very end of the second century A.H. (800–820
A.D.), observed that the most distinguished jurists of his time were Sufyan
al-Thawrc, Malik, nammad b. Zayd, and cAbd Allah Ibn al-Mubarak.25

Abe nancfa is conspicuously absent from this list.
The lack of any work by Abe nancfa himself, and the improvements

and virtually indistinguishable contributions made by his two students
on his behalf, makes Abe nancfa a difficult case study. In this respect,
Malik b. Anas (d. 179/795), the eponym of the Malikite school, provides
a better illustration of the process by which an early jurist was sub-
sequently made an absolute mujtahid and a founder.

In the MuwaSSa”, Malik himself is primarily a transmitter of earlier
or contemporary doctrine, particularly the consensus of the Medinese
jurists.26 In certain instances though he maintains his own opinion,
especially, one gathers, when the Quran or Prophetic Sunna elaborates

24 Abe cUthman cAmr b. Bamr al-Jamiu, RasA ”il, ed. cAbd al-Salam Haren, 2 vols. (Cairo:
Maktabat al-Khanjc, 1964), II, 272.

25 Abe Ismaq Ibrahcm b. cAlc al-Shcrazc, TabaqAt al-FuqahA ”, ed. Imsan cAbbas (Beirut: Dar
al-Ra’id al-cArabc, 1970), 94.

26 Malik was under the influence of several leading jurists, including Ibn Shihab al-Zuhrc,
Ibn Hurmuz, Zayd b. Aslam, Abe al-Zinad, Abe al-Aswad Yatcm cUrwa, Ayyeb al-
Sikhtyanc, Rabcca b. Abc cAbd al-Ramman, Yamya b. Saccd al-Anqarc, Mesa b. cUqba, and
Mumammad b. cAjlan. Shams al-Dcn Mumammad Ibn Farmen, al-DCbAj al-Mudhahhab
fC Macrifat AcyAn  cUlamA” al-Madhhab (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya, 1417/1996),
79–80.
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certain legal themes. An example in point is the issue of a woman’s right
to inheritance within the family. Here Malik renders his own opinion
while relying on the Quran and Prophetic Sunna.27 Less frequently do
we find him formulating legal norms on the basis of Prophetic Sunna
alone.28 In still other instances, Malik can be found to espouse an opinion
with neither the textual evidence nor legal reasoning in justification of the
opinion.29 Even if we assume that such opinions were his own, that is,
that they were reached by him through ijtihAd – an assumption, we shall
see, that is largely unwarranted – it remains the case that the totality of
these opinions is comparatively marginal in the MuwaSSa ”.

It is often clear that not all opinions stated by Malik in the MuwaSSa”
are his own,30 although it is also often the case that the picture is not very
clear. In certain instances, Malik is made to state opinions that initially
seem to be his, when it later transpires that they are not. In a case per-
taining to alms-tax, for instance, Malik states an opinion which he later
qualifies with the formula “This is the best I have heard.”31 Were it not
the best he had heard, it is highly probable that he would have avoided
making any remark. Similarly, in a case involving preemption, an opinion
is introduced by the oft-used formula “Malik said” (qAla MAlik). Having
stated the opinion, Malik falls silent, and Yamya, the most renowned trans-
mitter and narrator of the MuwaSSa ”,32 interjects himself with another
qAla MAlik formula that is followed by yet another of Malik’s common
formulas, namely, “This is the opinion which we hold” (wa-hAdhA al-amr
cindanA).33 Of special importance in this phrase is the last word, cindanA,
which is in the plural and which refers to the Hijazi jurists in general
and the Medinese in particular. It turns out here too that the opinion is
not Malik’s. The expression of a collective opinion varies in detail and

27 Malik b. Anas, al-MuwaSSa” (Beirut: Dar al-Jcl, 1414/1993), 462.
28 Ibid., 467. For a detailed study of the MuwaSSa”’s hierarchy of doctrine, see Yasin

Dutton, The Origins of Islamic Law: The Qur ”an, the MuwaSSa” and Medinan cAmal
(Richmond: Curzon, 1999).

29 E.g. ibid., 452, 461, 464, 756, and passim.
30 This is consistent with the well-known and oft-quoted report that Malik refrained from

giving, or at least was reluctant to offer, his own opinions on all questions addressed
to him: Ibn Farmen, DCbAj, 69–70. This reluctance is said to have been motivated by
piety, but it is just as likely that it was due to the fact that Malik did not always have an
answer to give, much less his own answer. In this context, it is perhaps fruitful to com-
pare this account with Malik’s own student, narith b. Asad, who did not issue fatwAs
because he, by his own admission, often did not know the answers: ibid., 176. What
could be acknowledged in the case of narith, however, would have been unthinkable in
that of Malik, since an admission of ignorance would have flagrantly contradicted the
epistemic authority so carefully built around him by his school.

31 Malik, MuwaSSa”, 251, 267, 282, 771, and passim.
32 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 6 (l. 14). 33 Malik, MuwaSSa”, 624, also at 584.
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emphasis, and the significance of these variations is not always clear.34

The following statements illustrate its various uses:

1. “I have long observed jurists in our region follow this opinion.”35

2. “This is what I heard from the jurists, and have long observed Muslims prac-
tice the matter in this manner in our midst.”36

3. “This is the opinion which the jurists have been adopting in our midst.”37

4. “The opinion on which we reached consensus, and which is not subject to
disagreement, and which I have long observed the jurists follow in our region
is . . .”38

5. “The opinion on which we have reached a consensus, and the sunna on which
there is no disagreement, and what I have long observed the jurists follow in
our region is . . .”39

Such statements refer to anonymous practice and agreement, without
attaching to them the name of any particular jurist. They accompany no
less than one-eighth (13 percent) of the opinions in al-MuwaSSa ”, judging
by an inventory of the chapter on sales, a rather important part of the
work.40 Our count furthermore shows that 27 percent of the opinions are
attributed to earlier jurists, notably Saccd Ibn al-Musayyib, Yamya b. Saccd,
Ibn Shihab, and Salman b. Yasar.41 Some 21 percent of the opinions
are based on revealed texts, mostly Prophetic Sunna. The remainder,
39 percent, are opinions voiced by Malik without authority, be it textual
or personal. As we have seen earlier, we can in no way be sure that the
source of such opinions is Malik himself. This means that the corpus of
Malik’s own opinions must be much smaller than 39 percent, and that
both the MadCth and juristic material which he transmitted constitute far
more than 61 percent of the MuwaSSa ”’s contents – that is, if we go by our
statistical count in the chapter on sales. A random investigation of the rest
of the MuwaSSa”, though admittedly impressionistic, tends to confirm this

34 Ibid., 245, 452, 453, 454, 455, 456, 458, 459, 460, 461, 463, 755, 756, 757, 759,
761, 763, 768, 769, and passim.

35 Ibid., 464: “wa-calA dhAlika adraktu ahl al-cilm bi-baladinA.”
36 Ibid., 688: “fa-hAdhA al-ladhC samictu min ahl al-cilm wa-adraktu camal al-nAs calA

dhAlika cindanA.”
37 Ibid., 583: “wa-hAdhA al-amr al-ladhC lam yazal calayhi al-nAs cindanA.”
38 Ibid., 459: “al-amr al-mujtamac calayh cindanA al-ladhC lA ikhtilAfa f C-hi wal-ladhC

adraktu calayhi ahl al-cilm bi-baladinA . . .”
39 Ibid., 463: “al-amr al-mujtamac calayh cindanA wal-sunna al-latC lA ikhtilAfa f C-hA

wal-ladhC adraktu calayhi ahl al-cilm bi-baladinA . . .”
40 Ibid., 539–93.
41 Ibid., 682, 684, 745, 747, 748, 750, 751, 752, 753, 758 (and passim, for Ibn

al-Musayyib); 456, 676, 669, 680, 681, 743, 775 (and passim, for Ibn Saccd); 676, 743,
744, 746, 755 (and passim, for Ibn Shihab); 456, 687, 744, 749, 753 (and passim, for
Salman b. Yasar).
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estimate, which may in fact be overgenerous in its appraisal of Malik’s
own contributions.

These results are substantially corroborated by Ibn Uways’s report of
Malik’s own, revealing explanation of what he attempted to do in the
MuwaSSa ”, a report that is in all likelihood authentic though seldom
encountered in Malikite works:

Indeed, most of the contents of the book are not my opinions but
rather those which I heard (samA cC ) from many leading scholars. Their
opinions were so many that they overcame me (ghalabE calayya). But their
opinions are the ones which they took from the Companions, and I in turn
took these opinions from these leading scholars. They are a legacy which
devolved from one age to another till these times of ours. When I say
“My opinion,” so it is. [When I say] “The matter subject to agreement,” it
means that matter on which they [the scholars] reached a consensus. When
I say “The matter as we have it,” (al-amr cindanA) it means the matter
which constitutes the practice in our midst and region, which jurists apply,
and with which both laymen and scholars are familiar. When I say “Some
scholars [held],” then it is an opinion that some scholars espoused and
to which I am inclined. If I have not heard (lam asmac) an opinion [on a
matter] from them, then I exercise my ijtihAd according to the doctrine of
someone I have met, so that [my ijtihAd ] does not swerve from the ways
(madhhab) of the Medinese. If [on a given matter] there is no opinion to be
heard [at all], then I will formulate an opinion by conducting ijtihAd on
the basis of the Sunna and in accordance with the jurists’ doctrines, as well
as with the practices of our region since the time of the Prophet.42

These pronouncements cannot be unauthentic, not only because of the
unlikely possibility that they would have been put with flagrant impunity
in the mouth of Malik by later jurists of the school, but also because they
quite simply undermine the very authority giving structure to the school
itself, which furthermore explains why these declarations did not gain
much notoriety in Malikite literature. Malik himself admits his vast debt
to the authority and legacy of the Medinese and his own predecessors, and
this he does readily. It was his followers, especially during the period
of the school’s formation, who sought, consciously or not, to minimize
this debt.

Now, in the space of slightly over half a century after Malik’s death,
the Malikite jurists succeeded in promoting Malik to a status of a chief
authority, a status that put him well on his way to being made the
founder of the school. This process of what we term authority construc-

42 Ammad Baba al-Tinbaktc, Nayl al-IbtihAj bi-TaSrCz al-DCbAj, ed. cAbd al-namcd
al-Harama (tarablus, Libya: Kulliyyat al-Dacwa al-Islamiyya, 1989), 295–96; Ibn
Farmen, DCbAj, 72–73.
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tion manifests itself in the Mudawwana, a work associated with the name
of cAbd al-Salam b. Saccd al-Tanekhc, known as Samnen (d. 240/854).
In this work, Malik appears as one of the foremost authorities on law.
He is held up as the author of juristic doctrines and opinions, whether or
not he truly formulated them himself. Surprisingly, many of the opinions
in the MuwaSSa” which Malik merely transmitted on the authority of his
predecessors or anonymous contemporaries appear in the Mudawwana as
his own. Consider the following examples:

1. “Yamya told me that Malik heard (sami ca) that blood-money should be paid
within the span of three or four years. Malik said: Three years is the best I
have heard concerning this matter.”43 It is obvious here that this is not Malik’s
own opinion, though he quotes it quite approvingly. In the Mudawwana,
the opinion becomes Malik’s: “Samnen was asked: ‘Over how many years
should the blood-money be paid according to Malik’s opinion?’ Samnen said:
‘In three years.’ ”44

2. “Yamya told me that Malik heard (balaghahu) that if the faculty of hearing in
both ears is completely lost [due to injury], then the full blood-money is due.”
This opinion from the MuwaSSa”45 is, again, clearly not formulated by Malik
himself. But in the Mudawwana it is transformed into Malik’s own opinion.
Interestingly, it is introduced thus: “Malik said: If hearing in both ears is
completely lost [due to injury], then the full blood-money is due.”46

3. “Yamya told me that Malik said: The opinion on which we have reached a
consensus (al-amr al-mujtamac calayhi cindanA) is that if a man buys linen
in one town, then carries it into another and sells it for a profit, the price
of the linen should not include the costs of commissions, or of packaging,
loading, or storage. The transportation fees, however, should be considered
an integral part of the linen’s price ( yuMsab f C aQl al-thaman) and do not
constitute a profit. If the seller informs the buyer of these [additional] costs,
and he bargains with him as to obtain compensation, and if the buyer accepts
[to make payment], then all is well ( fa-lA ba ”sa bi-hi ).”47 This, obviously, is
not Malik’s own opinion but one which emerged out of a consensus reached
by the Medinese jurists. Again, in the Mudawwana, the opinion is attributed
to Malik himself. It is restated in a nearly identical form, but the opening
line is different and, for that matter, revealing: “Malik said concerning linen
bought in one town and transported into another: I opine (arA ) that . . .”48

The exclusive attribution to Malik is emphatically manifest.

43 Malik, MuwaSSa”, 743.
44 Malik b. Anas, al-Mudawwana al-KubrA, ed. Ammad cAbd al-Salam, 5 vols. (Beirut:

Dar al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya, 1415/1994), IV, 567.
45 Malik, MuwaSSa”, 748. 46 Malik, Mudawwana, IV, 563.
47 Malik, MuwaSSa”, 581.
48 Malik, Mudawwana, III, 238 (italics mine). The original phrasing is even more

revealing: “qAla MAlik f C al-bazz yushtarA f C balad fa-yuMmal ilA baladin Akhar, qAla arA
an lA . . .”
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It is obvious, beyond a shadow of doubt, that Malik, here and else-
where, is made responsible not only for unattributed opinions (which, as
we have seen, do not necessarily belong to him) but also for opinions that
clearly originate with other, identifiable authorities, be they individual or
collective (i.e., Medinese consensus). Malik’s role is thus transformed by
the later Malikites from being a transmitter in the MuwaSSa ” into that
of the foremost authority for what was then emerging as the Malikite
school.49

The change in Malik’s role and image is by no means identical to that
which occurred in the case of Abe nancfa, for the Malik of the MuwaSSa”
functioned also in the role of a traditionist, unlike Abe nancfa. But it is
well-nigh certain that great many of the opinions which the latter trans-
mitted from nammad, Nakhacc, and others were later attributed to him.
All the schools, not only the Malikites, contributed to this process of
authority construction. In the later sections of this chapter we shall see
that this process was further enhanced by attributions to the founder of
opinions garnered not only from their predecessors but also from their
successors. The construction of the founders’ authority qua founders and
imams drew on sources both prior and subsequent to them.

Like Abe nancfa and Malik, the figure of Mumammad b. Idrcs al-
Shaficc (d. 204/820) was subjected to the same process. But unlike Malik,
Shaficc appears much less as a transmitter of MadCth and legal opinion and
more as a jurist holding opinions of his own. This is the impression left
upon a casual reader of his magnum opus, al-Umm, which consists sub-
stantially of unattributed opinions, statements of legal norms formulated
without textual support or legal reasoning. However, a careful study of
this work reveals that Shaficc was no less indebted to his predecessors than

49 It is quite significant that Mohammad Fadel, who has studied the Malikite school
closely but who has not addressed the issue of what I have called authority construc-
tion, makes the following remark with regard to Ibn al-Qasim (d. 191/866) who was
considered, together with Samnen, the most reliable transmitter of Malik’s doctrine:

It was impossible to rely solely on Ibn al-Qasim’s teachings, for there were many issues
of law for which Ibn al-Qasim could not attribute an opinion to Malik. This obliged
later jurists to use the opinions of Malik’s other disciples, who often attributed positions
to Malik on precisely those cases for which Ibn al-Qasim had not been able to pro-
vide a solution. More importantly, however, Ibn al-Qasim’s privileged position as the
authoritative transmitter of Malik’s doctrine seems to have been developed at a later date.
Presumably, for the first centuries of Malikite jurisprudence, opinions had been evaluated
on the basis of their individual worth and not on the authority of the transmitter of that
opinion.

See his “The Social Logic of TaqlCd and the Rise of the MukhtaQar,” Islamic Law and
Society, 4 (1996), 218 (italics mine). Note here that Fadel senses, but does not arti-
culate, the process of authority construction in the Malikite school.
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were Malik and Abe nancfa. It is often the case that when the doctrine
or opinion is standard and shared by the community of jurists, Shaficc
relates it without attributing it to any particular authority. A typical
example of this can be seen in the case of hiring beasts for the purpose of
transporting goods:

Shaficc said: If a man hires a beast [to use for transportation] from Mecca
to Marw,50 but he travels with it [only] to Medina, then he must pay the
hiring fees agreed upon for traveling to Marw . . . If the beast perishes, he
must pay the hiring fees to Marw plus the value of the beast. If it came to
suffer from a defect while he is traveling with it – such as a wound in the
rear, blindness, etc. – and this defect has affected its performance, he may
return it [to its owner from whom] he is entitled to receive the equivalent
value of the defective part.51

This opinion certainly circulated prior to Shaficc, as attested by the early
authorities cited in the Mudawwana.52 The same type of evidence may be
found in two opinions concerning collective homicide of the kind initially
caused by bodily injury, such as severing of a limb. Shaficc presents the
opinions without textual support or legal reasoning, and gives no juristic
authority for them. Yet the same opinions had already surfaced, with
some variation, in the MuwaSSa”.53 Similarly, Shaficc acknowledges no
authority or textual evidence in favor of the opinion that the full amount
of blood-money becomes due when the sense of hearing is completely
impaired as a result of bodily injury.54 Yet it turns out that this opinion
is stated in the MuwaSSa” as having been heard by Malik from another
authority.55

Much of al-Umm is made up of such opinions.56 At times, however,
the opinions are clearly defended in terms of consensus or, alternatively,
in terms of the absence of disagreement. Concerning the law of rent
and hire, Shaficc, like most later muqallids, argues that it is justified by
the Sunna, the practice of a number of Companions, and the “absence,
as far as I know, of disagreement on it among the jurists of all regions

50 In the text the city is called Marr, a place name which I could not locate in the standard
geographical dictionaries. The context suggests that it is a distortion of Marw, a city in
Khurasan.

51 Shaficc, Umm, IV, 29. 52 Malik, Mudawwana, III, 486–87.
53 Shaficc, Umm, VI, 42, 59; Malik, MuwaSSa”, 760, 762, 743, respectively.
54 Shaficc, Umm, VI, 89. 55 Malik, MuwaSSa ”, 748.
56 This perhaps explains Shaficc’s requirement that for a jurist to qualify as a muftC,

he must master, among other things, the legal doctrines of his predecessors and con-
temporaries (aqAwCl ahl al-cilm qadCman wa-MadCthan). See his KitAb IbSAl al-IstiMsAn
in Umm, VII, 497.
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including ours.”57 In many instances, Shaficc’s sole defense or justification
is the absence of disagreement, which implies, or is made to imply, the
existence of consensus.58 Less often, he explicitly states that two or more
opinions exist concerning a particular case. In the matter of death result-
ing from bodily injury, Shaficc introduces two opinions after the formula
“qCla ” (it was held).59 It is clear that he had formulated neither of the two
opinions himself. Here Shaficc is practicing taqlCd, in precisely the same
manner as his followers have practiced it for centuries since his death.

Shaficc practiced another form of taqlCd frequently resorted to by later
jurists belonging to all the four schools, namely, the reenactment of ijtihAd
which later came to be known as ittibA c.60 By Shaficc ’s time, it had become
a firmly established doctrine that if a man wished to marry a fifth wife, he
had to divorce one of the first four, in accordance with the Quranic verse
4:25. The interlocutor asks Shaficc if other jurists have held this opinion,
whereupon Shaficc replies that the Quranic evidence is sufficient. But he
then admits that others did hold this opinion, and proceeds to give two
chains of authority, one consisting of cAbd al-Majcd → Ibn Jurayj → Abe
al-Zubayr → Jabir, and the other including the first two of these names
followed by tawes who transmitted it on the authority of his father.61

The reluctance of Shaficc to admit his propensity to taqlCd may be
observed sporadically throughout al-Umm. With regard to the question
of a gift made under coercion by a wife to her husband, he criticizes
Abe nancfa’s opinion and offers instead that of Ibn Abc Layla. Having
done so, he states his own opinion, which is identical to that of the
latter.62 That he states his opinion without providing its textual basis, and
without explaining his own legal reasoning in justification of it, suggests
that Shaficc either adopted Ibn Abc Layla’s opinion as it is, or, what is
more likely, accepted it in the way of ittibA c. In either case, he is not the
originator of the opinion, even though he lets us assume that it is his own,
independent doctrine.

Nonetheless, Shaficc does at times acknowledge his debt to other
jurists. With regard to the question of dedicating alms-giving as a charit-
able trust, Shaficc again attacks Abe nancfa’s opinion, and introduces, this
time, the argument propounded by Abe Yesuf and Shaybanc who dis-
agreed with their mentor – a phenomenon of frequent occurrence among
the three nanafite authorities. Shaficc admits – this time not so reluctantly
– that Abe Yesuf ’s reasoning in favor of an alternative opinion is exquisite

57 Shaficc, Umm, IV, 30.
58 Ibid., IV, 30, 33, 109, 143; V, 6, 10–11, 16, 313, and passim. 59 Ibid., VI, 43.
60 See chapter 4, section I, below. 61 Shaficc, Umm, V, 15. 62 Ibid., IV, 73.
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and that it proved superior to his own. At the end of the statement, Shaficc
intimates that he sides with, or adopts, Abe Yesuf ’s opinion.63 This
example can be found repeated on a number of occasions,64 but the fol-
lowing is representative:

Shaficc said: Some jurists maintained that if a man left [an inheritance of ]
300 dinars, then his two sons would divide it between themselves, each
receiving 150 dinars. One of the two then acknowledges that a [third] man
is his brother, but the other denies this claim. What I recall of the early
Medinese opinion (qawl al-MadaniyyCn al-mutaqaddim) is that the [third]
man’s filiation is not acknowledged and that he receives no amount what-
soever [of the inheritance]. This is so because the brother [who made the
claim] did not acknowledge a debt to him, nor did he leave him a bequest.
Rather, he merely claimed that he is entitled to inherit. If he could prove
that he has a right to the inheritance, then he should inherit and he will
also be liable to the payment of blood-money.65 But since this relationship
cannot be established, he cannot inherit. This, in my view, is the soundest
opinion.66

In order to become the final authority in his school, Shaficc was
required to shed the image of a muqallid,67 a process of authority con-
struction to which both Abe nancfa and Malik were subjected. One
example should suffice to make our point. With regard to land rent,
Shaficc holds an opinion that he explicitly attributes to the chain of
authority: Malik → Ibn Shihab → Saccd Ibn al-Musayyib. It was not long
after Shaficc’s death that he was made responsible for this opinion.68 In
his MukhtaQar, Ibrahcm al-Muzanc (d. 264/877) states the same opinion,
but there attributes it, without the slightest ambiguity, to Shaficc.69

As obvious as is the ex post eventum construction of the authority of
these three imams, it appears to have been even more flagrant in the
case of Ammad Ibn nanbal (d. 241/855). Abe nancfa and Shaficc were
admittedly jurists of the first caliber (although one might incidentally

63 Ibid., IV, 69–70.
64 Ibid., V, 3; VI, 45 (a verbatim restatement of MuwaSSa”, 645–46); VII, 7, and passim.
65 Being the closest agnate, he is liable to the payment of blood-money should one of

his brothers commit murder. The right to inheritance and the obligation to pay
blood-money are defined, by the operation of the law, as the functions of agnatic
relationships.

66 Shaficc, Umm, VI, 276–77.
67 This image is borne out by the manAqib literature which assigned to Shaficc, in a gradual

fashion, the role of the master architect of legal theory. On these developments in the
manAqib genre, see Hallaq, “Was al-Shafici the Master Architect?” 599–600.

68 Shaficc, Umm, IV, 30.
69 Ibrahcm al-Muzanc, MukhtaQar, published as vol. IX of Shaficc’s Umm, IX, 139.
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remark that the eighth-century Taqc al-Dcn al-Subkc, among others, pos-
sessed a far more acute legal mind). Malik does not appear to have stood
on par with them as a legal reasoner or as a seasoned jurist. But he was
jurist of a sort, nonetheless. Ibn nanbal was none of these things. He was
in the first place a traditionist and theologian, and his involvement with
law as a technical discipline was rather minimal. This much of his back-
ground is acknowledged by followers and foes alike. Among the latter, the
well-known tabarc refused to acknowledge him as a jurist apparently
because “he never taught law, and never had law students.”70 Even as late
as the fifth/eleventh century, this perception persisted in some circles, prob-
ably among certain of the nanbalites themselves.71 In their various works
on the legal and learned professions, Ibn Qutayba, Maqdisc, tamawc,
al-Qakc al-Nucman, Dabbesc, and al-cAla’ al-Samarqandc neglected even
to include him, although Maqdisc listed him among the traditionists.72

Ibn cAbd al-Barr wrote a whole treatise on the virtues of the schools’
founders – at least those schools that had survived by his time – but Ibn
nanbal was not one of them.73 Abe Bakr Ibn al-Athram, a nanbalite, is
reported to have said that he used to study law and the science of legal
disagreement (khilAf ) until he came to sit in the circle of Ibn nanbal, at
which time he categorically abandoned this course of learning in favor of
MadCth.74 The later nanbalite jurist tefc openly acknowledged that Ibn
nanbal “did not transmit legal doctrine, for his entire concern was with
MadCth and its collection.”75 This image of Ibn nanbal was so pervasive
that it never faded away for many centuries to come.76

70 See the introduction to Abe Jarcr Jacfar al-tabarc’s IkhtilAf al-FuqahA” (Beirut: Dar
al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya, 1980), 10.

71 cAbd al-Ramman Shihab al-Dcn Ibn Rajab, KitAb al-Dhayl calA TabaqAt al-NanAbila,
2 vols. (Cairo: Masbacat al-Sunna al-Mumammadiyya, 1952–53), I, 156–57, quoting
Ibn cAqcl’s observation that some of the younger legal scholars, most probably law
students, thought Ibn nanbal lacking in juristic skills. He argues to the contrary, how-
ever, which is to be expected from a later nanbalite who is, by definition, a loyalist.

72 tabarc, IkhtilAf, 15–16. For al-Qakc al-Nucman b. Mumammad (d. 351/962), see his
KitAb IkhtilAf UQEl al-MadhAhib, ed. Muqsafa Ghalib (Beirut: Dar al-Andalus, 1973),
66. Speaking of the Sunnc community of jurists, Nucman (ibid., 127) reports that they
claimed consensus to be limited to Malik, Abe nancfa, Shaficc, Awzacc, and their fellow
jurists.

73 Ibid., 16.
74 Mumammad b. Abc Yacla al-Baghdadc Ibn al-Farra’, TabaqAt al-NanAbila, ed. M. H. al-

Fiqc, 2 vols. (Cairo: Masbacat al-Sunna al-Mumammadiyya, 1952), I, 72, 296.
75 Najm al-Dcn al-tef c, SharM MukhtaQar al-RawKa, ed. cAbd Allah al-Turkc, 3 vols.

(Beirut: Mu’assasat al-Risala, 1407/1987), III, 626–27: “fa-innahu kAna lA yarwC
tadwCn al-ra”y bal hammuhu al-MadCth wa-jamcuhu.”

76 Manqer b. Yenus Ibn Idrcs al-Bahetc (d. after 1046/1636), KashshAf al-QinA c can Matn
al-IqnA c, 6 vols. (Beirut: cflam al-Kutub, 1983), VI, 21.
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Ibn nanbal thus emerges as less of a founder than any of the other
three eponyms. A traditionist par excellence, he was by definition pre-
occupied with MadCth, not law. We may suppose, only because of the later
developments which made of nanbalism a legal school, that he did
address some legal problems and that he rendered legal opinions mostly in
terms of MadCth. This is probably the nucleus with which his followers
worked, and which they later elaborated and expanded.77 It is therefore
not an exaggeration to assert that the bare beginnings of legal nanbalism
are to be located in the juristic activities of the generation that followed
Ibn nanbal, associated as it is with the names of Abe Bakr al-Athram
(d. 261/874), cAbd Allah al-Maymenc (d. 274/887), Abe Bakr al-
Marredhc (d. 275/888), narb al-Kirmanc (d. 280/893), Ibrahcm b. Ismaq
al-narbc (d. 285/898), and Ibn nanbal’s two sons ralim (d. 266/880 ?)
and cAbd Allah (d. 290/903).78 (It is curious that Ibn al-Athram is said to
have been a central figure in the early development of legal nanbalism
when his study of law came to a halt once he entered Ibn nanbal’s circle.)
But these scholars, among other less major figures, are said to have been
no more than bearers of Ibn nanbal’s opinions and doctrines. None of
them, for instance, constructed a complete, or even near complete, system
of the eponym’s legal subject matter. It was left to Ammad b. Mumammad
Abe Bakr al-Khallal (d. 311/923) to bring what was seen as the master’s
dispersed doctrines together. Khallal was reported to have traveled widely
in search of Ibn nanbal’s students who heard him speak of matters legal,
and he was in touch with a great number of them, including Ibn nanbal’s
two sons and Ibrahcm al-narbc.79 Ibn al-Farra’, a major biographer and
a jurist of the nanbalite school, remarks that Khallal’s collection of the
eponym’s opinions was never matched, either before or after.80

It would not be then an exaggeration to argue that, had it not been
for Khallal’s enterprise and ambition, the nanbalite school would never
have emerged as a legal entity. For to do so, Ibn nanbal would have

77 Ibn nanbal’s marked lack of interest in law and legal questions does not tally with the
fact that later nanbalite works routinely report two or three opinions (usually known as
riwAyAt) which Ibn nanbal is said to have held with regard to a single case. The only
conceivable explanation, as far as I can see, is that these riwAyAt were later attributions
by his followers, but attributions made by means other than takhrCj (which we shall
discuss shortly in this chapter).

78 Muwaffaq al-Dcn Ibn Qudama, al-KAf C f C Fiqh al-ImAm AMmad b. Nanbal, ed. ridqc
Jamcl and Yesuf Salcm, 4 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, 1992–94), I, 10; Ibn al-Farra’,
TabaqAt, II, 12. The fact that Subkc (TabaqAt, II, 26) gives al-narbc a biographical
notice suggests that Ibn nanbal’s students were not trained exclusively – nor even
principally – under him, as is also evidenced in the case of Ibn al-Athram.

79 Ibn al-Farra’, TabaqAt, II, 12–13. 80 Ibid., II, 113.
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had to furnish a wide range of legal doctrine and opinion, and in this
task he certainly needed help. This help came from his followers and par-
ticularly the generation that succeeded them. They, like the nanafites,
Malikites, and Shaficites before them, attributed to their eponym opinions
that he held or was thought to have held, whether or not these opinions
originated with him as a mujtahid. In the case of Ibn nanbal, a charis-
matic theologian and traditionist and the hero of the MiMna, the clothing
of his personality with legal authority was a much less difficult task both
to undertake and accomplish, and this despite his notoriously imperfect
record as a jurist.

The construction of authority around the figures of the presumed
founders must also be viewed in the larger context of the development
of Islamic law. Multifarious in nature and evolving from the outset as
a jurists’ law, legal authority during the first two centuries of Islam was
dispersed and diluted. There were many jurists who advocated doctrines
that were made up of various elements, some belonging to their pre-
decessors and older contemporaries, and some of their own making. It is
important to realize, as we have shown in some detail above, that none
of these jurist-founders constructed his own doctrine singlehandedly, as
the later typologies – and tradition at large – would have us believe. In
fact, Ibn nanbal’s case is in itself an argument precisely to the contrary.
But the argument can be taken still further: If Ibn nanbal was trans-
formed, despite all the odds, into a school founder, then it is no surprise
that any one of the major mujtahids during this early period could have
become a founder too.

Throughout the second/eighth and third/ninth centuries, juristic
authority was so widely dispersed that it was unable to fulfill the require-
ments and demands of legal evolution. Authority, by definition, must
have a clearly defined locus, and to be effective, it must be perceived to
be such. Both these conditions were fulfilled in the person of the jurist–
scholar who was made, through a process of authority attributions, the
founder of a school. Even in later centuries, with the stupendous doctrinal
accretions of later followers, the founder’s authority remained the most
significant, although the entirety of his doctrine, both attributed and
original, was insufficient to meet the exigencies of later judicial applica-
tion and unable to sustain singlehandedly the entire school. Although in
later centuries the founder remained the most sanctified legal figure in the
school, he remained little more than primus inter pares. The authoritative
school doctrine, the madhhab, consisted of opinions originating with vari-
ous jurists. But all these jurists and the opinions they held were enlisted
under the nominal tutelage of the founder. The creation of authority in
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the figure of the founder was part of the wider effort to construct the
school’s authority, one of the greatest achievements of Islamic law.

I I I

We have already intimated that the process of authority construction
did not only involve the dissociation of the eponyms from the contribu-
tions of their predecessors, to whom they were indebted. The process also
entailed augmenting the authority of the supposed founders by attribut-
ing doctrines to them which they may never have held. It is the juristic
constitution of these doctrinal contributions and the manner in which
they underwent the process of attribution that will occupy us in the
following pages.

It may at first glance seem a contradiction to speak of ijtihAd as part of
the muqallid ’s activity, but this is by no means the case. We have seen in
chapter 1 that the typologies acknowledge a group of jurists who stood
below the rank of the absolute mujtahids, a group that was distinguished
by the dual attribute of being muqallids to the founding imam and, sim-
ultaneously, mujtahids able to derive legal norms through the process of
takhrCj.81 Virtually overlooked by modern scholarship,82 this important
activity was largely responsible for the early doctrinal development of the
personal schools, its zenith being located between the very beginning of
the fourth/tenth century and the end of the fifth/eleventh, although strong
traces of it could still be observed throughout the following centuries.83

81 The origins of this term’s technical meaning are by no means easy to reconstruct. None
of the second/eighth-century jurists, including Shaficc, uses the term in any obvious
technical sense. To the best of my knowledge, the first semi-technical occurrence of it
is found in Muzanc’s KitAb al-Amr wal-Nahy, where the author uses the term makhraj
(lit. an outlet) to mean something like a solution to a problem, a way, that is, to get out
of a problem through legal reasoning. It is quite noticeable, however, that Muzanc
employs the term while taking Shaficc’s doctrine into account, which in this treatise is
nearly always the case. See his KitAb al-Amr wal-Nahy, in Robert Brunschvig, “Le livre
de l’ordre et de la défense d’al-Muzani,” Bulletin d’études orientales, 11 (1945–46):
145–94, at 153, 156, 158, 161, 162, and passim. Incidentally, it is noteworthy that
takhrCj as a way of reasoning is not expounded, as a rule, in works of legal theory. As a
technical term, it appears in none of the major technical dictionaries, e.g. Tahanawc’s
KashshAf IQSilAMAt al-FunEn and Jurjanc’s TacrCfAt.

82 The only work that allocates some discussion to the later, not early, activity of takhrCj is,
to the best of my knowledge, Sherman Jackson, Islamic Law and the State: The Con-
stitutional Jurisprudence of ShihAb al-DCn al-QarAf C (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1996), 91–96.
Jackson deals with this issue from the limited perspective of Qaraf c and, at any rate,
addresses neither the structure of reasoning involved in this activity nor its role in early
legal evolution.

83 See nn. 130–32, below.
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According to Ibn al-ralam, the limited mujtahid exercises takhrCj on
either of two bases: a particular text of his imam where a specific opinion
is stated or, in the absence of such a text, he confronts revelation and
derives from it a legal norm according to the principles and methodo-
logy established by his imam. This he does while heeding the type and
quality of reasoning that is habitually employed by the imam,84 and in
this sense takhrCj exhibits the same features as the reasoning which con-
stitutes the conventional, full-fledged ijtihAd of the arch-jurist. In both
types of takhrCj, however, conformity with the imam’s legal theory and
the general and particular principles of the law is said to be the prime
concern.

The first type became known as al-takhrCj wal-naql, while the second,
being a relatively more independent activity, was given the unqualified
designation takhrCj. This latter involves reasoning, among many things,
on the basis of general principles, such as the principle that necessity
renders lawful what is otherwise illicit, or that no legal obligation shall be
imposed beyond the limit of endurance or optimal capability. In this type
of activity, the limited mujtahid takes these principles as his rule of thumb
and solves problems accordingly.

The following example, from nanbalite law, illustrates the activity of
al-takhrCj wal-naql: If someone intends to perform prayer while wearing
ritually impure clothes – the assumption being that ritually pure clothes
are not available at the time – he or she must still pray but must also
repeat the prayer when the proper apparel can be had. This is said to have
been Ibn nanbal’s opinion. Another reported opinion of his concerns
prayer in a ritually impure place. He held, contrary to the first case, that
if someone prays in such a place, he need not pray again in compensation.
In the later nanbalite school, the principle emerged that both the ritual
purity of the location of the prayer and the clothes worn while performing
this duty constitute a condition for the validity of prayer. This being
so, the two issues become cognate and, therefore, subject to mutual con-
sideration. In other words, the legal norms attached to the two cases
become interchangeable, thus creating two contradictory legal norms for
each. Najm al-Dcn al-tefc explains how this comes about:

The stipulation that wearing ritually impure clothes requires repetition
of the prayer is a legal norm that is transferred (yunqal ) to the [issue of]
place. So a new legal norm emerges in the case of place ( yatakharraj f C-hi ).
The stipulation that praying in a ritually impure place does not require
repetition of the prayer is a legal norm that is transferred to [the issue of]

84 Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC, 97.
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clothes. Accordingly, a new legal norm emerges in the case of clothes. This
is why each of the two cases will have two legal opinions, one held by the
founder, the other reached by al-naql (wal-takhrCj ).85

On the authority of Majd al-Dcn Ibn Taymiyya (d. 652/1254), the
grandfather of Taqc al-Dcn, tef c reports another case of takhrCj wal-naql:
A bequest given in handwriting is considered valid in the opinion of the
imam. But the attestation of a bequest in handwriting is considered null
and void if the witnesses are left ignorant of its particulars. The invalidity
of the testimony thus renders the bequest itself void. The reasoning we
have observed in the case of prayer prevails here too, since the common
denominator is the handwritten bequest. The outcome of this reasoning
is that each case will acquire two contradictory legal norms, one of valid-
ity, the other of nullity.86

During the post-formative period of the schools, when the authority
of the founder imam was at last considered undisputed, the activity of
al-takhrCj wal-naql came to be restricted, in terms of source material, to
the imam’s or his followers’ opinions. In actual fact, however, and before
the formation of the schools as guilds, this was by no means the case. The
early Shaficite jurist Ibn al-Qaqq (d. 335/946) reports dozens, perhaps
hundreds, of cases in which takhrCj was practiced both within and with-
out the boundaries of the imam’s legal principles and corpus juris. (In
fact he acknowledges, despite his Shaficite affiliation, that his work Adab
al-QAKC is based on both Shaficc’s and Abe nancfa’s doctrines.)87 In
the case of a person whose speaking faculty is impaired (akhras), Shaficc
and Abe nancfa apparently disagreed over whether or not his testimony

85 tef c, SharM MukhtaQar al-RawKa, III, 641: “wa-man lam yajid illA thawban najisan QallA
f C-hi wa-acAda, naQQa calayhi. Wa-naQQa f C-man Mubisa f C mawKi c najis fa-QallA, annahu lA
yucCd. Fa-yatakharraj f C-himA riwAyatAn wa-dhAlika li ”anna SahArat al-thawb wal-makAn
kilAhumA sharS f C al-QalAt. Wa-hAdhA wajh al-shabah bayna al-mas ”alatayn. Wa-qad naQQa
f C al-thawb al-najis annahu yucCd, fa-yanqul Mukmahu ilA al-makAn, wa-yatakharraj f C-hi
mithluhu, wa-naQQa f C al-mawKi c al-najis calA annahu lA yucCd, fa-yanqul Mukmahu ilA
al-thawb al-najis, fa-yatakharraj f C-hi mithluhu, fa-lA jarama QAra f C kulli wAMidatin min
al-mas”alatayn riwAyatAn, iMdAhumA bil-naQQ wal-ukhrA bil-naql.”

86 Ibid., III, 642.
87 Abe al-cAbbas Ammad b. Abc Ammad al-tabarc Ibn al-Qaqq, Adab al-QAKC, ed. nusayn

Jabberc, 2 vols. (ta’if: Maktabat al-riddcq, 1409/1989), I, 68. The absence of schools,
and therefore of school loyalty, during the second/eighth and third/ninth centuries
also explains the cross-influences between and among the schools’ founders. Thus we
should not consider unlikely the report that when Abe Yesuf and Shaybanc met Malik,
they abandoned nearly one-third of the doctrine which they had elaborated in Kefa in
favor of Malik’s doctrine: Racc, IntiQAr al-FaqCr, 204. Despite the propagandist uses that
were made of this report, it can still be considered authentic in light of what we know
about interdoctrinal influences.
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might be accepted if he knows sign language ( yacqil al-ishAra). Ibn Surayj
(d. 306/918), a distinguished Shaficite and Ibn al-Qaqq’s professor, con-
ducted takhrCj on the basis of these two doctrines, with the result that
two contradictory opinions were accepted for this case: one that the
testimony is valid, the other that it is void.88 What is most interesting
about Ibn al-Qaqq’s report is that Ibn Surayj’s activity was deemed to
fall within the hermeneutical contours of the Shaficite school. He reports
Ibn Surayj to have reached these two solutions “according to Shaficc’s
way” ( fa-kharrajahA AbE al-cAbbAs Ibn Surayj calA madhhab al-ShAficC calA
qawlayn).89 A similar attribution may be found in the case of the qAKC ’s
(un)equal treatment of the plaintiff and defendant in his courtroom. Ibn
al-Qaqq reports that “the opinion of Shaficc is that the qAKC should not
allow one of the two parties to state his arguments before the court with-
out the other being present. Ibn Surayj produced this opinion by way
of takhrCj ” (qAlahu Ibn Surayj takhrCjan).90 Ibn Surayj’s takhrCj becomes
Shaficc’s authoritative opinion.

Drawing on Abe nancfa’s doctrine appears to have been a frequent
practice of Ibn Surayj.91 The former held, for instance, that if four wit-
nesses testify that an act of adultery took place, but all disagree as to the
precise location in the house in which the act took place, then the Madd
punishment should be inflicted nonetheless. Admittedly, Abe nancfa’s
reasoning is dictated by istiMsAn,92 since qiyAs does not allow for the pen-
alty of Madd when doubt exists; rather it demands that the penalty only be
meted out when all witnesses agree on the specific location in which the
act was said to have taken place. Now, in another case of adultery, the
authoritative doctrine of the Shaficite school held that if two witnesses
testify that a man had sexual intercourse with a consenting woman, and

88 Ibn al-Qaqq, Adab al-QAKC, I, 306. 89 Ibid.
90 Ibid., I, 214. See also Subkc, TabaqAt, II, 94–95.
91 And on Shaybanc’s doctrine as well. It should not come as a surprise then that Ibn

Surayj, the most illustrious figure of the Shaficite school after Shafici himself, and the
one held responsible for the phenomenal success of Shaficism, should be remembered
in Shaficite biographical literature as having elaborated his legal doctrine on the basis
of Shaybanc’s law and legal principles. In the very words of Shcrazc, Ibn Surayj “farraca
cala kutub MuMammad ibn al-Nasan,” i.e., he derived positive legal rulings on the basis
of Shaybanc’s doctrine. It is perhaps because of this that the later Shaficites expressed
some reservations about the nature of Ibn Surayj’s doctrines. One of the oft-quoted
utterances is that made by Abe namid al-Isfara’cnc who said that “we go along with
Abe al-cAbbas [Ibn Surayj] on doctrine generally, but not on matters of specifics”
(naMnu najrC mac AbC al-cAbbAs f C UawAhir al-fiqh dEna al-daqA”iq). See Shcrazc, TabaqAt,
109; Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 49.

92 On istiMsAn, see Wael B. Hallaq, A History of Islamic Legal Theories (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1997), 107–11, and passim.
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two other witnesses attest that he raped her, then he would not be deemed
liable to the death penalty dictated by MudEd. Following the principles
of takhrCj as outlined above, Ibn Surayj transferred the legal norm in the
nanafite case to the Shaficite one, the result being that if doubt exists as
to whether sexual intercourse occurred as rape or by mutual consent, the
man should suffer capital punishment regardless.93

Ibn al-Qaqq too exercised takhrCj, harvesting for his school the fruits
cultivated by the nanafites and other jurists, including Shaybanc and
Malik.94 His takhrCj is more often than not based on Shaficc’s doctrine
along with nanafite opinion, but he frequently relies on Abe nancfa’s
opinions exclusively95 and comes up with derivative opinions that he
and his successors considered to be of Shaficite pedigree. This practice of
borrowing from the doctrinal tradition of another school and attributing
the confiscated opinion to one’s own school and its founder was by no
means limited to the Shaficites. It is not uncommon, for instance, to
find nanbalite opinions that have been derived through takhrCj from
exclusively nanafite, Malikite, and/or other sources.96 But if the activity
of takhrCj routinely involved dipping into the doctrinal reservoir of other
schools, the Shaficites could be considered the prime innovators, for, as
tef c testifies, they were particularly given to this activity.97

But the nanafites were not far behind. Earlier in this chapter, we dis-
cussed in passing the first level of the hierarchical taxonomy of nanafite
legal doctrine. In this taxonomy, there exist three levels of doctrine,
each level consisting of one or more categories. The highest level of
authoritative doctrine, known as UAhir al-riwAya or masA ”il al-uQEl , is
found in the works of the three early masters, Abe nancfa, Abe Yesuf,

93 Sayf al-Dcn Abe Bakr Mumammad al-Qaffal al-Shashc, Nulyat al-cUlamA ” f C Macrifat
MadhAhib al-FuqahA ”, ed. Yascn Dararka, 8 vols. (Amman: Dar al-Bazz, 1988), VIII,
306.

94 Ibn al-Qaqq, Adab al-QAKC, I, 105, 106, 109–10, 112, 114, 136, 146, 195, 198, 213,
251, 253–54, 255; II, 359, 423, and passim. See also nn. 84–87, above.

95 Ibid., I, 112, 213; II, 359, 420, 447, and passim. See, for instance, ibid., I, 251; II, 417,
for exclusive reliance on Abe nancfa and his two students.

96 cAla’ al-Dcn cAlc b. Mumammad b. cAbbas al-Baclc, al-IkhtiyArAt al-Fiqhiyya min FatAwA
Shaykh al-IslAm Ibn Taymiyya (Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, 1369/1949), 15. Ibn al-Mundhir
(d. 318/930) is frequently cited in nanbalite works as an authority, although he
was not a nanbalite. In fact, he was said by biographers to have been an independent
mujtahid, although he is also said to have been a distinguished member of the Shaficite
school and heavily involved in takhrCj according to Shaficism. On Ibn al-Mundhir,
see Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 72; Subkc, TabaqAt, II, 126–29.

97 tef c, SharM MukhtaQar al-RawKa, III, 642. tef c ’s explanation is that Shaficc’s doctrine,
having often included more than one opinion for each case, gave rise to a rich activity
of takhrCj.
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and Shaybanc.98 What gives these works the authority they enjoy is the
perception that they were transmitted through a large number of channels
by trustworthy and highly qualified jurists. A marginal number of cases
belonging to this category of doctrine are attributed to Zufar and
al-nasan b. Ziyad. The second level is termed masA”il al-nawAdir, a body
of doctrine also attributed to the three masters but without the sanction-
ing authority either of highly qualified transmitters or a large number
of channels of transmission.99 The third level consists of what is termed
wAqicAt or nawAzil, cases that were not addressed by the early masters
and that were solved by later jurists. These cases were new and the
jurists who were “asked about them” and who provided solutions for
them “were many.”100 Of particular significance here is the fact that the
great majority of these cases were solved by means of takhrCj.101 Among
the names associated with this category of nanafite doctrine are cIqam
b. Yesuf (d. 210/825), Ibrahcm Ibn Rustam (d. 211/826), Mumammad
b. Samaca (d. 233/848), Abe Sulayman al-Jezajanc (d. after 200/815),
Ammad Abe nafq al-Bukharc (d. 217/832), Mumammad b. Salama
(d. 278/891), Mumammad b. Muqatil (d. 248/862 ?), Naqcr b. Yamya
(d. 268/881), and al-Qasim b. Sallam (d. 223/837).102

That takhrCj was extensively practiced over the course of several
centuries is a fact confirmed by the activities and writings of jurists
who flourished as late as the seventh/thirteenth century.103 Although the

98 The works embodying the doctrines of the three masters are six, all compiled by
Shaybanc. They are al-MabsES, al-ZiyAdAt, al-JAmic al-KabCr, al-JAmic al-RaghCr, al-Siyar
al-KabCr, and al-Siyar al-RaghCr. See Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 69. However, in his SharM
al-ManUEma, 17–18, Ibn cfbidcn introduces Ibn Kamal’s distinction between UAhir
al-riwAya and masA ”il al-uQEl, a distinction which he draws in turn on Sarakhsc’s differ-
entiation. The former, according to Ibn Kamal, is limited to the six works enumerated.
The latter, on the other hand, may include cases belonging to nawAdir, which con-
stitutes the second category of doctrine.

99 These works include Shaybanc’s KCsAniyyAt, HArEniyyAt, and JurjAniyyAt ; Ibn Ziyad’s
MuMarrar ; and Abe Yesuf ’s KitAb al-AmAlC.

100 Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 69. See also najjc Khalcfa, Kashf al-VunEn can AsAmC al-Kutub
wal-FunEn, 2 vols. (Istanbul: Masbacat Wakalat al-Macarif al-Jalcla, 1941–43), II, 1281.

101 Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 50; Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-ManUEma, 25; Shah Walc Allah, cIqd
al-JCd, 19.

102 Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 69.
103 Ibn Abc al-cIzz al-nanaf c, al-IttibA c, ed. Mumammad cAsa’ Allah nancf and cfqim

al-Qaryesc (Amman: n.p., 1405/1984), 62. For a general history of takhrCj – to be used
with caution – see Yacqeb b. cAbd al-Wahhab Bamusayn, al-TakhrCj  cInda al-FuqahA ”
wal-UQEliyyCn (Riyadh: Maktabat al-Rushd, 1414/1993). Ibn al-ralam, who died in
643/1245, asserts that the practice of takhrCj, when an already established opinion is
nowhere to be found, “has been prevalent for ages” ( yajEzu lil-muftC al-muntasib an
yuftC f C-mA lA yajiduhu min aMkAmC al-waqA ”i ci manQEQan calayhi li-ImAmihi bi-mA
yukharrijuhu calA madhhabihi, wa-hAdhA huwa al-QaMCM al-ladhC calayhi al- camal wa-
ilayhi mafzac al-muftCn min mudadin madCda.” See his Adab al-MuftC, 96.
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activity itself was known as takhrCj, its practitioners in the Shaficite
school became known as aQMAb al-wujEh.104 In the nanafite, Malikite, and
nanbalite schools, however, the designation aQMAb al-takhrCj persisted,
as attested in the terminological usages of biographical dictionaries and
law manuals. In addition to the names we have already discussed, the
following is a list of jurists who are described in these dictionaries as
having seriously engaged in takhrCj:

1. The Shaficite Ibrahcm al-Muzanc, whose takhrCj was so extensive that the
later Shaficite jurists distinguished between those of his opinions that con-
formed to the school’s hermeneutic (and were thus accepted as an important
part of the school’s doctrine), and those that did not.105 These latter, how-
ever, were still significant enough to be considered by some jurists sufficient,
on their own, to form the basis of an independent madhhab.106

2. cAlc Ibn al-nusayn Ibn narbawayh (d. 319/931), claimed by the Shaficites,
but a student of Abe Thawr and Dawed Ibn Khalaf al-vahirc.107

3. Mumammad b. al-Mufakkal Abe al-tayyib al-labbc (d. 308/920), a student
of Ibn Surayj and a distinguished Shaficite.108

4. Abe Saccd al-Iqsakhrc (d. 328/939), a major jurist of aQMAb al-wujEh.109

5. Zakariyya b. Ammad Abe Yamya al-Balkhc (d. 330/941), “one of the distin-
guished Shaficites and of the aQMAb al-wujEh.”110

6. The nanbalite cUmar b. al-nusayn al-Khiraqc (d. 334/945), who engaged
extensively in takhrCj but whose writings containing his most creative reason-
ing were destroyed when his house was reportedly consumed by fire.111 His
MukhtaQar, however, which survived him long enough to have an influence,
contained many cases of his takhrCj which he nonetheless attributed to Ibn
nanbal.112

7. The Shaficite cAlc b. nusayn Abe al-nasan al-Jerc (d. ca. 330/941), con-
sidered one of the aQMAb al-wujEh.113

8. vahir al-Sarakhsc (d. 389/998), a major Shaficite jurist. Yet, despite being
one of the aQMAb wujEh, little of his doctrine, according to Nawawc, was
transmitted.114

104 Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC, 97.
105 Mumyc al-Dcn Sharaf al-Dcn b. Yamya al-Nawawc, TahdhCb al-AsmA ” wal-LughAt,

3 vols. (Cairo: Idarat al-Tibaca al-Muncriyya, 1927), I, 285; Ibn Qakc Shuhba,
TabaqAt, I, 8; Subkc, TabaqAt, I, 243–44.

106 Nawawc, TahdhCb, I, 285; Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 8.
107 Subkc, TabaqAt, II, 301–02. 108 Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 66.
109 Ibid., I, 75. 110 Ibid., I, 76.
111 Ismaccl b. cUmar Ibn Kathcr, al-BidAya wal-NihAya, 14 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub

al-cIlmiyya, 1985–88), XI, 228.
112 See the editor’s introduction to Shams al-Dcn Mumammad b. cAbd Allah al-Miqrc

al-Zarkashc, SharM al-ZarkashC calA MukhtaQar al-KhiraqC, ed. cAbd Allah b. cAbd
al-Ramman al-Jabrcn, 7 vols. (Riyadh: Maktabat al-cUbaykan, 1413/1993), I, 47–48.

113 Subkc, TabaqAt, II, 307. 114 Nawawc, TahdhCb, I, 192.
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9. The nanafite Abe cAbd Allah Mumammad b. Yamya b. Mahdc al-Jurjanc
(d. 398/1007), the teacher of Quderc and Nasif c, who was deemed one of
the aQMAb al-takhrCj.115

10. cAbd Allah b. Mumammad al-Khawarizmc (d. 398/1007), one of the aQMAb
al-wujEh and considered a leading jurist of the Shaficite school.116

11. Yesuf b. Ammad Ibn Kajj (d. 405/1014), a prominent Shaficite jurist who
is considered one of the most exacting of the aQMAb al-wujEh (min aQMAb
al-wujEh al-mutqinCn).117

12. cAbd al-Ramman Mumammad al-Feranc Abe al-Qasim al-Marwazc (d. 461/
1068), who is described as having articulated “good wujEh” in the Shaficite
madhhab (wa-lahu wujEh jayyida f C al-madhhab).118

13. Al-Qakc nusayn b. Mumammad al-Marwazc (d. 462/1069), a major figure in
the Shaficite school and one of the aQMAb al-wujEh.119

14. cAbd al-Ramman Ibn Bassa al-Fayrazan (d. 470/1077), a nanbalite jurist
who is described as having engaged in takhrCj in a variety of ways (kharraja
al-takhArCj ).120

15. Abe Naqr Mumammad Ibn al-rabbagh (d. 477/1084), considered by some as
an absolute mujtahid and a towering figure of the aQMAb al-wujEh in the
Shaficite school.121

16. The Malikite Abe tahir b. Bashcr al-Tanekhc (d. after 526/1131), whose
takhrCj was said by Ibn Daqcq al-chd to be methodologically deficient.122

17. The famous nanafite jurist and author Burhan al-Dcn al-Marghcnanc
(d. 593/1196), the author of the famous al-HidAya and one of the aQMAb
al-takhrCj.123

The biographical works took special notice not only of those who
engaged in takhrCj, but also of those who specialized in or made it their
concern to study and transmit the doctrines and legal opinions derived
through this particular juristic activity. We thus find that Ammad b. cAlc
al-Aranc (d. 643/1245), a distinguished Shaficite, excelled in the transmis-
sion of the wujEh that had been elaborated in his school.124 Similarly, the
biographers describe the Shaficite cUthman b. cAbd al-Ramman al-Naqrc
(d. 643/1245) as having had penetrating knowledge (baQCran) of the
doctrines elaborated through takhrCj.125

tefc ’s remark that the Shaficites engaged in takhrCj more than did the
other schools is confirmed by our general survey of biographical works. In
Ibn Qakc Shuhba’s TabaqAt, for instance, there appear some two dozen
major jurists who engaged in this activity, only a few of whom we have

115 Laknawc, al-FawA”id al-Bahiyya, 202.
116 Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 144. 117 Ibid., I, 197. 118 Ibid., I, 266–67.
119 Nawawc, TahdhCb, I, 164–65. 120 Ibn Rajab, Dhayl , I, 26–27.
121 Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 269–70. 122 Ibn Farmen, DCbAj, 87.
123 Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-ManUEma, 49; Qurashc, al-JawAhir al-MuKC ”a, II, 559.
124 Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, II, 125. 125 Ibid., II, 145.
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listed above.126 Our survey of the biographical dictionaries of the four
schools also shows that the Shaficites and nanbalites could each boast a
larger number of jurists who engaged in this activity than the other two
schools combined.127 On the other hand, of all four schools, the Malikites
are said to have engaged in this activity the least.128

The Shaficite involvement in takhrCj seems to have reached its zenith
in the fourth/tenth and fifth/eleventh centuries, the last jurists associ-
ated with it, according to Ibn Abc al-Damm, having been Mamamilc
(d. 415/1024), Mawardc (d. 450/1058), and Abe al-tayyib al-tabarc
(d. 450/1058).129 But Ibn Abc al-Damm’s claim cannot be fully or even
substantially confirmed by data from either biographical dictionaries
or works of positive law. During the later centuries – especially after
the fourth/tenth – the activity in the Shaficite school continued, albeit
with somewhat diminished vigor.130 In the other schools, it also found
expression in later doctrines, as attested in the juristic production of two
towering nanbalite figures, Ibn Qudama (d. 620/1223) and Taqc al-Dcn
Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1327),131 as well as in the writings of a number of
nanafite and Malikite jurists.132

126 Ibid., I, 99–100 (Ibn Abc Hurayra), 149 (Mumammad b. al-nasan al-Astrabadhc),
152 (Mumammad Abe Bakr al-jdanc), 154 (Mumammad b. cAlc al-Masarujsc), 177
(Abe al-Qasim al-raymarc), 207 (al-nasan Abe cAlc al-Bandancjc), 221 (Mumammad
b. cAbd al-Malik al-Marwazc), 233 (al-nusayn b. Mumammad al-Qassan), 241 (Abe
al-nasan al-Mawardc), 262 (Abe al-Rabcc tahir b. cAbd Allah al-Turkc), 264–65 (Abe
Sacd al-Ncsaberc), 266–67 (cAbd al-Ramman al-Feranc al-Marwazc).

127 In addition to those listed by Ibn Qakc Shuhba (previous note), see Nawawc, TahdhCb,
I, 92–94, 113, 164, 238. For the nanbalites, see Zarkashc, SharM, I, 28 ff.

128 This is the claim of Qaraf c. See Racc, IntiQAr al-FaqCr, 169. Qaraf c’s claim, it must be
noted, does find initial support in the sources, notably in Ibn Farmen’s DCbAj.

129 Ibrahcm b. cAbd Allah Ibn Abc al-Damm, Adab al-QaKA” aw al-Durar al-ManUEmAt fC
al-AqKiya wal-NukEmAt, ed. Mumammad cAsa’ (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya,
1987), 40.

130 See, for example, Taqc al-Dcn cAlc al-Subkc, FatAwA al-SubkC, 2 vols. (Cairo: Maktabat
al-Qudsc, 1937), I, 324; II, 468, 525; Subkc, TabaqAt, VI, 186 ff., 193. Sharaf al-Dcn
al-Nawawc, who died in 676/1277, is still speaking of takhrCj. See his al-MajmE c, I, 68.

131 See Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 68; Bamusayn, TakhrCj, 266 (quoted from Muwaffaq al-Dcn
Ibn Qudama, al-MughnC, 12 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Kitab al-cArabc, 1983), IX, 131);
tef c, SharM MukhtaQar al-RawKa, III, 628; Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC, 126, is still
speaking of takhrCj. So is cAlc b. Sulayman b. Mumammad al-Mirdawc, TaQMCM al-FurE c,
printed with Shams al-Dcn Mumammad Ibn Muflim, KitAb al-FurE c, ed. cAbd al-Sattar
Farraj, 6 vols. (Beirut: cflam al-Kutub, 1405/1985), I, 51.

132 cAla’ al-Dcn Abe Bakr Ibn Masced al-Kasanc, BadA”i c al-RanA”i c f C TartCb al-SharA”i c,
7 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Kitab al-cArabc, 1982), I, 2, where he makes a preliminary
remark to the effect that his book examines legal cases and the modes of their takhrCj
according to the principles and general precepts laid down presumably by the found-
ing fathers ( yataQaffaM . . . aqsAm al-masA”il wa-fuQElahA wa-takhrCjahA calA qawA cidihA
wa-uQElihA); W. B. Hallaq, “A Prelude to Ottoman Reform: Ibn cfbidcn on Custom
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IV

Be that as it may, there is no doubt that takhrCj constituted, in the author-
itative doctrinal structure of the four schools, the second most import-
ant body of legal subject matter – second, that is, to the actual doctrines
of the eponyms, and second only when disentangled from the eponym’s
corpus juris. For it was often the case that attributions to the imam
became indistinguishably blended with their own doctrine or at least
with what was thought to be their own doctrine (a qualification that has
been established in the previous section). We have thus far seen a num-
ber of examples which make it demonstrably clear that the takhrCj of
later authorities becomes the property of the eponyms. This process of
attribution, it is important to stress, did not go unnoticed by the jurists
themselves. They were acutely aware of it not only as a matter of practice,
but also as a matter of theory. Abe Ismaq al-Shcrazc, a Shaficite jurist and
legal theoretician, devotes to this issue what is for us a significant chapter
in his monumental uQEl work SharM al-Lumac. The chapter’s title leaves
us in no doubt as to the facts: “Concerning the Matter that it is not
Permissible to Attribute to Shaficc what his Followers have Established
through takhrCj.”133

Shcrazc observes that some of the Shaficites did allow such attribu-
tions, a significant admission which goes to show that this process was
recognized as a conscious act,134 unlike that of attributing to the eponyms
the opinions of their predecessors. Shcrazc reports furthermore that pro-
ponents of the doctrine defended their position by adducing the following
argument: The conclusions of qiyAs are considered part of the Sharcca, and
they are thus attributed to God and the Prophet. Just as this is true, it is
also true that the conclusions of qiyAs drawn by other jurists on the basis
of Shaficc’s opinions may and should be attributed to Shaficc himself.
Shcrazc rejects this argument though, saying that the conclusions of qiyAs
are never considered statements by God or the Prophet himself. Rather,
they are considered part of the religion of God and the Prophet (dCnu

and Legal Change,” proceedings of a conference held in Istanbul, May 25–30, 1999
(New York: Columbia University Press, forthcoming). See also the Malikite nassab,
MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 41. On the discourse of the Malikite Qaraf c concerning the theory
of takhrCj, see Jackson, Islamic Law and the State, 91–96. Jackson remarks that “Qaraf c
himself engages in this practice on occasion” (p. 96).

133 Abe Ismaq Ibrahcm b. cAlc al-Shcrazc, SharM al-Lumac, ed. cAbd al-Majcd Turkc, 2 vols.
(Beirut: Dar al-Gharb al-Islamc, 1988), II, 1084–85: “FC annahu lA yajEz an yunsab ilA
al-ShAficC mA kharrajahu aMad aQMAbihi calA qawlihi.”

134 The controversy and its relevance are still obvious at least two centuries after Shcrazc
wrote. See Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC, 96–97.
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AllAh wa-dCnu RasElihi ).135 Besides, Shcrazc continues, even this attribu-
tion in terms of religion is inadmissible, for neither Shaficc nor any of the
other founding mujtahids have their own religion.

Shcrazc then cites another argument advanced by his interlocutor: If
the eponym holds a certain opinion with regard to one case, say, the
proprietorship of a garden, then his opinion about another case, such as
the proprietorship of land surrounding a house, would be analogous. The
implication here, in line with the first argument, is that an analogous
opinion not necessarily derived by the eponym belongs nonetheless to
him, since the principles of reasoning involved in the case dictate identical
conclusions. Shcrazc counters by arguing that there is in effect a qualitative
difference between the interlocutor’s example, which is analogical, and
takhrCj, which always involves two different, not similar, cases. Analogical
cases, Shcrazc argues, may be attributed to the eponym despite the fact
that one of them was not solved by him. But when the two cases are
different, and when one of them was solved by another jurist, no attribu-
tion of the latter to the eponym should be considered permissible.136

tefc provides further clarification of Shcrazc’s argument. If the eponym
established a certain legal norm for a particular case, and also explicated
the rationale (cilla) which led him to that norm, then all other cases
possessing this identifiable cilla should have the same norm. In this sense,
the eponym’s doctrine, used to solve the first case, can be said to have
provided the solution of the latter ones, even though the eponym may not
have even known of their existence. In other words, the latter cases can be
attributed to him.137 On the other hand, should he solve a case without
articulating the cilla behind it, and should he not predicate the same legal
norm he derived for this case upon what appears to be an analogous case,
then his doctrines (madhhab) in both cases must be seen as unrelated. The
disparity is assumed because of the distinct possibility that he would have
articulated a different cilla for each case or set of cases. But, tef c adds,
many jurists (al-kathCr min al-fuqahA”) disregarded such distinctions and
permitted the activity of takhrCj nonetheless.138

tef c ’s testimony, coupled with that of Shcrazc, is revealing. It not
only tells of the presence of a significant juristic–interpretive activity that
dominated legal history for a considerable period, but also discloses the

135 Shcrazc, SharM al-Lumac, II, 1084. 136 Ibid., II, 1085.
137 tef c, SharM MukhtaQar al-RawKa, III, 638: “idhA naQQa al-mujtahid calA Mukm f C

mas ”ala li- cilla bayyanahA fa-madhhabuhu f C kulli mas”ala wujidat f C-hA tilka al-cilla
ka-madhhabihi f C hAdhihi al-mas”ala.” See also the introduction to Zarkashc, SharM, I,
28 ff.

138 tef c, SharM MukhtaQar al-RawKa, III, 639.
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methodological issues that such activity involved. The penchant to
attribute doctrines to the eponym constituted ultimately the crux of the
controversy between the two sides. Curiously, the theoretical exposition
of takhrCj did not account for the contributions of authorities external
to the school of the founder. The recruitment of nanafite doctrine and
its assimilation into the Shaficite school was not, for instance, given any
due notice. In fact, because the theoretical elaboration of takhrCj appeared
at a time when the schools had already reached their full development,
it must not have been in the best interest of the affiliated jurists to expose
their debt to other schools. We might conjecture that the debt was to a
large extent reciprocal among all the schools, which explains why no jurist
found it opportune or wise to expose the other schools’ debt to his own.
His own school, one suspects, would have been equally vulnerable to the
same charge.

V

It is therefore clear that ijtihAd through takhrCj was a dominant inter-
pretive activity for several centuries and that at least a fair number
of jurists were in the habit of attributing the results of their juristic
endeavors to the founders.139 This process of attribution, which is one
of back-projection, both complemented and enhanced the other pro-
cess of attribution by which the founder imams were themselves credited
with a body of doctrines that their predecessors had elaborated. This
is not to say, however, that both processes were of the same nature,
for one was a self-conscious act while the other was not. The process of
crediting the presumed founders with doctrines which had been con-
structed by their predecessors was never acknowledged, whether by legal
practitioners or theoreticians. Islamic legal discourse is simply silent on
this point. Attributions through takhrCj, on the other hand, were widely
acknowledged.

The explanation for this phenomenon is not difficult: The attribution
of later opinions to a founder can be and indeed was justified by the

139 See the statement of the nanbalite Ibn Qasim in this regard, quoted in Zarkashc,
SharM, I, 31–32. This process of attribution gave rise to an operative terminology
which required distinctions to be made between the actual opinions of the imams and
those that were placed in their mouths. Ibn cfbidcn, for instance, argues that it is
improper to use the formula “Abe nancfa said” (qAla AbE NanCfa) if Abe nancfa
himself had not held the opinion. The takhrCjAt (pl. of takhrCj ) of the major jurists, he
asserts, must be stated with the formula “Abe nancfa’s madhhab dictates that . . .”
(muqtaKA madhhab AbC NanCfa kadhA). See his SharM al-ManUEma, 25.
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supposed fact that these opinions were reached on the basis of a meth-
odology of legal reasoning constructed in its entirety by the presumed
founder. The assumption underlying this justification is that the founder
would have himself reached these same opinions had he addressed the
cases which his later followers encountered. But he did not, for the cases
(nawAzil ) befalling Muslims were deemed to be infinite. Here there are
two distinct elements which further enhance the authority of the pre-
sumed founder at the expense of his followers. First, it makes their inter-
pretive activity, or ijtihAd, seem derivative but above all mechanical: all
they need to do is to follow the methodological blueprint of the imam.
This conception of methodological subservience permeates not only the
juristic typologies but also all structures of positive law and biographical
narrative; that is, the doctrinal, interpretive, and sociological make-up
of the law. As we shall see in chapter 4, positive law depended on the
identification of the imam’s principles that underlie individual legal
norms just as much as it depended on a variety of other considerations
emanating from, and imposed upon them by, their own social exigencies.
Similarly, the biographical narrative, a central feature of Islamic law,
was thoroughly driven by hierarchical structures which would have no
meaning without the juristic foundations laid down by the arch-figure of
the imam. The second element is the wholesale attribution to the founder
imam of creating an entire system of legal methodology that constitutes
in effect the juridical basis of the school. I have shown elsewhere that
legal theory and the methodology of the law emerged as an organic and
systematic entity nearly one century after the death of Shaficc and a good
half-century after the death of the last of the eponyms whose school has
survived, namely, Ahmad Ibn nanbal.140 The fact of the matter is that
both legal theory (uQEl al-fiqh) and the principles of positive law (also
known as uQEl )141 were gradual developments that began before the pre-
sumed imams lived and came to full maturity long after they perished.

Given the prestige and authority attached to the figure of the founder
imams, it was self-defeating to acknowledge their debt to their immediate
predecessors who were jurists like themselves.142 That link had to be sup-
pressed and severed at any expense. It had to be replaced by another link
in which the imams confronted the revealed texts directly, as we have seen

140 Hallaq, “Was al-Shafici the Master Architect?” 587 ff. 141 See chapter 4, below.
142 We have already seen that Abe nancfa was associated with the highly authorized

statement that “I refuse to follow (uqallidu) the Followers because they were men who
practiced ijtihAd and I am a man who practices ijtihAd.” This statement, especially in
light of the authoritative status it acquired in the school, must have been intended to
defy any admission of debt. See n. 10, above.
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in the instructive example provided by Sarakhsc concerning the levy of the
tithe.143 Obviously, the link with the immediately preceding jurists could
not have been dwelt upon, much less articulated as a theoretical issue.
TakhrCj, on the other hand, was articulated in this manner, and therein
lies the difference.144

143 See section II, above. One implication of our finding in this chapter pertains to the
controversy among modern scholars over the issue of the gate of ijtihAd. Against the
age-long notion that the gate of ijtihAd was closed – a notion advocated and indeed
articulated by Schacht – it has been argued that this creative activity continued at least
until late medieval times. See Wael B. Hallaq, “Was the Gate of Ijtihad Closed?”
International Journal of Middle East Studies, 16 (1984): 3–41. Norman Calder has
argued that “Schacht will be correct in asserting that the gate of ijtihAd closed about
900 [A.D.] if he means that about then the Muslim community embraced the prin-
ciple of intisAb or school affiliation. Hallaq will be correct in asserting that the gate of
ijtihAd did not close, if he distinguishes clearly the two types of ijtihAd – independent
and affiliated.” See Calder, “al-Nawawc’s Typology,” 157. Now, if our findings are
accepted, then Calder’s distinction – previously suggested by others – becomes entirely
meaningless, for it never existed in the first place. If there was ever a claim in favor of
closing the gate of ijtihAd, it could have meant one thing and one thing only, i.e.
precluding the possibility of a new school, headed, of course, by an imam who would
have to offer a legal methodology and a set of positive legal principles qualitatively
different from those advocated by the established schools.

144 The findings of this chapter find corroboration in several quarters, each approach-
ing the same general theme from a completely different angle. See Hallaq, “Was al-
Shafici the Master Architect?” reprinted in Wael B. Hallaq, Law and Legal Theory in
Classical and Medieval Islam (Variorum: Aldershot, 1995), article VII, including the
addenda; Melchert, Formation of the Sunni Schools ; and Jonathan E. Brockopp, “Early
Islamic Jurisprudence in Egypt: Two Scholars and their MukhtaQars,” International
Journal of Middle East Studies, 30 (1998): 167 ff. To these writings one may cautiously
add Norman Calder, Studies in Early Muslim Jurisprudence (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1993); cautiously, because Calder makes too much of the evidence available to him.
For critiques of this work, see the sources cited in Harald Motzki, “The Prophet
and the Cat: On Dating Malik’s MuwaSSa” and Legal Traditions,” Jerusalem Studies in
Arabic and Islam, 22 (1998): 18–83, at 19, n. 3.
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� � 3 � �

THE RISE AND AUGMENTATION OF
SCHOOL AUTHORITY

I

That the so-called founders were not truly absolute mujtahids, and that
they did not exercise ijtihAd across the board, is a finding that has serious
implications. So does our conclusion, in chapter 2, that the authority
of the so-called founders was largely a later creation, partly drawn from
attributions to the eponyms by their successors, and partly a later denial
of the significant contributions made by the earliest jurists to the forma-
tion of the eponyms’ doctrines. One important implication of these
findings is that the schools that were attributed to the imams did not rely
on their talents as high-caliber mujtahids or, at any rate, as mujtahids of
a special kind. There were many jurists like them during the formative
period, which began at the end of the first/seventh century and continued
till the middle of the fourth/tenth. Obviously, not one of them, founder
of a school or not, constructed his doctrine out of a sociological and
legal–jurisprudential vacuum. They studied law with previous genera-
tions of legal scholars and transmitted from them a cumulative doctrine
which encompassed both authoritative and less authoritative opinions.
Of course, they reformulated part of this cumulative doctrine, and hence
contributed to the creation of khilAf, the corpus juris of disagreement.
But they also transmitted intact to the next generation of legal scholars a
substantial part of the doctrine they received from their teachers or senior
colleagues. The extent of their ingenuity and creativeness in reformulating
part of the received doctrine was certainly common in all the founders, as
well as in many others who were not fortunate enough to be designated
as founders of schools by later historical forces. For as we saw in the
preceding chapter, it was these complex forces, rather than the distinctive
contributions of the imams themselves, that transformed some of them
into school founders.
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This explains in part why Ibn nanbal emerged as a founder when
Muzanc, a far more skillful and creative jurist, did not. Despite the ideo-
logical biases of later biographical literature in favor of a fairly unified
and strictly authoritative school doctrine, Muzanc still appears to have
been a jurist–rebel in the Shaficite tradition. Perhaps more than any other
jurist of this school, he is associated with what was termed tafarrudAt,
a frequently used designation which, when said of a jurist, indicates that
he diverged from the mainstream doctrine of the school. So we can quite
safely infer that the term must have come into being after the emergence
of an authoritative school doctrine, or madhhab, properly speaking. For
it is frequently emphasized in the biographical literature of the Shaficite
school that Muzanc’s tafarrudAt are not considered part and parcel of
Shaficite doctrine.1 In fact, he is reported to have authored a whole treatise
“according to his own madhhab, not according to that of Shaficc.”2 His
divergences from Shaficc’s doctrine were so many that Marwazc (d. 304/
916) felt compelled to write a substantial treatise (mujallad Kakhm) in
an attempt to reconcile the doctrines of the two, perhaps by bringing
Muzanc’s doctrine closer to that of Shaficc, at least to the extent that this
was possible. The discourse of the biographies suggests that a major pre-
occupation of Marwazc in this work was to smooth the edges of Muzanc’s
critique (i ctirAKAt) of Shaficc. But despite his best efforts, he seems to
have been unable to bring himself to side consistently with Shaficc, and
is reported to have frequently found Muzanc’s opinion superior to that
of the former.3 It is interesting to note in this context that half a century
after Marwazc’s death, when school doctrine had reached a fuller stage of
development, the distinguished Abe Bakr al-Farisc (d. 349/960) attacked
Muzanc in favor of Shaficc.4

Thus in the eyes of later madhhab-oriented jurists, Muzanc was any-
thing but a loyal student. Abe Bakr al-Farisc’s attack was to demonstrate
this much. But during the pre-madhhab era, in which Muzanc flourished,
unrestricted juristic maneuvering was still quite possible. By virtue of the
force of maintaining tradition, both early and later perceptions combined
to create a dual image of Muzanc. Juwaync and Raficc are reported to have
said that Muzanc’s tafarrudAt constitute part of his own, independent
madhhab, whereas his takhrCj, in which he conforms to Shaficc, has pre-
cedence over any other juristic doctrine within the latter’s madhhab, and

1 Subkc, TabaqAt, I, 243; Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 8 (on the authority of Ibn Kajj
[d. 405/1014]).

2 Nawawc, TahdhCb, I, 285; Subkc, TabaqAt, I, 245–46.
3 Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 71. 4 Ibid., I, 94–95.
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thus “inescapably belongs to the Shaficite school.”5 TakhrCj aside, Raficc
argues, “the man is responsible for an independent school” ( fal-rajul QAMib
madhhab mustaqill ).6 But failing to attract any following, a Muzanite
school was not to be.

It is not our intention here to explain why circumstances did not
favour the rise of Muzanism, as they did Shaficism or nanbalism, among
others. Nor is it even within the reach of our knowledge to answer this
question at present. It is sufficient for us to note that, at least in part,
Muzanc’s case resembles that of numerous other early mujtahids whose
juristic accomplishments were superior to those of some of the school
founders, yet did not receive the same recognition.

For Muzanc was not alone. Independent mujtahids continued to rise
to the challenge of formulating the law. Their names and extraordinary
activities have been recorded in some detail in biographical literature,
despite the “ideological” biases that these later works exhibited in favor
of school affiliation. Not only Muzanc, but also narmala (d. 243/857),
another student of Shaficc, is said to have reached such a level of legal
learning and accomplishment as to have been considered responsible for
a school of his own.7 Another Iraqian jurist whose training combined
elements of Kefan doctrine and Shaficc’s teachings was Ibrahcm b. Khalid
Abe Thawr (d. 240/854), whose tafarrudAt were not accepted by the
later Shaficites because he “had his own madhhab.”8 Among the Malikites
who demonstrated a strong tendency towards independent reasoning we
find Ammad b. Ziyad and Saccd b. Mumammad Ibn al-naddad (both
appear to have flourished around the end of the third/ninth century),
who are reported to have categorically refused to bow to the authority of
the masters without allowing their own reasoning to adjudicate first.9

To this list of independent mujtahids we must add the very distinguished
group of jurists known as the “Four Mumammads” (al-MuMammadEn al-
Arbaca), namely, Mumammad b. Jarcr al-tabarc (d. 310/922), Mumammad
b. Ismaq Ibn Khuzayma al-Ncsaberc (d. 311/923), Mumammad b. Naqr
al-Marwazc (d. 294/906), and Mumammad b. Ibrahcm Ibn al-Mundhir
al-Ncsaberc (d. 318/930).10 All four were considered absolute mujtahids

5 Ibid., I, 8; Nawawc, TahdhCb, I, 285: “idhA tafarrada al-MuzanC bi-ra”y fa-hwa QAMib
madhhab wa-idhA kharraja lil-ShAficC qawlan fa-takhrCjuhu awlA min takhrCj ghayrihi
wa-hwa multaMiq bil-madhhab lA maMAla.”

6 Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 8. 7 Suyesc, al-Radd, 188.
8 Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 3–4.
9 Abe cAbd Allah Mumammad b. narith al-Khushanc, QuKAt QurSuba (Cairo: Dar

al-Kutub al-Miqriyya, 1982), 282, 201–02.
10 Subkc, TabaqAt, II, 20–26, 126–30, 130–35, 135–40; Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I,

60, 62; Suyesc, al-Radd, 189; Shcrazc, TabaqAt, 86–87.
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who developed independent legal doctrines that were seen later as con-
sisting of a large number of tafarrudAt.11 This phenomenon presents
us with a problem in Islamic legal history because their contributions
appear to have been no less independent-minded and significant than
those of the four founders; nevertheless, they never succeeded in estab-
lishing schools of their own, or at least none that managed to survive.
Admittedly, this problem cannot be separated from the quandary we have
already discussed, namely: Why did Abe nancfa, Malik, Shaficc, and Ibn
nanbal emerge as imams and founders? Why, moreover, to complicate
matters further, did their schools succeed when others failed? To attempt
to answer these questions, however, would take us beyond our present
enquiry.12

Still another problem raised by the Four Mumammads is their place in
the doctrinal configuration of the four schools, from which they were not
largely dissociated. We have already seen that Ibn al-Mundhir al-Ncsaberc
figures prominently in later nanbalite doctrine,13 and all four were at
the same time considered, rather ambivalently, members of the Shaficite
school.14 Yet tabarc did succeed in attracting followers and had, for
a short time at least, a school which was recognizably separate from its
Shaficite parent.15 Similarly, Ibn Khuzayma appears to have had his own
followers, most notably Daclaj b. Ammad al-Sajzc (d. 351/962) who “used
to issue fatwAs according to Ibn Khuzayma’s madhhab.”16 The qAKC Abe
Bakr Ammad b. Kalcl, on the other hand, did not issue fatwAs according
to the madhhab of tabarc, although he was his student and one of his
associates (aMad aQMAbihi). Instead, Ibn Kalcl is said to have disagreed with
his mentor, choosing to follow instead a distinct madhhab that consisted
of a combination of various doctrines.17

The foregoing is merely a sampling of the biographical notices and data
dedicated to the jurists who flourished by the end of the formative period,
that is, roughly speaking, by the middle of the fourth/tenth century.
The picture that emerges is one of plurality. The so-called independent

11 Subkc, TabaqAt, II, 139. See also sources cited in previous note.
12 See preface, n. 3, above.
13 See Ibn Qudama, MughnC, XI, 259, 263, 271, 272, 277, 281, and passim. See also the

editor’s references to Ibn Qudama’s MughnC in Mumammad b. Ibrahcm al Ncsaberc Ibn
al-Mundhir, al-IjmA c, ed. cAbd Allah al-Baredc (Beirut: Dar al-Jinan, 1986), 182 ff.,
187 ff., 191 ff., 201 ff., and passim.

14 Subkc, TabaqAt, I, 244; II, 126, 139; Ibn al-Nadcm, al-Fihrist (Beirut: Dar al-Macrifa
lil-tibaca wal-Nashr, 1398/1978), 302.

15 See Ibn al-Nadcm, Fihrist, 326–29, who places Jarcrism on a par with the other schools.
See also Suyesc, al-Radd , 189.

16 Subkc, TabaqAt, II, 222. 17 Suyesc, al-Radd, 190.
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mujtahids, the likes of Abe Thawr, Muzanc, and the Four Mumammads,
are not only said to have created their own doctrines but also contributed
to those of schools not their own. All of them developed, albeit to varying
degrees, their own legal doctrines. Yet all of them were recruited to pro-
vide doctrinal support in the Shaficite school. Ibn al-Mundhir, one of
the Four Mumammads, was appropriated even more extensively in the
nanbalite school.18

I I

This ubiquitous plurality became increasingly circumscribed by the begin-
ning of the fourth/tenth century, as evidenced by the data contained in
biographical collections. Around this time, the school as a guild began to
crystallize, for it was not long thereafter that the school came to be univer-
sally recognized as an authoritative structure. But a distinction must be
made at this point between two fairly separate developments with regard
to the evolution of the school, or at least its usual designation, madhhab.
The word madhhab meant a number of different things, depending on
how the word was used and in what particular context. One sense of the
word indicated personal affiliation to the doctrine of an imam, a mean-
ing which had fully emerged and been solidified by the middle of the
fourth/tenth century. Perhaps a more important sense of the term was
its signification of the positive and theoretical doctrine of the imam in
particular and of his followers in general. In this sense, therefore, the
madhhab acquired the meaning of “a school’s authoritative doctrine,” a
meaning that was only later to emerge in its final form, perhaps as late as
the end of the sixth/twelfth century. But the process by which this sense
developed was a lengthy one, with the fourth/tenth and fifth/eleventh
centuries proving to be the period of its most significant growth.

Whereas the earlier period (which had ended, so to speak, by the
middle of the fourth/tenth century) was one of almost indistinguishable
plurality, the century or two immediately succeeding it witnessed a sig-
nificant narrowing of doctrinal possibilities. We demonstrated earlier how
this plurality allowed for the easy appropriation of various doctrines as
one’s own. Ibn Surayj, for instance, perhaps the most important figure
in the Shaficite school after Shaficc himself, and the jurist responsible
for the spread and success of the school,19 is said to have written a work

18 See n. 13, above.
19 See Hallaq, “Was al-Shafici the Master Architect?” 595 ff.; Melchert, Formation of the

Sunni Schools, 87 ff.
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in which he derived his doctrine from Shaybanc’s, not Shaficc’s, system
( farraca calA kutub MuMammad b. al-Nasan).20 This appropriation could
not, and indeed did not, occur in the later period. Like Ibn Surayj, Ibn
al-Qaqq (d. 335/946) belonged to the Shaficite school, but in his book
Adab al-QAKC he, by his own admission, combined the doctrines of Shaficc
and Abe nancfa.21 Yet another eloquent testimony to this unbounded
plurality was the uncertainty of the young Mumammad b. Naqr al-
Marwazc at the outset of his career as to which imam to follow, Abe
nancfa, Malik, or Shaficc.22 Later on in life, of course, he became an
independent mujtahid. Nevertheless, Marwazc’s uncertainty is indicative
of the impertinence of the madhhab as an authoritative doctrinal entity.
Rising students did not see any need or feel any pressure to bind them-
selves to a madhhab, a situation which was soon to change. While the
young Marwazc faced the dilemma of having to choose an imam to study
and follow (in this case Shaficc),23 students of the late fourth/tenth and
fifth/eleventh centuries did not face such uncertainties or even choices, for
they lived in a world where they already had to belong to a madhhab
before embarking on a career in law.

The emergence of a personal and doctrinal madhhab by no means
spelled the end of ijtihAd. Elsewhere, I have shown that the reported
closure of the gate of ijtihAd was no more than a myth,24 to be interpreted,
if taken seriously, as a closure of the possibility of creating new schools
of law in the manner the imams were said to have forged their own
madhhabs. In light of our findings in the previous chapter, the doctrine of
the closure of the gate can now be seen as an attempt to enhance and
augment the constructed authority of the founding imams, and had little
to do with the realities of legal reasoning, the jurists’ competence, or the
modes of reproducing legal doctrine.

Even during the post-formative period, that is, during the second half
of the fourth/tenth century and the fifth/eleventh, a number of mujtahids
continued to forge their own legal doctrines. cAbd Allah b. Ibrahcm Abe
al-Fakl al-Maqdisc (d. 480/1087) was reported to have risen to the rank
of mujtahid.25 So apparently did Ibrahcm b. Mumammad b. Mihran

20 Shcrazc, TabaqAt, 109; Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 49.
21 Ibn al-Qaqq, Adab al-QAKC, I, 68: “fa-allaftu kitAbC hAdhA f C adab al-qAKC calA madhhab

al-ShAficC wal-KEf C,” the latter being an unequivocal reference to Abe nancfa.
22 Subkc, TabaqAt, II, 23.
23 This is reported, of course, in Shaficite biographical works (cf. Subkc, TabaqAt, II, 23),

but the credibility of this account must be questioned.
24 Hallaq, “Was the Gate of Ijtihad Closed?” 3 ff.
25 Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 291.
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Abe Ismaq al-Isfara’cnc (d. 418/1027), the famous jurist and theologian.26

But these were affiliated mujtahids who operated within the boundaries
of their schools. From this point on, ijtihAd, however creative it might
have been, was performed within at least a nominal school structure.
In other words, even though a jurist’s activity may have amounted to
so-called independent ijtihAd, the activity was deemed to fall within the
hermeneutical contours of the school, just as the outcome of this sort of
ijtihAd was said to be a contribution to the school’s substantive doctrine.
The example of Abe Mumammad al-Juwaync (d. 438/1064), the father
of Imam al-naramayn, may be somewhat extreme, but it does illustrate
our point. Juwaync the father was clearly a Shaficite who wrote some of
the more important and influential works in the school. Yet he was
also recognized as a mujtahid who consciously stood, or attempted to
place himself, outside the boundaries of any school. It is reported that
he wrote, or at least began to write (sharaca f C kitAb),27 a work entitled
al-MuMCS in which he intended, quite deliberately, to transcend the limits
of the Shaficite school by discounting its specific doctrines altogether.28

Juwaync’s radical position is instructive because despite all his attempts at
promoting his own juristic agenda and nonconformity, he continued to
be counted among the staunch Shaficites who unquestionably belonged to
the school. At the same time, it is not without significance that immedi-
ately following this account of Juwaync’s doctrinal dissent, Subkc reports
that the traditionist Abe Bakr al-Bayhaqc, a fervent advocate of Shaficc,29

severely criticized Juwaync, arguing that the ultimate authority for every-
thing the latter taught was none other than Shaficc himself.30 Here, again,
we witness not only a defense of the constructed authority of the imam,
but also to some extent a denial of the significance and weight of any
attempt to step outside the boundaries of school authority.31

26 Ibid., I, 158–59; Shcrazc, TabaqAt, 124.
27 We know that he completed the first three volumes of the work, which were read by

Abe Bakr al-Bayhaqc. See Subkc, TabaqAt, III, 209–10.
28 Ibid., III, 209: “kAna al-Shaykh AbE MuMammad qad sharaca f C kitAbin sammAhu

al-MuMCS,  cazama f C-hi calA cadam al-taqayyud bil-madhhab wa ”annahu yaqif calA
mawrid al-aMAdCth lA yatacaddAhA wa-yatajannab jAnib al-tacaQQub lil-madhAhib.” See
also Suyesc, al-Radd, 190.

29 Evidenced in his ManAqib al-ShAficC. See also Hallaq, “Was al-Shafici the Master
Architect?” 599–600.

30 Subkc, TabaqAt, III, 210.
31 Of Mumammad b. Ammad b. Sulayman al-Aswanc (d. 335/946), Subkc reports that he

wrote a two-volume work on the basis of Shaficc’s doctrine, but throughout the book
objected to certain of the latter’s views. Subkc adds that his objections themselves were
open to criticism and reconsideration, and that the later jurists subjected them to “cor-
rection” (taQMCM). See his TabaqAt, II, 108. On taQMCM, see chapter 5, section IV, below.
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This denial is also manifested in a language critical of divergences from
school doctrine, a language that became technical in nature. In addition
to tafarrudAt, the chief term made to carry the burden of divergences
from the authoritative doctrine was gharCb, usually employed in the plural
form gharA ”ib. Thus, while cAbd al-Wamid b. Mumammad al-Shcrazc
(d. 486/1093) was credited with the distinction of having contributed to
the spread of the nanbalite school, his biographers could not overlook the
fact that he produced “many gharA ”ib in the law.”32 The same was the case
with Ammad b. Mumammad al-Qassan (d. 359/969) and cAbd al-cAzcz
al-Jclc (d. 632/1234).33 The latter is said to have been an expert in the
authoritative doctrine of the school, but his commentary on Ghazalc’s
WajCz contained many gharA ”ib ; because of this he was rumored, espe-
cially among law students, to be a weak jurist. Nawawc and Ibn al-ralam
also caution that in his tafarrudAt, which is most probably a reference to
his divergences, Jclc is not to be considered a reliable authority.34

Similarly, during the same period, which begins around the middle
of the fourth/tenth century, the biographical works inaugurate a new
terminology that was widely used in defining the achievements of
jurists, terminology that is utterly absent from writings belonging to the
third/ninth or second/eighth century. Now, jurists are often described
as carriers of the madhhab, not in the sense of personal authority but
rather as keepers and promoters of a shared authoritative doctrine. An
example of this emerging terminology appears in the case of the nanbalite
cAbd al-Khaliq b. chsa al-Hashimc (d. 470/1077) who is said to have
“excelled in the madhhab” (baraca f C al-madhhab).35 Another characteriza-
tion is intimate knowledge of the school doctrine (kAna cArifan f C al-
madhhab), associated with such figures as the nanbalite talma b. talma
al-cfqelc (d. 512/1118).36 The nanafite Bakr b. Mumammad al-Zarnajrc
(d. 512/1118) was considered exemplary in his knowledge (by heart) of
the madhhab, and was for this reason nicknamed the Little Abe nancfa.37

cAbd al-Wamid al-raymarc (d. 386/996) was counted among the pillars
of the Shaficite school of his day, one of his most notable qualities being
that he memorized and was well versed in the doctrine of his school
(MAfiUan lil-madhhab).38

32 Ibn Rajab, Dhayl , I, 70. 33 Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 96; II, 93–94.
34 Ibid., II, 94. 35 Ibn Rajab, Dhayl , I, 16.
36 Ibid., I, 138–39.
37 Laknawc, al-FawA ”id al-Bahiyya , 56: “(kAna) yuKrab bi-hi al-mathal f C MifU al-madhhab,

wa-kAna ahl baladihi yusammEnahu bi-AbC NanCfa al-AQghar.”
38 Subkc, TabaqAt, II, 243.
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With this development, the madhhab became an object to be studied,
memorized, excelled in. When Imam al-naramayn al-Juwaync fled per-
secution in his home city of Ncshaper and found himself in the Hijaz, he
spent the four years of his stay there teaching, issuing fatwAs, and “collect-
ing” the various doctrines of the school ( yajmac Suruq al-madhhab).39

Finding the best opinions of the madhhab was already considered an
accomplishment much to be desired; thus, during the period under
question, a number of works were written in an effort to bring together
those opinions. The treatises of Abe cAbd Allah Mumammad b. Yamya b.
Mahdc al-Jurjanc (d. 398/1007),40 Abe namid al-Marwazc (d. 362/972),
Abe cAlc al-tabarc (d. 350/961),41 and raymarc, were among the great
many works that proliferated during and after this period. Once again,
the extraordinarily rich biographical and bibliographical data covering
the third/ninth century lack any reference to works on such topics.

Immediately after the formative period, the search for authoritative
opinions became a notable yet common activity. Thus, Subkc makes
special mention of Mumammad b. cAbd Allah Ibn Waraqa al-Bukharc
(d. 385/995) who used to espouse the sound wujEh of the madhhab,
namely those reached through takhrCj.42 It is also reported that cAbd
al-Ramman al-Feranc (d. 461/1068), whom we encountered earlier as one
of aQMAb al-wujEh,43 was credited for his admirable ability to pin down the
sound opinions (saMCM) of the mukharrijEn, a task which he performed in
his work al-IbAna. It is revealing that he was credited by the biographers
as having been one of the first, if not the first, to engage in this activity.44

Revealing, because such a piece of information suggests to us that taQMCM,
which is the designation for establishing the correct school opinion on a
matter,45 could not have arisen in a context where there was no authoritat-
ive school doctrine, i.e., a madhhab. To say that there is a sound opinion
is thus also to say that there are others which are either unsound or less
sound. More importantly, it is to say that there exists an established
doctrine, a standard doctrinal yardstick against which the sound can be
measured against and separated from the less sound. This yardstick is the
madhhab which began to emerge in the beginning of the fourth/tenth
century. But the process that carried the madhhab to a full maturity was a
lengthy one, spanning another two or three centuries.

39 Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 275. 40 najjc Khalcfa, Kashf al-VunEn, I, 398.
41 For the last two, see Shcrazc, TabaqAt, 114, 115. 42 Subkc, TabaqAt, II, 168.
43 See chapter 2, section III (no. 12), above.
44 Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 266; Subkc, TabaqAt, III, 225.
45 See chapter 5, section IV, below.
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I I I

In order to gauge this development, we shall now turn from the evidence
provided in biographical dictionaries to works of legal theory and sub-
stantive law. We shall follow this development through two channels,
represented in the criteria of ijtihAd and taqlCd. For to follow or abide
by the madhhab as a doctrinal entity was a manifestation of taqlCd; nay,
it was taqlCd pure and simple (although we shall see in the next chapter
that taqlCd was much more than following another’s opinion without
questioning).

Two of the most important juristic roles in the Islamic legal system
were undoubtedly the muftC and the qAKC, the jurisconsult and magistrate.
How their juristic functions related to ijtihAd and taqlCd throughout the
centuries is an issue that represents and illustrates the evolution of the
madhhab as an authoritative and binding doctrine. These two domains,
then, will constitute the bulk of our enquiry throughout the rest of this
chapter.46

Shaficc does not explicitly state that a jurisconsult must be capable of
ijtihAd. However, he enumerates the branches of knowledge in which the
jurist must be proficient in order to qualify as a muftC. It turns out that
these branches are precisely those at which the mujtahid must be adept,
and include skilled knowledge of the Quran, of Prophetic Sunna, the
Arabic language, the legal questions subject to consensus, and the art of
legal reasoning (qiyAs).47

More than two centuries later, the requirement remained unchanged.
Abe al-nusayn al-Baqrc (d. 436/1044) explicitly maintains that for a
jurist to qualify as a muftC, he must be a mujtahid. Now, to reach the rank
of ijtihAd, an all-encompassing knowledge of legal reasoning is a pre-
requisite. Baqrc, however, subsumes virtually all branches of rational and
textual knowledge under the category of legal reasoning, since reasoning
about the law, he argues, requires expert knowledge of the revealed texts,
of the sciences that treat them – such as the abrogation and transmission
of Prophetic traditions – and of the methods of establishing and verifying
the ratio legis (cilla).48 Only when all these sciences and texts have been
mastered may one be permitted to issue fatwAs. The sole exception to this

46 The following section on iftA ” and its relationship to ijtihAd draws in part on my article
“IftA” and IjtihAd in Sunnc Legal Theory: A Developmental Account,” in Muhammad
Khalid Masud et al., eds., Islamic Legal Interpretation: MuftCs and their FatwAs (Cam-
bridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1996), 33–43.

47 Shaficc, KitAb IbSAl al-IstiMsAn, 492, 497.
48 Abe al-nusayn al-Baqrc, al-Muctamad f C UQEl al-Fiqh, ed. Muhammad Hamidullah et

al., 2 vols. (Damascus: Institut Français, 1964–65), II, 929–31.
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is a jurist who is adept at such sciences and textual evidence as pertain to
the law of inheritance. He is allowed to issue fatwAs in this area alone,
since inheritance and bequests rarely bear on other branches of the law.
With this sole exception, each jurisconsult must fulfill the requirement of
ijtihAd, the implication being that a jurisconsult, when asked to issue a
fatwA, must not follow the teachings of other jurists but should instead
formulate his own opinion.49

This mode of issuing fatwAs is to be distinguished from the response
to a layman’s request in which a jurisconsult–mujtahid merely states an
opinion formulated by other jurists concerning an issue (al-iftA ” bil-MifU).
In such an instance, the jurisconsult must comply with the request and
must name the authority who held that opinion. In all other cases, iftA”
clearly means for Baqrc the exercise of ijtihAd , for if a jurisconsult issues a
fatwA through taqlCd , namely, by following the authority and opinions of
others, then he is said to be a muqallid. According to Baqrc, the logical
conclusion of allowing a muqallid to practice iftA” is grave, since it means
that laymen, who can never be anything more than muqallids, can con-
ceivably issue fatwAs, whether for themselves or for others, on the basis of
the writings of earlier jurists – a conclusion that is utterly objectionable.50

Baqrc’s discourse is rather representative of fifth/eleventh-century writ-
ings on the issue. Abe Ismaq al-Shcrazc (d. 476/1083) lists the sciences and
texts the jurisconsult must master, and these are again identical to those
required of mujtahids.51 The Malikite Abe al-Walcd al-Bajc (d. 474/1081)
insists, after having given a similar list of sciences, that any jurist who falls
short of mastering even one of these fields of legal knowledge cannot
be permitted to practice iftA”.52 Mawardc for his part predicates iftA” on
the attainment of ijtihAd.53 Similarly, Imam al-naramayn al-Juwaync not
only uses the terms “muftC ” and “mujtahid ” interchangeably but also
states that jurists by and large have always required that a muftC possess
a thorough knowledge of both the texts containing the law and the
methods of legal reasoning that are necessary for deriving rules for novel
legal cases. In addition, it is required that he be adept at exegesis and
language, and though he need not memorize the Prophetic traditions, he
must be able to locate the materials he requires to solve the case in hand.
Finally, he must be well versed in legal theory (uQEl al-fiqh) which lays

49 Ibid., II, 932. 50 Ibid.
51 Shcrazc, SharM al-Lumac, II, 1033.
52 Abe al-Walcd b. Khalaf al-Bajc, IMkAm al-FuQEl f C AMkAm al-UQEl (Beirut: Dar al-Gharb

al-Islamc, 1986), 722.
53 cAlc Mumammad b. nabcb al-Mawardc, Adab al-QAKC, ed. Mumyc Hilal Sarman, 2 vols.

(Baghdad: Masbacat al-Irshad, 1391/1971), I, 637.
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down the methodology and principles of the law.54 In his rather short
work, al-WaraqAt, Juwaync clearly summarizes his view of the matter by
saying that the muftC must be fully able to practice ijtihAd.55

In his work al-MankhEl , the Shaficite Abe namid al-Ghazalc (d. 505/
1111) discusses the qualifications of the mujtahid in the first sub-chapter
of KitAb al-FatwA, a clear indication of the interchangeability – in terms
of hermeneutical function – between iftA” and ijtihAd. In this chapter,
he declares that “the jurisconsult is he who has complete mastery of the
Sharcca rules embedded in the revealed texts as well as of those discovered
by means of legal reasoning.”56 This statement, coupled with two other
remarks of a similar nature,57 makes it clear that Ghazalc follows his pre-
decessors in affirming that to be a jurisconsult is to be nothing less than a
mujtahid.

About a century or so after Ghazalc, an interesting and instructive
change was to occur in the theoreticians’ discourse on the issue. Although
the Shaficite Sayf al-Dcn al-fmidc (d. 632/1234) approaches the problem
from the same angle as did his predecessors, and although he insists in
the beginning of his work al-IMkAm on the same qualifications for the
jurisconsult,58 he later allocates a separate space to the question (Mas”ala)
of “whether or not a non-mujtahid is permitted to issue fatwAs according
to the school of a mujtahid.” Immediately thereafter, he adds the signific-
ant phrase “as it is the custom nowadays.”59 After having discussed the
disagreements among jurists with regard to the matter, he argues that
a mujtahid within a school (mujtahid f C al-madhhab) who is knowledge-
able of the methodology of the independent mujtahid (mustaqill ) he
follows, and who is capable of deriving rules in accordance with this
methodology and defending his positions in scholarly debates, is entitled
to practice iftA”. In support of this opinion, fmidc claims the existence
of an indubitable consensus.60

Three significant changes are evident in fmidc’s discourse. First, he
speaks of juristic disagreement over the qualifications of the jurisconsult,

54 Imam al-naramayn al-Juwaync, al-BurhAn f C UQEl al-Fiqh, ed. cAbd al-cAucm Dcb,
2 vols. (Cairo: Dar al-Anqar, 1400/1980), II, 1332–33.

55 Imam al-naramayn al-Juwaync, al-WaraqAt f C cIlm UQEl al-Fiqh, printed with Ammad
b. Qasim al-cAbbadc, SharM calA SharM al-MaMallC calA al-WaraqAt (Surabaya: Sharikat
Maktabat Ammad b. Sacd b. Nabhan, n.d.), 14.

56 Abe namid Mumammad b. Mumammad al-Ghazalc, al-MankhEl min TaclCqAt al-UQEl,
ed. Mumammad nasan Hayte (Damascus: Dar al-Fikr, 1980), 463, 465. See also his
al-MustaQfA min cIlm al-UQEl, 2 vols. (Cairo: al-Masbaca al-Amcriyya, 1324/1906), II, 391.

57 Ghazalc, MankhEl , 478 (ll. 2, 9–10).
58 Abe al-nasan cAlc Sayf al-Dcn al-fmidc, al-IMkAm f C UQEl al-AMkAm, 3 vols. (Cairo:

Masbacat cAlc rubaym, 1968), III, 245.
59 Ibid., III, 254. 60 Ibid., III, 255.
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a disagreement that before the sixth/twelfth century must have been, if
it existed at all, so marginal that no author we know of even cared to
mention it. While Abe nusayn al-Baqrc and “other legal theoreticians” are
said by fmidc to have supported the side demanding ijtihAd, no particular
name is associated with the other side of the controversy. Again, fmidc’s
account of the juristic disagreement suggests that the “other side” was,
by his time, still relatively marginal. Second, according to fmidc, a less
than independent mujtahid may occupy the office of iftA ”, whereas earlier
jurists (with the partial exception of Baqrc) assumed that unqualified
ijtihAd was indispensable. Third, in fmidc’s work and in others, we find,
significantly, a new section or chapter exclusively devoted to discussing
the permissibility (or impermissibility) of issuing fatwAs by a jurisconsult
who lacks the qualifications of a mujtahid.61

Although fmidc’s discourse denotes a change in attitude towards the
qualifications of the jurisconsult, he nonetheless continues to insist that
the rank requires that a jurist be a mujtahid f C al-madhhab. A younger
contemporary of fmidc, however, goes further. The Malikite Ibn al-najib
(d. 646/1248) concedes that a jurist who is “knowledgeable of a madhhab
and is able to reason correctly, but who is not himself a mujtahid f C
al-madhhab” is nonetheless entitled to issue fatwAs.62

By the middle of the seventh/thirteenth century, the theoretical conces-
sion allowing muqallids to fulfill the duty of iftA ” seems to have become
commonplace. Al-cIzz Ibn cAbd al-Salam (d. 660/1262), issuing a fatwA
of his own on the question of who is entitled to be a jurisconsult, takes
the position that if independent ijtihAd cannot be attained, then the
jurisconsult may be a mujtahid f C al-madhhab. Failing this, he may still
issue a fatwA on points of law where he feels, beyond a shade of doubt,
that he is competent. Should the case under review fall within an area
of the law where he is not so competent, but where he has rarely been
mistaken and the likelihood of an error is quite slim, then he is still
entitled to act as a jurisconsult. In all other cases, Ibn cAbd al-Salam
insists, he should be banned from doing so.63

61 In addition to fmidc, see, for example, Ibn Amcr al-najj, al-TaqrCr wal-TaMbCr: SharM
calA TaMrCr al-ImAm al-KamAl Ibn al-HumAm, 3 vols. (Cairo: al-Masbaca al-Kubra al-
Amcriyya, 1317/1899), III, 346 ff.; cAkud al-Dcn al-hjc, SharM MukhtaQar al-MuntahA
al-UQElC, ed. Shacban Mumammad Ismaccl, 2 vols. (Cairo: Masbacat al-Kulliyyat al-
Azhariyya, 1973–74), II, 308 ff.; Mumammad b. cAlc al-Shawkanc, IrshAd al-FuMEl ilA
TaMqCq al-Naqq min cIlm al-UQEl (Surabaya: Sharikat Maktabat Ammad b. Nabhan,
n.d.), 269.

62 Jamal al-Dcn Abe cAmr Ibn al-najib, MuntahA al-WuQEl wal-Amal f C cIlmayy al-UQEl
wal-Jadal , ed. Mumammad al-Nacsanc (Cairo: Masbacat al-Sacada, 1326/1908), 165.

63 Wansharcsc, al-MicyAr al-Mughrib, XI, 110.
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Ibn Daqcq al-ccd (d. 702/1302), however, is reported to have gone so
far as to maintain that

predicating futyA on the attainment of ijtihAd leads to immense difficulties
(Maraj caUCm) as well as to a situation in which people will indulge them-
selves in their own pleasures. Therefore, we hold that if the jurisconsult
is just (cadl ) and is knowledgeable of the school of the mujtahid whom he
cites in his fatwA, then this is sufficient . . . Indeed, in these times of ours,
there is a consensus on this type of fatwA.64

The great majority of theoreticians who flourished subsequently to the
figures we have so far discussed make the same concession to the muftC–
muqallid in their writings. These later works, it should be remarked, are
either indirectly based on theories expounded during the fifth/eleventh
century or commentaries on such theories. By probing the changes and
modifications that the later commentators make in their commentaries
and super-commentaries, we learn not only something about the rise
of taqlCd and the monopoly of the madhhab, but also how later legal
scholarship negotiated its relationship with the cumulative authority of
the tradition.

Juwaync, we have already seen, equated the jurisconsult with the
mujtahid. Commenting on his short work al-WaraqAt, Jalal al-Dcn
al-Mamallc (d. 864/1459) follows in his footsteps. But in his super-
commentary on Mamallc, cAbbadc stops at the phrase “the jurisconsult,
namely, the mujtahid ” which appears in the original text and, obviously,
in Mamallc’s commentary. This phrase, cAbbadc argues, lends itself to two
interpretations: that the jurisconsult must be a mujtahid or that he may
be a mujtahid if it is possible for him to be one. Immediately thereafter,
cAbbadc goes on to say that the second interpretation is the more likely
one.65 Later on in his discussion, cAbbadc returns to the issue. He quotes
the works of a number of predecessors in this regard, but, significantly,
none of the them is earlier than that of fmidc. After discussing the
concession the latter made to the jurisconsult who is a mujtahid f C
al-madhhab, he proceeds to cite Taj al-Dcn al-Subkc (d. 771/1369), who
has, he says, a number of followers on this issue. According to cAbbadc,
Subkc maintains that the bone of contention lies with the question of
whether the “mujtahid al-fatwA who is adept at the school of an imam
and who can give preponderance to one legal opinion of that imam over

64 Cited in Ibn Amcr al-najj, al-TaqrCr, III, 348; Shawkanc, IrshAd al-FuMEl , 270.
65 Ammad b. Qasim al-cAbbadc, SharM calA SharM al-MaMallC calA al-WaraqAt, printed

on the margins of Shawkanc, IrshAd al-FuMEl, 230: “yuMtamal irAdat ittiMAdihimA
mafhEman wa-irAdat ittiMAdihimA mA QadaqA, wa-lacalla al-thAnC aqrab.”
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another” can engage in iftA ”. The correct view, Subkc maintains, is that he
may do so out of necessity, such as when a mujtahid is not to be found.
cAbbadc also maintains that in another work Subkc allows a muqallid
to issue fatwAs even if he is not able to give preponderance to one view
over another. Furthermore, such a jurisconsult is under no obligation to
name the authorities whose doctrines he cites – a clear departure from
the doctrines of early jurists, such as, for instance, Juwaync. cAbbadc
quotes an anonymous commentator on Subkc as saying that this sort
of iftA” had been the prevailing practice in more recent times (al-acQAr
al-muta”akhkhira). In what seems to be an attempt to bolster Subkc’s view,
cAbbadc quotes a certain commentator, most probably Nawawc, who es-
sentially makes the same argument.66

In cAbbadc’s super-commentary there are at least three issues worth
noting. First, it is instructive that in his discussion the author engages
Subkc and fmidc rather extensively. In doing so, it is clear that cAbbadc
must have hoped to mitigate the strict demands laid down centuries
before by Juwaync and his peers. Second, the sequence of quoting later
authors parallels an increasing adjustment to a reality in which juris-
consults were by and large muqallids. Thus fmidc, the first to be cited,
admits the iftA” of a muqallid f C al-madhhab, while the commentator on
the Muhadhdhab, being last, goes as far as to permit a muqallid par excel-
lence to practice iftA”. Third, cAbbadc interprets (not without reason)
Subkc’s expression “mujtahid al-fatwA” as referring to a muqallid.

It is to be noted in passing that in his work Jamc al-JawAmic, Subkc
allows a muqallid to engage in iftA”, provided he is knowledgeable of the
means by which the doctrines of his school were reached.67 Needless to
say, Subkc deems legitimate the iftA” of the jurist known to fmidc as a
mujtahid f C al-madhhab. Mamallc, who comments on Subkc’s work, adds
that the practice of issuing the latter type of fatwA was long the prevailing
practice and had never been censured or challenged. When speaking of
the former type, the fatwA of the muqallid, he also notes that “it has been
prevalent in recent times.”68

Commenting on both Mamallc and Subkc, Bannanc (d. 1199/1784)
observes that a jurisconsult who is knowledgeable in the law of his school
but cannot derive rulings for new legal cases is commonly called by the
jurists a mujtahid al-fatwA. Bannanc, to be sure, realizes that a contradic-
tion is entailed by the expression and its technical denotation, but he does

66 cAbbadc, SharM, 244–45.
67 cAbd al-Ramman b. Jad Allah al-Bannanc, NAshiya calA Jamc al-JawAmic, 2 vols.

(Bombay: Molavi Mohammed B. Gulamrasul Surtis, 1970), II, 397.
68 Ibid., II, 397, 398.
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not bother to offer any explanation.69 However, in his super-commentary
on Bannanc, Shirbcnc explains that the expression is merely conventional
and does not connote the ordinary meaning of the term.70

The changes and modifications brought about by cAbbadc to Juwaync’s
doctrine are by no means singular. A similar modification may be
observed in hjc’s (d. 756/1355) commentary on Ibn al-najib’s MuntahA.
Following Ibn al-najib, hjc discerns four views held by the jurists as to the
legitimacy of iftA” by muqallids, and he agrees with the first view which
permits a muqallid to practice iftA”, provided he has mastered the teach-
ings of his school and is able to reason properly. He upholds this view
on the grounds that “at all times, and repeatedly, jurisconsults who are
not mujtahids have issued fatwAs. No one has abjured this [practice] and
thus it has been subjected to consensus.”71 hjc’s claim that a consensus has
been reached is serious, for to invoke the authority of this sanctioning
instrument is tantamount to asserting that the legitimacy of the practice
lies beyond the realm of probability. But hjc’s claim of epistemic certainty
for this view is difficult to substantiate, since he himself acknowledges
that the jurists disagreed over the matter. In fact, this is precisely the
objection Taftazanc raises against hjc. In his super-commentary on hjc’s
SharM, he insists that such a consensus has not been reached, since there
were jurists who abjured this practice.72

Furthermore, hjc does not subscribe to the second view held by a certain
group of jurists, namely, that a muqallid can serve as a jurisconsult if and
only if a mujtahid is nowhere to be found. Nor does he accept the third
view which allows a muqallid to issue fatwAs whatever his professional quali-
fications. And he obviously rejects the fourth view which denies muqallids
any role in this capacity. In addition to supporting his argument on the
basis of consensus, hjc adds (aiming particularly at those who argue that a
muqallid is merely a layman) that if the muqallid is adept at the doctrines
of his school, then he is not a layman ignorant of legal science but is,
rather, sufficiently qualified to perform the tasks that iftA” involves.73

The four views reported by fmidc, Ibn al-najib, and hjc seem to have
become an integral part of juristic discourse, at least beginning with
the early seventh/thirteenth century. In his commentary on Baykawc’s
(d. 685/1286) MinhAj al-WuQEl, Asnawc (d. 772/1370) speaks of the same
views, but adds a new element to the issue. He maintains that the con-
troversy recorded by fmidc and Ibn al-najib had to do with the muqallid
of a living mujtahid, and that the issue of a jurisconsult who is a muqallid

69 Ibid., II, 389. 70 Ibid. 71 hjc, SharM, II, 308.
72 Ibid., II, 308 (ll. 35–36). 73 Ibid., II, 308–09.
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of a dead mujtahid is altogether different. On this last point, another
controversy had arisen, and it seems that there were two main sides to the
question. The first maintained that it is not lawful for a muftC–muqallid to
follow the doctrine of a dead mujtahid, since the latter has, in effect, no
opinion (lA qawla la-hu) to be accounted for by the succeeding jurists –
the reason for this being that such an opinion does not count in the
consensus of a later generation. However, a living mujtahid who holds an
opinion that differs from all other opinions can prevent a consensus from
taking place. Therefore, since the opinions of a dead mujtahid cannot be
taken into consideration, the muftC should not resort to them in issuing
fatwAs.74

The second party, on the other hand, argued for the validity of iftA”
according to the doctrine of a dead mujtahid. One of its spokesmen was
Baykawc himself who held in justification of this position that “since
mujtahids do not exist in the present age, consensus has been concluded
on the practice of this kind of iftA”.”75 Asnawc, however, maintains that
Baykawc’s line of argument is weak, because consensus may be reached
only by mujtahids, and since these no longer exist, any alleged consensus
is invalid. The correct justification of this position, he argues, is that the
barring of such a practice is detrimental to the welfare of society. What-
ever the reasoning behind their positions, both Baykawc and Asnawc
adopted the view that a jurisconsult may be a muqallid whether the
mujtahid he follows be dead or alive.76

The four positions articulated by the legal theoreticians cannot properly
be understood without reference to diachronic developments. The first
position dominated legal discourse from the second/eighth to the fifth/
eleventh century, when jurisconsults, in order to qualify for the office of
iftA”, were required in theory to be mujtahids. The second, advocated by
fmidc, among others, reflected the concession made by a large group of
theoreticians to a reality in which, it was thought, mujtahids of the highest
caliber, the imams and their equals, no longer existed, and that the task
had to fall to mujtahids whose legal activity was confined to the applica-
tion of a methodology already established by the founders. The third
accepted a muqallid in the role of a jurisconsult, but only when a mujtahid
was not available. The fourth approved of the muftC–muqallid, whether or
not a mujtahid was to be found.

74 Jamal al-Dcn cAbd al-Ramman al-Asnawc, NihAyat al-SEl f C SharM MinhAj al-WuQEl ,
3 vols. (Cairo: Mumammad cAlc rubaym, n.d.), III, 331–32.

75 cAbd Allah b. cUmar al-Baykawc, MinhAj al-WuQEl ilA cIlm al-UQEl, 3 vols., printed with
Ibn Amcr najj, al-TaqrCr, III, 331 (ll. 4–7).

76 Asnawc, NihAyat al-SEl, III, 327–32.
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Chronologically, the third position in all likelihood preceded the
fourth. But that the first position emerged prior to the second, and
the first prior to the others, seems beyond doubt. The appearance in
later legal literature of a chapter devoted to the legality ( jawAz) of the
muqallid ’s iftA”, and its complete absence from works written prior to and
during the fifth/eleventh century, is alone a cardinal piece of evidence that
demonstrates the transformation from ijtihAd to taqlCd. To this evid-
ence may be added the fact that the fifth/eleventh-century theorists were
unanimous in their stipulation that a jurisconsult had to be a mujtahid.
Furthermore, they reported no opinion held by any of their predecessors
to the contrary.

If the chronology of the four positions is correct, as the evidence
indicates, then it is possible to use their diachronic emergence as an
indicator of the Muslim jurists’ evolving perception of their profession,
if not of the objective changes that occurred in the structure of legal
authority. It is important to note that the majority of legal theoreticians
did not fail to follow a certain pattern when discussing who was qualified
to act as a jurisconsult. As a rule, they begin with the requirement of
ijtihAd, be it limited or absolute, and then they go on to lower the bar to
admit those possessed of the least amount of legal knowledge they deemed
acceptable. For the early theoreticians, only the fully qualified mujtahid
had the right to practice iftA”; for fmidc and others, it was the mujtahid f C
al-madhhab; and for the majority of later theoreticians, it was ultimately
taqlCd that constituted the minimal requirement, though most of them,
quite significantly, first began by stipulating ijtihAd.

Whatever requirements obtained in each period, they were in complete
accord with the practices prevailing on the ground. We have seen that the
argument from wuqE c (the actual practice of the immediate and distant
past)77 was central in justifying the iftA” of the jurist who was less than
a mujtahid. In fact, this argument was used, though unsuccessfully, to
invoke a consensus in legitimizing the muftC–muqallid. The use of such a
discursive argumentation was by no means restricted to the issue under
consideration, for the legal theoreticians resorted to it when dealing with
a number of other controversies. Its deployment, therefore, reveals two
interrelated features of legal theory, namely, that this theory reflected the
realities of legal practice and legal developments, yet at the same time
tended to lag behind in doing so. The reason for this belated reaction was

77 On the theoretical and epistemological role of the argument from wuqE c, see Abe Ismaq
Ibrahcm al-Shasibc, al-MuwAfaqAt f C UQEl al-AMkAm, ed. Mumyc al-Dcn cAbd al-namcd,
4 vols. (Cairo: Masbacat Mumammad cAlc rubaym, 1970), I, 12.
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that legal theory reflected established phenomena and institutionalized
trends, and its function in part was to rationalize the law as it developed,
allowing for the inevitable twists and turns that the law undergoes.78

The fifth/eleventh century marks the end of the period in which the
activity of takhrCj was extensively practiced. This is also the period which
in legal theory is identified with ijtihAd, a general label which encom-
passes, among other methods, the inferential processes constituted by
takhrCj. This is not to say, of course, that the sort of ijtihAd that involved
direct confrontation with the revealed texts had already ceased by the
end of this period. Elsewhere we have shown that this is by no means the
case.79 It was these activities, which began much earlier, that gave rise
to the view that a jurisconsult must be a mujtahid. But beginning with
the fourth/tenth century, and continuing through the fifth/eleventh, we
observe a corollary development which gave shape to the madhhab as
an authoritative doctrine. Now, juristic activity was to become confined
to the boundaries set by the achievements of past generations whose
doctrines represented a legacy to the future. These achievements con-
stituted the madhhab by which the jurisconsult, it was thought, had to
be guided. fmidc’s theoretical representation reflects this attitude. The
madhhab as both an authoritative doctrine and a monopolizing entity
continued to assert itself long after the fifth/eleventh and sixth/twelfth
centuries, a fact of paramount importance. This assertion of authority was
to give rise to the third and fourth theoretical positions, namely, that
a jurisconsult might be a pure muqallid. In works of substantive law, this
position was clearly articulated by the pronouncement, clearly expressed
in all later works, that any fatwA issued on the basis of an opinion not
fully recognized in the school is invalid.80

IV

In addition to the evidence found in biographical dictionaries and the
treatises of theoreticians, this transformation in the structure of authority
is reflected in works of positive law, a genre that distinguishes itself

78 On this theme of rationalization and justification, see Wael B. Hallaq, “Considerations
on the Function and Character of Sunnc Legal Theory,” Journal of the American Orien-
tal Society, 104 (1984): 679–89.

79 Hallaq, “Was the Gate of Ijtihad Closed?”; Hallaq, “Murder in Cordoba.”
80 See, for instance, nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, VI, 91 (ll. 9–11); Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-

ManUEma, 51; Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-NukkAm, I, 18, 53; Bacalawc, Bughyat al-
MustarshidCn, 274. On the authority of opinions within the school, see chapter 5,
below.
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from each of the foregoing sources in different yet fundamental respects.
Unlike biographical dictionaries, works of positive law do not address the
totality of the professional activities and achievements of the jurists them-
selves. Rather, they represent statements about the law as a transmitted,
cumulative tradition, bringing together authoritative doctrines of both
the distant and the recent past. And unlike theoretical works which
articulate a descriptive–prescriptive philosophical discourse of the law,
they are concerned, quite concretely, with the applied law itself – a point
we shall take up in the final chapter. Thus there is a particular value in
the manner in which works of positive law reflect the socio-legal reality
on the ground.

With this in mind, we shall examine how these works demonstrate,
in terms of authority, the transformation that occurred in another central
legal role, i.e., the qAKC. But before proceeding with this matter, a ques-
tion must be posed. Why did works of legal theory regularly omit a
discussion of the qAKC ’s professional credentials when it did provide a
consistent body of discourse related to the jurisconsult? The answer is that
since the prime concern of legal theory is the elaboration of a methodo-
logy of legal reasoning and interpretation for the purpose of construct-
ing legal norms, it was natural that it should turn to the muftC who was
deemed the legal reasoner par excellence. The qAKC qua qAKC, on the
other hand, was not seen in this way. The muftC solved, or attempted to
solve, new and difficult cases, while the qAKC applied the solutions in his
court. The locus of legal and hermeneutical creativity was thus the muftC,
whereas the qAKC applied the law much as a bureaucrat applies admin-
istrative rules. The muftC worked with textual and doctrinal evidence –
the stuff of hermeneutics – but the qAKC applied ready-made solutions,
reached by the muftC, to particular cases, after having heard the evidence.81

That the office of the qAKC, as a legal role,82 was not deemed a province
of legal reasoning and hermeneutical activity explains why his juridical
credentials were not addressed by theoretical works.

This omission also explains a duality in the discourse of positive
legal works with regard to the qAKC ’s professional credentials, particularly
those pertaining to competence in ijtihAd. As early as the second/eighth
century, it was recognized that the qAKC might or might not be a highly
competent jurist, which, as we have seen, was not the case with the muftC.
During this early period, the muftC, as a type, was considered the ultimate

81 Shihab al-Dcn al-Qaraf c, al-IMkAm f C TamyCz al-FatAwA can al-AMkAm wa-TaQarrufAt
al-QAKC wal-ImAm, ed. cIzzat al-cAssar (Cairo: Masbacat al-Anwar, 1967), 29–30.

82 On distinguishing between and among legal roles, see chapter 6, below.
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authority, which, by definition, precludes the possibility of him turning
to higher authorities – at least insofar as theoretical types go. The qAKC, on
the other hand, was never viewed through the same lens. In his al-Umm,
Shaficc already encourages qAKCs to seek legal counsel from an author-
ity that “has adept knowledge of the Quran, the Sunna, and the jurists’
doctrines and their opinions. He must be able to reason ( yacrif al-qiyAs)
. . . and [must master] the Arabic language.”83 These fields of competence,
we have seen, are precisely those that Shaficc set for the mujtahid. The qAKC
then is strongly advised to seek the counsel of the mujtahid who is at one
and the same time the muftC.

Shaficc’s earnest recommendation falls short of listing all the realistic
credentials expected of the qAKC during or even after his time. In a period
in which ijtihAd was a lively activity,84 there certainly were many qAKCs
who were competent as mujtahids, a fact abundantly attested by our
biographical and theoretical works. Thus the qAKC was required to seek
legal advice only when he was unable to reach decisions for the more
difficult cases presented to him in his courtroom. This duality in the
qAKC ’s credentials explains the order and arrangement of discourse in
works of positive law in general and those pertaining to adab al-qAKC
in particular. In his commentary on Khaqqaf (d. 261/874), the nanafite
Jaqqaq (d. ca. 370/981) argues that the qAKC should be knowledge-
able in legal interpretation so as to be able to derive rulings from the
revealed texts. This appears as the first order of preference. Jaqqaq how-
ever immediately qualifies this statement by saying that to guard against
risky decisions, the qAKC must seek the counsel of jurists by listening to
their opinions on the cases presented to him in the courtroom. Only then
should he determine which is the soundest and most suitable opinion for
the case in hand.85 Elsewhere in the book, Jaqqaq makes it clear that the
advising jurists are “the people of ijtihAd.”86

Thus far, the doctrinal authority of the qAKC seems to emanate either
from his own ability to reason or from the mujtahid who offers him
counsel. We may also assume that “seeking advice” also meant the advice
of jurists who were not mujtahids. But even then, the counsel of such

83 Shaficc, Umm, VI, 287.
84 This translates into the characterization that ijtihAd was seen to have been rampant

because the schools had not yet been finally formed. This is not to say that the activity
ceased later on, but that it was controlled by the hermeneutical imperatives of the
school so that it lost its independent and even undomesticated character.

85 Abe Bakr Ammad b. cAlc al-Jaqqaq, SharM KitAb Adab al-QAKC, ed. Farmat Ziadeh (Cairo:
Qism al-Nashr bil-Jamica al-Amrckiyya, 1978), 37–39. See also Ibn al-Mundhir, IqnA c,
410, who expresses the same views.

86 Jaqqaq, Adab al-QAKC, 42–43, 101–02, 105, 106.
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jurists will have to depend, in the final analysis, on the authority of a
mujtahid whose opinion is thought to be the best solution to the case
presented at court. In Jaqqaq, it is to be noted, no mention is yet made of
a binding madhhab.

By the time of Mawardc (d. 450/1058), the madhhab as a doctrinal
entity was well on the rise. Mawardc begins by stressing the qAKC ’s need
for good advice: “In the qAKC ’s assembly, no one should be present with
the litigants unless he is involved in the case. For we prefer (fa-innanA
nastaMibb) that the assembly not be devoid of witnesses and jurists. The
qAKC should seek the counsel of the jurists . . . because counsel is recom-
mended in matters that are not conclusive (al-umEr al-mushtabaha).”87

Note here that the presence of the jurists in the courtroom is considered
pertinent and germane to litigation. The jurists are placed on a par with
persons directly “involved in the case.” Seeking their advice becomes all
the more urgent in matters that are ambiguous, i.e., cases over which the
jurists have disagreed due to the fact that the pertinent textual evidence
is itself capable of more than one interpretation. In other words, where
there is no certainty – usually cases that are not sanctioned by consensus
– counsel is highly advisable.88

Citing with approval Shaficc’s discussion of the qualifications of court
advisors, Mawardc summarizes these by saying that “in short, any one
whose iftA” is deemed acceptable in the law can be consulted by the qAKC
. . . He should thus fulfill the conditions required of the muftC, not the
qAKC.”89 Having said this, he proceeds to enumerate these conditions,
of which the most prominent is competence in ijtihAd. Once these
conditions are met, the jurist can issue fatwAs and provide counsel to
the qAKC.90

Conducting a discussion of the controversial cases, and personally
disputing (munAUara) them with the jurists serve to assist the qAKC in
finding his way to ijtihAd. If he arrives on his own at a solution to the
case, he must render judgment according to his solution, not theirs. His
councilors must not voice any objections once he renders a decision, for
he is as much entitled to exercise ijtihAd as they are entitled to their own
opinions.91 It is in this spirit that Mawardc argues in favor of the qAKC ’s
right to apply the results of his own ijtihAd, even though they may be
at variance with the opinions established by the founder of the school
to which he belongs. If he happens to be a Shaficite, for instance, and

87 cAlc Mumammad b. nabcb al-Mawardc, al-NAwC al-KabCr f C al-FurE c, ed. Mammed
Masarjc et al., 24 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, 1994), XX, 98, 100.

88 Ibid., XX, 102. 89 Ibid., XX, 103. 90 Ibid., XX, 104. 91 Ibid., XX, 102.
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his ijtihAd leads him to deduce an opinion that had previously been held
authoritative by the nanafites, then he is permitted to apply it to litigants
appearing in his court.92

Mawardc’s account thus far represents the dominant position assumed
by jurists up to his time. But as the product of a period characterized
by the rise of the madhhab as an authoritative doctrine, Mawardc was
also bound to feel the pressure that this relatively recent development
generated. Some jurists, appearing to be in the minority at the time,93

held that “the schools nowadays have become well established (istaqarrat
al-madhAhib) and the imams followed in these schools have become
known. Therefore, no one who is affiliated with a school is allowed to
render judgment in accordance with [the doctrine of ] another school.”
Mawardc retorts, significantly, that although sound opinion justifies
this position, the principles of the law do not, because the judge must
render judgment according to his own ijtihAd, not that of others.94 What
is significant about this rebuttal is that it implies a certain concession
which Mawardc made to his opponent: He admits, albeit qualifiedly, the
legitimacy of the opposing view, a view that was sanctioned by the force
of actual legal practice.

Mawardc’s discourse reflects a stage of transformation in which old
positions – reflecting fundamental structural developments – were still
fervently maintained while new positions were gradually appearing and
evolving, but with terminal force. It must have seemed to Mawardc that
these were ephemeral positions, reflecting an equally contingent reality.
Little did Mawardc know that the exceptions and minority positions of
his time would become the dominant voice.

92 Ibid., XX, 75, 226. Such opinions could still be heard a generation or more after
Mawardc. Abe Bakr al-turseshc (d. 520/1126) also held the view that

No Muslim is obligated to follow [the opinion] of the one to whose doctrine he is affiliated
in regard to legal cases and judgments. Thus, one who is a Malikite is not obligated to
follow in his rulings the opinion of Malik. The same is applicable to the rest of the schools.
Indeed, the judge decides cases on the basis of whatever rule his reasoning leads him to.

Cited in Fadel, “Social Logic of TaqlCd,” 213.
93 In two different contexts in which this particular issue is raised, Mawardc uses the

term “bacK,” once in conjunction with “fuqahA”” (jurists) and the other time with
“aQMAbunA” (our associates or colleagues). In either case, bacK is mostly used to refer to
the singular, a fact which significantly reduces the weight of the claim, and certainly
justifies the assumption that it was a minority who adopted this position. For the two
contexts, see his al-NAwC al-KabCr, XX, 75, 227.

94 Ibid., XX, 75, 227: “wa-hAdhA wa-in kAna al-ra ”y yaqtaKCh fa-uQEl al-sharc tunAf Ch
li-anna calA al-MAkim an yaMkum bi-ijtihAdi nafsih wa-laysa calayhi an yaMkum bi-ijtihAdi
ghayrih.”
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Another step in the transition from ijtihAd to taqlCd was taken, half
a century or so later, by the nanafite al-nusam al-Shahcd Ibn Maza
(d. 536/1141) who wrote a commentary on Khaqqaf ’s work Adab al-QAKC.
In the opening chapter, Ibn Maza follows Jaqqaq in requiring the qAKC
to be a mujtahid, and discusses in some detail the justification for this
requirement.95 Later in the work he returns to this issue in more detail,
initially restating what he had already said in the opening section: ijtihAd
is required of the qAKC. But Ibn Maza offers, in a somewhat oblique
manner, a significant variation on Jaqqaq’s theme. The qAKC, he begins
to say, must judge according to the Quran and the Sunna, for “we have
been commanded to follow” these sources. Should he not find the law
in these two sources, the qAKC must turn to the Companions’ consensus.
If they disagree on the matter under scrutiny, then he is free to exercise
his own ijtihAd in finding the soundest opinion. Should the Companions
have no opinion at all on the issue, he turns to the Followers, treating
their doctrines in the same manner as he would treat those of the Com-
panions. In the absence of any guidance from the Followers, he must
exercise his own ijtihAd in formulating a legal norm that is applicable
to the case in which he is the presiding judge. But if he is no mujtahid,
then he must consult a muftC who is, by definition, a mujtahid.96 At
this point, Ibn Maza abruptly introduces another theme involving
“that on which our associates (aQMAbunA) have agreed and disagreed.”
By “associates” Ibn Maza means the founding masters, especially Abe
nancfa, Abe Yesuf, and Shaybanc. If these three have agreed on a matter,
then the qAKC cannot diverge from their opinions, whether or not he is
a mujtahid. Should the three masters disagree, then the preference is for
Abe nancfa’s opinion, since he was engaged in legal activity at the time of
the Followers.97

Note here that Ibn Maza still labors under the same duality of doctrinal
orientation as did Mawardc before him, but gives it added force and
tension. Mawardc rejected, though lukewarmly, the minority opinion in
favor of following the madhhab. Ibn Maza, on the other hand, upholds
the doctrine of the three masters – but only when they are in agreement –
as the ultimate doctrine to be followed, whether the qAKC is a mujtahid
or not. When the transition to the madhhab reached its full measure, the
nanafites, like all the other schools, demanded that the qAKC follow the
authoritative doctrine of the school, were it held by Abe nancfa or by any
other jurist.98

95 Ibn Maza, SharM Adab al-QAKC, 4–5. 96 Ibid., 17–18. 97 Ibid., 19–20.
98 See, for example, Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-ManUEma, 51.
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But the near abandonment of ijtihAd in favor of a complete monopoly
of the madhhab required two more steps to be taken, steps that are mani-
festly evident in the changing discourse relative to the qAKC ’s credentials.
The first of these steps is represented in the discourse of the Shaficite jurist
and judge Ibn Abc al-Damm (d. 642/1244). In his KitAb Adab al-QaKA”
he observes that according to the madhhab of “our imam,” the judge must
be an absolute mujtahid (mujtahid muSlaq), which means that he must
have masterly knowledge of the Book, the Sunna, consensus, qiyAs, the
jurists’ doctrines (aqAwCl al-nAs), and the Arabic language. At this point,
Ibn Abc al-Damm expounds in some detail what each of these fields of
knowledge entail in terms of sub-specialties, e.g., abrogation, ambiguity,
transmission, authenticity, etc. Of particular interest is the requirement to
master the art of legal reasoning: The qAKC must, among other things, be
adept at deducing or inducing legal norms from their relevant sources, as
well as being an astute reasoner, an expert in exploiting legal indicants and
knowledge in the methods of linguistic inference.99

“Having said this,” Ibn Abc al-Damm continues, “you must know that
these qualities are rarely found in any of the jurists of our time. Indeed,
no absolute mujtahid exists nowadays in the entire universe.” This is so
despite the fact that learned people have compiled books about all sorts of
disciplines, ranging from the science of traditions and their transmission
to exegesis, law, and legal theory.

The early scholars have filled the land with treatises which they authored
and designed, [an accomplishment] which rendered these sciences much
more accessible, and made it easier for the later jurists to learn law . . . Yet,
in none of the Islamic regions is there to be found an absolute mujtahid.
Indeed, there is not even any affiliated mujtahid whose opinions can be
considered the result of takhrCj according to the doctrine of the Imam.100

This deplorable state of affairs, Ibn Abc al-Damm thought, was symp-
tomatic of a general deterioration in the ability of people to attain soph-
isticated kinds of knowledge. What is interesting here is the fact that he
saw this deterioration as an intentional act of God.101 Elsewhere, we have
shown the connection that was made between the perceived absence of
ijtihAd and this sense of deterioration, a belief that was eschatologically
required for the approaching Day of Judgment.102

Ibn Abc al-Damm provides a list of mujtahids who made distinguished
contributions to the Shaficite school, but the last of these lived in the fifth/

99 Ibn Abc al-Damm, Adab al-QaKA”, 36–37. 100 Ibid., 37. 101 Ibid., 38.
102 W. B. Hallaq, “On the Origins of the Controversy about the Existence of Mujtahids

and the Gate of Ijtihad,” Studia Islamica, 63 (1986): 129–41.
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eleventh century. The achievements of the past, though highly admired
and appreciated by Ibn Abc al-Damm, cannot be replicated. In summing
up the matter, our author maintains, absolute and limited ijtihAd were
two requirements expected of the qAKC in earlier epochs when each region
in the Islamic world could boast a group of mujtahids fit to serve for
judgeship and iftA”. Given that “in our own times the world is devoid
of mujtahids, it should be asserted in a conclusive manner” that it is per-
missible to appoint a person who is characterised by:

(1) Knowledge of one of the madhhabs of the imams. That is to say, he should
have knowledge of the dominant views in his school (ghAlib madhhabihi ), of
the imam’s doctrines, and of the opinions deduced by takhrCj and of those
of his followers. He should have a good mind, natural intelligence, sound
thinking, and should memorize the madhhab. His sound judgment should
outweigh his errors, and he should be able to readily retrieve the masters’
opinions (mustaMKiran li-mA qAlahu a”immatuhu).

(2) Ability to deduce the significations of words from transmitted texts; to know
the methods of reasoning which permit him to conduct qiyAs ; finally, he
should be equipped with the methods of weighing textual indicants and their
systematic ordering. “He who possesses these qualities, no less, is fit, in these
times of ours, to be appointed to judgeship. The judicial decisions and
fatwAs of anyone who possesses these qualities should be deemed valid, for
these qualities are rare nowadays.”103

Ibn Abc al-Damm’s discourse presents us with a number of important
issues. In the second passage quoted above, his understanding of what
ijtihAd meant has in it a certain measure of amplification, perhaps even a
mythical dimension. The dominance of the madhhab, though not readily
obvious in this particular discussion of his, precludes in his mind the
presence of total, absolute ijtihAd, a type of juristic activity that belonged
to the founders who are inimitable. Even limited ijtihAd belonged to the
generations of the past. His age and the juristic activities in which he and
his contemporaries engaged were no match, he realized, for their counter-
parts in the past. His age, in other words, suffered from a decline that
is associated with eschatological concerns. Yet he who must qualify for
judgeship should be skillful in the art of legal reasoning which entails,
among other things, a certain degree of textual knowledge that permits
competent hermeneutical engagement. Since this activity amounts in
effect to nothing less than ijtihAd, one begins to wonder about the textual
strategy devised by Ibn Abc al-Damm. For he, on the one hand, patently
argues that ijtihAd ceased to be a quality required of qAKCs, while, on the

103 Ibn Abc al-Damm, Adab al-QaKA”, 41.
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other hand, he insists that the qAKCs, said to be in effect muqallids, must
engage in a juristic activity of the type that ijtihAd requires.104

The solution to this seeming contradiction lies in the relationship
between passages 1 and 2 above. Ibn Abc al-Damm has in effect said noth-
ing that his immediate predecessors and successors have not said: IjtihAd
is always welcome if it can be attained, but following the madhhab’s
doctrines comes first in order of importance. This is precisely why his
discussion in passage 1 wholly pertains to knowledge of the masters’
doctrines and the ability to retrieve it readily. And although the number-
ing of the passages is artificial (being my own) the order and logical pro-
gression of the discussion remains entirely faithful to Ibn Abc al-Damm’s
mode of presentation. The madhhab and the doctrines of which it consists
is the immediate occupation of the qAKC; thereafter, and as a secondary
stage, comes direct hermeneutical engagement with the law. Ibn Abc
al-Damm’s discourse is therefore an assertion of the authority of the
established madhhab, with all that this meant and consequently entailed
in terms of an intellectual manipulation of the law and legal reasoning.

The second and final step in the transition to taqlCd was largely a matter
of articulating, in more conscious terms, the relationship of the pre-
requisites of ijtihAd and taqlCd. The Malikite Ibn Farmen (d. 799/1396)
opens his discussion of this topic by stating that the majority of jurists
held that if the qAKC attained the rank of ijtihAd, then he must follow
the authority of no one. Indeed, this had become a fundamental tenet,
shared by all jurists of the four schools and dictated by the permanence
of the notion that new problems and cases will continue to befall the
Muslim community and that as long as these problems remain unsolved,
the duty imposed upon the community of Muslims will not be con-
sidered disposed.105

Having made this brief statement concerning ijtihAd, Ibn Farmen
immediately moves on to a lengthy discussion of the “qAKC who does not
belong to the folk of ijtihAd.” Here, he quotes Mazarc (d. 536/1141):

The question [that a qAKC should be a mujtahid ] has been discussed by the
scholars of the past, when knowledge during their era was abundant and
widespread, and when many of them were preoccupied with deducing legal
norms and with disputation according to the [principles of the] schools.
But in our own age, in the entire expanse of the [Islamic] domains, there is
no jurist who has reached a level of intellectual reflection enabling him to

104 It will be noted that on the interpretation of this passage, I disagree with Sherman
Jackson, Islamic Law and the State, 157–59.

105 Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC, 95–96.
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attain the rank of ijtihAd, a jurist who has expert knowledge of legal theory,
of language, traditions [etc.] . . . The Maghreb in this age of ours is entirely
devoid of such qualifications . . . Therefore, forbidding in these times the
appointment of a muqallid–judge would lead to the paralysis of the law
and would cause chaos, sedition, and strife. And there is no place for these
[things] in the law.106

The qAKC–muqallid, Ibn Farmen maintains, is then obliged to seek
counsel and to follow the school’s masters through taqlCd. As a muqallid,
he should adopt those opinions that seem to him, after investigation, the
most sound. On the authority of Mazarc, Ibn Farmen advances the view
that it is the mashhEr (widespread) opinion that the qAKC–muqallid should
follow.107 If he seeks counsel, he should, again after search and enquiry,
ask the most learned. It is significant that “the most learned” no longer
meant a jurist capable of ijtihAd, for in keeping with the development
that culminated in the concession to allow a muqallid to function as a
jurisconsult, the most learned could now be a muqallid, a view which
Ibn Farmen adopts from Mazarc.108 This secondary development stands in
sharp contrast to the earlier requirement that a muftC must be a mujtahid.
Thus, when a difficult case presented itself to the qaKC–muqallid, he had
now to seek the counsel of a muftC–muqallid who was obliged in turn to
render an opinion deemed, by the judgment of the school, authoritative;
and this was the mashhEr opinion.109

The functions of qaKA” and iftA” thus underwent a well-nigh identical
process of transformation from ijtihAd to taqlCd. The culmination of this
process is best summarized by Bacalawc (fl. around 1245/1830) who, with
full approval, quotes one of Bafaqch’s fatwAs:

Neither the judge nor the jurisconsult should swerve from the imam’s
doctrine, for [if a judge rules] according to any other doctrine, his deci-
sion will be revoked (yunqaK ). Ibn al-ralam reported that a consensus
has been reached to the effect that no judgment should diverge from the
madhhab. And this view was adopted by the later jurists (wa-i ctamadahu
al-muta”akhkhirEn) . . . It is well known that the madhhab is a trans-
mitted doctrine by which the muqallids are bound and outside of which
they cannot traverse. It is for this reason that no qAKC or muftC can forgo
the doctrines preponderated (murajjaM) by the two Shaykhs, Nawawc
and Raficc.110

106 Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-NukkAm, I, 18–19.
107 Ibid., I, 45, 51. On the mashhEr, see chapter 5, section V, below.
108 Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-NukkAm, I, 29.
109 Ibid., I, 18, 53 (on the authority of Shihab al-Dcn al-Qaraf c).
110 Bacalawc, Bughyat al-MustarshidCn, 274.
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Considered to have pinned down the authoritative doctrine of the
Shaficite school, Nawawc and Raficc’s magisterial compilations become
now the final frame of reference for both the qAKC and the muftC.
Similarly, each of the other three schools came to adopt certain works as
embodying their authoritative doctrine, considered equally binding upon
both the muftC and the qAKC.

V

In conclusion, it cannot be overemphasized that the transition from
ijtihAd to taqlCd that we have surveyed here had little to do with the actual
credentials and achievements of the jurists, and still less with the percep-
tion of the declining glory of Islam, properly so-called fasAd al-zamAn.111

It is quite instructive (though in no way ironic) that Mazarc, who un-
equivocally argued that no jurist of his time could attain the rank of
ijtihAd, was himself considered a mujtahid. And it is even more instructive
for our purposes that he was at the same time considered exemplary in
having never issued a fatwA that departed from the mashhEr doctrine
of his school.112 The transition, therefore, represented a development
in the growth of legal authority, a development, I wish to claim, that was
ineluctable. The process through which taqlCd came to dominate was not
a causal phenomenon, but rather symptomatic of a more fundamental
and monumental event, namely, the rise and final coming to maturity of
the madhhab. TaqlCd, therefore, was an external expression of the internal
dynamics that came to dominate and characterize the madhhab as both a
doctrinal entity and a hermeneutical engagement – dynamics that will be
taken up in detail in the next chapter. The construction of what came to
be the imam’s authority, the dramatic reduction and narrowing down
of the independent ijtihAd ic possibilities of the third/ninth and fourth/
tenth centuries, and the final rise of taqlCd as an expression of loyalty to
the schools are phenomena that share one common denominator: the
centrifugal polarization of authority without which no law can exist. The
madhhab was the very embodiment of this authority.

111 An issue raised by Ibn Abc al-Damm, as we have seen above. See also Hallaq, “The
Origins of the Controversy,” 136 ff. In this context, it should be mentioned that our
findings here constitute in part a revision of the findings in this article.

112 Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-NukkAm, I, 51.
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� � 4 � �

TAQL HD :  AUTHORITY,  HERMENEUTICS,
AND FUNCTION

I

As a term denoting the acceptance of legal authority, taqlCd has had a
complex history. During the second/eighth century, it generally meant
the acceptance of the Companions’ legal teachings as well as those of
the Followers (tAbi cEn) who had attained a ripe age during the time of the
Companions.1 Later on, the term’s connotation underwent change, and
acquired the meaning of following the authority of a mujtahid, whether
or not he was the founder of a school. However, this general sense of
the term, which was to remain fairly constant throughout the centuries,
carried with it at least one major ambiguity. On the one hand, it was used
in the sense of following the mujtahid ’s authority without questioning
either his textual evidence or the line of reasoning he adopted in a particu-
lar case. In this sense, the term was also applicable to the act of following
the totality of the founder’s legal doctrines as a methodologically system-
atic structure, without the muqallid being bound by all the individual
opinions within the corpus of those doctrines. nanafite muqallids, for
example, were never bound by all of Abe nancfa’s opinions, whether
or not they were genuinely his, and regularly drew on the doctrines of
several authorities affiliated with the school. On the other hand, the
term was also employed to indicate loyalty to a legal doctrine but with
full knowledge, on the part of the muqallid, of the means by which this
doctrine was derived. Generally speaking, uQEl al-fiqh works employed the
term in the first sense, and regarded taqlCd as almost exclusively the pro-
vince of the layman.2 This phenomenon may be explained by the fact

1 See Abe Bakr Ammad b. cUmar al-Khaqqaf ’s KitAb Adab al-QAKC in Ibn Maza, SharM
Adab al-QAKC, 18; Joseph Schacht, The Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1950), 18, 32.

2 Ibn al-najib, MukhtaQar, 140–41; Ibn Qudama, RawKat al-NAUir, 343–45; Fakhr
al-Dcn al-Razc, al-MaMQEl f C cIlm al-UQEl, 2 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya,
1408/1988), II, 527 ff. See also nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 30.
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that the discourse of uQEl was in part preoccupied with laying down an
ijtihAd ic methodology in which there is no room for taqlCd among the
jurists targeted by this discourse.3 When this type of taqlCd is predicated
of a professional jurist, it carries a sense of scorn and condemnation.
The many treatises, tracts, and chapters entitled f C dhamm al-taqlCd (in
condemnation of taqlCd ) were directed at such jurist–muqallids and were
common to all times and all legal schools.4

The second type of taqlCd is seen to operate more in connection with
loyalty to the school and within the context of the bindingness of author-
itative legal doctrines.5 In Ibn Rushd’s and Ibn al-ralam’s typologies, this
taqlCd is associated with all but the lowest levels, i.e. groups 2 and 3 in
the former’s classification, and types 1–4 (of category 2) in the latter’s.6

In Ibn Kamal’s scheme, it is explicitly associated with ranks 4–6.7 Only
Ibn Rushd’s first group, Ibn al-ralam’s fifth type, and Ibn Kamal’s seventh
rank are associated with the first sort of taqlCd, i.e., the one that came to
be condemned in certain quarters.

Synchronically and diachronically, taqlCd was regularly practiced in both
senses of the term. Which of the two senses was intended when the term
was used depended on the context and frame of reference. Ambiguities no

3 This also explains why the jurist–muqallid is not discussed in uQEl al-fiqh works. See the
sources cited in previous note.

4 Especially the Malikites, nanbalites, and Shaficites, and to a lesser degree the nanafites.
See cAbd al-Wahhab b. cAlc Ibn Naqr al-Malikc, al-Muqaddima f C al-UQEl, printed with
cAlc b. cUmar Ibn al-Qaqqar, al-Muqaddima f C al-UQEl, ed. Mumammad al-Sulaymanc
(Beirut: Dar al-Gharb al-Islamc, 1996), 300 ff.; Abe al-Wafa’ Mumammad Ibn
cAqcl, KitAb al-FunEn, ed. George Makdisi, 2 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Mashriq, 1970–71),
II, 602–10; Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, I clAm al-Muwaqqi cCn, II, 168–260; Muzanc,
MukhtaQar, IX, 3; Suyesc, al-Radd, 196, 117, 120, where he mentions a number of
prominent jurists who wrote in condemnation of taqlCd, including Muzanc, Zarkashc,
Ibn nazm, Ibn cAbd al-Barr, Ibn Abc Shama, Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, al-Majd al-
Shcrazc, and the Shaficite jurist Ibn Daqcq al-chd, who wrote a treatise titled al-TasdCd f C
Dhamm al-TaqlCd.

In his JAmic BayAn al-cIlm wa-FaKlihi wa-mA YanbaghC f C RiwAyatihi wa-Namlihi,
2 vols. (Cairo: Idarat al-tibaca al-Muncriyya, n.d.), II, 109–19, Ibn cAbd al-Barr
(d. 463/1070) adduces in condemnation of taqlCd a number of Quranic verses and
Prophetic traditions, and claims the existence of a consensus among all jurists as to its
invalidity. He seems to draw a distinction between taqlCd and ittibA c. For the jurist, the
former is forbidden, whereas the latter is permitted. “If evidence obliges you to follow
someone’s opinion, then you are a follower of his (muttabi cEhu), for [this kind of ]
following (ittibA c) is permitted in religious matters, but taqlCd is forbidden” (p. 117).
TaqlCd , he continues, is adopting an opinion without knowledge, which is the opposite
of ittibA c. See also Suyesc, al-Radd, 120–22.

5 See nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl , I, 30–31, 37, on the authority of Malikite and Shaficite
jurists, including Ghazalc and Ibn al-ralam.

6 See our discussion in chapter 1, sections II–III, above.
7 See chapter 1, section IV, above.
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doubt persisted, which explains why some later jurists attempted to dis-
ambiguate the usage by resorting to the term ittibA c (lit. following) to
denote the second sense of the term, where the muqallid accepts the
authority of the mujtahid, not blindly, but with adequate – if not full –
understanding of the latter’s evidence and reasoning, and out of juristic
loyalty to him.8

I I

If the spectrum of taqlCd encompassed these two extremes of juristic
competence in the school’s doctrines, then muqallids as well as mujtahids
(even of Malik’s and Shaficc’s caliber) partook in it. This chapter seeks to
demonstrate the dynamics of taqlCd, which, as we shall see, may at times
border on the juristic activity associated with ijtihAd, and yet at others
constitutes nothing more than the mere reproduction of the predecessors’
doctrine. But in the majority of cases, the activity of taqlCd may be located
between these two extremes. At both ends of the spectrum, and at each
point in between, taqlCd represented a juristic function and was dictated
by a purpose. In the context of a single case or legal doctrine, it could
function at one or more levels of meaning, thus bestowing on the case
or doctrine a texture that was horizontally multi-layered and vertically
composite. In the pages of the average juristic text or law manual, the
author–jurist inevitably indulges in every variety of taqlCd, ranging from
simple restatement of authority to quasi-ijtihAd of a sort.

Let us illustrate. In the chapter dealing with damages in the contrac-
tual obligations of hire, the Malikite jurist nassab records the following
opinion:

In his Turar, he [Ibn cft]9 said that in Ibn Lubaba’s Mu”allafa10 [it is stated
that] if the [hired] shepherd wounds the goats once, twice and thrice, and
the owner does not hold him responsible for damages, [showing this] by
remaining silent and by being content with him, he [the owner] has no
right to hold him liable to damages should he wound a goat thereafter.11

This statement consists of straightforward reproduction of a doctrine re-
ported by a jurist on the authority of yet another jurist. nassab records it
in the context of a discussion about a variety of types of hire contract

8 Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, IclAm al-MuwaqqicCn, II, 171, 178 ff.; Suyesc, al-Radd, 120–
22; Ibn Naqr, Muqaddima, 302.

9 Ammad b. Haren b. Ammad b. Jacfar Ibn cft al-Shasibc (d. 609/1212).
10 Mumammad Abe cAbd Allah b. cUmar Ibn Lubaba al-Qursubc (d. 314/926).
11 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, V, 430.
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which may result in damage claims. He offers neither commentary on,
nor direct explanation of, the rationale behind it. However, there is little
reason to doubt nassab’s understanding of both the relevance and nature
of Ibn Lubaba’s opinion, for he quotes it, along with dozens of other
opinions, to elaborate the principles involved in damages pertaining to
such contracts.

The very fact that an opinion is introduced in a highly specific context
indicates the reason for which it was introduced in that particular context.
In other words, one can safely assume that whenever an opinion is cited,
the rationale behind it would have been known, and thus it constitutes
either an illustration or an application of a principle. However, principles
are rarely, if ever, articulated. They appear for the most part to have been
taken for granted, thereby rendering their explication unnecessary.12 This
absence constitutes a salient feature of Islamic legal discourse, especially
in treatises written prior to the fifth/eleventh century. As an example,
consider the following question addressed to Ibn Rushd:

A judge borrowed from the revenues of mosque endowments (aMbAs) in
order to build platforms (maQASib) around the grand mosque, although
he had knowledge that the revenues of the grand mosque would not have
the surplus [needed] to pay back the debt. Should he be held liable for
damages or not?
Answer: He is not to be held liable for damages.13

Although Ibn Rushd’s answer does not explicitly cite another’s opinion,
he is implicitly basing himself on an authoritative Andalusian–Malikite
principle to the effect that the surplus of endowments may be spent on
other endowments when the latter are in the red. Ibn Rushd functions
here as a muqallid, but not without understanding the significance of the
case in question and its relation to the principle of which the case is only
an instance of its application.

nassab’s and Ibn Rushd’s examples provide two illustrations only of a
large body of cases and opinions which are cited as instances of applica-
tions of certain principles without articulation of these latter. It is difficult
to explain why this is so,14 but it seems that shorter works tend to avoid
any explication of the cases or opinions, just as they are silent on the
principles from which they were derived or of which they are instances

12 Later on in this chapter, we shall qualify this generalization with regard to later works
which exhibited a certain tendency to articulate principles. See section IV, below.

13 Ibn Rushd, FatAwA, III, 1268.
14 See section IV, below, where a partial explanation is attempted. See also Baber

Johansen, “Casuistry: Between Legal Concept and Social Praxis,” Islamic Law and Soci-
ety, 2, 2 (1995), 154–56.
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of application.15 At times, we find this to be the case even in longer
works, which suggests to us that certain of these principles were deemed
so obvious and so little in need of explanation that they were taken for
granted. The majority of principles, however, were not explicitly stated
because they apparently could not be captured in an adequately concise
manner. Instead, in order to convey the full implications of these prin-
ciples, the range of, and exceptions to, their application, they were com-
monly illustrated through cases, or types of cases.

Be that as it may, principles which do not admit of exceptions underlie
the cases and opinions, whether they are explicitly articulated or assumed.
In fact, the cases and opinions are most often cited, not for their own
sake, but rather as illustrations of the principle and/or of its application.
True, they are intended to provide examples for solving future problems,
but this remains secondary to their function as practical examples of a
principle’s application. This striving to elucidate the principles often
appears to be the desideratum of juristic discourse in works of positive
law. Even in such a condensed work as the MukhtaQar of the nanafite
tamawc, this is clearly the case. Consider the following example:

Concerning a rented house whose owner has sold it [to other than the
tenant] before the end of the lease, Abe nancfa and Mumammad [b. nasan
al-Shaybanc] said: the tenant has the right to bar the buyer from purchasing
it and to nullify the sale. If the tenant does nullify the sale [before the end
of the lease], then the sale becomes irrevocably void. However, if he does
not do so and the lease period expires, then the sale remains in effect. This
is the old opinion of Abe Yesuf.

Those who wrote down Abe Yesuf ’s views (aQMAb al-imlA”)16 related that
[later] he held the opinion that the tenant has no right to nullify the sale,
and that renting the house is tantamount to its having a defect (cayb) in it.
If the buyer is aware of the defect [i.e., the lease], then the owner will not
be liable, and the former has the right to possess the property after the lease
period has expired. If he was not aware of the defect, he has the option
(khiyAr) either to cancel the sale due to the defect which he later found, or
to accept it.

Mumammad reported that Abe nancfa held the view that the tenant
has no right to void the sale of the house, but if he allows the sale to go into
effect, then the remaining period of his lease would be canceled.

15 Some authors explicitly admit that their works do not permit the exploration of
principles, lines of reasoning, etc. See, e.g. Ibn Ghanim b. Mumammad al-Baghdadc,
Majmac al-LamAnAt (Cairo: al-Masbaca al-Khayriyya, 1308/1890), 3.

16 That is, students who copied down Abe Yesuf ’s lectures. See Ibn cfbidcn, SharM
al-ManUEma, 17, where he remarks that the Shaficites call this type of imlA ” a ta clCqa.
On the taclCqa, see Makdisi, Rise, 114–21, 126–27.
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Abe nancfa’s first opinion was reported by persons other than
Mumammad. Those who recorded the views of Abe Yesuf reported this
opinion from him on the authority of Abe nancfa. Among them is Kaysanc
who reported it to us from his father, from Abe Yesuf, from Abe nancfa
himself. It is more in line with Abe nancfa’s doctrines and principles
(uQEl ) which he [Abe Yesuf ] did not dispute.17

In dealing with the sale of a rented residential property, tamawc finds him-
self here compelled to discuss three different opinions within the school,
each of them enjoying varying weight since they were held or reported
by the three early masters, Abe nancfa, Abe Yesuf, and Shaybanc. The
first paragraph above states what tamawc seems to have considered the
main tradition in the school – at least the one behind which he intends
to throw his full support. In the second, tamawc introduces a competing
opinion, held by Abe Yesuf. In the third, a contradictory opinion is
attributed by Shaybanc to Abe nancfa, but an opinion that contradicts
the latter’s position cited in the first paragraph. In the fourth paragraph,
tamawc neutralizes Shaybanc as a transmitter of Abe nancfa’s opinion
and establishes in favor of the first opinion (stated in the first paragraph)
an alternative and superior chain of transmission on the authority of
Kaysanc, Kaysanc’s father, and Abe Yesuf. tamawc also declares Abe
nancfa’s first opinion superior to both Abe nancfa’s other opinion and to
Abe Yesuf’s competing view by virtue of the fact that the first opinion is
in line with the general principles laid down by Abe nancfa himself and
presumably accepted by his two so-called disciples. The principle under-
lying this opinion, however, is only alluded to, not articulated. One can
infer that Abe nancfa held it as a principle, and not merely as an opinion,
that the tenant must be protected and must thus be given precedence
over a potential or prospective buyer during the period of his tenancy.
tamawc’s claim that Abe nancfa’s opinion stands in line with his own
principle, which Abe Yesuf did not dispute, further weakens the latter’s
opinion by implying that it is not in line with the authoritative nanafite
tradition which he himself accepted.

In this case it is clear that tamawc’s approach to deciding in favor of a
certain opinion is one of comparing and contrasting. The comparison is
taken still further to show the relative weakness of all opinions except
one, namely, that which was being advocated. Among all of the opinions
which no doubt have some merit, this particular opinion emerges as dis-
tinctly superior, not because it was held by any given jurist but rather

17 Abe Jacfar Ammad b. Mumammad al-tamawc, MukhtaQar, ed. Abe al-Wafa al-Afghanc
(Cairo: Masbacat Dar al-Kitab al-cArabc, 1370/1950), 130–31.
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because it conforms, more than any other, to the authoritative principles
of the school.

Comparing and contrasting opinions in an effort to reduce them,
through elimination, to a single opinion based on one principle was not
necessarily typical, nor was it done in such obvious ways as tamawc
adopted in this case. Sarakhsc, for instance, writes:

The qAKC who receives a written instrument from another qAKC must ask
the bearer [i.e. witnesses] to testify that the instrument is truly that of
the sending qAKC [named] and that the seal is his. This is so because the
[receiving] qAKC has no knowledge [of the case] and thus two witnesses
are needed as proof. He should have the instrument read before them and
should testify to its contents. It is the principle of Abe nancfa – may God
bestow mercy upon him – that in order for the instrument to be legally
valid as a basis of judicial decisions, it is a condition that the witnesses know
its contents. This was the old opinion of Abe Yesuf, but he rescinded
it and held that if the witnesses testify that the instrument truly belongs
to the sending qAKC and that the seal set on it is his, the [receiving] qAKC
should accept it, even though they may not know its contents. This is the
opinion of Ibn Abc Layla – may God have mercy on him – the reason
for it being that the instrument may deal with matters that the two judges
[the sending and the receiving] do not wish any one else to know; and
this is why the instrument is sealed.18

Here, two opinions are set apart by two different rationales. Abe Yesuf ’s
change of mind seems enhanced by the fact that Ibn Abc Layla had held
the same opinion. But naming Ibn Abc Layla, a non-nanafite, as a sup-
porting authority may not have been to Abe Yesuf’s advantage, after all.
On the other hand, by employment of a stylistic device, Abe nancfa’s
opinion is made to dominate, first by referring to it approvingly as the
standard doctrine of the school, and second by mentioning it at the out-
set, as though it were the default opinion. Once this is done, the authority
holding the opinion is named and other competing opinions are then
introduced.

However, it is not always the case that one opinion or principle must
be made the preponderant one. At times, two or more opinions or prin-
ciples are stated as equally valid. Quderc writes that “according to Abe
nancfa, common property (mushA c) is not rentable, but both of them
[Abe Yesuf and Shaybanc] held that it is.”19 These two general rules

18 Sarakhsc, MabsES, XV, 95.
19 Ammad b. Mumammad b. Jacfar al-Quderc, MukhtaQar, ed. Kamil cUwayda (Beirut:

Dar al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya, 1418/1997), 104.
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or principles are simply stated by Quderc without further comment,
as if to permit the jurist or judge to pick either of the two as the basis
for deducing a rule or a decision. The equal validity of both positions
seems to have persisted in the nanafite school. The later Ottoman
jurist Ibrahcm al-nalabc states these two opinions in the same distanced
fashion, giving no one opinion precedence over the other.20

Similarly, cAla’ al-Dcn al-Samarqandc reports a disagreement among
the nanafites as to the time when zakAt is to be paid. Thaljc and Abe Bakr
al-Jaqqaq appear to have maintained that it is payable at any time within
the period for which it is due. But Shaybanc and Karkhc opined that it is
payable at the very beginning of the period. Having stated these two
positions, Samarqandc concludes by saying that “ultimately, the matter is
subject to disagreement as to whether it is payable immediately or at a
later time.”21 Now, as was the case in the rentability of common property,
the issue is disagreement over principles which are the product of varying
interpretations of the revealed texts. Individual cases are decided one way
or another depending on which principle is applied. The apparently equal
status of the two competing principles permits the jurist or judge a liberal
choice. Any attempt to tip the scale in favor of one as opposed to the
other, however, entails an examination of the textual and other evidence
by which each was derived. But this, technically speaking, no longer lies
within the province of taqlCd, and a discussion of it must therefore be
postponed until chapter 5.

To stipulate principles as the foundation of deduction is equivalent
to stipulating axiomatic postulates that underlie a class of cases. These
postulates are not principles in the sense that they do not constitute
general propositions from which rules are inferred deductively. Rather,
they represent only one, albeit important, element among the totality of
premises from which the rule is inferred. Just as the choice of one prin-
ciple over another determines a different rule for the same case, so does
the acceptance of one axiomatic position affect the manner in which a
case is solved. And just as in the case where principles may be stipulated
without making an attempt to render one of them preponderant over the
other, axiomatic positions are normally stated without any clear effort to
argue in favor of one position over another. The Shaficites, for instance,
disagree on the fee which the bathhouse keeper charges. Shashc puts the
crux of the matter thus:

20 Ibrahcm b. Mumammad al-nalabc, MultaqA al-AbMur, ed. Wahbc al-Albanc, 2 vols.
(Beirut: Mu’assasat al-Risala, 1409/1989), II, 162.

21 cAla’ al-Dcn al-Samarqandc, TuMfat al-FuqahA”, 3 vols. (Damascus: Dar al-Fikr, 1384/
1964), I, 558–59.
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Our associates have disagreed concerning the amount charged by the bath
keeper. Is it the price of water, an entrance fee, a rental fee for the bucket
[used for washing], or a fee for valetry? Some of them opined that it is the
price of water, that the bath keeper valets as a volunteer, and that he only
lends the bucket. Others maintained that the amount represents a [cover]
fee for entrance, rental of the bucket, and valetry. Therefore, the customer
is not liable to damages pertaining to the bucket [if it is destroyed]. But
if the clothes [of the customer] are destroyed [while in the custody of the
bath keeper], is the bath keeper liable to damages? On this, there are two
opinions.22

The point of this passage, which is part of a larger discussion on the
liability for damage to rented property, is not to formulate any casuistic
rule but rather to state the entire range of opinions which are themselves
definitions of what the bathhouse keeper’s fee is. Each opinion, which
allocates the fee in a particular manner, entails a conclusion about liability
for damaged property that is different from other conclusions because
the latter are based on different allocations of the fee. If one accepts that
the fee represents the price of the water, then the customer is responsible
for damages if the bucket is destroyed, because he borrowed it but did
not rent it. If it is borrowed, then the benefit accrues to the borrower,
not the bucket owner. Accordingly, the bucket owner is not held liable
to damages, because – to put it tautologically – he derived no benefit
by lending it. But if one accepts that the amount represents a rental fee
for the bucket, then the user is not liable because the bathhouse keeper
benefits from the rental fee.23

Now, the same questions and opinions are also introduced toward
the very end of the passage concerning the bathhouse keeper’s liability if
the customer’s clothes are ruined. Again, as in the case of the bucket,
two opinions are stated, or rather intimated, in this regard. The brevity of
Shashc’s discussion, and the cursory manner in which he glosses over the
last opinions about clothing, are, together with other stylistic elements,
all indicative of a profound familiarity with an age-old issue that hardly
merits discussion beyond a synopsis. Shashc’s passage, therefore, is no
more than a summary of the axiomatic postulates that are distinctly
known to lead to a variety of solutions in the law of damages.

In the majority of the cases and opinions thus far discussed, there may
be detected a penchant for comparing and contrasting, with a marked
effort to isolate a particular opinion by identifying it with an accepted
or authoritative principle. Normally, the principles that dominate in a

22 Shashc, Nulyat al-cUlamA”, V, 448. 23 See Mawardc, al-NAwC al-KabCr, IX, 256.
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school tend to support opinions that have themselves become author-
itative, though a number of major jurists may hold different opinions.
Consider the following example, also from Shashc’s work:

[The case of a person who] hands (yadfac) a piece of cloth to someone else,
and the latter sews it [into a dress] without mentioning his fee, has four
opinions: The first is that he [the owner of the cloth] is obliged to pay the
fee. This is Muzanc’s opinion. The second opinion is that if he told him
[the tailor] “sew the garment,” then he is obliged to pay; but if he [the
tailor] began his work and later said “pay me so that I will sew it,” then
he is not obliged [to pay him]. This is Abe Ismaq’s opinion.24 The third
opinion is that if the craftsman [=tailor] has been known to charge a fee for
sewing, then he should be paid. If he has not been known to do so, then
payment is not necessary. This is Abe al-cAbbas [Ibn Surayj]’s opinion.
The fourth, which is the authoritative opinion in the school (madhhab), is
that in none of these cases is he entitled to a fee.25

In his opening statement, Shashc makes it clear that the act of handing
over the garment was not accompanied by any formal exchange of words,
such as, for instance, offer and acceptance. It is precisely the absence of
such a formality that gives rise to a problematic that constitutes the nexus
of the entire juristic disagreement. Each of the four opinions expressed
is based on a previous assumption or a principle. Muzanc appears to con-
sider the transaction, if it can be regarded as such, as an implied offer and
acceptance, a consideration which justifies the opinion that the owner
of the garment stands obligated to pay the tailor a fee. Abe Ismaq, on the
other hand, requires that the offer be explicitly stated, whereas acceptance
comes into effect by the implied fact that the tailor has begun his work
on the dress. Ibn Surayj deals with the matter in different terms. He
accepts the transaction as an implied contract if it is customarily known
that the man is a professional tailor who charges fees for his labor. The
authoritative doctrine of the school, however, is that a contract in matters
of rent and hire is not deemed to be in effect if offer and acceptance
were not explicitly stated at the outset. This explains why Shashc, when
citing the fourth opinion of the madhhab, is careful to add the clause
“in all cases.”

What Shashc has done here, as is often the case, is to cite all relevant
opinions which represent the application of different principles. By so
doing, he shows, without much elaboration, how each of the different

24 Presumably Abe Ismaq Ibrahcm al-Shcrazc (d. 476/1083).
25 Shashc, Nulyat al- cUlamA”, V, 455. See also Zayn al-Dcn Ibn Nujaym, al-AshbAh wal-

NaUA”ir (Calcutta: al-Masbaca al-Taclcmiyya, 1260/1844), 134.
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opinions is undergirded by a different presupposition. But in this case he
also accomplishes another task, namely, to assert that the fourth opinion
differs from the rest due to the fact that it is based on a principle which
has become authoritative in the school. He does not state the principle,
and certainly does not openly assert its authoritative nature. Instead, he
implies, without allowing for ambiguity, that because the fourth opinion
is the madhhab – i.e., the authoritative doctrine – then the principle on
which it is based is, a fortiori, the authoritative principle of the school.
(Incidentally, note that two of Shashc’s authorities are jurists who lived
a century or more after Shaficc, while those responsible for determining
the authoritativeness of the fourth opinion belong to an even later period,
from the middle of the fourth/tenth century and thereafter, when the
Shaficite school had already reached its final formation.)

In both examples, of the bathhouse keeper and of the tailor, Shashc can
be characterized as having been highly elliptic, leaving much to the realm
of the implied. He states opinions, here and elsewhere, without their
respective principles, and principles without their various applications
or interpretations. Such is the case with many other jurists. It is worth
remarking in passing that this phenomenon is more a mark of avoiding
having to state the obvious than being a simple restatement of doctrines
whose rationalization and justification are not within reach. In longer
works, authors tend to expand on such matters, as does, for instance,
Nawawc in his expansive RawKa,26 where he deals with most of the
matters addressed by Shashc.

It is often the case that opinions are very carefully articulated, which
is also true of the reasoning that underlies them. The nanafite work
al-FatAwA al-Hindiyya offers illustrative examples, one of which is the
following:27

If a man hires a beast in order to use it for the transportation of a stipulated
quantity of barley, but uses it instead to transport the same quantity of
wheat, then he is liable to pay the beast’s value in damages if it perishes,
and is not bound to pay the hiring fee [to its owner]. This is the opinion of
all [nanafite jurists], because wheat is heavier, more solid and denser than
barley. His doing so is tantamount to having used it to transport stones
or iron.

The situation would be different if he were to hire it for the trans-
portation of ten dry measures of barley and instead uses it to transport
eleven such measures [of the same commodity]. If he does so, he would

26 Mumyc al-Dcn Sharaf al-Dcn al-Nawawc, RawKat al-TAlibCn, ed. cfdil cAbd al-Mawjed
and cAlc Mucawwak, 8 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya, n.d.), IV, 306 ff.

27 Al-FatAwA al-Hindiyya, IV, 490–91.
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be liable [only] to a portion of the damages28 [if the beast perished and]
if it is [deemed] capable of carrying that [commodity], because what has
been transported is of the same species as that which has been stipulated
[in the contract of hire].

If it is stipulated that he will transport ten dry measures of wheat, but
he instead uses it to transport ten dry measures of barley, then, according
to istiMsAn, he is not liable to damages [if the beast perishes] . . . If, on
the other hand, he stipulates [the commodity] to be barley, but he instead
uses it for the transportation of the same quantity of wheat, then he is
liable to damages. The governing principle (aQl ) is that if the commodity
transported is other than that which was stipulated [in the contract],
and that if the two commodities are of the same weight, but the former
occupies a smaller space on the back of the beast than that which the
latter would have occupied, then he [who hires the beast] would be liable
to damages because the commodity actually transported would harm the
beast more than the commodity stipulated [in the contract]. This would
be tantamount to a situation in which wheat or barley is stipulated, but
then iron or stones of the same stipulated weight are transported instead.
If, on the other hand, the commodity actually transported occupies a larger
space on the back of the beast than that which was stipulated,29 then he is
not liable to damages because this [distribution of load] is easier for the
beast . . . Such is the opinion given in fatwAs (wa-bi-hAdhA yuftA). This is
from al-VahCriyya.30

If he hires a beast in order to use it for the transportation of barley,
but instead loads one saddlebag with wheat and the other with barley, and
the beast perishes, our associates held that he is liable to damages equal to
one half of [its] value and one half of the hiring fee. This is according to
al-YanAbC c.31 The governing principle [here] is that if the hirer violates the
stipulation [in the contract] by loading the beast with the same material
stipulated or something lighter in weight, then he is not liable to damages
because the [owner’s] acceptance of a certain [potential] harm means
acceptance of a lower degree of harm. But if he violates the stipulation by
raising the level of [potential] harm above that which was stipulated, and
if the beast perishes, then he would be liable to damages, but not to the
payment of the fee, if the materials he transports were of a kind different
from that which was stipulated. If it were of the same kind, then he would
be liable to an amount of damages proportionate to that part of the load in
excess of what was stipulated, as well as to the hiring fee. This is so because
the beast will have perished due to both an act for which he received

28 Equal to one-tenth of the beast’s actual value.
29 It being understood here that the two commodities are equal in weight.
30 By Mumammad vahcr al-Dcn b. Ammad al-nanaf c al-Walwalijc who died in 710/1310.

See najjc Khalcfa, Kashf al-VunEn, II, 1230.
31 Al-YanAbC c was written by Mumammad b. cAlc al-Shiblc (d. 769/1367).
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permission [from the owner] and an act for which he did not receive such
permission. Damages are thus distributed in relative proportion. However,
if he loads the beast beyond its capability, then he is liable because he was
not permitted to do so. Iron is more harmful than cotton because it gathers
in one spot on the back of the beast, whereas cotton spreads out. This is
cited in al-IkhtiyAr SharM al-MukhtAr.32

This is a fairly elaborate exposition which relates exclusively to damage
liability for hired beasts. As may be observed, the preoccupation of the
authors is not with textual attestations from the Quran or the Sunna,
but rather with authoritative principles that have dominated the school.
At least two such principles are explicitly cited, and they constitute the
major premises which prompt the lines of reasoning adopted in this case.
The essential point here is that both overloading the hired beast with a
commodity that has been stipulated in the contract and loading it with a
commodity of a denser quality but of the same weight stipulated will
render the hirer liable for damages.

Another salient feature in this passage is the authority through which
these principles and the law of which they form a part are mediated.
Four authorities are cited: The first, given at the outset, is effectively
the totality of the major nanafite scholars; the second is al-VahCriyya, by
Mumammad b. Ammad al-nanafc  (d. 710/1310); the third is al-YanAbC c,
by Mumammad b. cAbd Allah al-Shiblc (d. 769/1367); and the fourth
is al-IkhtiyAr, by cAbd Allah b. Mawded al-Meqilc (d. 683/1284). It is
worth noting that the last three are relatively late, and are cited by title,
not by their respective authors. Of this phenomenon we shall say some-
thing later.33 For now it suffices to say that the activity of taqlCd involved
here is not confined to the citation or repetition of what earlier authorities
held to be true. The authority that is being transmitted cannot be con-
fined to a casuistic repetition of cases. If casuistry is involved, it is to
illustrate principles around which the law revolves. The authority being
transmitted through taqlCd therefore is one that has at its center the
articulation of principles which constitute the foundation underlying a
changing array of cases to which these principles constitute applications.
It is the principles and certainly not the individual cases that constitute
the backbone of taqlCd. True, the majority of the jurists did not occupy
themselves with the manner in which these principles were derived,

32 Al-MukhtAr was written by cAbd Allah b. Mammed b. Mawded al-Meqilc (d. 683/
1284). He wrote a commentary on his own book which he titled al-IkhtiyAr li-TaclCl
al-MukhtAr (5 vols. [Cairo: Muqsafa Babc al-nalabc, 1951]) and the reference here is
very probably to this commentary. See vol. II, 51 ff.

33 See the next section of this chapter and chapter 6, section VIII, below.
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although it remains true that many of those evolved with time and cannot
be traced to a direct source or a conscious act of ijtihAd. But the great
majority of them, as is attested in the pages of hundreds of treatises
written on the subject, understood the significance of the principles and
knew how to apply them. For they were muqallids, and this is precisely
what taqlCd meant. Furthermore, the object of loyalty here is not even
the earliest authorities of the school, a phenomenon we have already
observed in Shashc. One searches in vain for the names of Abe nancfa,
Abe Yesuf, Shaybanc, Zufar, and other early authorities. Instead, it is the
later jurists, and in particular the later treatises qua treatises, that occupy
center stage.

I have said that in this example the preoccupation of the authors is
not with the manner in which the principles and the rules were derived
from the revealed texts. This is because such principles were not extracted
directly from such sources; rather, they represent juristic elaborations
on the basis of earlier elaborations that were themselves probably derived
from these sources. This is precisely what Ibn Kamal meant when he
declared the chief credential of the middle ranks of jurists to be loyalty to
the founder’s uQEl.34 But when the principles were perceived as emanating
directly from the revealed sources, the muqallids were not shy to venture
upon examining such sources.

In his discussion of pilgrimage as a religious duty, Nawawc makes the
following argument:35

Pilgrimage is one of the pillars and duties of Islam, for it was related upon
the authority of Ibn cUmar – may God be pleased with him and with his
father – that he said: “I heard the Messenger of God – may God bestow
peace upon him – say: ‘Islam was founded upon five things; the shahAda
that there is no god but God, performance of prayer, payment of the zakAt,
pilgrimage to the House and the fasting of Ramadan.’ ” With regard to the
lesser pilgrimage (cumra), there are two opinions [by Shaficc]. In the new
opinion,36 he considered the lesser pilgrimage a duty on the basis of what
cf’isha reported. She said: “I asked: ‘O messenger of God, should women
participate in jihAd ?’ The Prophet said: ‘Yes, a jihAd in which no killing
is involved – pilgrimage and the lesser pilgrimage.’ ” In the old opinion,

34 Qurashc, al-JawAhir al-MuKC ”a, II, 558–59.
35 In his al-MajmE c, a commentary on Abe Ismaq al-Shcrazc’s Muhadhdhab, which was to

remain incomplete despite the later efforts of Taqc al-Dcn al-Subkc and others. See Jalal
al-Dcn cAbd al-Ramman al-Suyesc, al-MinhAj al-SawC f C Tarjamat al-ImAm al-NawawC,
printed with Nawawc, RawKat al-TAlibCn, I, 63–64.

36 As is well known, Shaficc often held two opinions on the same matter: the so-called
“Old” doctrine he reportedly espoused before his migration to Egypt, and the “New”
one that he formulated while in Egypt. On this, see Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 65 ff.
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Shaficc did not consider it a duty on the grounds of Jabir’s tradition that
the Prophet, when asked if the lesser pilgrimage was a duty, replied: “No,
but if you perform it, it is better for you.” The correct opinion is the first
[i.e., the new one], because the latter tradition was not reported directly
from the Prophet (rafaca)37 by Ibn Lahcca, and what he narrated exclusively
on his own authority is weak.
Commentary : Ibn cUmar’s tradition was narrated by Bukharc and Muslim.
In the two RaMCMs,38 the tradition was reported with the variants “pilgrim-
age and the fasting of Ramadan” as well as “the fasting of Ramadan and
pilgrimage.” Both are sound, for the conjunctive “and” does not necessitate
a particular order of things. Ibn cUmar heard it twice, and he reported it
with the two variants. If the author [i.e., Shcrazc] used this tradition as
evidence and did not use God’s words “People owe God the pilgrimage to
the House,”39 it is because he wanted to show that pilgrimage is a pillar,
and this meaning is found in the Prophetic tradition, not in the Quranic
verse.

cf’isha’s tradition was related by Ibn Maja, Bayhaqc, and others through
sound chains of transmission. Ibn Maja related the tradition according to
the conditions set by Bukharc and Muslim.40 In favor of the lesser pilgrim-
age being a duty, Bayhaqc reported, on his own authority, on the authority
of Abe Razcn al-cAqclc, the Companion – may God be pleased with him
– that he [Abe Razcn] said to the Prophet: “O messenger of God, my
father can perform neither pilgrimage nor the lesser one, nor can he ride a
caravan.” The Prophet said: “Then perform pilgrimage and lesser pilgrim-
age on his behalf.” Bayhaqc said: “Muslim b. al-najjaj said: ‘I heard Ammad
Ibn nanbal say: “Concerning the duty to perform the lesser pilgrimage,
I do not know a better and more sound tradition than this report of
Abe Razcn.” ’ ” These are Bayhaqc’s words. This tradition of Abe Razcn is
sound, and was narrated by Abe Dawed, Tirmidhc, Nasa’c, Ibn Maja,
and others through sound chains of transmission. Tirmidhc said: It is a
tradition of the Masan–QaMCM type.41

37 MarfE c is a tradition on the authority of one of the Companions to the effect that the
Prophet said or did something. The fact that a Companion attested to the words or
deeds of the Prophet makes the tradition “lifted” to the level of the Prophet, in contra-
distinction with a transmission from a Successor who could not have possibly met the
Prophet. See Abe cAmr cUthman b. cAbd al-Ramman Ibn al-ralam, Muqaddimat Ibn al-
RalAM wa-MaMAsin al-IQSilAM, ed. cf’isha cAbd al-Ramman (Cairo: Dar al-Macarif, 1989),
193; G. H. A. Juynboll, “Raf c,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, new (2nd) edition (Leiden:
E. J. Brill, 1960– ), VIII, 384–85.

38 By Bukharc and Muslim. 39 Quran 3:97.
40 For these conditions, see Ibn al-ralam, Muqaddima, 170.
41 This combination of terms is unique to Tirmidhc. It refers to the isnAd of a tradition, so

that if a tradition is reported through two chains of transmission, one being QaMCM
(sound) and the other Masan (good), it was termed a Masan–QaMCM tradition. See James
Robson, “Varieties of the Nasan Tradition,” Journal of Semitic studies, 6 (1961), 49 ff.;
Ibn al-ralam, Muqaddima, 185.
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As for Jabir’s tradition, it was narrated by Tirmidhc as one of a group of
traditions on the authority of najjaj who is Ibn Arsa’a, on the authority of
Mumammad Ibn al-Munkadir, on the authority of Jabir that the Prophet
was asked about whether or not the lesser pilgrimage is a duty. He said:
“It is not, but if you perform it, it is better for you.” Tirmidhc said: “This
tradition is of the Masan–QaMCM type.” Tirmidhc reported that Shaficc said:
“The lesser pilgrimage is a duty, and I know of no one who permitted it to
be otherwise. There is nothing in it which proves it to be a voluntary
act.” He also said: “Jabir’s tradition was reported on the authority of the
Prophet, but it is weak and cannot sustain an argument. Moreover, we
have been told that Ibn cAbbas deemed the lesser pilgrimage a duty.” This
is the end of Tirmidhc’s statement.

Tirmidhc’s claim that this tradition is of the Masan–QaMCM type cannot be
accepted. One should not be misled by Tirmidhc’s statement concerning
this tradition because the traditionists agree that it is weak. Its weakness
is due to the fact that it turns on al-najjaj Ibn Arsa’a, for he is its sole
transmitter. Tirmidhc reported it on his authority, although najjaj, by
the agreement of the traditionists, is a weak transmitter and a forger. In his
tradition, he said “from (can) Mumammad Ibn al-Munkadir.” There is no
disagreement [among the traditionists] that if a [person known to be a]
forger uses the word can, then his transmission should not be considered
credible.42

Now, the author’s [i.e., Shcrazc’s] statement “because the latter tradition
[of Jabir] was reported directly from the Prophet by Ibn Lahcca, and what
he narrated exclusively on his own authority is weak” has been criticized on
account of the fact that he had erred with regard to it. This is so, because
the one who reported it from the Prophet was not Ibn Lahcca but al-najjaj
Ibn Arsa’a, as we have already mentioned. The author was also criticized
for his statement that “what Ibn Lahcca narrated exclusively on his own
authority is weak,” because Ibn Lahcca is weak whether he narrates a tradi-
tion alone or together with others.43

The crux of this long discussion is simply whether the performance of
pilgrimage and the lesser pilgrimage are mandatory acts or not. Here,
three juristic voices can be identified: Shaficc, Shcrazc, and Nawawc himself.

42 A tradition that was transmitted, at any link, through the use of “can” was considered by
a number of MadCth scholars to be “interrupted” (munqaSi c), unless it can be established
that the two scholars creating that link are both trustworthy (in this case defined as
having never been involved in MadCth forgery, tadlCs) and that they had been in the
QuMba of each other for a reasonably long period of time. Al-najjaj b. Arsa’a failed
to meet the first condition, to say the least. See Ibrahcm b. cAbd Allah al-Qasimc,
TaqrCb IQSilAM al-MuMaddithCn min AfhAm al-TAlibCn (Kerala: Dar al-Hilal lil-Kutub
al-Islamiyya, 1985), 48. On QuMba, see chapter 1, n. 4, above.

43 Salim cAbd al-Ghanc al-Raficc, MukhtaQar al-MajmE c: SharM al-Muhadhdhab, 8 vols.
(Jedda: Maktabat al-Sawadc, 1995), VII, 6–9.
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A rudimentary form of taqlCd would have been satisfactorily accomplished
had Nawawc merely stated the accepted opinions of Shaficc, namely, that
both pilgrimage and the lesser pilgrimage are obligatory. These opinions
could have been stated in a straightforward manner; e.g., “According
to Shaficc, pilgrimage and the lesser pilgrimage are obligatory duties.”
Instead, the discussion is opened by the introduction of competing
opinions, expressed in contradictory traditions, and, to complicate the
matter further, Shaficc’s old opinions are also cited.

Now, the point of advancing all these divergent opinions is to show
that out of all the conceivable solutions to the problem, Shaficc’s (new)
solutions are the most convincing.44 This was the intent of Shcrazc when
he dealt with the issue, and it was likewise the intent of Nawawc who
found Shcrazc’s reasoning to be wanting in certain respects. Nawawc
reconstructs the authority supporting Ibn cUmar’s tradition by anchor-
ing it in the two RaMCMs of Muslim and Bukharc. cf’isha’s tradition is
supported by the authority of the collections made by Ibn Maja and
others, but ultimately this authority derives from the fact that Ibn Maja
sorted out this tradition according to Muslim’s and Bukharc’s condi-
tions.45 In favor of the obligatory nature of the lesser pilgrimage, Nawawc
introduces an impressive array of traditionist authorities, including Ibn
nanbal, Bayhaqc, Abe Dawed, Nasa’c, Ibn Maja, and Tirmidhc. But
the latter’s authority is disputed when it comes to Jabir’s tradition,
which he considers sound. Shaficc, on the one hand, and the anonymous
collectivity of the traditionists, on the other, are cited in refutation of
Tirmidhc’s position. Furthermore, Nawawc subjects Shcrazc himself to
criticism, charging him with having erred in his evaluation of Ibn Lahc ca
as a traditionist.

44 Rehearsing a range of opinions was widely recognized as having the benefit of showing
that, of all conceivable opinions, the one being defended is the most convincing or
sound. In a revealing passage, tef c explains why old and obsolete opinions of the
masters are listed in law books alongside recognized and authoritative opinions. Logic,
he says, requires that obsolete opinions which are by definition not part of practice (mA
lA camala calayh lA MAjata la-hu) should not be rehearsed in these books, for that would
in effect be a waste of time. However, such opinions are included for another reason,
namely, to demonstrate the methods by which a variety of opinions pertaining to a
single case are derived. Such a demonstration allows the reasoner to compare and
contrast the relevant and obsolete opinions as well as the interpretive methods that
lie behind them. This comparative analysis will in turn permit him to choose the most
convincing of the opinions, an analytical process known as tarjCM. Although tef c
happened to be speaking of old vis-à-vis new opinions, the principle of rehearsing a
variety of opinions, old and new, from within and without the school, had the same
function. See his SharM MukhtaQar al-RawKa, III, 626.

45 See n. 40, above.
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Nawawc’s taqlCd in this case is of the best kind. He is loyal to both
Shaficc and the mediating authority, Shcrazc. Examining the tradition
closely, he insists on the obligatory nature of pilgrimage and the lesser
pilgrimage. But in affirmation of this loyalty, he goes beyond it to re-
examine the textual evidence sustaining the tradition, with the result that
it is given an extra weight. TaqlCd here is not only an intelligent applica-
tion of principles, as we have seen earlier, but a reenactment of ijtihAd.
Nawawc, like Shcrazc before him, traced the evidence and hermeneutics
used by Shaficc. Both of them reproduced it, and both improved on it.
This undeniably creative activity cannot, nonetheless, be characterized
as ijtihAd, but rather as the highest manifestation of taqlCd, calculated,
pondered, analyzed, and finally ratified. It is not ijtihAd par excellence
because it is not an independent act of reasoning and interpretation.
But it is an eloquent expression of what has been termed ittibAc, an intel-
ligent and creative type of taqlCd by which an earlier ijtihAd is reenacted,
defended, and, in most cases, improved.

I I I

To describe this type of taqlCd as intelligent and creative by no means
implies that other types are, in these respects, inferior. The hermeneutical
activity that engaged Nawawc was in effect a confrontation with the
revealed texts through the mediating authority of Shaficc and Shcrazc. No
principles of the type we encountered in earlier cases were involved. The
case of pilgrimage, whether greater or lesser, did not lend itself to such
levels of abstraction. Pilgrimage is either an obligatory duty or it is not.
In the other examples we encountered earlier, on the other hand, prin-
ciples constituted the backbone of taqlCd. The jurists of the post-formative
period, namely, the successors of the imam in Ibn al-ralam’s and Ibn
Kamal’s typologies, were not interested in vindicating principles as they
would be seen to derive from the revealed texts. As a rule, they were
taken for granted. Part of the reason why this was the case is that some of
these principles were derived from earlier principles or assumptions which
were the product of juristic thought that found no more than a tenuous
connection with the revealed texts. The case of overloading hired beasts
exemplifies principles of this sort.

But an explanation for the lack of interest shown by jurists in the
connection between principles and textual support must be sought in
the notion of loyalty to one’s school. This loyalty would not have been
the same had the jurists found it necessary to vindicate the school’s prin-
ciples at every stage of reproducing doctrine. Loyalty meant precisely the
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acceptance of these principles – though not necessarily unquestioningly
– and more importantly, it meant applying them to individual cases.
Whatever the legal question or case might have been, it was nothing more
than an instance to which a principle was applied.

Nonetheless, loyalty also meant a defense of the principles as well as of
the hermeneutics of the school.46 And here lies another important feature
of taqlCd. Generally speaking, taqlCd of the defensive type operated on two
levels: the defense of one authority within the school over and against
another, and the defense of the school as a whole or an individual author-
ity in it against (an)other school(s) as a collective entity, or against an
individual authority or authorities belonging to another school or schools.
Three examples should suffice to illustrate our point, the first of which is
taken from the nanafite Sarakhsc:47

According to us [the nanafites], the qAKC should not inflict a corporal
punishment, be it Quranic (Madd ) or discretionary (taczCr), nor should
he physically punish a person on behalf of another, in the precinct of the
mosque. Shaficc, may God bestow mercy upon him, held the opinion that
the qAKC may do so if he does not [thereby] sully the mosque because the
act of being in the mosque represents nearness to God and obedience to
Him. Since these are the intended purposes of the mosque, then punish-
ment is merely the tail end of his duties as a judge. And since he is per-
mitted to sit in judgment in the [yard of the] mosque, he is therefore
permitted to complete the adjudication of his cases including the meting
out of punishments there.

The argument in support of our [nanafite] position is the tradition
from the Prophet who said: “No Quranic punishments are to be meted out
in the mosques.” In Makmel’s tradition, the prophet said: “From your
mosques, keep away your boys, your madmen, your shouts, your disputes,
your meting out of Quranic punishments, your sword drawing and your
trading . . . .” It was reported that cUmar – may God be pleased with him
– ordered that a man be physically punished, and told the person to
whom he gave this order: “Take him out of the mosque, then strike him.”
Furthermore, the Prophet was not reported to have himself ordered the
infliction [in the mosque] of a Quranic punishment upon anyone, because
he abhorred sullying the mosque and the shouting of the person being
punished once he is stricken.

46 In fact, treatises – wholly or in part – were written explicitly for the purpose of defend-
ing a particular school and of showing its superiority to the others. See, for example,
Racc, IntiQAr al-FaqCr, especially at 199 ff.; Ibn Farmen, DCbAj, 11–16; Abe al-Mu’ayyad
Muwaffaq al-Dcn b. Ammad al-Makkc, ManAqib al-ImAm al-AcUam AbC NanCfa, 2 vols.
(Hyderabad: Masbacat Majlis Da’irat al-Macarif al-Niuamiyya, 1321/1903), I, 38 and
passim.

47 Sarakhsc, MabsES, XV, 107.
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This passage represents a vindication of the nanafite position vis-à-vis
that of Shaficc in particular and, through him, that of the Shaficite school
in general. Sarakhsc presents Shaficc’s stance as one based on a general line
of reasoning, deriving from the basic assumption that the mosque’s func-
tion is to bring Muslims closer to God as well as to show obedience to
Him. Since the qAKC seeks to achieve these ends, then bringing his work
to completion by inflicting punishment on convicted criminals becomes
permissible. It is irrelevant to our purposes here whether this is the full
extent of Shaficc’s position or reasoning on the matter. The point is that
Sarakhsc sets up Shaficc’s position only to knock it down with what is in
effect impressive textual evidence.

The second example, from a Shaficite source, provides a somewhat
more complicated picture. The issue at stake is whether pilgrimage should
be performed instantaneously (calA al-fawr) or whether it can be deferred
to a later time (calA al-tarAkhC ). On the authority of Shcrazc, Nawawc
states:

We have already mentioned that our school’s doctrine (madhhabunA) is
that it can be deferred to a later time. This opinion was held by Awzacc,
Thawrc, and Mumammad b. al-nasan [al-Shaybanc]. Mawardc reported it
on the authority of Ibn cAbbas, Anas, Jabir, cAsa’, and tawes, may God be
pleased with them all. Malik and Abe Yesuf opined that it is to be per-
formed instantaneously. It is also the opinion of Muzanc and the majority
of Abe nancfa’s followers. Abe nancfa himself did not hold a view with
regard to this question.

In favor of their opinion, the latter argued by citing God: “Perform
pilgrimage and the lesser pilgrimage for the sake of God.”48 This is a com-
mand (amr) and commands make instantaneous performance [of the thing
commanded] necessary.49 They also adduced the tradition reported by
Mihran b. rafwan on the authority of Ibn cAbbas – may God be pleased
with both – that the Prophet said: “He who wants to perform pilgrimage
must hurry.” This tradition was narrated by Abe Dawed on his own
authority, on Mihran’s authority, but this Mihran is unknown (majhEl ).
Ibn Abc natim said: “Abe Zurca was asked about him [Mihran], and he
replied: ‘I do not know him except through this tradition.’ ” They also
adduced the aforementioned tradition:50 “He who is not prevented from
pilgrimage due to poverty, incurable illness, or a tyrant, will die either as a
Jew or as a Christian, whichever he chooses.”

Shaficc and our associates, [on the other hand], argued that the com-
mand to perform pilgrimage was revealed after the migration [to Medina],

48 Quran 2:196.
49 On commands and the imperative form, see Hallaq, History, 47–56.
50 Introduced earlier in the chapter on pilgrimage. Raficc, MukhtaQar al-MajmE c, VII, 22.
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as well as after the Prophet conquered Mecca in Ramadan, 8 a.h. He left
Mecca in Shawwal the same year, and left behind as a governor cAttab b.
Ascd. Muslims began to perform pilgrimage in the year 8 a.h. upon the
Prophet’s command. Meanwhile, the Prophet, together with his wives and
most of his Companions, were all living in Medina. He conducted the raid
on Tabek in the year 9 a.h., and left Tabek before making the pilgrimage.
He sent Abe Bakr – may God be pleased with him – to perform pilgrimage
on his behalf in the same year, despite the fact that he, his wives, and the
majority of his Companions were able to go on pilgrimage and were pre-
occupied with neither war nor any thing else. Later on, in the year 10 a.h.,
he, his wives, and Companions all went on pilgrimage, which shows that
it may be deferred.51

In the first paragraph, Nawawc opens his discussion with a statement
of the school’s doctrine and immediately marshals a prestigious list of
jurists who held that doctrine. Even a leading nanafite, Shaybanc, makes
an appearance here. To give this position added support, a number of
Companions are cited as having held the same doctrine. On the other
hand, the Malikites and the nanafites, against whose position Nawawc
is arguing here, are made to appear as holding the minority opinion
by adopting the opposite doctrine. Malik and Abe Yesuf, together with
Muzanc, are made to appear isolated when compared with the extensive
list of names already set forth. Even Abe nancfa cannot come to their
aid since he himself is said never to have formulated an opinion on the
matter. The sheer number and weight of voices in favor of, or against,
a position are seen here as constituting in themselves an argument.52

Although Nawawc’s discourse in the first paragraph has the appearance of
an objective accounting of those who stood for and against the allowabil-
ity of deferring pilgrimage, it is nothing less than an attempt to score a
point by showing that his camp enjoyed the weighty support of the most
illustrious Companions and jurists, including, of course, Shaficc himself.

In the second paragraph, a Quranic verse and two traditions are cited
in favor of the Malikite and nanafite positions. Nawawc, apparently
drawing upon the authority of Shcrazc, undermines Abe Dawed’s tradi-
tion by invoking Abe Zurca’s testimony against it. The other tradition,
related on the authority of Abe Umama, has also been shown – in a
previous discussion of pilgrimage – to have a weak chain of transmis-
sion.53 In favor of the Shaficite position, Nawawc gives a relatively detailed

51 Ibid., VII, 37–38.
52 This form of argument had become accepted since the second/eighth century. See

Schacht, Origins, 14 and n. 2 therein.
53 Raficc, MukhtaQar al-MajmE c, VII, 22–23.
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historical account of how the Prophet, his wives, and Companions
deferred going on pilgrimage. What Nawawc manages to accomplish here
is not only to reproduce the authoritative doctrine of his school, but also
to put forth an eloquent defense of it vis-à-vis the nanafites first, and
the Malikites second. As with Sarakhsc’s taqlCd, Nawawc’s version here
amounts to nothing short of a defense of the madhhab.

Our third example, pertaining to the permissibility of eating the flesh
of horses, also comes from Nawawc:

We have already mentioned that our doctrine is that it is permissible and
that it is not reprehensible (lA karAhata f C-hi ). This opinion was held by
most scholars, including cAbd Allah b. al-Zubayr, Fakala b. cUbayd, Anas
b. Malik, Asma’ bint Abc Bakr, Suwayd b. Ghafla, cAlqama, Aswad, cAsa’,
Shuraym, Saccd b. Jubayr, al-nasan al-Baqrc, Ibrahcm al-Nakhacc, nammad
b. Abc Sulayman, Ammad [Ibn nanbal], Ismaq [Ibn Rahawayh], Abe
Yesuf, Mumammad (al-Shaybanc), Dawed (b. Khalaf ), and others. Others
found it reprehensible, including Ibn cAbbas, al-nakam, Malik, and Abe
nancfa. The latter held that he who eats it is blameworthy, but it [the act]
cannot be called impermissible. In defense of this position, he adduced the
Quranic verse [16:8] “Horses, mules, and donkeys are intended for you to
ride, and for ornament.” [Abe nancfa argued that] God did not mention
eating them, whereas, in the preceding verse, He did mention the eating
of grazing livestock. Abe nancfa also adduced the tradition of ralim b.
Yamya b. al-Miqdam from his father from his grandfather from Khalid b.
al-Walcd who said: “The Messenger of God forbade [eating] the meat of
horses, mules, and donkeys and all predatory animals.” This tradition was
reported by Abe Dawed, Nasa’c, and Ibn Maja on the authority of Taqiyya
b. al-Walcd who transmitted it from ralim, from Yamya b. al-Miqdam
b. Macdyakrib from his father, from his grandfather from Khalid [b. al-
Walcd]. The leading MadCth scholars agree that this is a weak tradition, and
some held that it was abrogated. Daraqusnc and Bayhaqc have reported,
through a chain of transmission, on the authority of Mesa b. Haren al-
nammal, that he said that this tradition is weak. He also said that neither
ralim b. Yamya nor his father are known [to be reliable transmitters] except
through their transmission on the authority of ralim’s grandfather. Bukharc
said that this tradition is questionable ( f C-hi naUar). Bayhaqc said that
the tradition’s chain of transmission is confused; and as if this were not
enough, it is contradicted by [other] traditions transmitted by trustworthy
[authorities] concerning the horse’s flesh. Khassabc also said that the tradi-
tion’s chain of transmission is questionable, since the chain of ralim b.
Yamya b. Miqdam from his father from his grandfather is confused. Abe
Dawed said that this tradition was abrogated. Nasa’c maintained that the
tradition which permits [eating the flesh of horses] is more sound. Even
if we grant that it is a sound tradition, it is likely to have been abrogated
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because the permission expressed in the [other] sound tradition suggests
that abrogation took place.

In support of their position, our associates adduced the tradition of Jabir
who said: “During the battle of Khaybar, the Prophet forbade the con-
sumption of the flesh of domestic donkeys and permitted that of horses.”
Bukharc and Muslim reported this tradition in their SaMCMs . . . Jabir also
said: “We traveled with the Messenger of God and used to eat the flesh
of horses and drink their milk.” Daraqusnc and Bayhaqc reported this
tradition with a sound (QaMCM) chain of transmission. In [yet another]
report from Jabir, they are said to have eaten the flesh of horses during the
Prophet’s lifetime. Asma’ bint Abc Bakr reported that “we used to eat
the horse’s flesh during the lifetime of the Prophet.” Bukharc and Muslim
reported this tradition. She also said that “we slaughtered a horse during
the lifetime of the Prophet and ate it.”

As for our rebuttal of the others’ argument on the basis of the Quranic
verse, it is the same as Khassabc’s as well as our associates’ response: That
the mention of riding and ornament does not mean that their benefits are
limited to just that. If he specifically mentioned these two [benefits], it is
because they are most important when it comes to the horses’ use. God, for
example, said [Q. 2:173]: “I forbade unto you carrion, blood, and swine
flesh.” Only the flesh of the swine was mentioned because it is the more
important, but Muslims are in universal agreement (ajmaca) that the pig’s
lard, blood, and all other parts are forbidden. This is also why God did
not mention the horse as a means of transporting objects, although he did
mention it in the case of grazing beasts [16:7]: “And they bear your loads
for you.” This [omission] does not entail that horses should not be used for
transportation of objects. To our interpretation of this verse must be added
the evidence from the sound traditions we have adduced in favor of the
permissibility of consuming the horse’s flesh, in addition to [the fact] that
there is no sound evidence to the contrary (cadam al-mucAriK al-QaMCM).54

This kind of strategy in defending the madhhab should by now be clear.
Nawawc’s main target is seemingly Abe nancfa, and subsidiary to him
stood Malik and other less major figures of authority. Again, in an effort
to promote the validity of his school’s doctrine regarding the permissibil-
ity of consuming horsemeat, he marshals a long list of authorities which
includes leading Companions and Followers, and, to score a point, none
other than Abe nancfa’s own disciples. The single tradition cited in sup-
port of the impermissibility of this act meets with Nawawc’s devastat-
ing critique, leaving it in veritable ruins. In the same vein, Nawawc
advances an evincive argument against Abe nancfa’s interpretation of the
Quranic verse 16:8. At the end of the day, the Shaficite position is not

54 Nawawc, al-MajmE c, IX, 4–5.
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only vindicated but proven to be unquestionably superior to the only
other alternative that was held by Abe nancfa and Malik.

Needless to say, the defense of the madhhab as a dominant attitude in
the elaboration of positive law appeared as a feature of legal discourse only
subsequent to the formation of the legal schools. But this attitude should
not be expected to surface in every case the jurists discussed. Some cases
were unique to the schools, and did not therefore require either contesta-
tion or defense. A fertile ground for polemic was furnished by the older
cases and questions that the schools, or most of them at any rate, shared.
This common ground did not extend to the solutions they gave them.
Not only did the principles which they applied to the same cases vary, but
a single principle could receive diverging interpretations, thus leading to
further differences in positive doctrine which in turn required defense.

Loyalty to the school with which one was affiliated never waned and,
if anything, became all the more entrenched in both normative juristic
activity and in the jurists’ psyches. On the other hand, loyalty was not
limited to a particular figure in one’s school. While jurists were constantly
and consistently loyal to their schools as collective entities, no jurist was
loyal constantly and consistently, in every respect and detail of doctrine,
to any single authority within his school. Loyalty of this sort never existed
in reality, which is a powerful testimony to the liberal nature of taqlCd.

A jurist did express nominal loyalty to the so-called founder of his
school, not because he adopted the latter’s doctrines exclusively, but
because he and his doctrines epitomized the unique nature of the school,
in its positive law, juristic character, theological stance, and, most import-
antly, methodological and hermeneutical approaches. But once loyalty to
the school was manifested, no jurist felt bound to accept the entirety of
the founder’s positive legal doctrines. The nanafites, for instance, gave
Abe Yesuf and Shaybanc priority over Abe nancfa when the two agreed
with each other and at the same time differed from him. In fact, in those
cases where the interests of society were served better by the application
of a particular rule, that rule would have priority even though it might
not have been held by Abe nancfa.55 But whatever the theory behind
the distribution of authority may have been, jurists in reality never felt
irrevocably bound by the founder’s doctrines. And generally speaking,
the later the period, the more true this proposition is. Loyalty to several
authorities is exemplified in the work of the nanafite jurist al-Meqilc,

55 Qakckhan, FatAwA, I, 3; Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 70 ff.; Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al-cUrf
f C BinA” BacK al-AMkAm calA al- cUrf, in Ibn cfbidcn, MajmE cat RasA”il, II, 114–47, at
130 ff., and passim.
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who, like the majority of his fellows in that school, declares at the
outset that in his book he opted for “Abe nancfa’s doctrine” (qawl AbC
NanCfa).56 What the reader finds instead is a rich blend of doctrines
emanating from many different authorities, including Abe Yesuf,
Shaybanc, Zufar, Karkhc, Abe al-Layth al-Samarqandc, Shams al-A’imma
al-Sarakhsc, and anonymous “later jurists” (muta”akhkhirEn).57 Similarly,
tamawc opens his work with the following statement: “In this book of
mine, I have compiled legal issues which one can neither afford to ignore
nor fall short of learning. The answers I have chosen for these issues derive
from the doctrines of Abe nancfa al-Nucman b. Thabit, Abe Yesuf
Yacqeb b. Ibrahcm al-Anqarc, and Mumammad b. al-nasan al-Shaybanc.”58

Nevertheless, tamawc does take into consideration the doctrines of other
authorities, as shown in the following example:

Concerning a husband and his wife who disagree over the matter of
[ownership of ] their household effects given that they are free59 and still
living in matrimony. Abe nancfa – may God be pleased with him – held
the opinion that whatever possessions in the house normatively belong
to males shall be the husband’s. The husband shall take an oath acknow-
ledging his wife’s claim to them. Whatever possessions normatively belong
to females shall be the wife’s. The wife shall take an oath acknowledging
her husband’s claim to them. Whatever possessions in the house that
normatively belong to both males and females shall be the husband’s. The
husband shall take an oath acknowledging his wife’s claim to them. If one
of the spouses were to die, the solution would be the same as above, with
the exception that possessions [equally] belonging to males and females
shall revert to the surviving spouse.

Abe Yesuf – may God be pleased with him – held the same view as that
of Abe nancfa, whether the spouses are both alive or one of them dies.
But he opined that the husband should give his wife that portion of the
possessions which specifically belongs to women in an amount equal to
that given to women as a marriage gift (mA yujahhaz bi-hi ). The remainder
goes to the husband.

Mumammad – may God be pleased with him – held the view that
whether they are both alive or one has died the [division of possessions]
should be as Abe nancfa stipulated for them if they were both alive.

It is reported that Zufar – may God be pleased with him – held the
view that the possessions should be divided equally between the two, each
taking an oath acknowledging the other’s claim. This is the opinion which
we adopt. It is also reported that Zufar held another opinion.60

56 Meqilc, IkhtiyAr, I, 6.
57 See, for instance, the chapter on hire and rent in ibid., II, 50–62.
58 tamawc, MukhtaQar, 15. 59 I.e. not slaves. 60 tamawc, MukhtaQar, 228–29.
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Despite the fact that Abe nancfa, Abe Yesuf, and Shaybanc were held
up as the highest authorities in the nanafite school, and despite the fact
that Zufar himself was known to have held yet another opinion, tamawc
chose to adopt Zufar’s position which required that household property
be divided into equal shares. Such an example can be multiplied at will,61

drawn from all the four schools. tamawc’s example suffices to make the
point, however.

In light of the terseness of tamawc’s MukhtaQar, and the notorious
difficulties in reconstructing legal practice at any particular time or place,
it is difficult to explain why tamawc opted for Zufar over and against
the three major nanafite authorities. It may have been strictly a matter
of legal reasoning, regarding whose logic and structure the text is
(unsurprisingly) silent. But it may well have been a matter of practical
necessity, rationalized, ex post eventum, by a particular line of reasoning.

Opinions dictated by a dominant practice are often referred to in
legal texts in a pronounced manner. Generally speaking, in abridgments
like that of tamawc, there is no room for detailed justification either of
the opinions adopted by the author or of other jurists’ opinions that he
rehearses. But in larger works, practice and its imperatives are often
explicitly acknowledged as determining the outcome of cases. This can
certainly be documented in the nanafite, Shaficite, and Malikite schools,
and probably in certain nanbalite texts. As we shall see below in chapter 5,
practice often held a paramount position in determining the extent of
authority bestowed on a particular opinion or doctrine. A jurist’s choice
of an opinion as the most authoritative was frequently justified by the fact
that it was sanctioned by practice, was adopted by judges, or, as we have
seen earlier in al-FatAwA al-Hindiyya, used in the issuing of fatwAs.62

Since practice necessarily differed in certain areas of the law from
one region to another,63 the authority that a particular practice bestowed
upon a certain case often differed as well. The western Malikite jurist Ibn
Farmen articulates this phenomenon rather clearly. He argues that when a
jurist declares that a particular point of law has been dictated by a certain
practice, he should not be understood to have made a universal statement
but rather a statement applying to a particular region or place. Practice
and prevalent customs determine which doctrine is to be applied and
which not. This principle, Ibn Farmen maintains, has been adopted by

61 Ibid., 394, 405, 410, and passim. 62 See chapter 5, section VI, below.
63 See, for example, Wael B. Hallaq, “Model ShurES Works and the Dialectic of Doctrine

and Practice,” Islamic Law and Society, 2, 2 (1995): 109–34; Wael B. Hallaq, “QAKCs
Communicating: Legal Change and the Law of Documentary Evidence,” al-QanSara,
20 (1999).
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the Shaficites as well.64 He quotes the Shaficite Ibn al-ralam has having
argued that if practice happened to be in agreement with one of Shaficc’s
old doctrines, which are otherwise considered obsolete, then that opinion
would become authoritative. He also speaks of the prominent eastern
Malikite jurist Ibn cAbd al-Salam who held an opinion concerning the
law of interdiction (Majr) which was apparently considered less than
authoritative but became so because it reflected the practice of a region,
presumably his.65

In the nanafite school, the link between doctrines adopted and the
exigencies of practice is also made consciously and clearly. It is a tenet of
nanafism that whenever Abe nancfa has on his side one of his two dis-
ciples, the opinion he holds is considered authoritative and as such it must
be applied.66 This tenet, however, is subject to important exceptions. For
instance, the later nanafites are recognized as having been empowered to
diverge from both Abe nancfa’s opinion and that of one of his disciples
in favor of the minority opinion of the other disciple. The justification
for this divergence is usually attributed to the requirements of practice.67

Even the relatively marginal authority of Zufar is at times chosen over and
against the three founding authorities, as we saw in tamawc’s last example.
tamawc did not care to explain the reasons why Zufar’s opinion is made
preponderant in certain cases. But Shah Walc Allah did. The opinions
of Zufar that were favored in the school over those of Abe nancfa, Abe
Yesuf, and Shaybanc were simply more realistic and practicable.68 Zufar’s
pronouncement that the sick can pray while sitting was favored over
all other opinions in the school precisely on such grounds. Reporting
what seems to have been an average nanafite doctrine, Walc Allah argues
that any opinion in the school which takes note of human welfare and
public interest in any particular era may be applied, the implication being
that it may be applied despite the existence of competing authoritative
doctrines.69

nassab affords us another detailed example from the Malikite school,
an example which assigns to the events of everyday life further legal
significance:

In the chapter on hire, Burzulc stated that “Ibn Abc Zayd [al-Qayrawanc]
was asked about a hired builder whose work on a [given] day is interrupted

64 Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-NukkAm, I, 49. See also chapter 5, section VI, below.
65 Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-NukkAm, I, 49.
66 Ibn Maza, SharM Adab al-QAKC, 19; Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 71.
67 Shah Walc Allah, cIqd al-JCd, 28. 68 Ibid.
69 Ibid., 29: “wa-yajEz lil-mashAyikh an ya”khudhE bi-qawli wAMidin min aQMAbinA camalan

li-maQlaMat al-zamAn.”
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due to the falling of rain. He held the view that the builder is entitled to
a portion of the payment equal to the time he worked. He does not
receive payment for the remainder of the day [during which he did not
work]. Samnen held the same opinion. But others opined that the builder
is entitled to all of the fee because he is not responsible for the stoppage of
the work.” Ibn cArafa said that in his WathA”iq, Samnen held the opinion
that if the falling of rain causes the work of a hired builder, a hired
harvester, or other laborers to cease, then he is entitled to all the fee, not
only that portion for which he actually worked, because he is not respons-
ible for the stoppage of the work. These disagreements, Ibn cArafa said,
have no bearing upon the cases that we have encountered in our city of
Tunis, because the custom there has decreed that contracts of hire become
null and void upon the fall of heavy rain.70

The implication of the last few words in this passage is that in the event
of rainfall a hired person would cease to be entitled to any fee because
the contract was rendered void by, and upon, the occurrence of such an
event. What is remarkable here is that not only are none of the Malikite
authorities in this passage reported to have held an opinion corresponding
with the Tunisian practice, but Ibn cArafa, himself a major Malikite jurist,
declares the aforementioned doctrines of the school to have nothing to do
with that locale’s practice.

In chapters 5 and 6, we shall have more than one occasion to explain
the relationship between authoritative doctrines and legal practice in
more detail. It will become obvious that the relevance of this practice to
legal doctrine was taken for granted by all the schools. True, the relation-
ship may appear to us more pronounced in the Malikite school of the
west, but the other schools, especially the nanafite and the Shaficite, no
doubt recognized it just as readily.

IV

Before concluding this chapter, one important matter remains to be dis-
cussed. We have observed how taqlCd operated on a variety of levels. The
spectrum in which it functioned ranged from a simple reproduction
of doctrine to a full reenactment of legal reasoning and textual evidence
which one or another of the early masters adopted. Preoccupation with
principles and defense of the school’s doctrine also turned out to be the
heart and soul of taqlCd. But this is not all. An integral part of the activity
of taqlCd manifested itself in a less conscious manner, which perhaps

70 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, V, 432–33.
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explains the silence over it in the juristic typologies we discussed in the
first chapter. This is the evolution, during the so-called era of taqlCd, of a
new type of discourse which differed from its predecessor in both kind
and quality. Just as taqlCd ’s major occupation was with the articulation of
applied principles, it was necessary to raise the early casuistic method of
exposition to a higher plane by formulating discourse of a more general
applicability. In other words, the straightforward listing of cases proved
insufficient as the exclusive method of exposition. Inductive generaliza-
tion was introduced as a supplement, but not necessarily as a substitute,
to casuistry. Whereas the founders’ work was characterized by a strong,
indeed exclusive, tendency toward casuistry, the muqallids systematized
the endless instances of casuistry into a set or sets of general principles that
governed the major issues involved in each area of the law.

There is no doubt that the evolution from a case-by-case style of
exposition to a principle-based method of generalization indicates a
higher degree of development within a system. The founding masters
were occupied with solutions to individual questions, mostly coming to
them through the medium of istiftA”, i.e., the soliciting of a fatwA. This
explains why the early authors of legal treatises, whether of the abridged
or comprehensive type, presented their subject matter on a case-by-case
basis, without the noticeable presence of generalizations. Cases were lined
up one after the other, from the beginning of the section or chapter down
to its end. Such a style of exposition lacked a cogent structure, except for
the evenness of the casuistic coverage.

Later works, however, almost universally exhibit a hierarchical struc-
ture, wherein general definitions and at times principles are stated at the
outset, plus individual cases that both aid in the articulation of principles
and teach the techniques of applying the principles to these cases.71 While
the logical connection between individual cases is not obvious in earlier
works, the connection between the generalizations and individual cases
is readily clear in later expositions. These cases, having inductively given
rise to generalizations, came in their turn to be subsumed under these
same principles.

To illustrate this tendency toward generalization, we shall compare
two nanafite texts, one from the end of the third/ninth century and the
very beginning of the fourth/tenth, and the other from the middle of
the seventh/thirteenth century. This choice does in no way suggest that
by the beginning of the fourth/tenth century no advance whatsoever had
been made toward generalization, nor should it be understood to mean

71 Cf. Johansen, “Casuistry,” 137 ff.
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that the trend of generalization reached maturity by the middle of the
seventh/thirteenth. Perhaps some rudimentary beginnings were made
by the beginning of the fourth/tenth century, and it is highly likely that
the trend continued unabated after the seventh/thirteenth. The two texts
selected merely represent the transition from strict casuistry to a gener-
alizing style of exposition, a transition, we must stress, that occurred
entirely within the boundaries of taqlCd.

In our first text by tamawc, the chapter on hire and rent begins with the
following:

If a man rents from another man a house or [hires] a slave or any other
thing, and it is delivered to him without the lessor stipulating that the price
[or fee] must be paid immediately [upon delivery], then the lessor has no
right to demand of the lessee immediate payment of the rent price. Instead,
the lessee must pay the rent for each phase that has lapsed during the
period of the rent. This is Abe nancfa’s, Abe Yesuf ’s, and Mumammad’s
opinion, which we adopt.72

Note that despite the rudimentary nature of this opinion, an attempt
is made to lump together all instances in which ijAra (rent and hire) is
involved, be the object hired a house, a slave, or otherwise. The choice of
a house in illustration of this principle was no doubt intended to cover the
rent of immovable property where the lessee benefits from residing in the
property itself. The example of a slave, however, covers those instances in
which hire, not rent, is involved, with the understanding that the hirer
benefits from the services which the slave offers. This lumping together of
objects represents an advance over a more casuistic classification of cases in
which houses, slaves, and other objects appear individually as the exclus-
ive locus of the opinion. Yet, notwithstanding this attempt at grouping
similar cases, the opinion still lacks the basic features of generalization.

tamawc continues his exposition by introducing five more opinions
which are related to the same theme of rent payment. Immediately
following these we find an opinion pertaining to damages to rented
property: “If someone hires a beast in order to take it to a stipulated place,
but he takes it to a point beyond that place, he would be liable to damages
[equal to its value] as of the time he went beyond the stipulated place.
He must also pay the hire fee.”73 tamawc then returns to his discussion
of payment of rent, only to reintroduce opinions pertaining to damage
liability. The logical connection between the opinions when presented
in the order that tamawc imposes is at times convincing, but at many
others it seems tenuous. Thus, in addition to eschewing for the most part

72 tamawc, MukhtaQar, 128. 73 Ibid., 128.
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generalizations, tamawc’s discussion lacks rigor in its organization of the
subject matter.

The style of exposition is characteristically that of “He who does X, Y,
and Z, is entitled to (or owes) P, Q, and R.” But the terms in which the
whole discourse is presented are very concrete and of a limited scope,
typified by such statements as “He who rents a house for the duration of
a year to begin in the future, [his] rent contract is valid.”74 Although the
house is used to represent immovable property, and the specification of
one year to represent any agreed-upon time-frame, the examples are none-
theless caught in a confined conception of legal applicability. Logically,
they are more suitable for subsumption under general propositions than
they are capable of functioning as major premises in syllogistic inferences.

tamawc’s exposition stands in sharp contrast to our second text, that
of the nanafite jurist cAbd Allah b. Mawded al-Meqilc. In the chapter
on hire and rent, Meqilc opens with a definition of the term ijAra. (In
sharp contrast, tamawc offers no such definition.) IjAra, Meqilc states,
“is the sale of manAfi c,” i.e. the enjoyment of services and usufruct.
This type of sale, he continues, is permitted – despite the imperatives of
qiyAs – because society needs it (li-MAjat al-nAs).75 For, by definition, since
usufruct and services do not exist the moment a contract is concluded,
there can be no sale, for the law requires that the object being sold be in
existence on completion of the transaction.

Having defined ijAra, and having established its juristic status as a
consensual entity76 (in contradistinction to one arrived at through legal
reasoning), Meqilc begins to state certain general principles:

Usufruct and objects of hire [and rent: ujra] must be known (maclEma).77

Things permitted to have a price are permitted to be objects of lease, and
their lease may be invalidated by violating the prerequisites (shurES).78

The right to cancelation,79 to inspection,80 and to rescission due to

74 Ibid., 131. 75 Meqilc, al-MukhtAr lil-FatwA, printed with his IkhtiyAr, II, 50.
76 On society’s needs as a consensual entity, see Hallaq, “QAKCs Communicating,” sections

I and VI.
77 That is, they must be known to have a potential existence.
78 In this sense, shurES are the general prerequisites for the validity of a legal act. See

Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1964), 118.
On the prerequisites of ijAra, see Marghcnanc, HidAya, III, 231 ff.

79 The Arabic terminology is khiyAr al-sharS which is a stipulated contractual right of the
buyer or lessee to the cancelation of the contract within a certain period of time, usually
no more than three days. See Marghcnanc, HidAya, III, 27 ff.

80 The Arabic terminology is khiyAr al-ru”yA which is the buyer’s or lessee’s right to cancel
the contract upon seeing the object he bought, rented, or hired, the assumption here
being that he had not seen the object at the time of concluding the contract. See
Marghcnanc, HidAya, III, 32 ff.
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defect81 are all affirmed in the [law of ] ijAra. It is also voidable and rescind-
able. Usufruct is defined by stipulating the period, as in [renting a] resid-
ential house or a cultivable land for a stated period; or by specification, as
in dyeing or tailoring a dress, or as in hiring a beast for the transportation
of a specific thing, or for riding it to a particular destination; or by gesture
(ishAra), as in [hiring someone] to carry this food [to which one points].82

Note that this passage is free of casuistry and contains instead general-
ized statements that are applicable to the whole range of ijAra. Instead
of introducing particular examples from which generalizations may be
inductively inferred, the discourse here has almost universal applicability,
and forms the basis of an entire range of deductive possibilities. And
instead of identifying anew the conditions and prerequisites for the valid-
ity of an ijAra contract through the elaboration of individual cases which
embody such conditions (a feature of tamawc’s work), Meqilc simply
creates a link to the well-known chapter on sales (buyE c) by making the
latter applicable to the former. Furthermore, he defines the means by
which the usufruct may be known through a universal language (e.g.,
stipulation of time and specification of service), although he introduces
particular examples in order to illustrate them. Logically, this discourse
represents a reversal of that adopted by tamawc and the early masters, a
reversal in the sense that tamawc moved from particulars to universals
(which he and his contemporaries were unable to articulate), whereas
Meqilc, more than three centuries later – and having articulated such
universals – moved from these universals to particulars representing mere
instances of the universals.

However, immediately thereafter, Meqilc reverts to a discussion of indi-
vidual cases. At first glance, the uniqueness of each of these cases makes
any abstraction on their basis impossible. But in the second section,
he attempts once more to establish generalizations. Here he distinguishes
two types of hired persons, the common (mushtarak) and the private
(khAQQ).83 The mushtarak, he states, is not entitled to a fee until he per-
forms the task for which he was hired, e.g. a tanner or a builder who is
hired to do a particular job. The property upon which he is hired to work
is held by him as if in trust (amAna), the implication here being that if the
property is destroyed, he is not liable to damages unless he himself caused
its destruction. The khAQQ, on the other hand, is someone who is hired for
a particular duration to perform a service. He is entitled to a fee upon

81 KhiyAr al-cayb is the buyer’s or lessee’s right to return the object he bought, hired, or
rented due to a defect in it, thereby effecting the cancelation of the contract. See
Marghcnanc, HidAya, III, 35 ff.

82 Meqilc, IkhtiyAr, II, 51. 83 Ibid., II, 53.
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concluding the contract, even though he may not have started his work
yet. Now, articulating a distinction between these two types as central
entities was important, for such a distinction in turn determined the types
of damage liability in the law of hire and rent. In Meqilc, the distinction is
pronounced and occupies a central place in his doctrine on the subject.
In tamawc, on the other hand, it is virtually absent,84 although tamawc,
like his predecessors, knew of it.85

These distinctions are followed by other general principles pertaining,
inter alia, to the payment of rental and hiring fees. What is characteristic
of Meqilc’s discourse here and elsewhere is the close logical relationship
between the generalizing statements and casuistry. As soon as a generaliz-
ing proposition is made it is followed either by supporting or excepting
particulars. The former are apparently intended to illustrate the generaliza-
tion as well as to provide concrete instances of its applicability. The latter,
on the other hand, are introduced in order to exclude certain rules or cases
from a general principle. There are, of course, other individual cases and
opinions whose logical connection to the generalizations is at best tenuous.
But these had been passed down through generations of juristic exposi-
tion as a group of cases which did not lend themselves to abstraction.

The available literature does not permit us to determine with any
measure of accuracy the period in which the transition from pure casuistic
exposition to generalization took place. But it seems safe to assume that
once the schools had taken form by the middle of the fourth/tenth cen-
tury, generalization as a hermeneutical activity became a viable pursuit.
This assumption is warranted by the fact that an essential element in the
evolution of the schools was the articulation of a set of positive doctrines
recognized by the members of each school as authoritative. This is pre-
cisely what the term madhhab signified – a body of positive legal cases
that were acknowledged as authoritative and as making up the doctrinal,
though not necessarily personal, constitution of the school.86 And once
these doctrines were deemed authoritative, they were elaborated and
studied as applications of predetermined principles, principles from
which they had issued but which had not yet been explicitly articulated.
We have seen that one of taqlCd ’s major preoccupations was precisely

84 In the middle of a discussion, tamawc defines in a cursory manner only the khAQQ type,
saying that it is “he who is hired for a known period” (huwa al-musta”jar calA mudda
maclEma): MukhtaQar, 130.

85 Ibid., 129 (l. 12), 130 (l. 1). See also Mawardc, al-NAwC al-KabCr, IX, 254.
86 The other principal meaning of the term madhhab was the personal constitution of the

school, namely, a body of individual jurists who declared their loyalty to an eponym,
although they were not obliged to follow his doctrines in every case. In this sense, then,
affiliation with an eponym was in part, if not largely, a nominal, not a substantive, one.
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the articulation of these principles. It should come as no surprise then that
this evolution toward generalization was intimately connected with the
muqallids’ constant preoccupation with principles which we have demon-
strated in the case studies presented earlier in this chapter.

Nor does the achievement of taqlCd stop here. The very centrality of
the principles that permitted generalization in juristic discourse also gave
rise to another significant development subsequent to the appearance
and entrenchment of the generalizing mode of exposition. This develop-
ment, which began after the fifth/eleventh century, is represented by
the emergence of new types of legal discourse, such as qawA cid 87 and
al-ashbAh wal-naUA”ir.88 These types embody a systematic construction of
higher general principles that derived from a variety of sources, includ-
ing individual cases and lower general principles of the kind we have
encountered in this chapter.89

V

All in all, we have demonstrated that taqlCd is far from the blind following
of an authority, as a number of major Islamicists have claimed. True,
there were always jurists at the lowest rung of the profession who did
mechanically and perhaps obtusely follow legal authority.90 But their
juristic performance represents no more than one form or one level of
taqlCd, an activity that stretched over a wide spectrum. The search for the
school’s authoritative principles and the attempt to apply them to indi-
vidual cases emerged as one of the mainstays of taqlCd.91 The characteristic

87 See, e.g., cAlc b. cAbbas al-Baclc Ibn al-Lammam al-nanbalc, al-QawA cid wal-FawA ”id
al-UQEliyya, ed. Mumammad al-Fiqc (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya, 1403/1983);
cIzz al-Dcn Ibn cAbd al-Salam, QawA cid al-AMkAm f C MaQAliM al-AnAm, 2 vols. (Cairo:
Masbacat al-Istiqama, n.d.); Shihab al-Dcn al-Qaraf c, al-FurEq, 4 vols. (Cairo: Dar
Imya’ al-Kitab al-cArabc, 1925–27).

88 The most well-known works in this area are Jalal al-Dcn cAbd al-Ramman al-Suyesc’s
al-AshbAh wal-NaUA”ir (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya, 1979), and Ibn Nujaym,
al-AshbAh wal-NaUA”ir.

89 The genres of qawA cid and al-ashbAh wal-naUA ”ir are yet to be investigated. However,
beyond the fact that their emergence illustrates the growing tendency towards general-
ization, a fuller analysis of their nature and function lies beyond the scope of the
present discussion.

90 The sources afford abundant references to incompetent practices of taqlCd. See Ibn
cfbidcn, SharM al-ManUEma, 13; nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, VI, 60, 95, 96; Ibn Rushd,
FatAwA, III, 1274 ff., and passim; al-FatAwA al-Hindiyya, III, 307.

91 This element of taqlCd has been shown to be evident in Ibn Rushd’s typology of jurists.
The ability to distinguish between those views that accord with the school’s principles
and those that do not turns out to be characteristic of both the second and, expectedly,
the third groups. See chapter 1, section II, above.
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listing of opinions pertaining to a single issue had a number of functions,
not the least of which was the illustration of how each opinion was the
result of the application of a different principle or of a different inter-
pretation of the same principle. Connected with this listing of opinions
was the defense of the authoritative doctrine of the school against
other schools or the defense of a single authority over and against other
authorities, from both within and without the school. And although the
traditionally recognized authorities were, as a rule, followed, there were
nonetheless exceptions to this rule, even though they remained, it must
be stressed, within the purview of taqlCd. In fact, it is a salient feature of
Islamic legal doctrine that the juristic authority embedded in the works
of the immediate or near-immediate precursors was to come to constitute
the chief source from which the jurists expounded their own doctrines,
or at least on par with the teachings of the founders. TaqlCd, therefore,
was not bound by any particular authority just because this authority was
equated with an eponym or an early master. TaqlCd of the “moderns”
(muta”akhkhirEn) was therefore as legitimate as – and in fact more fre-
quently practiced than – that of the “ancients” (mutaqaddimEn).

Finally, we must not overlook an important aspect of taqlCd that
epitomized its dynamic and vibrant nature, namely, its reenactment of the
textual evidence and legal reasoning adopted by a master. As in the case
of the search for principles, this reenactment of what was in effect an
ijtihAd ic activity had more than one function, including instruction in the
principles, evidence, and reasoning behind legal cases, as well as defense
of the great mujtahids by vindicating the methods and outcome of their
ijtihAd.
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� � 5 � �

OPERATIVE TERMINOLOGY AND THE
DYNAMICS OF LEGAL DOCTRINE

I

We earlier concluded that the rise of taqlCd as a modus operandi was symp-
tomatic of the madhhab’s final coming to maturity as an authoritative
entity. It was the external expression of the internal juridical dynamics
that came to dominate and characterize the madhhab both as an estab-
lished and authorized body of doctrine and as a delimited hermeneut-
ical enterprise. One of the functions of taqlCd, we have also seen, was
the defense of the school as a methodological and interpretive entity, an
entity that was constituted of identifiable theoretical and substantive prin-
ciples.1 But the school was also defined by its substantive boundaries,
namely, by a certain body of positive doctrine that clearly identified the
outer limits of the school, limits beyond which the jurist ventured only
at the risk of being considered to have abandoned his madhhab.2 An
essential part of the school’s authority, therefore, was its consistency in
identifying such a body of doctrine. On the macro-level, this doctrine was
formed of the totality of the founder’s opinions, substantive principles,
and legal methodology, whether they were genuinely his or merely attrib-
uted to him.3 Added to this were the doctrines of jurists deemed to have
formulated legal norms in accordance with the founder’s substantive
and theoretical principles. We have seen that the opinions of those jurists
who departed from a school’s principles, such as Muzanc and the Four
Mumammads, were excluded from the body of authoritative doctrine,
even though this exclusion was by no means final and in fact remained the
object of some controversy. Finally, and with the same intention of fol-
lowing a well-trodden methodological path, all later opinions, expressed

1 Namely, those principles that were elaborated in legal theory (uQEl al-fiqh) and those that
governed the hermeneutical activity of taqlCd in substantive law (which we discussed in
the previous chapter).

2 See n. 5, below. 3 See chapter 2, above.
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mostly as fatwAs,4 belonged to the inner limits of the school’s doctrinal
boundaries. At this macro-level, there appears to have been no question
whatsoever as to what was the doctrinal constitution and substantive
make-up of Malikism, nanafism, or any other school for that matter.
This writer, for one, has never encountered an opinion whose school
affiliation was contested.5 The imposing authority of the founder, con-
structed and genuine, ensured that the school named after him was a
highly consolidated and integral entity.

On the micro-level, however, plurality of opinion within a given school
was literally the name of the game. Each school possessed a vast corpus
of opinions attributed to the founder, his immediate followers, and later
authorities. In other words, they represented the total sum of doctrinal
accretions beginning with the founder down to any point of time in
the history of the school. In the Malikite school, it was determined that
Ibn al-Qasim and Samnen were the most reliable transmitters of Malik’s
doctrine, and so their riwAyas became the most authoritative source
for Malik’s opinions.6 As Ibn al-Qasim never set his riwAya in writing, the
doctrine he taught on behalf of Malik was in turn transmitted by Asad
Ibn al-Furat (d. 213/828), Samnen, Ibn nabcb (d. 238/852), and cUtbc
(d. 255/868). These jurists did record their transmissions in written
form; as a result, their works later came to be known as the “Mothers”
(ummahAt) of Malikite legal literature.7 The varieties that emerged in
these recensions, the disciples’ attributions to Malik of various opinions,
often contradictory, plus the opinions that were formulated by jurists
in response to the exigencies of the geographical locales in which they
flourished – from Baghdad to Andalusia – all led to a multiplicity of
opinion that strongly colored the discourse of all later Malikite works.

The plurality of opinion in the nanafite school was equally abundant.
In addition to the problem that later nanafites faced in dealing with the
conflicting opinions attributed to Abe nancfa, the three figureheads of
the school also frequently disagreed with each other. For the students in
the nanafite tradition this was a subject of careful study and research.8 To
add to the challenge, nanafite scholars had to learn about and deal with

4 Hallaq, “From FatwAs to FurE c,” 39 ff.
5 This is applicable even in the case of the so-called irregular opinions (gharCb, shAdhdh)

which were not accepted as part of authoritative doctrine, but remained, though inoper-
ative, within the boundaries of the school. That they were irregular in one school did
not make them the property of another, however.

6 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 33–34; Ibn Farmen, DCbAj, 239–41, 263–68.
7 See nassab’s introduction to his MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 6–42, especially at 33–35.
8 As attested in Abe Zayd cUbayd Allah b. cUmar al-Dabbesc’s KitAb Ta”sCs al-NaUar

(Cairo: al-Masbaca al-Adabiyya, n.d.).
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the three levels of doctrine, the UAhir al-riwAya, nawAdir, and nawAzil,9

which represented a massive array of doctrine. The last of this trilogy
included a body of opinion culled from juristic writings extending across
several centuries and emanating from a number of disparate and far-flung
regions, from Transoxania to Egypt.

Geographically speaking, and with the exception of the more recently
Islamicized lands of South-East Asia which produced no truly authoritat-
ive doctrine, Shaficism was more limited than its counterparts. But the
plurality and diversity of opinion in it was no less staggering. Shaficc
himself was well known for having elaborated two sets of doctrine, one
during his earlier life, known as the “Old” doctrine (al-qawl al-qadCm),
and the other later on in his career, known as the “New” doctrine (al-qawl
al-jadCd ). And like the three nanafite masters, he too was notorious for
holding at times more than one opinion even within the “New” doctrine.
In addition, the Shaficites had to deal with a vast array of doctrine
formulated by the aQMAb al-wujEh, those jurists who, as we have seen,10

formulated opinions by way of takhrCj. As in the Malikite school, the
Shaficites had more than one venue for transmitting the doctrines of
both Shaficc and the aQMAb al-wujEh. In this case, there were two which
came to be known as SarCqas (lit., ways).11 One of these, identified with
the Iraqians, was headed by the distinguished Abe namid al-Isfara’cnc
(d. 406/1015), who gained renown as Shaykh al-TarCqa al-cIrAqiyya.
The other, associated with the Khurasanians, was headed by Abe Bakr
al-Qaffal al-Marwazc (d. 417/1026), who was also nicknamed Shaykh
al-TarCqa al-KhurasAniyya.12 Differences between the two SarCqas were
serious and often highly contentious. Shihab al-Dcn Ibn Abc Shama
(d. 665/1266), a Shaficite himself, severely criticized his school for the
major deficiency (khalal ) represented by the doctrinal discrepancies and
contradictory transmissions of the two SarCqas.13 Nor was this all that the
Shaficite legists had to cope with. As in all other schools, they had to take

9 For a discussion of these, see chapter 2, section III, above.
10 See chapter 2, section III, above.
11 No modern scholar, as far as I know, has thus far attended to this development in

Shaficism, a development that promises to reveal valuable information about the history
of this school.

12 Subkc, TabaqAt, III, 24, 150, 198–99; Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 175–76; Shashc,
Nulyat al-cUlamA”, I, 54–55. Subkc reports (TabaqAt, II, 116) that al-Mucafa Abe
Mumammad al-Meqilc wrote a treatise in which he brought the two SarCqas together.
For more on the nature of these SarCqas, see Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 69; Nawawc,
TahdhCb, I, 18–19.

13 Shihab al-Dcn b. Ismaccl Ibn Abc Shama, MukhtaQar KitAb al-Mu”ammal lil-Radd ilA
al-Amr al-Awwal in MajmE cat al-RasA”il al-MunCriyya, vol. III (Cairo: Idarat al-tibaca
al-Muncriyya, 1346/1927), 20.
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into account the vast body of cumulative doctrine produced by those
authorities who lived after the aQMAb al-wujEh.

The nanbalites were also faced with a fairly wide spectrum of doctrine,
similar in some respects to the doctrinal diversity of the Shaficite school.
Perhaps due to the fact that Ibn nanbal did not leave a legal corpus
that could be regarded with any certainty as having been fixed by him,
he was often associated with two, three, and at times even more opinions
on the same case.14 In terms of multiplicity of opinion, he is said to
outdo even Shaficc.15 Furthermore, nanbalite doctrine underwent the
same process of elaboration through takhrCj as did that of the Shaficites.
Abe Yacla Ibn al-Farra’, for instance, is said to have written a large work
exclusively dedicated to the riwAyAt and wujEh in nanbalite doctrine,
the former being Ibn nanbal’s opinions and the latter those of the aQMAb
al-takhrCj.16

The multiplicity of doctrinal narrative resulted in the development of
a technical vocabulary whose purpose was to distinguish between types
of legal opinion. We have already seen that those opinions formulated
by means of takhrCj were called wujEh, primarily in the Shaficite and
nanbalite schools. The opinions of the founders were also given special
terms that designated them as such. Thus, in the Malikite school,
they were called riwAyAt, whereas aqwAl were assigned to those opinions
formulated by Malik’s followers, including such late figures as Ibn Rushd
and Mazarc. But the Malikites admit that these terminological distinc-
tions were not always observed and thus were not consistent.17 In the
Shaficite school, the designation aqwAl was reserved for Shaficc’s opinions
alone, whereas the Suruq (pl. of SarCqa) represented “ways of transmitting
school doctrine.” Thus, a jurist might claim that there exist two wajh
or qawl opinions with regard to a certain question, while another might
reject this claim and insist that there is only one. Such a disagreement
would represent the variations involved in identifying or transmitting the
SarCqa.18 But differences among the Shaficite jurists could at times also
be found with regard to the distinctions between qawl and wajh. In a
particular case pertaining to dietary law, for instance, Nawawc was not
certain whether it had three wujEh or three aqwAl, the difference here

14 See, for example, Zarkashc, SharM, II, 560.
15 See the editor’s introduction to ibid., I, 20–21.
16 Ibid. 17 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 40.
18 Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 65–66; Shashc, Nulyat al-cUlamA”, VIII, 59. The SarCqa could,

moreover, be made up of a number of elements. Thus, a madhhab case may consist
of, say, three Suruq, each in turn consisting of one, two, or even three qawl or wajh
opinions. For examples, see Shashc, Nulyat al-cUlamA”, I, 85–86 (for a case having six
Suruq), 86, 257; VIII, 59, 142–43, 181, 237–38; Nawawc, al-MajmE c, IV, 44.
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being a matter of attribution either to Shaficc or to those who practiced
takhrCj. Generally, however, the Shaficite notion of SarCqa was shared
by the Malikites as well,19 but not by the nanafites who, as we have
already seen, developed the tripartite distinction between UAhir al-riwAya,
nawAdir, and nawAzil.20

I I

This technical terminology of narrative was symptomatic of the stagger-
ing variety of opinion which resulted from a fundamental structural and
epistemological feature in Islamic law, a feature that emerged early on and
was to determine the later course of legal development. Its root cause was
perhaps the absence of a central legislative agency – a role which could
have been served by the state or the office of the caliphate, but was not.
The power to determine what the law was had lain instead, from the very
beginning, in the hands of the legal specialists, the proto-fuqahA”, and
later the fuqahA” themselves. It was these men who undertook the task of
elaborating on the legal significance of the revealed texts, and it was they
who finally established a legal epistemology that depended in its entirety
upon the premise of an individualistic interpretation of the law. This
feature was to win for Islamic law, in modern scholarship, the epithet
“jurists’ law.” The ultimate manifestation of this individual hermeneutical
activity was the doctrine of kull mujtahid muQCb, i.e. that every mujtahid
is correct.21 The legitimization of this activity, and the plurality that it
produced, had already been articulated as a matter of theory by as early a
figure as Shaficc.22 It was also as a result of this salient feature that juristic
disagreement, properly known as khilAf or ikhtilAf, came to be regarded
as one of the most important fields of learning and enquiry, a field in
which the opinions of a veritable who’s who of jurists were studied and
discussed.23

This feature of what we might term ijtihAd ic pluralism had already
become an epistemological element that was integral to the overall struc-
ture of the law. Its permanency is evidenced by the fact that, even after

19 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 38–39.
20 See chapter 2, section III, above.
21 Shcrazc, SharM al-Lumac, II, 1043–45; Ammad b. cAlc Ibn Barhan, al-WuQEl ilA al-UQEl,

ed. cAbd al-namcd Abe Zunayd, 2 vols. (Riyadh: Maktabat al-Macarif, 1404/1984), II,
341–51.

22 Mumammad b. Idrcs al-Shaficc, al-RisAla, ed. Ammad Mumammad Shakir (Cairo:
Muqsafa Babc al-nalabc, 1969), 560–600; Norman Calder, “IkhtilAf and IjmA c in
Shaficc’s RisAla,” Studia Islamica, 58 (1984): 55–81.

23 Ibn cAbd al-Barr, JAmic BayAn al-cIlm, II, 45 ff.; Makdisi, Rise, 107–11.
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the final evolution of the madhhab, plurality could not be curbed: not
only the old multiplicity of opinion that had emerged before the rise
of the madhhabs, but also the plurality which surfaced later on, at every
juncture of Islamic history. In other words, plurality remained a feature
that proved utterly intractable. Its eradication, which did occur during the
nineteenth century, would have meant the destruction of the distinctive
structural and epistemological features of Islamic law.24

If legal pluralism was there to stay – a fact which the jurists never
questioned – then it had to be somehow curbed or at least controlled, for,
as a matter of consistency and judicial process, doctrinal uncertainty was
detrimental. Which of the two, three, or four opinions available should
the judge adopt in deciding cases or the jurisconsult opt for in issuing
fatwAs? The discourse of the jurists, in the hundreds of major works that
we have at our disposal, is overwhelmingly preoccupied by this problem:
Which is the most authoritative opinion? No reader, even a casual one,
can miss either the direct or oblique references to this difficult question.
Of course, the problem was not couched in terms of plurality and plural-
ism, for that would have amounted to stating the obvious. Rather, the
problem was expressed as one of trying to determine the soundest or most
authoritative opinion, although without entirely excluding the possibility
that subjectivity might influence the decision. It is no exaggeration to
maintain therefore that one of the central aims of all legal works, large
or small, was precisely to determine which opinion was sound and which
less so, if at all. As in all legal systems, consistency and certainty are not
only a desideratum, but indispensable. In short, it cannot be overstated
that reducing the multiplicity to a single, authoritative opinion was seen
as absolutely essential for achieving the highest possible degree of both
consistency and predictability.

I I I

The same system that produced and maintained legal pluralism also
produced the means to deal with the difficulties that this pluralism pre-
sented. To draw a more complete picture of the mechanisms that were
developed to increase legal determinacy, we must look at two distinct
levels of discourse, one emanating from a theoretical elaboration of this

24 A number of traditional substantive laws continue to occupy a place in the codes of
modern Muslim states, but structurally, epistemologically, and hermeneutically, tradi-
tional Islamic law has largely been demolished. State codification, the abolishing of
waqfs, and the introduction of modern law schools and western courts were some of
the factors that finally led to the structural collapse of the traditional legal system.
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issue, the other deriving from positive legal formulations. The two levels
were conceptually interconnected, and formed a virtual symbiosis. Theory
acknowledged the reality of ijtihAd ic pluralism, while practice – partly
in the form of a discursive construction of substantive law – provided
material for theoretical formulations.

Legal theory was based on the premise that the activity of discovering
the law was both purely hermeneutical and totally individualistic. The
allowances that were given to personal ijtihAd created, within the theory
itself, the realization that, epistemologically and judicially, pluralism had
to be subjected to a further hermeneutical process by which plurality
was reduced to a minimum. Different opinions on a single matter had
to be pitted against each other in a bid to find out which of them was
epistemologically the soundest or the weightiest. This elimination by
comparison was in theoretical discourse termed tarjCM, namely, weighing
conflicting or incongruent evidence. Here, evidence should be under-
stood as the components making up the opinion itself: the revealed text
from which the legal norm was derived; its modes of transmission; the
qualifications and integrity of the transmitters; and finally the quality of
linguistic and inferential reasoning employed in formulating the opinion.
We shall now offer a brief discussion of preponderance in light of the
problems that these components present.

Before we proceed, a preliminary, general remark is in order. It is
a cardinal tenet in Islamic legal theory that tarjCM is permitted only in
dealing with probable cases, that is, cases that do not depend on textual
evidence whose linguistic significance and modes of transmission are
deemed to be certain. The Quranic verse that allots the female half
the male’s share of inheritance is not open to tarjCM since, by definition, it
is conclusive and not subject to interpretation or the formulation of other
opinions. Furthermore, the epistemic hierarchy of the legal sources settles
a priori any dispute as to which opinion must be deemed preponder-
ant. Thus, an opinion on which consensus was reached is superior since
consensus enjoys the highest epistemic value, even if the other opinions
are derived from ambiguous Quranic verses. This superiority is in effect
guaranteed by two attributes which consensus enjoys and which other
sources do not. First, it is safeguarded against abrogation, and second, it
is not subject to varying interpretations, for the interpretation agreed on
by consensus acquires certainty and, consequently, bars alternative inter-
pretations.25 The hierarchy then is as follows: consensus, Quran, multiply

25 Shcrazc, SharM al-Lumac, II, 665–66, 682, 726–37; tef c, SharM MukhtaQar al-RawKa,
III, 675.
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transmitted traditions (mutawAtir), solitary traditions (AMAd ), and qiyAs,
the inferential methods used in legal reasoning. In this hierarchy, the
Quran and the mutawAtir are on a par in terms of epistemic value.26

We now turn to preponderance as it relates to the categories we out-
lined above, the first of which is the transmission of the traditions. We
have said that the most reliable form of transmission is the tawAtur which
alone, by the admission of most theoreticians and jurists, engenders cer-
tainty. Other forms, however, do not. The solitary tradition, and all other
types of traditions standing between it and the mutawAtir,27 were deemed,
according to the majority, to engender probable knowledge. Any tradition
that does not meet the conditions of the solitary should not, theoretically
at least, be utilized in matters legal. The general principle that governs
transmission is that the more numerous the persons involved in the trans-
mission of a report, the more reliable the report will be.28

Another aspect of transmission relates to the quality of the tiers of
transmission. Thus, a tradition whose transmission can be traced all the
way back to a Companion who was a direct witness of what the Prophet
said or did is deemed superior to a tradition whose transmission begins
with a Follower.29 Similarly, a tradition that lacks the name of a trans-
mitter at any tier of its transmission would be outweighed by another
whose transmission is uninterrupted.

The rectitude of the transmitters themselves was also of crucial import-
ance. Thus, a tradition that was transmitted by persons known for their
reliability, precision, and trustworthiness outweighed another that was
transmitted by persons who enjoyed only some or none of these qualities.
Degrees of reliability, precision, and trustworthiness were distinguished.
The more perfect the qualities possessed by the transmitter, the more
superior he was adjudged. Accordingly, a more precise transmitter

26 tef c, SharM MukhtaQar al-RawKa, III, 674–75. On the epistemology of the mutawAtir,
see Bernard Weiss, “Knowledge of the Past: The Theory of TawAtur According to
Ghazalc,” Studia Islamica, 61 (1985): 81–105; Wael B. Hallaq, “On Inductive Cor-
roboration, Probability and Certainty in Sunnc Legal Thought,” in Nicholas L. Heer,
ed., Islamic Law and Jurisprudence: Studies in Honor of Farhat J. Ziadeh (Seattle: Uni-
versity of Washington Press, 1990), 9–24.

27 Such as the mashhEr and mustaf CK, which are epistemologically superior to the solitary
traditions but said by the majority to yield only a high degree of probability. See
Hallaq, “Inductive Corroboration,” 21 f.

28 fmidc, IMkAm, I, 229 f.; Abe Yacla Ibn al-Farra’, al- cUdda f C UQEl al-Fiqh, ed.
Mumammad Mubarakc, 3 vols. (Beirut: Mu’assasat al-Risala, 1980), III, 856–57; tef c,
SharM MukhtaQar al-RawKa, III, 690–91; Hallaq, “Inductive Corroboration,” 9 ff.

29 tef c, SharM MukhtaQar al-RawKa, III, 692; Bernard Weiss, The Search for God’s Law:
Islamic Jurisprudence in the Writings of Sayf al-DCn al-FmidC (Salt Lake City: University
of Utah Press, 1992), 735.
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bestows greater strength on a tradition than another whose transmitter is
less precise.30

There were numerous other factors which entered into considera-
tions of tarjCM relative to transmitters. Oral learning and memorizing of a
tradition renders it superior to another whose transmission was based on
a written record. This preference for human memory makes any tradition
which is dependent on writing less desirable. If at any stage of its trans-
mission the tradition were committed to writing, and then once again
transmitted orally from that point onward, then that tradition would be
outweighed by another which had been continually transmitted by oral
means and was hence devoid of such weakness. Similar to this is the
preference given to a tradition purporting to contain a verbatim report of
the Prophet’s words. Such a tradition is considered far superior to another
which conveys only the meaning or theme of what the Prophetic words
said.31 In the same vein, a tradition whose first transmitter reports that he
heard the Prophet say something outweighs another based on a report in
which the transmitter tells of what the Prophet wrote to someone on a
certain matter.32

Chains of transmission that include legists are deemed superior to any
that do not contain transmitters with such qualifications. Similarly, a
transmitter of prestigious ancestry or one whose family converted to Islam
at an early point in time is considered superior to another who is or
happens to be the descendant of a more recent convert or whose family is
not well known. The degree of closeness to the Prophet was also a con-
sideration. Thus, as a transmitter, a close friend of the Prophet is deemed
far superior to another who was not so close to him. It is perhaps the same
logic which dictates that a Medinese transmitter is superior to another
transmitter who hailed from or lived in another locale.33 The last, but not
the least, of these factors is the transmitter’s conformity to the dictates of
the tradition he narrates. If one or more of the transmitters of a tradition
were known to have acted in accordance with its message, their transmis-
sion would be considered to outweigh another where the transmitters did
not act pursuantly to what they have narrated.34

The circumstances which gave rise to a tradition also determined its
strength. Thus, if a tradition was transmitted within the context of an
event which is considered widely known, then it would outweigh another
lacking such a context. Similarly, if the first transmitter was somehow
implicated or involved in the event that gave rise to a tradition, then the

30 tef c, SharM MukhtaQar al-RawKa, III, 693; Shawkanc, IrshAd al-FuMEl, 54–55.
31 Shawkanc, IrshAd al-FuMEl, 57; Weiss, Search, 736. 32 Bajc, IMkAm al-FuQEl, 739.
33 Shcrazc, SharM al-Lumac, II, 657–60; Hallaq, History, 67–68. 34 Weiss, Search, 735.
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tradition would be regarded as superior to another where the transmitter
was merely an observer. This involvement may be one of two types. The
first is a tradition in which the first transmitter reports that the Prophet
said or did something that concerned the reporter personally, such as
Maymena’s report that the “Prophet married me in Sarif 35 while he was in
the state of MalAl.” This tradition was considered superior to Ibn cAbbas’s
report of the same marriage with the difference that in this latter transmis-
sion the Prophet was said to be in a state of iMrAm.36 The second type is a
tradition whose object specifically pertains to the first transmitter, such as
the tradition concerning menstruation. Some jurists considered the tradi-
tion whose first transmitter was a woman more reliable than one first trans-
mitted by a man. Other jurists, however, begged to differ, arguing that if
the man was a reliable, trustworthy, and precise transmitter, his report
should outweigh a woman’s transmission, even if he was not personally
involved in the matter that gave rise to the tradition in the first place.37

Also subject to preponderance were the texts themselves (matn; pl.
mutEn), irrespective of the mode of their transmission. The following are
some types of tarjCM that apply in such cases:38

1. A tradition whose text consists of fixed and steadily reported language out-
weighs another whose language is inconsistent and confused. A text whose
language is not fixed leads to varying interpretations and reveals the impreci-
sion of its transmitter(s).

2. A text in which the legal norm is explicitly and completely expressed is super-
ior to another in which the norm is elliptically stated or merely suggested.

3. Related to the previous category, a tradition or text whose raison d’être is the
stipulation of a legal norm is considered better than another in which the legal
norm is incidentally stated.

4. A text whose general language (cAmm)39 has been particularized in a manner
which the jurists have approved is superior to another in which particulariza-
tion has proven to be controversial.

35 A watering place located six miles away from Mecca.
36 IMrAm is a state into which the Muslim enters physically, spiritually, and temporally

during the greater or lesser pilgrimage, i.e. Majj and cumra. During iMrAm, the pilgrim
should not engage in sexual intercourse, lie, argue, hunt wild game, kill any creatures
(even flies), use perfume, clip fingernails, or trim or shave hair. See Wael B. Hallaq,
“Forbidden,” Encyclopaedia of the Qur ”an (Leiden: E. J. Brill, forthcoming).

37 Bajc, IMkAm al-FuQEl, 735, 742, 744–45.
38 For these types, see ibid., 745 ff.; Shcrazc, SharM al-Lumac, II, 660–62; Weiss, Search,

736.
39 Words that equally designate two or more individuals of the genus to which they refer

are deemed general. Particularization (takhQCQ) means the exclusion from the general of
a part that was subsumed under that general. For more on the general and the particu-
lar, see Hallaq, History, 45–47.
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5. A text containing a real usage (MaqCqa) outweighs another containing a meta-
phor (majAz).40

6. A text that is expressed in emphatic language outweighs another that is not.
7. A text that reflects the consensus of the entire community is superior to

another which reflects the consensus of the scholars. The same logic also
dictates that the consensus of the Companions be deemed superior to that
of the Followers, which also means that the consensus of dead mujtahids
outweighs that of living mujtahids.

8. A text that includes additional information outweighs another that omits this
information.

It should be noted that the types of tarjCM involved in numbers 2, 3, 4,
5, and 6 – as well as all other types that relate to the linguistic structure
of MadCth texts – are also applicable to the Quranic language. It is only in
the area of the transmission of the Quranic text that questions of tarjCM
are precluded, since this transmission was the surest form of mutawAtir,
thereby engendering certainty.

What we have surveyed in the foregoing paragraphs is, relatively speak-
ing, no more than a few rules of tarjCM. The legal literature in general, and
works of legal theory in particular, elaborated on this theme extensively,
producing dozens of distinctions and types. fmidc, for instance, lists a
total of 173 forms.41 What we have discussed here are some of the more
important and representative ones. Using the same criteria, let us go on to
discuss how tarjCM applies in qiyAs, perhaps the most difficult and complex
form of preponderance.

Preponderance relating to qiyAs addresses the four categories of which
qiyAs, as an archetype, consists: (1) the new case ( farc) that requires a legal
solution; (2) the original rule or case embedded in the primary sources,
the Quran and the sunna; (3) the ratio legis, or the attribute common to
both the new case and the original case; and (4) the legal norm, or the rule
(Mukm) attached to the original case, which, due to the similarity between
the two cases, is transferred from that case to the new one.42 Of these, the
two most important categories are the original rule and the ratio legis, the
latter in particular having been at the center of much debate. As these
two categories are closely related, we shall deal with them as a unit.43 The
principal forms of tarjCM in qiyAs are as follows:

40 Further on tropology, see ibid., 42–43. 41 See Weiss, Search, 734.
42 Hallaq, History, 83.
43 Shcrazc, SharM al-Lumac, II, 950–65; Bajc, IMkAm al-FuQEl, 757–66; Imam al-

naramayn al-Juwaync, al-TalkhCQ f C UQEl al-Fiqh, ed. cAbd Allah al-Ncbalc and Shabbcr
al-cUmarc, 3 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Basha’ir al-Islamiyya, 1417/1996), III, 322–30; Razc,
MaMQEl, II, 470–88; Weiss, Search, 737–38.
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1. An original rule that is certain outweighs another that is probable.
2. An original rule based on a ratio legis subject to consensus is superior to

another based on a ratio that is subject to disagreement.
3. An original rule on which the jurists had agreed that it is not subject to

abrogation (naskh) is superior to another whose abrogation is debatable.
4. A qiyAs that was based on a probable original rule but was conducted

according to the systematic rules of legal reasoning outweighs another
whose original rule is certain but which did not conform to such systematic
rules.

5. An original rule whose ratio was extracted from the revealed texts outweighs
another that was inferred on the basis of a former qiyAs. Epistemologically,
the latter was considered a derivative of the former.44

6. A ratio that was clearly articulated in the texts as the cause or rationale of the
rule outweighs another that was not articulated as such.

7. A certain ratio obviously outweighs a probable one, just as a highly probable
ratio outweighs a merely probable one.

8. A ratio ascertained through a superior method of analysis outweighs
another ascertained by a less convincing method, or by a method that is
controversial.45

9. A ratio that includes a single determinate attribute outweighs another involv-
ing a complex ratio, namely, one which gives rise to a legal norm due to a
number of aggregate attributes.

10. A ratio arising from considerations of public welfare outweighs another that
was ascertained by other considerations.46

11. A ratio supported by a number of textual citations is superior to another that
is supported by a single citation.

12. A ratio in the original text that is found to be identical to that found in the
new case is considered superior to another which does not have this quality,
such as when the genus of the ratio in the new case does not exactly cor-
respond to that found in the original text.

13. A ratio having a number of applications to new cases outweighs another that
may be extended to merely a few cases or only one.

14. A ratio that leads to a rule based on reasonable doubt outweighs another
that does not lead to such a rule. Accordingly, a ratio that results in waiving
capital punishment on the basis of reasonable doubt is superior to another
that makes no allowance for such doubt.

44 Razc, MaMQEl, II, 483.
45 On the methods of ascertaining the ratio, see Weiss, Search, 594 ff.; Hallaq, History,

86 ff.
46 On considerations of public welfare in ascertaining the ratio legis, see Hallaq, History,

88 ff.
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IV

Now, this theoretical account of preponderance represents, in general
terms, the methodological terrain in which the jurists were trained to deal
with all conceivable possibilities of conflict in textual evidence and in
the methods of legal reasoning. Their knowledge of all the issues involved
in preponderance equipped them for the world of positive law where
theory met with legal practice. It is with this arsenal of legal knowledge
of the theoretical principles of preponderance that the jurists tackled the
problem of legal pluralism and plurality of opinion. These principles pro-
vided the epistemic and methodological starting point for the operative
terminology of substantive law, to which the remainder of this chapter
will be dedicated.

Yet, it is curious that in works of substantive law, the concept of tarjCM
appears less frequently than do a number of other, epistemologically
related, terms. Conversely, these terms, which we shall discuss in detail
here, make no appearance in works of legal theory. This phenomenon
is neither singular nor surprising, however, for it is common to nearly
all branches of Islamic religious learning. The same methods of inference
expounded and analyzed in works of Arabic logic are labeled by entirely
different terminology than that in treatises on legal theory. This much
is well known. But the terminology involved in the study and exposition
of the science of MadCth differs from one group of specialists to another,
notably, the traditionists and the jurists. Even when one and the same
scholar – such as Ibn al-ralam or Nawawc – deals with MadCth for legal
purposes, he employs a set of terms different from those he applies to the
same traditions when approaching them as a muMaddith.47

Some of the terms that have appropriated the function of tarjCM in
works of substantive law are derivatives of the root Q.M.M., a root which
carries the notion of correcting, rectifying, or making something sound or
straight. The term QaMCM (sound or correct), one of the most frequently
used derivatives of this root, largely took the burden of what was other-
wise known in works of legal theory as rAjiM, namely, the preponderant
opinion. The linguistic and conceptual links between QaMCM, or the verbal
noun taQMCM (the act of making something QaMCM), and tarjCM were not lost
on those who wielded them, however. Even in works of substantive law,
the jurists did at times, albeit inadvertently, make a connection between

47 See Wael B. Hallaq, “The Authenticity of Prophetic nadcth: A Pseudo-Problem,”
Studia Islamica, 89 (1999), 81 ff.
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the two concepts. Pointing out the need to investigate the strength of the
wujEh opinions in the Shaficite school, Ibn al-ralam argues that it is neces-
sary to conduct tarjCM among these wujEh in order to know which of them
is the QaMCM.48 Hence, in Ibn al-ralam’s discourse, tarjCM is the means by
which the QaMCM or correct opinion becomes known. The organic connec-
tion between taQMCM and tarjCM is also obvious in TaQMCM al-FurE c, by the
nanbalite Mirdawc.49 TaQMCM, the reasoning that leads to the QaMCM, there-
fore presupposes the same epistemological criteria employed in tarjCM.
Opinions are assessed on the strength of the textual evidence upon which
they are constructed, as well as upon the extent of persuasiveness of the
lines of legal reasoning and causation upon which they rest.

Perhaps the most obvious link made between taQMCM and tarjCM is to
be found in Taj al-Dcn al-Subkc’s bio-bibliographical dictionary TabaqAt
al-ShAficiyya al-KubrA. In the long biographical notice which he allots
to his father, Taqc al-Dcn, Taj al-Dcn devotes a section to those school
opinions that his father had “corrected” (mA saMMaMahu). It immediately
becomes clear that QaMCM and taQMCM are used synonymously with tarjCM.
The section, we are told, includes only those cases that Subkc the father
“rendered preponderant” (rajjaMa) over and against the choices of Raficc
(d. 623/1226) and Nawawc, the two most authoritative jurists of later
Shaficism. A reading of the cases listed (over two hundred in all) leaves no
doubt that tarjCM and taQMCM were used interchangeably. It is furthermore
revealing that these cases, which were formally listed as taQMCMAt (pl. of
taQMCM), are referred to in the biographical notice itself as tarjCMAt (pl. of
tarjCM). Upon reading what were described as taQMCMAt, for instance, Ibn
nabcb is reported to have found “these tarjCMAt” impressive.50 TaQMCM and
tarjCM appear here as entirely synonymous.

The conceptual link between QaMCM and tarjCM is further illustrated in
the following example from Nawawc, where he deals with the (im)per-
missibility of eating carrion when no other food is to be found:

If a person finds himself far from an urban setting, then it is permissible for
him to eat [carrion] until he is satiated. If he is not that far, then it is not
permissible [for him to eat until satiation], but only enough to get him
to his destination. This is the broad distinction made by our associates.
Imam al-naramayn al-Juwaync reported this distinction and rejected it. He
argued that there surely must be further differentiation (tafQCl ). Thus, he
and Ghazalc were reported to have made the [following] differentiation:

48 Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC, 124. 49 Mirdawc, TaQMCM al-FurE c, I, 50.
50 Subkc, TabaqAt, VI, 186–96. The cases that Taqc al-Dcn subjected to taQMCM (=tarjCM)

have been compiled in verse (see ibid., VI, 196–99).
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If a person finds himself in a desert and he fears that if he does not eat
to the full he may starve to death, then we affirm that it is permissible for
him to eat until he is satiated. But if he thinks that he can get to a town
[where lawful food is to be had] before hunger strikes again, then we affirm
that he should eat only enough to keep alive . . . Ghazalc’s and Imam
al-naramayn’s differentiation is good, and it is the preponderant opinion
(rAjiM). Our associates have disagreed about the various possibilities of this
case. Abe cAlc al-tabarc in his IfQAM, Reyanc [d. 307/919], and others found
preponderant [the opinion] that it is permissible for him to eat until he
is satiated. On the other hand, al-Qaffal [al-Shashc] and many others have
found preponderant the opinion that it is permissible for him to eat only
enough to keep alive and that it is forbidden for him to eat until sated.
This [latter] is the correct (QaMCM) opinion, but God knows best.51

Apart from the subjectivity that lies at the heart of taQMCM – a matter
we shall take up later – this passage illustrates the juxtaposition of the
two concepts of “preponderant” and “correct.” Ghazalc’s and Juwaync’s
differentiation was found to be rAjiM (preponderant), in comparison
with the broad distinction that Nawawc observes in the works of their
predecessors. At the same time, these latter were split into two allegedly
preponderant opinions, the second of which is found by the author to be
the QaMCM. It is obvious that, for tabarc and Reyanc, the rAjiM is nothing
other than the QaMCM. But in order to reserve for himself the decision on
what is, in the final analysis, the correct of the two competing opinions,
Nawawc asserts that the QaMCM of the two rAjiM opinions is the one that was
adopted by Qaffal.

Treatises on substantive law are replete with statements declaring cer-
tain opinions to be QaMCM, more QaMCM, or not at all.52 The idea behind
this juristic activity derives from the fundamentals of preponderance as
expounded in works of legal theory and as outlined earlier in this chapter.
But as an organic part of the environment of substantive law which
includes as one of its essential components the school’s authoritative and
long-established positive doctrine, taQMCM was bound to take into account
both the methodological and the substantive principles of the school.
Thus, in realistic terms it acquires a complexity which exceeds that
observed in the discourse of legal theory.

Despite (or perhaps because of ) the fact that a staggering number of
opinions are determined in terms of QaMCM or non-QaMCM, the authors of
law books seldom bother to demonstrate for the reader the process by
which an opinion was subjected to taQMCM. This phenomenon, I think, is

51 Nawawc, al-MajmE c, IX, 43. 52 On the non-QaMCM opinions, see n. 61, below.
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not difficult to explain. TaQMCM usually involved a protracted discussion
of textual evidence and lines of legal reasoning, such as those we saw
in the previous chapter concerning the defense of the madhhab. Most
works, or at least those available to us, do shy away from providing
such self-indulgent detail. The nanafite Ibn Ghanim al-Baghdadc, for
instance, explains the problem in his introduction toMajmac al-LamAnAt,
where he states: “Except for a few cases, I have not included the lines of
reasoning employed in the justification of the rules, because this book
is not concerned with verification (taMqCq).53 Our duty is rather limited
to showing which [opinion] is QaMCM and which is aQaMM.”54 The task of
“verifying” the opinions was not only too protracted, but also intellectu-
ally demanding. It is precisely this achievement of “verifying” all available
opinions pertaining to one case and declaring one of them to be the
strongest that gave Nawawc and Raficc such a glorious reputation in the
Shaficite school, and Ibn Qudama the same reputation in the nanbalite
school.55 This was an achievement of a few during the entire history of
the four schools.

In his magisterial MajmE c, Nawawc sometimes, but by no means fre-
quently, explains the reasoning involved in taQMCM. Consider the following
examples, the first of which pertains to the types of otherwise impermiss-
ible food which a Muslim can eat should he find himself, say, in a desert
where lawful food is not to be had:

Our associates held that the impermissible foods which a person finds him-
self compelled to eat are of two types: intoxicating and non-intoxicating
. . . As for the non-intoxicant type, all foods are permitted for consump-
tion as long as these do not involve the destruction of things protected
under the law (itlAf macQEm). He who finds himself compelled to eat is
permitted to consume carrion, blood, swine meat, urine, and other impure
substances. There is no juristic disagreement (khilAf ) as to whether he is
permitted to kill fighters against Islam and apostates and to eat them.
There are two wajh opinions56 [though] concerning the married fornicator

53 Verification is the activity of the “verifiers” (muMaqqiqEn), scholars who establish the
solution to problems by means of original proof and reasoning. See Mumammad b. cAlc
al-Tahanawc, KashshAf IQSilAMAt al-FunEn, 2 vols. (Calcutta: W. N. Leeds’ Press, 1862),
I, 336 (s.v. taMqCq); W. B. Hallaq, Ibn Taymiyya against the Greek Logicians (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1993), 12 (n. 2).

54 Baghdadc, Majmac al-LamAnAt, 3.
55 In the nanafite school, Marghcnanc, among others, acquired a similar status. In

Malikism, it was Ibn Rushd, Mazarc, and Ibn Buzayza, although in his MukhtaQar
Khalcl was to bring together the fruits of these and other jurists’ efforts.

56 Opinions formulated by aQMAb al-wujEh or aQMAb al-takhrCj. See chapter 2, section III,
above.
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(zAnC muMQan),57 rebels, and those who refuse to pray (tArik al-QalAt). The
more correct of the two opinions (aQaMM) is that he is permitted [to kill and
eat them]. Imam al-naramayn, the author [Shcrazc],58 and the majority of
jurists ( jumhEr) conclusively affirm the rule of permissibility. [In justifica-
tion of permissibility] Imam al-naramayn maintained that this is because
the prohibition [imposed upon individual Muslims] to kill these is due
to the power delegated to governing authority (tafwCKan ilA al-sulSAn), so
that the exercise of this power is not preempted. When a dire need to eat
arises, then this prohibition ceases to hold.59

Juwaync’s reasoning here was used by Nawawc to achieve two purposes:
the first to present Juwaync’s own reason for adopting this wajh opinion,
and the second to use the same reasoning to show why Nawawc himself
thought this opinion to be the more correct of the two. Thus, the absolute
legal power of the sulSAn to execute married fornicators, rebels, and
prayer-deserters is preempted by the private individual’s need to eat,
should he or she face starvation.

Note here that Nawawc gives only the line of reasoning underlying
the opinion that he considers to be more correct of the two, despite the
fact that the other wajh opinion is admitted as QaMCM. This was the general
practice of authors, a practice which has an important implication: If
another author thought the second, QaMCM, opinion to be in effect superior
to the one identified by Nawawc as the aQaMM, then it was the responsibil-
ity of that author to retrieve from the authoritative sources the line of
reasoning sustaining that opinion and to show how it outweighed the
arguments of Juwaync and of others. In fact, this was the invariable prac-
tice since nowhere does one encounter a reprimand or a complaint that
the author failed to present the lines of reasoning in justification of what
he thought to be the less authoritative or correct opinion(s).

There was no need to present the evidence of non-QaMCM opinions
because they were by definition negligible – not worth, as it were, the
effort.60 These opinions became known as fAsid (void), KacCf (weak),
shAdhdh (irregular), or gharCb (unknown), terms that never acquired

57 Since, unlike the unmarried fornicator whose punishment falls short of the death
penalty, the married fornicator receives the full extent of this punishment. See Nawawc,
RawKat al-TAlibCn, VII, 305–06.

58 Since Nawawc’s work is a commentary on Shcrazc’s Muhadhdhab, he refers to him as
“the author” (al-muQannif ), a common practice among commentators.

59 Nawawc, al-MajmE c, IX, 43–44.
60 For example, in his al-MajmE c, I, 5, Nawawc states that he will overlook the lines of

reasoning in justification of weak opinions even when these opinions are of the wide-
spread (mashhEr) category.
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any fixed meaning and remained largely interchangeable.61 No particular
value was attached to any of them, for just as in the study of MadCth, a KacCf
report was dismissed out of hand. A premium, on the other hand, was
placed upon the category of the QaMCM and its cognate, the aQaMM. At
first, it might seem self-evident that the aQaMM is by definition superior to
the QaMCM. But this is not the case. Claiming QaMCM status for an opinion
necessarily implies that the competing opinion or opinions are not QaMCM,
but rather KacCf, fAsid, shAdhdh, or gharCb.62 But declaring an opinion aQaMM
means that the competing opinions are QaMCM, no less. Thus, in two cases,
one having a QaMCM opinion and the other an aQaMM opinion, the former
would be considered, in terms of authoritative status, superior to the latter
since the QaMCM had been taken a step further in declaring the competing
opinion(s) weak or irregular, whereas the aQaMM had not been. In other
words, the QaMCM ipso facto marginalizes the competing opinions, whereas
the aQaMM does not, this having the effect that the competing opinion(s)
in the case of the aQaMM continue(s) to retain the status of QaMCM. The
practical implications of this epistemic gradation are that it was possible
for the opinions that had competed with the aQaMM to be used as a basis for

61 Subkc, FatAwA, II, 10 ff.; Suyesc, al-AshbAh wal-NaUA”ir, 104; Nawawc, TahdhCb, I, 94,
113, 164; Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 96; II, 93–94. Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-
ManUEma, 38; Baclc, al-IkhtiyArAt al-Fiqhiyya, 24; Mirdawc, TaQMCM al-FurE c, I, 25, 31,
32; Ibn Rajab, Dhayl, I, 70, 157 ff.; chsa b. cAlc al-cAlamc, KitAb al-NawAzil, 3 vols.
(Rabat: Wizarat al-Awqaf wal-Shu’en al-Islamiyya, 1983), III, 6. When Taqc al-Dcn
Subkc went against Raficc and Nawawc concerning a case of pledging real property
and considered as QaMCM an opinion contrary to another which they had considered
as authoritative, it was possible for Taj al-Dcn al-Subkc to declare that his father had
rendered the opinions of the two masters weak (wa-Kaccafa maqAlatahum). See his
TabaqAt, VI, 191.

In the nanbalite school, Abe al-Khassab al-Kilwadhanc (d. 510/1116) was said to
have held a number of opinions not shared by the members of his school, opinions
described as tafarrudAt. These opinions, also characterized as gharA”ib (pl. of gharCb),
were corrected (QaMMaMa) by later nanbalites. See Ibn Rajab, Dhayl, I, 116, 120, 126–
27.

It is to be noted that in some cases the opposite of the KacCf was the qawC (lit. strong)
or the aqwA (stronger), terms that were rarely used and whose technical meaning re-
mained unfixed. See, for instance, the nanbalite Baclc, al-IkhtiyArAt al-Fiqhiyya, 11.
The same may be said of the term QawAb or its fuller expression wa-hAdhA aqrab ilA
al-QawAb (this is more likely to be true or correct), which was used infrequently to
designate the status of an opinion. See, e.g., Kasanc, BadA”i c al-RanA”i c, I, 31. A very rare
labeling of weak opinions is the term quwayl which is the diminutive of qawl (opinion).
See the nanbalite Zarkashc, SharM, I, 63, 290.

62 It is quite possible that the last two, and particularly the fourth, of this quartet
may have referred to opinions lacking in terms of sufficient circulation, without any
consideration of correctness or soundness. However, the connection that was made
between authoritative status and level of acceptance meant that widely circulated
opinions were correct whereas those that failed to gain wide acceptance problematic.
See further on this issue below.
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iftA” or court decisions, whereas those opinions that had competed with
the QaMCM could no longer serve any purpose once the QaMCM had been
identified (that is, unless a mujtahid or a capable jurist were to reassess one
of these weak opinions and vindicate it as being more sound than that
which had been declared earlier as QaMCM. This, in fact, was one means by
which legal change took place).63

This epistemic evaluation of taQMCM was usually helpful in assessing
opinions between and among a number of jurists belonging to one
school. At times, however, it is necessary to evaluate opinions within the
doctrinal corpus of a single jurist, in which case the QaMCM and the aQaMM
would acquire different values. If a case has only two opinions and the
jurist declares one to be QaMCM and the other aQaMM, then the latter is
obviously the more preponderant one. But if the case has three or more
opinions, then the principles of evaluation as applied to the larger school
doctrine would apply here too. It is to be noted, however, that these
principles of evaluation were generally, but by no means universally,
accepted. Disagreements about the comparative epistemic value of taQMCM
persisted and were never resolved, a fact abundantly attested by the
informative account penned by the last great nanafite jurist Ibn cfbidcn
(d. 1252/1836).64

In due course we shall discuss further the relative uses of operative
terminology and the subjectivity that it involved. But before doing so, we
should turn to the types of reasoning that form the basis of taQMCM. In the
case of eating the flesh of apostates and married fornicators, the basis is
a legal category derived from textual evidence which was construed to
permit the killing of apostates and married fornicators. A further distinc-
tion between the two can still be made: The married fornicator becomes
deserving of capital punishment on a purely criminal basis, namely,
violating the sexual code of the Muslim community as enshrined in
the injunctions of the revealed texts. Apostasy, on the other hand, is not,
strictly speaking, a criminal act, but rather a matter of what we might
call international law which acknowledges a sharp distinction between
the territory of Islam and that of unbelievers who must be fought until
death, conversion, or subjugation as dhimmCs.65 That these apostates and
married fornicators should be killed is not subject to dispute. Rather, the
issue that becomes relevant in this case is the juristic basis upon which

63 See chapter 6, below.
64 See his splendid discussion in SharM al-ManUEma, 38 ff. which marshals a myriad of

opinions from the early and late periods.
65 Ammad Ibn Naqcb al-Miqrc, cUmdat al-SAlik wa-cUddat al-NAsik, ed. and trans. N. H.

Keller, The Reliance of the Traveller (Evanston: Sunna Books, 1991), 602–03.
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a private Muslim individual is permitted to eat the flesh of these people.
Such considerations I call secondary, in the sense that they constitute not
a legal category directly derived from the textual sources, but one that is
based on an already formulated set of established rules. We should note in
passing that much of the legal reasoning involved in works of substantive
law and collections of fatwAs belong to this type of secondary juristic
considerations.

The second of the two cases presents a different sort of taQMCM :

Is it permissible to drink date-wine, grape-wine or any other inebriant
as medicine or for the purpose of quenching thirst [when water is nowhere
to be found]? With regard to this question, there are four wajh opinions
all of which are widespread (mashhEra). The correct one (QaMCM) accord-
ing to the majority of associates is that they are not permitted for either
purpose. The second opinion is that they are permissible. The third is
that they are permitted as a medicinal cure but not for quenching thirst.
The fourth is the converse of the third [namely, that they are permitted
for quenching thirst but not as a cure]. Raficc said that the correct (QaMCM)
opinion according to the majority of jurists is that they are not permitted
for either of the two purposes, the evidence for this being the tradition
transmitted by Wa’il b. najar [who reported] that when tariq b. Suwayd
al-Jacf c asked the Prophet about wine, the latter prohibited him [from
drinking it] and expressed his dislike for making it. tariq said: “I only
make it as a medicinal cure,” whereupon the Prophet said: “It is not a
cure but a disease.” Muslim transmitted this tradition in his RaMCM. The
authoritative opinion of the school (al-madhhab)66 is the first one, namely,
that wines are not permitted for either of the two purposes. This opinion
was corrected (QaMMaMa) by Mamamilc and I shall present his argument
momentarily67 . . . Imam al-naramayn and Ghazalc opted (ikhtArA) for
the opinion that wines are permitted for the purpose of quenching thirst.
The former argued that “wine quenches thirst so that it is not of the same
category as curative medicine. He who claims that wine does not quench
thirst simply does not know, and his opinion is not to be considered
authoritative; indeed, it is erroneous and fanciful. [Drinking in] wine
taverns substitutes for drinking water.” But this is not correct, since the
widespread (mashhEr) opinion of Shaficc, of our associates and of physi-
cians is that wine does not quench thirst but in fact intensifies it. It is a
well-known habit of wine drinkers to consume large quantities of water.
Reyanc reported that Shaficc opined that it is prohibited if it is used for

66 On the madhhab-opinion as an operative usage, see our discussion later in this chapter.
67 Nawawc does not state Mamamilc’s argument for taQMCM as an integral opinion but

apparently chooses to reproduce it through Reyanc, Abe al-tayyib al-tabarc, and Qakc
nusayn whom he discusses later in the same passage.
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the purpose of quenching thirst, his reasoning being that it makes one
both hungry and thirsty. Al-Qakc Abe al-tayyib [al-tabarc] said: “I asked
people knowledgeable in this matter and [concluded that] Shaficc was right:
It quenches the thirst for a while but thereafter it causes extreme thirst.”
In a lecture note, Qakc nusayn maintained that “the physicians say that
wine increases thirst and that wine-drinkers appreciate cold water.” The
conclusion of all that we have said is that wine is useless for the purpose of
quenching thirst. And the conclusion based on the aforementioned tradi-
tion [from Wa’il] is that it is not beneficial as curative medicine. Therefore,
its prohibition is established categorically.68

This passage presents us with two significant points: First, although
the four wajh opinions are recognized as widespread (mashhEra), three of
them are declared incorrect. Later, we shall discuss the mashhEr category
of opinion and its relationship to other categories, but for now it suffices
to say that despite the pedigree of these four opinions as both mashhEr
and wujEh, three of them are rejected as incorrect. Yet this declaration
was made e contrario : by declaring one to be a QaMCM opinion, it is con-
cluded that the others are not deemed to be QaMCM. This assessment is to
be contrasted with the preceding one with regard to consuming the flesh
of apostates and married fornicators, where the fact that one opinion was
declared “more correct” meant that the other was correct, nonetheless.
But a declaration of an opinion as QaMCM must be seen to be as much a
condemnation of the other alternatives as it is a vote in favor of that
opinion.

The other, more important, point to be made here is the basis of taQMCM.
In the case of eating the flesh of married fornicators and apostates, the
basis was purely hermeneutical in the sense that doctrinal considerations
of established principles dictated a certain extension of these principles.
Here, however, the basis of taQMCM is sensory perception and experience,
gained by the observations of physicians and experts. The underlying
question was one that required experiential knowledge of whether wine
was, physiologically speaking, a substance that quenched or induced
thirst. In this regard, it is interesting to note that the usual considerations
of inebriation – which otherwise permeate all discussions of wine – were
not here relevant.

TaQMCM may also be based on considerations of customary practices
(cAda). Raficc and Nawawc held the opinion that wearing silk should
be limited to the extent that it should only form a piece of a garment,
specifically used as a trimming that is no wider than “four fingers,” that

68 Nawawc, al-MajmE c, IX, 51–52.
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is, the width of a palm without counting the thumb. The basis of this
opinion was said to be social custom, presumably that which prevailed
during the lifetimes of Raficc and Nawawc.69 Taqc al-Dcn al-Subkc deemed
this opinion to be the correct one, although our source does not give any
account of the other opinions.70

Social need and necessity also appear as grounds for taQMCM. In fact, they
are cited as grounds for abandoning an otherwise QaMCM opinion in favor
of another which would become on these very grounds the QaMCM. The
nanafite jurist Ibn cfbidcn argues this much:

Not every QaMCM [opinion] may be used as a basis for issuing fatwAs because
another opinion may be adopted out of necessity (KarEra) or due to its
being more agreeable to changing times and similar considerations. This
latter opinion, which is designated as fit for iftA” ( f Chi lafU al-fatwA),
includes two things, one of which is its suitability for issuing fatwAs, the
other is its correctness (QiMMatihi ), because using it as the basis of iftA” is in
itself [an act] by which it is corrected (taQMCM la-hu).71

These notions of taQMCM did not remain a matter of theory or an
unaccomplished ideal. In his al-FatAwA al-Khayriyya, Khayr al-Dcn al-
Ramlc offers a substantial collection of questions which were addressed
to him and which he answered with opinions that had been corrected
(QaMMaMahu) by the leading nanafite scholars on the basis of considera-
tions having to do with changing requirements of the age and of society.72

Needless to say, the basis of taQMCM may also be any of the considera-
tions we have enumerated in the theory of preponderance. Illustrations of
such considerations, especially those related to Sunnaic textual evidence,
abound, and it suffices for our purposes here to refer the reader to those
cases we cited in the preceding chapter as examples of defending the
madhhab. Obviously, the purposes of taQMCM fundamentally differ from
those of defending the madhhab, but the processes involved in both
activities are very much the same: they are offshoots of tarjCM or adapta-
tions thereof.

Preponderance, as we have seen, depends in part on corroboration by
other members of a class, which is to say that it is subject to inductive
corroboration by an aggregate body of the same type of evidence. Thus,
a tradition transmitted by a certain number of channels and transmitters

69 Although Raficc lived mostly in Qazwcn and Nawawc in faraway Syria.
70 Subkc, TabaqAt, VI, 188. 71 Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-ManUEma, 38–39.
72 Khayr al-Dcn al-Ramlc, al-FatAwA al-Khayriyya, printed on the margins of Ibn cfbidcn’s

al- cUqEd al-Durriyya f C TanqCM al-FatAwA al-NAmidiyya, 2 vols. (Cairo: al-Masbaca al-
Maymeniyya, 1893), I, 3.
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was considered to be superior to another transmitted by fewer channels
and transmitters. Similarly, a ratio legis attested by more than one text was
deemed to outweigh another supported by a single text. Consensus itself,
epistemologically the most powerful sanctioning authority, depended on
universal corroboration. Thus, what we have called inductive corrobora-
tion no doubt constituted a fundamental feature of legal thinking, both in
the theory of preponderance and elsewhere in the law.73

It is perhaps with this all-important notion in mind that we might
appreciate the controversy that found its way into the discourse on
the QaMCM. Taj al-Dcn al-Subkc reports that in his magisterial work al-
MuMarrar, Raficc was rumoured to have determined opinions to be QaMCM
on the basis of what the majority of leading Shaficites considered to
fall into this category,74 this majority being determined by an inductive
survey of the opinions of individual jurists. Ramlc reiterated this percep-
tion of Raficc’s endeavor and added that he did so because maintaining the
authority of school doctrine is tantamount to transmitting it, which is to
say that authority is a devolving tradition that is continually generated by
a collectivity of individual transmissions. He immediately adds, however,
that preponderance by number is particularly useful when two (or more)
opinions are of the same weight.75

Be that as it may, taQMCM on the basis of number or majority appears
to have become a standard, especially, if not exclusively, when all other
considerations seemed equal. Ibn al-ralam maintained that if the jurist
cannot determine which opinion is the QaMCM because the evidence and
reasoning in all competing opinions under investigation appear to him
to be of equal strength, he must nonetheless decide which is the QaMCM
and preponderant opinion according to three considerations in descend-
ing order of importance: superior number or majority, knowledge, and
piety.76 Thus, an opinion would be considered QaMCM if more jurists con-
sidered it to be such than they did another. The taQMCM of a highly learned
jurist outweighs that of a less knowledgeable one, and that of a pious
jurist is superior to another of a less pious one. In the same vein, an
opinion held to be QaMCM by a number of jurists would be considered
superior to another held as such by a single jurist, however learned he may
be. The same preference is given to a learned jurist over a pious one.
Thus, taQMCM operates both within and between these categories.

That number is important should in no way be surprising. The entire
enterprise and concept of the madhhab is based on group affiliation to a set

73 On this theme, see Hallaq, “Inductive Corroboration,” 3–31.
74 Subkc, TabaqAt, V, 124. 75 Ramlc, NihAyat al-MuMtAj, I, 37.
76 Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC, 126.
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of doctrines, considered to have an authoritative core. Reducing plurality
through number or any other means was certainly a desideratum. It is
therefore perfectly reasonable to find the Malikite nassab declaring, like
many others, that the descending order of number, knowledge, and piety
is a denominator common to all four schools.77

But this order and the principles that governed it did not guarantee the
objective reality of the QaMCM. Nor could the theory of preponderance
ensure that a QaMCM opinion would be accepted as such by either the con-
temporaries or successors of the jurist who undertook its taQMCM. The fact
of the matter is that the QaMCM and the entire activity of taQMCM were highly
subjective. In the example concerning the extent to which a person is
permitted to eat if he finds himself denied lawful food, we have seen that
two groups of jurists differed as to which opinion outweighed the other,
each group supporting a diametrically opposite position. In the other
example of drinking wine as medicine or for the purpose of quenching
thirst in circumstances of KarEra, the QaMCM opinion was determined over
and against three other widespread opinions. This is particularly signific-
ant for us, because “widespread” means an opinion held by a good, if not
great, number of jurists. Even Raficc, Nawawc, and Taqc al-Dcn al-Subkc
at times abandon certain widespread opinions in favor of less popular
ones.78 In a number of cases, Nawawc himself declares as QaMCM opinions
those that Raficc does not deem as such.79 Similarly, in addressing the very
same cases, he and Ibn cAqren (d. 585/1189) often consider the two con-
flicting opinions to be QaMCM.80 Ibn Qakc Shuhba remarks that Nawawc’s
taQMCM in his early works, especially in those cases where he goes against
the mashhEr, are not to be considered reliable.81

The following case, about the lawfulness of eating game that was
brought down out of the hunter’s sight, whether by one of his arrows or
by his hunting dog, nicely illustrates the relativity of the QaMCM :

Of the [existing] opinions, there are two that are more widespread (ashhar).
The aQaMM of the two opinions according to the majority of the Iraqians
and others is that [eating] the game is prohibited. According to Baghawc
and Ghazalc, however, the aQaMM opinion is that it is permitted. This [latter]
is the QaMCM or the right opinion (QawAb).82

77 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, VI, 91. See also Mirdawc, TaQMCM al-FurE c, I, 51; Nawawc,
al-MajmE c, I, 68.

78 Subkc, TabaqAt, III, 151. 79 Ramlc, NihAyat al-MuMtAj, I, 45.
80 Subkc, TabaqAt, VI, 192.
81 Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, II, 199. The reference is particularly to his Nukat

al-TanbCh and al-cUmda f C TaQMCM al-TanbCh.
82 Nawawc, al-MajmE c, IX, 117.
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Although we do not know the identity of the Iraqians or their num-
ber, it seems safe to assume that they were many more than two, and
especially that certain “others” are said to have adopted this opinion
as well. Nawawc, the author of this passage, sides with Baghawc and
Ghazalc, a comparative minority. What is important here is that the
subjectivity of taQMCM appears on two levels. Each side considered the
opinion it adopted as the “more correct” of the opposing choices, while
Nawawc engages in a further taQMCM, siding in this case with the minority
opinion. His hermeneutic, the details of which he chooses not to reveal
in this case, amounts in effect to an ordinary taQMCM for it involves the
examination of evidence adduced by the two sides. But for these sides
to claim to support the aQaMM, they had to conduct the same examina-
tion with regard to the evidence of the preexisting, hitherto uncorrected
opinions.

The roots of this subjectivity are to be found in the very hermeneutic
embodied in the theory of preponderance. The preceding example of
hunting is a case in point. The taQMCM itself becomes, on the basis of the
same theory, the object of yet another taQMCM. But the question that poses
itself at this juncture is: What is the underlying cause of such hermeneut-
ical variations and difference? Why would one jurist consider an aQaMM or
a QaMCM opinion to be less than what had been claimed for it by a another
jurist? The answer, of course, is not easy to provide, for much more needs
to be known about the socio-legal background of the jurist in question,
and how this background relates to each of the cases he subjects to his
interpretive methodology. The task is formidable. But that this back-
ground is of primary relevance is beyond a shadow of doubt. Ibn cfbidcn’s
testimony in this regard is valuable. He explicitly argues that the jurists
disagree with regard to taQMCM because of a variety of factors, among them
the ever-changing social customs (cAdAt) and conditions of people (aMwAl
al-nAs). He was acutely aware of the law’s responsiveness to social reality,
a subject to which he dedicated a short treatise vindicating legal change as
a response to corresponding social change.83 TaQMCM, he also argues, differs
(presumably between one jurist and another) due to the fact that what is
considered suitable and agreeable to society changes according to the
transformations that this society undergoes. Furthermore, economic and
other transactions (tacAmul ) undergo change that needs to be accounted
for in the law. Finally, Ibn cfbidcn introduces a juristic category, namely,
that taQMCM differs from one jurist to another because the evidence in
favor of one opinion appears to be stronger than that which supports its

83 See his Nashr al-cUrf, 114–47. See also chapter 6, section VIII, below.
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counterpart (mA qawiya wajhuhu).84 Whereas in all previous categories
Ibn cfbidcn provides a perspicacious explanation of causality, he fails –
or chooses not – to do so in the last instance, perhaps assuming the
impossibility of an intellectual activity that is entirely independent of the
social and other contexts in which it took place.

V

In the course of the preceding discussion, we saw how QaMCM and aQaMM
opinions fared in connection with what we have termed widespread
opinion, properly called the mashhEr. The most salient feature of the
examples we have thus far presented is that the mashhEr was subjected to
taQMCM, which means that the ultimate authority of doctrine did not derive
from the procedure of tashhCr (declaring an opinion to be mashhEr) but
rather from taQMCM.

This mode of authorization, however, was not a practice common to
all four schools. It will be noticed that the examples we have adduced in
this connection, and the jurists we have named, disclose an essentially
nanafite85 and Shaficite approach to authorization through taQMCM, an
approach which is, to some extent, different from that adopted by
the Malikites. The nanbalites for their part seem to have adopted the
nanafite and Shaficite attitude toward this issue. Mirdawc’s work TaQMCM
al-FurE c, for instance, is a commentary on KitAb al-FurE c of Ibn Muflim
(d. 763/1361). A late author, Mirdawc (d. 885/1480) had the benefit of
hindsight, and was thus able to gauge the operative terminology prevalent
in his school. It turns out that the highest form of authorization was the
taQMCM which, he maintains, was known through having recourse to the
doctrines of the leading jurists of the school, jurists whose task it was to
establish which opinion was preponderant and QaMCM and which not (note
the interchangeability of the two terms). The raison d’être of Mirdawc’s
own work, as the title indicates, is precisely the determination of the QaMCM
opinions which Ibn Muflim did not, or could not, undertake. The aim
of the book, therefore, and its central concern, was to accomplish the
taQMCM of the corpus juris of the nanbalite madhhab (taMrCr al-madhhab
wa-taQMCMihi ),86 an achievement that would become the product of a

84 Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al-cUrf, 130; Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-ManUEma, 40.
85 For further evidence of nanafite taQMCM, see n. 101, below. See also the following:

Ramlc, al-FatAwA al-Khayriyya, I, 2–3; Samarqandc, TuMfat al-FuqahA”, I, 29, 35, 67,
76, 90, 101, 102, 104, and passim; Kasanc, BadA”i c al-RanA”i c, I, 27, 31, 151, 151, 159;
Baghdadc, Majmac al-LamAnAt, 3; Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 3–4; Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-
ManUEma, 38–40; Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al- cUrf, 130 and passim.

86 Mirdawc, TaQMCM al-FurE c, I, 25, 50.
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joint effort on the part of Ibn Muflim and Mirdawc. It is worth noting at
this point that taQMCM was a desideratum of several later works emerging
from the four schools, so Mirdawc’s work is in no way an exception to
the rule.87 We have already mentioned that the prestige and authority
of Raficc and Nawawc in the Shaficite school, of Ibn Qudama in the
nanbalite school, and of Marghcnanc in the nanafite school rest in good
measure upon this achievement.

We have said that the highest form of authorization for the Malikites
was the mashhEr, although they resorted to taQMCM rather frequently.
Indeed, one might say that the procedure, in comparison with the other
three schools, was exactly reversed: the Shaficite, nanafite, and nanbalite
taQMCM of the mashhEr was matched by the Malikite tashhCr of the QaMCM
or aQaMM. This explains a highly recurrent and authoritative statement
made by many authors in the four schools, but which in Malikism re-
ceived a slightly different stress. The nanafites, nanbalites, and Shaficites
demanded that the jurisconsult and qAKC not diverge from the QaMCM
opinions of the school, or as they might say, al-qawl al-muQaMMaM (the
corrected opinion). It is in this spirit that the nanafite naqkaf c was
commended for his ingenuity, despite the fact that he had never in his
entire career issued a fatwA or passed a verdict that was not based on a
muQaMMaM opinion.88 Compare this requirement with its Malikite coun-
terpart. Instead of prescribing knowledge of the muQaMMaM opinion, they
embraced the mashhEr which was to constitute the basis of fatwA and
court decisions.89 It was in this spirit too that Mazarc, a distinguished
Malikite mujtahid, was extolled for never having abandoned the mashhEr
in his fatwAs despite attaining such epistemic preeminence.90

So what exactly is the mashhEr ? Before addressing this question, it is
important to point out that, in spite of its fundamental importance, the
operative terminology of substantive law, strictly speaking, never found its
way into the technical dictionaries which claimed to be able to furnish
definitions for the entire range of the Muslim sciences, religious as well
as rational.91 We know that thousands of technical words were afforded
definitions, explications, and clarifications, but neither the mashhEr nor
the QaMCM, nor for that matter any of the other operative terms we shall

87 See, for instance, the nanbalite Taqc al-Dcn Mumammad al-Futemc Ibn al-Najjar,
MuntahA al-IrAdAt, 2 vols. (Cairo: Maktabat Dar al-cUreba, 1961–62), I, 6.

88 Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 16.
89 Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-NukkAm, I, 46, 51; nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 32; VI, 91;

cAlamc, NawAzil, III, 6.
90 Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-NukkAm, I, 51; nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 32.
91 Such as Tahanawc’s KashshAf, Ammadnagarc’s JAmic al-cUlEm, and Jurjanc’s TacrCfAt.
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discuss, made an appearance there. This leaves us with a body of legal
literature which, in employing this terminology, simply assumes that
readers partake of, and fully understand, the inner layers of the tradition
within which they were written. Our challenge then is to extract from
various sources, and from scattered statements and legal cases, what each
term meant and how it was variably used.

In the case of the Shaficites and nanbalites,92 the term mashhEr
generally stood for an opinion that had gained wide circulation among
the jurists. Its legitimacy, then, stemmed from the fact that many jurists
deemed it correct, this being the epistemic foundation of historical nar-
rative, including the transmission of MadCth. Yet, its wide acceptance did
not guarantee its superiority or even its validity. Once subjected to taQMCM,
a mashhEr could turn out to be a weak opinion, to be excluded, as we have
seen in Nawawc, from the corpus of authoritative doctrine. But which
corpus? There is no doubt that the mashhEr was characterized by the
same uncertainty and subjectivity as that from which taQMCM suffered. One
instance of this subjectivity can be seen in the fact that if the mashhEr’s
taQMCM were rejected, then its authoritative status would remain intact.
Ibn Qakc Shuhba in fact rejected Nawawc’s taQMCM of the mashhEr which
the latter had conducted in his early works.93 But even if the taQMCM in
a particular case or cases was accepted, it did not automatically mean
that the mashhEr would be abandoned. According to the royal decrees
of judicial appointment preserved in Qalqashandc, the Shaficite qAKC was
to adjudicate according to the preponderant opinion (rAjiM), leaving
aside that which was non-preponderant (marjEM). Qalqashandc however
admits that in practice the marjEM remained valid and authoritative if
it stemmed from the founding imam’s doctrine or if it had been adopted
by the majority of Shaficite jurists.94 Later on, Nawawc was to reserve
the term mashhEr for those of Shaficc’s opinions that were considered
stronger than certain others that he was said to have held.95 Similarly, the
nanbalite Zarkashc seems to have attempted to reserve the term for Ibn
nanbal’s opinions, but he was not entirely successful.96 But the weight
of the traditional meaning of mashhEr as simply a widespread opinion –
without it necessarily belonging to Shaficc – did not make for greater

92 For the nanbalite use of the mashhEr and tashhCr, see Ibn al-Najjar, MuntahA al-IrAdAt,
I, 6; Mirdawc, TaQMCM al-FurE c, I, 23.

93 Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, II, 199.
94 Ammad b. cAlc al-Qalqashandc, RubM al-AcshA f C RinA cat al-InshA, 14 vols. (Beirut: Dar

al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya, 1987), XI, 196.
95 Ramlc, NihAyat al-MuMtAj, I, 42.
96 Zarkashc, SharM, I, 274, 326, 318, 612, 614, 618, and passim. However, in vol. I, 299,

317, 327, and passim, he used so to designate other jurists’ opinions.
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consistency in Nawawc’s discourse. In the example cited above in which
Nawawc pronounced on the legality of drinking wine as medicine or for
the purpose of quenching thirst, we saw that he introduced four wajh
opinions, none of which, by definition, were held by Shaficc, although all
were said to have been of the mashhEr type.97 In fact, even in the intro-
duction to his work, he makes the remark that he will not expound the
evidence or lines of legal reasoning of weak opinions, even though they
may be of the mashhEr type.98 Here, the reference is clearly to the general
body of opinion, not to that of Shaficc’s alone. To say that Nawawc
contradicted himself on what precisely constitutes the mashhEr is to state
the obvious. Nevertheless, the definition of the mashhEr as an opinion
which acquired authority due to having gained wide circulation among
the jurists remained the dominant conception among the Shaficites and
nanbalites.99

The nanafites, on the other hand, do not seem to have used the term
with any frequency, at least not in the technical sense of referring to a
particular type of authoritative opinion. In naqkaf c’s list of operative
terms conventionally used by the nanafites, the term makes no appear-
ance.100 A survey of some of the most important nanafite works confirms
this absence, both from the lists of operative terms presented by the
authors (when they do so) in the opening pages of their works as well as
from their overall contents.101

In the case of the Malikite mashhEr, we are fortunate to have Ibn
Farmen’s revealing discussion. In his TabQira, he maintains that ultim-
ate authority is embodied in Malik’s doctrine from which neither the
jurisconsult nor the qAKC may swerve. Some jurists, he remarks, argued
that the final authority of Malikite doctrine resides in Ibn al-Qasim’s
work, especially if Malik’s authoritative doctrine cannot be determined.
This hierarchy of doctrine, it is claimed, constituted the foundations of

97 For other examples, see Nawawc, al-MajmE c, IX, 45, 192, 199, and passim; Subkc,
TabaqAt, III, 151.

98 Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 5.
99 It is interesting that Zarkashc, for instance, often couples the term mashhEr with

macrEf, well known (e.g. al-macrEf al-mashhEr, or the reverse order). See his SharM, II,
534, 547, 589; VII, 398.

100 naqkaf c, al-Durr al-MukhtAr, I, 72–75.
101 See Marghcnanc, HidAya; Qakckhan, FatAwA ; al-FatAwA al-Hindiyya ; Mumammad b.

Shihab Ibn Bazzaz al-Kurdarc, al-FatAwA al-BazzAziyya al-MusammAtu bil-JAmic al-
WajCz , printed on the margins of al-FatAwA al-Hindiyya , vols. IV–VI (repr.; Beirut:
Dar Imya’ al-Turath al-cArabc, 1980); nalabc, MultaqA al-AbMur; Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya ;
Kamal al-Dcn Ibn al-Humam, SharM FatM al-QadCr, 10 vols. (repr.; Beirut: Dar al-Fikr,
1990). It is to be noted that the principal terms used in these works for the authoriza-
tion of legal opinions are the QaMCM and aQaMM.
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juridical practice among Andalusian and Moroccan jurists.102 With this
background in mind, Ibn Farmen continues his discussion:

Our foregoing discussion leads us to the conclusion that if Ibn al-Qasim’s
opinions are to be found in the Mudawwana, then they are the mashhEr
opinions of the school. In the technical usage of Moroccan jurists (al-
MaghAriba), the mashhEr are the opinions found in the Mudawwana. But
the Iraqians [of the Malikite school] often disagree with the Moroccans as
to which opinions are mashhEr, for they declare certain opinions mashhEr
[when the Moroccans do not]. The practice of the more recent jurists
(muta”akhkhirEn) is to consider mashhEr that which is deemed thus by
the Egyptian and Moroccan jurists. Ibn Rashid reported that he had heard
that some scholars spurned the term mashhEr because the jurists may con-
sider certain opinions as mashhEr though they have weak foundations
(laysa la-hu aQl ). The fact is that reliable opinions are only those which
are supported by [strong] evidence. Ibn Bashcr maintained that “there is
disagreement about the mashhEr, consisting of two positions. The first is
that the mashhEr is the opinion which is supported by strong evidence; the
second is that it is the opinion held by many jurists. The correct position
(al-QaMCM) is the first. But this position is marred by the fact that the jurists
at times declare one opinion to be mashhEr and the [competing] opinion
QaMCM.” But nothing should mar this position because the mashhEr is the
doctrine of the Mudawwana. There may be a sound tradition supporting
the other opinion, and probably transmitted by Malik, but which he
did not use in support of that opinion due to a reason which prevented
him from doing so, a reason not obvious to the [later] jurist. When this
jurist finds a sound tradition to support the said opinion, he declares the
opinion QaMCM, a practice of frequent occurrence in the commentaries of
Ibn al-cArabc and Ibn cAbd al-Salam on Ibn al-najib . . . Ibn Rashid said
that “the second position – that the mashhEr is that which is held by many
– is also marred by the fact that in certain legal cases, we find the mashhEr
to be those opinions which carry the legal norm of prohibition, whereas
the majority [of jurists] hold those opinions which carry the legal norm of
permissibility.” [Here, Ibn Rashid cites a custody case to prove his point.]
However, Ibn Khuwayz Mindad maintained that the legal doctrines of the
school show that the mashhEr is that which is supported by strong evid-
ence and that Malik, in questions subject to disagreement, sided with the
opinions supported by strong evidence, not those held by many jurists.103

This passage contains both doctrinal and historical information. First,
it speaks of fundamental uncertainty in the Malikite school as to what

102 Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-NukkAm, I, 49.
103 Ibid., I, 50. Ibn Khuwayz Mindad’s assertion is not borne out by Malik’s MuwaSSa”, as

we have seen in chapter 2, section II, above.
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exactly the mashhEr was. Is its preponderance based on strength of evid-
ence or on sheer weight of numbers? Ibn Farmen defended the former
meaning of the mashhEr, but he in no way resolved the dispute. In fact,
as far as I know, there was never to be a final resolution of this disagree-
ment. Second, even if we disregard the issue of the mashhEr’s evidential
and epistemic foundations, there was another major disagreement as
to which opinion is mashhEr and which not. Ibn Farmen speaks of a
Malikite split on the matter, with the Iraqians standing on one side and
the Moroccans on the other. Furthermore, this split may have widened
in later centuries to include the Egyptians who joined the fray on the side
of the Moroccans.

If taQMCM, whose foundations were relatively well defined and gener-
ally agreed upon, was nonetheless dealt with in a subjective fashion, then
small wonder that the mashhEr was chronically prone to such treatment.
Ibn Farmen himself admits this much, not only in the passage we have
translated above, but also in his description of his colleagues’ practices.
He also quotes Ibn Rashid who speaks of Ibn al-najib’s confused use
of the mashhEr and the ashhar (more widespread). At times, Ibn al-najib
considered ashhar what others deemed mashhEr, a practice that was
also associated with the Egyptian and Moroccan jurists, including Ibn
al-cArabc. In a rather clumsy justification of this practice, Ibn Rashid
maintained that Ibn al-najib did so “perhaps because the word ashhar is
more elegant and shorter”!104 The fact that Ibn Rashid had to resort to
such an unconvincing explanation speaks of the uncertainty that engulfed
the technical connotation of the mashhEr.

The severity of the problem led to attempts at finding a remedy, al-
though these were largely unsuccessful. This is evidenced in the Malikite
creation of a hierarchy of the mashhEr doctrine based on juristic authority
within the school. In this respect, nassab reflected the standard doctrine
of the Malikite school when he stated that, in those cases on which the
mashhEr opinion cannot be determined through an examination of tex-
tual evidence and legal reasoning, recourse should be had to the later
masters of the school. Thus, the tashhCrAt of Ibn Rushd take precedence
over those of Ibn Buzayza, while the tashhCrAt of Ibn Rushd, Mazarc, and
cAbd al-Wahhab are of equal weight.105

But how were these mujtahids to determine which opinion was
mashhEr and which not? Again, Malik’s doctrine emerges as the ultimate

104 Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-NukkAm, I, 51: “fa-yuMtamal an yakEn qaQada hAdhihi al-cibAra
li-rashAqatihA wa-qillati MurEfihA.”

105 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 36.
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frame of reference. Given that Malik was known to have often held more
than one opinion on a single case, the question becomes: Which opinion
should be considered the mashhEr? The answer is fairly simple: it is the
opinion that he held last, because those opinions that he held earlier in
his life were deemed abrogated by later ones.106 But what if the chrono-
logy of opinions cannot be established, which is frequently the case?
In such cases, the mujtahid, and only the mujtahid, should determine
which opinion is supported by the best evidence and most persuasive legal
reasoning, and this he must do in light of his intimate knowledge of
Malik’s methodology and principles. Whatever emerges as the best of all
opinions must then be presumed to have been Malik’s last opinion, the
mashhEr.107 More often than not, however, it is the muqallid who needs to
determine the status of the opinions. But since he lacks knowledge of the
founder’s methodology and principles, he must rely on Ibn al-Qasim’s
recension of Malik’s doctrine, and this he does to the best of his know-
ledge of what Malik’s last doctrine is.108

VI

But this is not all. Leaving the determination of the mashhEr to the
muqallid increases subjectivity and creates further multiplicity of pre-
sumed authoritative opinions. Thus, in order to reduce plurality and in-
crease the chances of determining authoritative opinions, the four schools
resorted to other means, each of which was labeled with what we have
called an operative term. Leaving aside any consideration of their order
of importance, these terms were as follows: rAjiM, UAhir, awjah, ashbah,
QawAb, madhhab, maftC bi-hi, macmEl bi-hi, mukhtAr. It is with these con-
cepts – which together with the QaMCM, the mashhEr, and their derivatives

106 That the last opinion of the imam abrogates an earlier one is a doctrine held by all the
schools, although it figured more prominently in the Shaficite and Malikite schools.
But it too had its opponents, especially among the Malikites. Abe cAbd Allah al-
Tilimsanc argued that if a mujtahid arrives at two opinions for the same case, then they
must be based on probability, and if so, they are equally subject to falsification. There-
fore, the second opinion may turn out to be mistaken, just as the first opinion was
determined to be so earlier. Tilimsanc reports that Ibn Abc Jamra also argued that the
earlier opinion should not be considered invalid without it being subjected to the
mujtahid ’s scrutiny. See Tinbaktc, Nayl al-IbtihAj, 441–43.

107 Wansharcsc, al-MicyAr al-Mughrib, X, 44, on the authority of Abe Mumammad cAbd
Allah Ibn Satarc. See also the fatwA of Abe cAbd Allah al-Tilimsanc in Tinbaktc, Nayl
al-IbtihAj, 443.

108 Wansharcsc, al-MicyAr al-Mughrib, X, 45–46, on the authority of Ibn Satarc and his
teacher Abe al-nasan al-Abyarc. See also Tilimsanc’s fatwA in Tinbaktc, Nayl al-IbtihAj,
443.
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constituted the backbone of the operative discourse of substantive law –
that we shall concern ourselves in the remainder of this chapter.

RAjiM

We have seen that tarjCM is the most general of all concepts, representing
as it does the effort through which one of two or more opinions is made
preponderant (rAjiM). As such, tarjCM was equated with taQMCM and tashhCr,
and was used for that matter in connection with all other categories of
operative terminology. This explains therefore nassab’s remark that tarjCM
is determined by the term (lafU) of tashhCr, madhhab, UAhir, maftC bi-hi, or
macmEl bi-hi.109

VAhir

In technical legal usage, the term indicates the meaning that is com-
prehended by the mind immediately upon hearing a particular term or
expression that potentially has two or more meanings. Derived from a
root suggesting the notion of strength, UAhir is applied to that meaning
which is the predominant one among the many connotations of a word,
i.e., the meaning that leaps out ahead of the rest. This term was usually
cast in opposition to naQQ, which refers to the univocal language of the
Quran and the Sunna.110

Insofar as legal preponderance was concerned, UAhir also meant the
stronger or more prominent of the two (or more) opinions, or simply the
strong opinion in contradistinction to a weak one. Nawawc and Ramlc
reserved this term for weighing Shaficc’s opinions. When faced with two
conflicting opinions attributed to the latter – whether they were both the
product of his New doctrine or one Old and the other New – they used
the term to designate the preponderant opinion.111 This of course was
by no means always the case in the Shaficite school prior to Nawawc,
although it is possible that some consistency in the use of the term was

109 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 36.
110 Abe al-Walcd b. Khalaf al-Bajc, KitAb al-NudEd f C al-UQEl, ed. Nazch nammad (Bei-

rut: Mu’assasat al-Zucbc lil-tibaca wal-Nashr, 1973), 43, 48; cAbd al-Nabc b. cAbd al-
Rasel al-Ammadnagarc, JAmic al-cUlEm f C IQSilAMAt al-FunEn al-Mulaqqab bi-DustEr
al- cUlamA”, 4 vols. (repr.; Beirut: Mu’assasat al-Aclamc lil-Masbecat, 1975), II, 286;
Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al-cUrf, 128; Imam al-naramayn Pseudo-Juwaync, al-KAfiya f C
al-Jadal, ed. Fawqiyya Mammed (Cairo: Masbacat chsa Babc al-nalabc, 1979), 49; al-
Sayyid Sharcf cAlc b. Mumammad al-Jurjanc, al-TacrCfAt (Cairo: Masbacat Muqsafa Babc
al-nalabc, 1938), 124.

111 Ramlc, NihAyat al-MuMtAj, I, 42.
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encouraged due to Nawawc’s tremendous influence. An earlier Shaficite,
Shashc (d. 508/1114), used the term for both Shaficc’s opinions and those
of the aQMAb al-wujEh, foremost of whom was Ibn Surayj.112 Regarding
one case especially, he reports the existence of two wajh opinions, one
by Ibn Surayj and the other anonymous. He leans toward the latter in this
instance, declaring it the UAhir of the Shaficite madhhab, namely, the
strongest, soundest, or most authoritative doctrine of the school.113 In
another case, he also reports two wajh opinions, one UAhir al-naQQ and
the other aUhar.114 Although it is possible that Shashc is using the term
in its usual sense, namely, that the opinion is based on clear Sunnaic
or Quranic language, it is more likely that he is referring to Shaficc’s naQQ
which is the latter’s authoritative opinion on a certain matter. Despite this
fact, he still finds the second opinion the weightier.

The Malikites and nanbalites do not seem to have used this term as
frequently as the Shaficites and nanafites. The nanbalite Mirdawc, for
instance, does not enumerate it among the tarjCM terms of his school,
although he and other nanbalite jurists did occasionally use it.115 The
same appears to have been the situation in the Malikite school.116 The
lesser importance of this term in these two schools may be attributed to
the fact that it was not linked to the teachings of any of the founding
masters, as was the case with the Shaficites and the nanafites. The latter
two schools by contrast made frequent use of the term, linking it, as
we have seen, to the most authoritative category of nanafite doctrine,
the UAhir al-riwAya.117 However, the use of this term was not confined to
this category of doctrine, especially when used in the elative. When an
opinion was established as preponderant, it was described as being the
aUhar (stronger) of the two.118

Awjah, ashbah, AND qawab

These terms were used only on occasion, and at great intervals. They
lacked the relative technical rigor of the terms QaMCM and mashhEr, and
even that of UAhir and aUhar. They were the later equivalent of the early

112 Shashc, Nulyat al- cUlamA”, I, 75, 89, 97–98, 99, 168, 181, 187, 190, 191; VIII, 282.
113 Ibid., VIII, 282: “wa-hwa al-UAhir min madhhab al-ShAficC.” For other cases declared as

UAhir al-madhhab, see ibid., I, 63, 140, 168, 206, 255.
114 Ibid., VIII, 127. 115 Mirdawc, TaQMCM al-FurE c, I, 23, 27, and passim.
116 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 36.
117 See chapter 2, section II, above. For its uses in positive law, see, e.g., Abe al-Layth

al-Samarqandc, FatAwA al-NawAzil (Hyderabad: Masbacat Shams al-Islam, 1355/1936),
3, 11, 63, 84, and passim.

118 Samarqandc, FatAwA, 78.
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non-technical terminology, such as ajwad (better), used at times by the
nanafite tamawc.119 As a fairly non-technical term, awjah simply meant
the stronger of two (or more) opinions, precisely as one might refer to
such an opinion as the aQaMM, the ashhar, or the aUhar. But there was
a difference. While the ashhar was likely to be distinguished, within
the same school, from the aQaMM, the use of awjah was in this respect
ambiguous, for it does not seem to have implied, as did the others, a
certain pedigree of opinion. The same might be said of the ashbah, a fairly
non-technical term indicating something like “more or most likely,” as
in the pronouncement that such and such is the more likely of the two
opinions. Of this trilogy, the more technical term is QawAb, along with
its elative form aqrab ilA al-QawAb.120 Though more technical, it pales into
insignificance when compared with its counterparts, QaMCM, mashhEr, etc.
Ibn Taymiyya uses it in the sense of soundest or most correct, as when
he says that the soundest qiyAs in the school is such and such.121 The
nanafite Kasanc uses it in a more relative sense, as in his assessment of
an opinion being “more likely to be sound.”122

Madhhab

On a number of occasions in this study, we have noted that the term
madhhab acquired different meanings throughout Islamic history. Its
earliest use was merely to signify the opinion or opinions of a jurist, such
as in the pronouncement that the madhhab of so-and-so in a particular
case is such-and-such.123 Later on, the term acquired a more technical
sense. During and after the formation of the schools, it was used to refer
to the totality of the corpus juris belonging to a leading mujtahid, whether
or not he was the founder of a school. In this formative period, the
term also meant the doctrine adopted by a founder and by those of
his followers, this doctrine being considered cumulative and accretive.
Concomitant with this, if not somewhat earlier, appeared the notion of
madhhab as a corporate entity in the sense of an integral school to which
individual jurists considered themselves to belong. This was the personal
meaning of the madhhab, in contrast to its purely doctrinal meaning
which was expressed as loyalty to a general body of doctrine.

There was at least one other important sense of the term which deserves
our attention here, namely, the individual opinion, accepted as the most

119 tamawc, MukhtaQar, 394, 440, and passim. 120 Kasanc, BadA”i c al-RanA”i c, I, 31.
121 Baclc, al-IkhtiyArAt al-Fiqhiyya, 150.
122 Kasanc, BadA”i c al-RanA”i c, I, 31: “wa-hAdhA aqrab ilA al-QawAb.”
123 For example, see Shaficc, Umm, II, 102, 113, 136, 163, and passim.
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authoritative in the collective doctrinal corpus of the school. In order
to distinguish it from the other meanings of the word madhhab, we shall
assign to it the compound expression madhhab-opinion.

Given the paucity of sources from the early period, it is difficult to
establish the origins of this latter usage. It is certain, however, that it had
become well established by the middle of the fifth/eleventh century. The
period of its evolution must therefore be located some time during the
preceding century or so, for evidently it could not have emerged prior to
the middle of the fourth/tenth century, before the schools as doctrinal
entities reached maturity.

In this doctrinal sense, the term madhhab meant the opinion adopted
as the most authoritative in the school. Unlike the QaMCM and the mashhEr,
there were no particular or fixed criteria for determining what the
madhhab-opinion was, since it might be based on general acceptance on
the grounds of taQMCM, tashhCr, or some other basis. Yet, it was possible that
the madhhab-opinion could be different, say, from a QaMCM opinion.124

However, the most fundamental feature of the madhhab-opinion re-
mained its general acceptance as the most authoritative in the school,
including its widespread practice and application in courts and fatwAs.
This type of opinion is to be distinguished from the mashhEr, in that the
latter is deemed widespread among a majority, but not the totality, of
jurists belonging to a school. This explains why the madhhab-opinion
could not be, as a rule, outweighed by another competing opinion.

A distinctive feature of the madhhab-opinion was its status as the
normative opinion in legal application and practice. It is precisely here
that an organic connection between fatwA and madhhab-opinion was
forged – the fatwA being a reflection of litigation and the legal concerns
of mundane social life.125 nassab’s commentary on the matter eloquently
speaks of this connection: the term “al-madhhab,” he remarked, was used
by the more recent jurists (muta”akhkhirEn) of all the schools to refer
to the opinion issued in fatwAs. He also remarked, conversely, that any
fatwA issued on the basis of something other than the madhhab-opinion
ought not to be taken into account (lA yakEn la-hA i ctibAr).126 In these
pronouncements by nassab, two important matters must be noted:
First, that the connection between fatwA practice and the term madhhab
(-opinion) is one that appeared among the muta”akhkhirEn, not among
the mutaqaddimEn, i.e. the early jurists who flourished between the

124 Mirdawc, TaQMCM al-FurE c, I, 50–51.
125 This has been demonstrated in Hallaq, “From FatwAs to FurE c,” 31–38.
126 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 24; VI, 91.
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second/eighth and fourth/tenth centuries, a period in which the schools
were formed;127 second, that the fatwA practice defines the general body
of madhhab-opinion in any given school.

But how did the jurist know which opinion constituted the standard
basis of fatwAs or the madhhab-opinion? This became one of the most
urgent questions, constituting a serious challenge to later jurists for whom
the determination of the most authoritative school doctrine was essential.
Nawawc provides an answer:

You ought to know that law books of the school contain significant dis-
agreements among the associates, so much so that the reader cannot be
confident that a certain author’s opinion expresses the madhhab-opinion
until he, the reader, deciphers the majority of the school’s well-known
lawbooks . . . This is why [in my book] I do not exclude the mention of
any of Shaficc’s opinions, of the wajh opinions, or other opinions even if
they happen to be weak or insignificant . . . In addition, I also mention
that which is preponderant, and show the weakness of that which is weak
. . . and stress the error of him who held it, even though he may have been
a distinguished jurist (min al-akAbir) . . . I also take special care in perusing
the law books of the early and more recent associates down to my own
time, including the comprehensive works (mabsESAt), the abridgements
(mukhtaQarAt), and the recensions of the school founder’s doctrine, Shaficc
. . . I have also read the fatwAs of the associates and their various writings
on legal theory, biographies, MadCth annotation, as well as other works . . .
You should not be alarmed when at times I mention many jurists who
held an opinion different from that of the majority or from the mashhEr,
etc., for if I omit the names of those constituting the majority it is
because I do not wish to prolong my discussion since they are too many to
enumerate.128

Nawawc did not live long enough to conclude his ambitious project, hav-
ing completed only about a third of it by the time of his death. Yet for
him to know what was the madhhab-opinion in each case, he felt com-
pelled to investigate the great majority of what he saw as the most import-
ant early and later works. Hidden between the lines of this passage is
the fundamental assumption that in order to identify the basis of fatwA
practice one must know what the generally accepted doctrine was. In the
final chapter, we shall see that jurists, in writing their works, continuously

127 This periodization, which is determined by our independent investigation of the
madhhab evolution and the construction of authority, agrees with the traditional dis-
tinction between the “early” and “later” jurists. See najjc Khalcfa, Kashf al-VunEn, II,
1282.

128 Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 4–5.
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revised legal doctrine, weeding out opinions that had fallen out of circula-
tion, and including those newer ones that had become relevant to legal
practice. Only an intimate knowledge of the contents of the legal works
written throughout the centuries could have revealed which opinions
remained in circulation – i.e., in practice – and which had become
obsolete. It is precisely this knowledge that became a desideratum, and
this is why the subject of khilAf was so important. The study of khilAf was
the means by which the jurist came to know what the madhhab-opinions
were. Law students, for instance, are often reported to have studied law,
madhhaban wa-khilAfan, under a particular teacher. The Malikite Ibn
cAbd al-Barr emphatically states that for one to be called a jurist ( faqCh),
he must be adept at the science of khilAf, for this was par excellence the
means by which the jurist could determine which opinions represented
the authoritative doctrines of the madhhab.129

Although the determination of the madhhab-opinion was more an
inductive survey than a hermeneutical–epistemological engagement, it
nonetheless entailed some difficulties, not unlike those the jurists faced
in deciding what the QaMCM and the mashhEr opinions were. In his notable
effort, Nawawc himself did rather well on this score, which explains his
prestige and authority in the Shaficite school. Nonetheless, he and Raficc
are said to have erred in about fifty cases, claiming them to be madhhab-
opinions when they were thought by many not to be so.130 The follow-
ing case from the FatAwA of Taqc al-Dcn al-Subkc further illustrates the
uncertainty involved:

Two men die, one owing a debt to the other. Each leaves minor children
behind. The guardian of the minors whose father was the lender establishes
against the debtor’s children the outstanding debt in a court of law. Should
the execution of the judgment [in favor of the first party] be suspended
until the defendants [i.e., the debtor’s children] reach majority, or should
the guardian take the oath [and have the debt be paid back]? . . . The
madhhab-opinion is the latter. However, he who investigates the matter
might think that the madhhab-opinion is that the judgment should await
implementation [until the children reach majority], but this may lead to
the loss of their rights. By the time the lender’s children attain majority,
the money may well have vanished at the hands of the debtor’s heirs.131

Note here the ambiguity as to which of the two is the madhhab-opinion.
Subkc identifies immediate execution of the judgment as the madhhab-
opinion, while at the same time he also admits that anyone who investigates

129 Ibn cAbd al-Barr, JAmic BayAn al- cIlm, II, 43 f.
130 Ramlc, NihAyat al-MuMtAj, I, 38. 131 Subkc, FatAwA, I, 324.
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the matter will find that the opposing opinion has the same status. Subkc
does not even go so far as to claim that the one who espouses the latter is
mistaken.

Be that as it may, the term madhhab, when referring to an individual
opinion, was used to determine what the law on a particular case was.
And the criterion for acquiring this status was general acceptance and the
fact of its being standard practice in the school. But before proceeding
to discuss the three remaining terms, which are closely related to the
madhhab-opinion, we would do well to look at some of the contextual
uses of this term:

1. cAlA al-QaMCM min al-madhhab, that which is deemed QaMCM according to the
madhhab – an expression that indicates what the school as a body of legal
doctrine and an aggregation of individual members generally accepts as the
QaMCM. Note here that the category of the QaMCM is legitimized in a double-
pronged manner: one is the hermeneutical preponderance of textual evidence
and of lines of reasoning, the other the overwhelming support of those be-
longing to the school, itself based on a juristic preponderance. The expression
may appear less frequently with the variation calA al-madhhab al-QaMCM.132

2. IqtiKA” al-madhhab, with the more frequent variant yaqtaKChi al-madhhab,
that which the madhhab dictates. The following example illustrates the use of
this expression: In a case pertaining to the observance of ritual purity, Ibn
al-rabbagh held that the madhhab dictates that this observance be considered
valid, but legal reasoning (taclCl ) dictates that it be deemed invalid. Obviously,
madhhab-opinion here was not based on systematic qiyAs but rather on some
other consideration which may have been istiMsAn or istiQlAM.133

3. QiyAs al-madhhab, the authoritative, standard qiyAs with regard to a particu-
lar case.134 Consider the following example, from a nanbalite source: “Is the
minor’s bequest valid? There are two wajh opinions. Al-Qakc said that accord-
ing to qiyAs al-madhhab, it is valid because Ammad [Ibn nanbal] considered
the minor’s power of attorney (wakAla) and his sale transactions, if he has
permission from his guardian, valid.”135 Accepted as the authoritative basis
of the school, Ibn nanbal’s doctrine became the foundation of any case that
could be deemed to have attributes justifying extension by analogy. But the
authority of qiyAs al-madhhab was no more universal or binding than were the
QaMCM, mashhEr, or the madhhab-opinions themselves. In this very case, Ibn
Qudama, a leading nanbalite, rejected this qiyAs altogether and considered
the bequest of a minor invalid.136

132 See, for example, Shashc, Nulyat al- cUlamA”, IV, 113; VIII, 177, 265, and passim;
Baclc, al-IkhtiyArAt al-Fiqhiyya, 15, 21; Abe cAlc Ammad b. Mumammad al-Shashc, UQEl
al-ShAshC (Beirut: Dar al-Kitab al-cArabc, 1982), 120.

133 Shashc, Nulyat al-cUlamA”, I, 193. 134 Zarkashc, SharM, II, 544; VII, 412.
135 Ibn al-Lammam, QawA cid, 24. 136 Ibid. See also Shashc, Nulyat al- cUlamA”, I, 94.
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4. VAhir al-madhhab, the dominant opinion in the school.137

5. MashhEr al-madhhab, the opinion sanctioned as mashhEr by the collective
school body.138

6. Laysa bi-madhhab (lit. not a madhhab-opinion), an expression used to dismiss
an opinion as falling short of being the standard opinion of the school, even
though it might be QaMCM.139

MaftC bi-hi, macmEl bi-hi

We have seen that the madhhab-opinions gained authoritative status due
to the fact that they were predominantly used as the basis of issuing
fatwAs. The Shaficite Ramlc declares that the jurist’s most important task
is to determine which opinions in his school are regularly applied
(mutadAwala) in the practice of iftA” since this will determine the author-
itative madhhab-opinions.140 In his widely known work MultaqA al-AbMur,
the nanafite nalabc also considered his chief task to be the determination
of which opinions were the most authoritative. It turns out that next to
the QaMCM and the aQaMM, the most weighty opinions were those “chosen for
fatwAs” (al-mukhtAr lil-fatwA).141 In the Malikite school, the authoritative
category of the mashhEr was in part determined by the common practice
of iftA”. nassab maintains that tashhCr is determined, among other things,
by the maftC bi-hi, the opinions predominantly adopted by the juris-
consults.142 At the risk of repetition, it is important at this point to recall
Ibn cfbidcn’s statement, which reflected the centuries-old practice of his
school:

Not every QaMCM [opinion] may be used as a basis for issuing fatwAs because
another opinion may be adopted out of necessity (KarEra) or due to its
being more agreeable to changing times and the likes of such considera-
tions. This latter opinion, which is designated as fit for iftA” ( f C-hi lafU
al-fatwA), includes two things, one of which is its suitability for issuing
fatwAs, the other its correctness (QiMMatihi ), because using it as the basis of
iftA” is in itself [an act] by which it is corrected (taQMCM la-hu).143

Similarly, the rules that were applied, i.e. the macmEl bi-hi, acquired
paramount importance as the authoritative doctrine of the school. Like the
maftC bi-hi, the macmEl bi-hi formed the basis of tashhCr in the Malikite

137 Shashc, Nulyat al-cUlamA”, I, 63, 140, 168, 255, and passim.
138 Subkc, TabaqAt, VI, 193.
139 Shashc, Nulyat al-cUlamA”, I, 140, 187, 188, 192; IV, 67–68 and passim.
140 Ramlc, NihAyat al-MuMtAj, I, 36–37.
141 nalabc, MulatqA al-AbMur, I, 10; II, 194, 202, 207, 210, 211, and passim.
142 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 36. 143 Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-ManUEma, 38–39.
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school,144 the assumption being that the authoritative opinions of Malik,
Ibn al-Qasim, and those of the later mujtahids make up the foundations
of dominant judicial practice. In his commentary on Nawawc’s MinhAj,
the Shaficite Ramlc purportedly included in his work only those opinions
that were in predominant use, and whenever citing weaker opinions, he
alerted the reader to this fact by distinguishing between the two types.145

In the nanafite school, the madhhab-opinion was organically linked both
to fatwA and camal (practice). No fatwA was to be considered valid or
at least authoritative unless it was backed by the judicial practice of the
community (calayhi camal al-umma).146 Ibn najar al-Haytamc summed up
the entire issue when he said that “calayhi al-camal” was a tarjCM formula
used to determine which opinions are correct and authoritative.147 Con-
versely, an opinion that is not resorted to in judicial practice will become
obsolete, and therefore negligible, if not altogether needless. Speaking
of authorial practices, tef c argues that the author–jurist must not, as
a rule, record those opinions that are not relevant to practice, for “they are
needless.”148

Since practice varied from one region to another, an opinion thought to
have gained wide circulation in one region might not have been regarded
as such in another, an added factor in the disagreement over which opinion
was deemed authoritative in the school and which not. The Malikite dis-
course on this matter perhaps best illustrates the difficulties involved. Ibn
Farmen states that the commonly used formula “This is the prevailing
practice in this matter” (al-ladhC jarA al-camal bi-hi f C hAdhihi al-mas ”ala)
cannot be generalized to include all domains in which a particular school
prevailed. Rather, such a formula would have been applicable only to that
region or locale in which the practice had prevailed. This explains, he
maintains, why the jurists attempted to restrict the applicability of the
formula by adding to it expressions like “in such-and-such region” ( f C
balad kadhA). Otherwise, if they did not qualify the formula, then the
opinion would be said to be universally applicable. The opinion’s pur-
ported universality was in itself an argument in favor of its preponderance
as the authoritative opinion of the school no matter where the opinion
might be appealed to. Ibn Farmen also asserts that the principle of author-
ization by dominant practice is accepted by the Shaficites as well.149 To

144 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 36. 145 Ramlc, NihAyat al-MuMtAj, I, 9.
146 naqkaf c, al-Durr al-MukhtAr, I, 72–73. See also Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-ManUEma, 38.
147 Ibn najar al-Haytamc, al-FatAwA al-KubrA al-Fiqhiyya, 4 vols. (Cairo: cAbd al-namcd

Ammad al-nanaf c, 1938), IV, 293.
148 tef c, SharM MukhtaQar al-RawKa, III, 626: “idh mA lA camala calayh lA MAjata ilayh.”
149 Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-NukkAm, I, 49.
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the Shaficites he might as well have added the nanafites who, as we
have seen and as we shall further see in the next chapter, placed great
stress upon dominant practice as a legitimizing factor. The nanbalites,
on the other hand, appear to have laid slightly less stress on it than any
of the other schools, if we are to judge by what seems to have been
a lower statistical frequency of explicit reference to practice in their
works. But this is by no means correct in all cases. In his MuntahA
al-IrAdAt, for instance, Ibn al-Najjar considers practice (calayhi al-camal )
to be a preponderating factor, standing on a par with taQMCM and tashhCr.150

MukhtAr, ikhtiyAr

Of relatively less frequent occurrence are the terms mukhtAr, ikhtiyAr, and
the verb form ikhtAra,151 indicating, respectively, the notions of chosen,
choice, and to choose.152 The most obvious implications of these terms
are two, the first of which is that the jurist who is said to have chosen
or made the choice is one who did not originally formulate the opinion
but rather adopted it, directly or indirectly, from another jurist who
did. This is the underlying significance of such statements as “Abe
nancfa held such-and-such opinion, and this is the choice of Muzanc,”153

statements which abound in the legal literature. Second, “choice,” or
any of its variants, suggests an act by which one opinion is deemed
preponderant over the other(s). Thus, in substantive legal works it is
reported that a wajh opinion formulated by Ibn Surayj constituted the
choice (ikhtiyAr) of al-Qakc Abe al-tayyib al-tabarc, just as one of Abe
nancfa’s opinions was chosen by Muzanc.154 At times, the pedigree of
the opinion is not mentioned, and the author confines himself to stating
that it has been chosen, or for that matter adopted, by a certain dis-
tinguished jurist.155

150 Ibn al-Najjar, MuntahA al-IrAdAt, I, 6.
151 In the majority of works, these terms do appear with less frequency than other operat-

ive terms. However, in a relatively very few works, they are used repeatedly, even
surpassing the frequency with which terms such as QaMCM and aQaMM are employed. See,
for instance, the nanbalite Zarkashc, SharM, I, 290, 299, 300, 301, 304, and passim.

152 This is to be distinguished sharply from the very similar term takhayyur which in the
pre-modern period meant the selective amalgamation of legal doctrines and opinions
held by a number of jurists, not necessarily belonging to the same school. See Wael B.
Hallaq, “Talf co,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, X, 161.

153 See next note, below.
154 Shashc, Nulyat al-cUlamA”, VIII, 266, 273. See also ibid., IV, 278, 377, 424, 467.
155 Ibid., I, 105, 155, 156, and passim; Qakckhan, FatAwA, I, 178, 204, and passim; Ibn

Quslebugha, TAj al-TarAjim, 16–17.
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That ikhtiyAr and its varieties amount to formulas of tarjCM is quite
obvious. Using any of them in conjunction with an opinion simply meant
that the jurist who made the ikhtiyAr found the opinion to be the prepon-
derant one.156 In his MukhtaQar, Khalcl used these variations as devices
for the purpose of showing which opinions were considered to outweigh
others. They stood in his discourse equal to such other terms as tarjCM,
arjaM, aUhar, QaMCM, and mashhEr.157 Given the subjectivity that engulfed
operative terminology, ikhtiyAr and mukhtAr were relative. Thus, Khalcl
often indicated that the opinion which a previous jurist had chosen was
outweighed (rujjiMa) by another opinion which he deemed preponder-
ant.158 In the same vein, and as with the other activities of takhrCj, tarjCM,
taQMCM, and tashhCr, some jurists were more likely to engage in ikhtiyAr
than others. The Malikites Mazarc, Ibn Rushd, and particularly Abe
al-nasan al-Lakhmc (d. 478/1085) are said to have been heavily involved
in this activity, for all of them are also said to have been mujtahids capable
of tarjCM.159

The ability to engage in preponderance, which requires a considerable
measure of ijtihAd, was often connected with ikhtiyAr. In this context, Ibn
Abc Shama’s remark speaks for itself: “He who contemplates Nawawc’s
performance in his SharM al-Muhadhdhab160 realizes that the man no
doubt reached the rank of ijtihAd, especially in view of the fact that his
ikhtiyArAt departed from the madhhab. This sort of thing can be done
only by a mujtahid.”161 The same is reported of the Malikite jurist Ibn
Khuwayz Mindad and the Shaficites Mumammad b. Naqr and Siraj al-Dcn
al-Bulqcnc who had in their own ikhtiyArAt deviated from the authoritat-
ive doctrine of their schools.162 Departure from school doctrine was not
always a matter of incidental disagreement on certain legal cases. When
Mumammad al-Juwaync, the father of Imam al-naramayn, deliberately
aimed at distancing himself from the doctrines of the schools,163 he was

156 As we shall see, preponderance was an essential part of ikhtiyAr. However, in rare
instances, the term was used to mean a choice between two opinions of the same
strength. For instance, if the jurist could not determine which of Shaficc’s two opinions
was preponderant, it was said that he should adopt one of the two at any rate, this act
being characterized as takhyCr. See Baqrc, Muctamad, II, 861. See also how Ibn Farmen,
DCbAj, 87, uses the terms interchangeably.

157 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 34–35. 158 Ibid.
159 Ibid., I, 35, 40–41. See also Ibn Farmen, DCbAj, 87, in connection with Ibrahcm b.

cAbd al-ramad al-Tanekhc (d. after 526/1131) who was also said to have engaged in
ikhtiyAr and tarjCM because he “had risen above the rank of taqlCd.”

160 Namely, al-MajmE c whose subtitle is SharM al-Muhadhdhab.
161 Cited by Suyesc, al-Radd, 193.
162 Ibid., 192–93; Nawawc, TahdhCb, I, 94; Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, IV, 50.
163 See chapter 3, section II, above.
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said to have made ikhtiyArAt in opposition to their authoritative doctrines
and was accordingly described as a mujtahid mutakhayyir.164

VI I

The foregoing discussion has shown that operative terminology evolved
as a response to the plurality and thus indeterminacy of legal rules. All
operative terms had in common a single purpose, namely, the determina-
tion of the authoritative opinion on any given case, a determination which
amounted in effect to reducing plurality to a single opinion. Epistemo-
logically, this determination and the varied vocabulary that expressed
it stood as the binary opposite of ijtihAd. The latter created multiplicity,
the former attempted to suppress, or at least minimize, it. IjtihAd, then,
was causally connected with operative terminology, for it stood as its
progenitor, historically and epistemologically.

This terminology evolved also in conjunction with a monumental
development in Islamic legal history, that is, the rise of the madhhab as a
doctrinal entity. Before the rise of the madhhab, jurists, in their capacity
as qAKCs and jurisconsults, had recourse to virtually any set of doctrines
they liked, without being bound by any particular doctrine. This much
has been demonstrated in chapters 2 and 3. Later, however, when the
madhhab reached maturity, jurists had to confine themselves to those
opinions accepted as the authoritative doctrine of the school. Only at that
stage of development, the need to rank competing opinions arose. This
ranking or, to put more precisely, authorization, required the develop-
ment of what we have called operative terminology. We have seen that
Feranc (d. 461/1068) was considered one of the first jurists to take it
upon himself to weigh wajh opinions in an effort to conduct taQMCM.165 Of
course, we cannot take this narrative at its face value, for we know that
others were already engaged in this activity some time before Feranc was
even born. Mumammad b. Waraqa al-Bukharc (d. 385/995) is also said
to have been in the habit of adopting those wujEh opinions that he con-
sidered to be QaMCM.166 Even earlier, jurists of all shades and colors did
make distinctions between opinions, and did, albeit rarely, consider some
opinions preponderant.167 But it is no coincidence that Feranc, explicitly,

164 Suyesc, al-Radd, 190. For other jurists known to have had ikhtiyArAt, see Ibn al-Farra’,
TabaqAt, II, 163; Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 57, 319; Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-
ManUEma, 32.

165 Subkc, TabaqAt, III, 225; Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, I, 266. See chapter 3, section II,
above.

166 Subkc, TabaqAt, II, 168. 167 See, e.g. tamawc, MukhtaQar, 394, 440, and passim.
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and Bukharc, obliquely, have been associated with the earliest determina-
tion of the QaMCM. Nor is it a coincidence that jurists who lived prior to
Bukharc were never associated with this activity, for the latter, as a system-
atic hermeneutical engagement, was a post-madhhab development.

A salient feature of operative terminology, which evolved as a response
to the indeterminacy of legal rules, is its own indeterminacy. We have, I
believe, conclusively shown that this terminology was engulfed by multi-
layered uses that rendered both the process and product of authorization
subjective. It is no exaggeration to speculate that the jurists would have
liked to develop objective criteria by which the authoritative opinion on
any given case could be determined. In other words, what I wish to sug-
gest is that if the jurists failed to develop such criteria, it was not because
they did not want to. Yet their failure to develop this objective criteria,
which would have reduced juristic disagreement on any particular case
to one authoritative opinion, was a blessing, a raMma, as they might have
said. The very diversity of opinion that resulted from this failure allowed
Islamic law to keep up with change, a theme which we will address more
fully in our final chapter.
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THE JURISCONSULT,  THE AUTHOR–JURIST,
AND LEGAL CHANGE

I

It is not our primary concern here to show that Islamic law underwent
change at different points in its history or in particular regions under its
jurisdiction, although there is sufficient justification to do so in light of the
fact that modern Islamicist scholarship has, until recently, categorically
denied that it experienced any noticeable, much less fundamental, develop-
ment after the formative period. Instead, and going beyond the narrow
confines of this issue, we will focus on explaining how change took place
and who were the agents of this process. For in explaining the modalities
of legal change, one can at the same time demonstrate, a fortiori, that not
only did change take place but also that its means of accommodation were
a fundamental, and indeed a structural, feature of Islamic law.

Before we proceed any further, a preliminary but important remark is
in order; namely, that Muslim jurists and Islamic legal culture in general
not only, as we shall see, experienced legal change in very concrete terms
but were also aware of change as a distinct feature of the law. A society
(or an individual, for that matter) may experience a certain phenomenon
and even partake in it actively, yet may nevertheless fail to articulate
the experience consciously and may thus remain unaware of the processes
taking place and in which it is involved. This certainly was not the case
with legal change in Islam. Muslim jurists were acutely aware of both
the occurrence of, and the need for, change in the law, and they articulated
this awareness through such maxims as “the fatwA changes with changing
times” (taghayyur al-fatwA bi-taghayyur al-azmAn) or through the explicit
notion that the law is subject to modification according to “the changing
of the times or to the changing conditions of society.”1

1 For a momentous discussion of this theme, see Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, IclAm al-
MuwaqqicCn, III, 14–70, and I, 110 f. See also Qakckhan, FatAwA, I, 2–3; Ramlc, al-
FatAwA al-Khayriyya, I, 3; Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al-cUrf, 114–46; Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I,
69, and sources cited in nn. 104–11, below.
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I I

Now, in determining the modalities and agents of legal change, which is
the focus of the present enquiry, it is necessary to maintain a distinction
between the four most important juristic roles that dominated Islamic
legal culture, namely, the qAKC, the muftC, the author–jurist, and the
professor. These roles rarely stood independently of each other, for a
jurist may combine two, three, or the entire set of roles, let alone other
subsidiary ones.2 It is remarkable that after the second/eighth century,
the pillars of the legal profession usually excelled, or at least successfully
engaged, in all four roles. Generally speaking, a jurist’s career was not
considered complete without his having fulfilled all these roles, although
the role of qaKA”, in the case of a number of distinguished legists, does
not seem to have been seen as a prerequisite for crowning success. A
typical example of an accomplished career is that of Kamal al-Dcn Ibn
al-Zamalikanc (d. 727/1326) who was considered, during the later part
of his life, the leader of Syrian Shaficism. He is reported to have excelled
as a muftC and professor, to have presided as a qAKC in Aleppo, and
to have authored several works of law.3 Other typically distinguished
careers are those of Ibn Surayj,4 Taqc al-Dcn al-Subkc,5 Sharaf al-Dcn
al-Manawc (d. 757/1356),6 and Siraj al-Dcn al-Bulqcnc (d. 805/1402),7

all of whom were qAKCs, distinguished muftCs, professors, and prolific
authors.

The current state of knowledge in Islamic legal studies renders unneces-
sary any general comment on the nature of the offices of the jurisconsult,
the judge, or the professor at law.8 But a word on the author–jurist as a

2 In fact, a jurist may function in other subsidiary roles, such as that of notary. A
notable example is the nanafite tamawc, who functioned in this capacity as well as that
of author–jurist and qAKC. See Tamcmc, al-TabaqAt al-Saniyya, II, 49–52.

3 Nucaymc, al-DAris, I, 31–32; Makdisi, Rise, 95, 159, 168.
4 Subkc, TabaqAt, II, 87–96. 5 Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, III, 47–53.
6 Ibid., III, 1. 7 Ibid., IV, 42–52.
8 On these offices or roles, see E. Tyan, Histoire de l’organisation judiciaire en pays d’Islam,

2nd ed. (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1960), 100 ff., 219 ff.; E. Tyan, “Judicial Organization,” in
Majid Khadduri and Herbert Liebesny, eds., Law in the Middle East (Washington:
D.C.: The Middle East Institute, 1955), 236–53, 259–71; Khalid Masud et al., eds.,
Islamic Legal Interpretation: Muftis and their Fatwas (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1996), 8–15, 20–26; Makdisi, Rise, 148–59, 197–201, and passim;
J. Nielsen, Secular Justice in an Islamic State: MaUAlim under the BaMrC MamlEks, 662/
1264–789/1387 (Istanbul: Nederlands Historisch–Archaeologisch Instituut, 1985),
3–6, 8–10, 19–27, 42–47, and passim; R. C. Repp, The Müfti of Istanbul: A Study
in the Development of the Ottoman Learned Hierarchy (Oxford: Ithaca Press, 1986);
J. H. Escovitz, The Office of QAKC al-QuKAt in Cairo under the BaMrC MamlEks (Berlin:
Klaus Schwarz Verlag, 1984), 131–62.
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professional category seems required. As part of the veneration in Islam
for the written word, it was deemed meritorious for the learned to write,
since writing (taQnCf )9 was viewed as a religious act in the service of cilm.10

The writing of treatises, short and long, was an essential part of any dis-
tinguished legal career. There is no complete biographical notice in the
SabaqAt works of the jurists that does not include a list of the treatises
written by the jurist under discussion. The mere absence of such a list
from any biographical notice speaks volumes. A jurist who did not engage
in taQnCf was considered to be lacking in some way as a member of the
legal profession. Zayn al-Dcn al-Khazrajc (d. 833/1429), for instance, is
said to have failed to produce notable, successful students, a failure that
was matched only by his inability to write anything of significance.11

Others, however, are characterized by the sources as prolific authors, and
as having gained merit by their practice of devoting at least one-third of
night-time to taQnCf.12

TaQnCf as a legal activity was the exclusive domain of the author–jurist.
Conversely, as an act of writing, taQnCf was not a prerequisite either for
the qAKC, the muftC, or the professor. The qAKC, for one, was not himself
required, as part of his normal duties, to write down his decisions, much
less the minutes of the court proceedings, since this task devolved upon
the scribe (kAtib) who was a permanent functionary of the court.13 Even
the formulation of the language in which court decisions and minutes
were recorded was spared him, as this task was the province of the scribe
as well. Nor was it part of the professor’s function to write, although
he had his teaching notes and supervised the writing, by his graduate
students, of taclCqas. That some jurists wrote treatises on law while being
engaged in teaching should in no way mean that taQnCf was part of their
professional role as professors. This remained true even when they wrote
mukhtaQars – short treatises used, inter alia, for pedagogical purposes.
When they wrote such treatises, they were doing so as author–jurists, not
as professors, for after all, most professors did not write mukhtaQars and
yet many of them were highly successful teachers.14

9 Although the verb Qannafa and the verbal noun taQnCf were most common, other terms
were used as well, e.g. allafa and ta”lCf. See Ibn Farmen, DCbAj, 254, 334, 335, 338, 340,
341, 348, and passim.

10 Makdisi, Rise, 206 ff. On writing books in general, see J. Pedersen, The Arabic Book,
trans. G. French (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), 20–36.

11 Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, IV, 96–97. 12 Ibid., I, 20, 108.
13 Wael B. Hallaq, “The Qakc’s DCwAn (Sijill ) before the Ottomans,” Bulletin of the

School of Oriental and African Studies, 61 (1998), 422 f., 426.
14 Makdisi, Rise, 208: “The working of students [ishtighAl ] was distinguished from the

function of the professor of law (tadrCs), and from the writing of books (taQnCf ).”
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It may be argued that the muftC was an author–jurist because he wrote
or authored fatwAs. But this argument is at best incomplete and at worst
misleading since the muftC may have been an author only in a very limited
sense. The majority of fatwAs consisted of a succinct statement of the law
and rarely involved the elaboration of legal arguments, a practice highly
discouraged.15 Ibn al-ralam, himself the author of an influential manual
on the art of iftA”, vehemently argues that fatwAs should be kept short, to
the point, and unreasoned, so that they would not fall into the category
of taQnCf.16 Indeed, even the more extensive fatwAs lacked the discursive
strategies and forms of argumentation usually found in the works of the
author–jurists. The fact that many fatwAs consisted of very short answers
– as short as “Yes” or “No” – is indicative of the very limited function
of the fatwA as authored discourse. It was the custom that only the most
distinguished muftCs, when faced with a problem of frequent occurrence
or of fundamental importance, would rise to the occasion by writing
a risAla in which lengthy and complex arguments were constructed. In
such cases, the jurist would be exchanging the muftC ’s hat for that of the
author–jurist.17 The art of writing the risAla and other forms of taQnCf
distinctly differed from that of fatwA.

It can safely be stated that, as a rule, accomplished jurists are portrayed
in the biographical dictionaries as having been seriously engaged in teach-
ing, writing, and issuing fatwAs. Engaging in qaKA”, however, was not
necessarily regarded as the culmination of a successful legal career, since a
number of first-rate jurists were never engaged in it, or at least are not
reported to have done so. Even if they played this role, it is significant in
itself that the biographers did not see it as worthwhile to record such an
activity. For had it been an essential requirement, the biographers would
surely have taken pains to stress this accomplishment, as they did in the
cases of taQnCf, iftA”, and tadrCs (teaching). One notable example of such
a career is that of Abe cAmr Ibn al-ralam who was renowned as a muftC,
a professor, and an influential author of legal and other works.18 Ibn

15 See Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 52, 57; Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC, 141; al-FatAwA
al-Hindiyya, III, 309.

16 The argument was first articulated by Mawardc, but incorporated as part of Ibn
al-ralam’s discourse. Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC, 141: “al-muftC calayhi an yakhtaQir
jawAbahu fa-yaktaf C f C-hi bi-annahu yajEz aw lA yajEz, aw Maqq aw bASil, wa-lA yacdul ilA
al-iSAla wal-iMtijAj li-yufarriqa bayna al-fatwA wal-taQnCf.”

17 Typical examples of such discourse may be found in Subkc, FatAwA, I, 453–61; II, 309,
333–37, 477–83, and passim. (Note that in this work these writings are characterised
as mu”allafAt [i.e. authored works], not fatwAs; see especially I, 519 and II, 650.).
See also Zayn al-Dcn Ibn Nujaym, RasA”il, ed. Khalcl al-Mays (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub
al-cIlmiyya, 1980); Ibn cfbidcn, MajmE c RasA”il.

18 Nucaymc, al-DAris, I, 20–21; Ibn Qakc Shuhba, TabaqAt, II, 144–46.
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al-ralam attained fame and distinction despite the fact that he never served
in the capacity of a qAKC.

In due course we shall see that the qAKC qua qAKC, by virtue of the
nature of, and limitations imposed upon, his function, was of little if any
consequence as an agent of legal change in the post-formative period.19

I say qAKC qua qAKC because the four roles, including that of qaKA”, were
not always clearly distinguished from each other when they were present
in the career of a single jurist – and this frequently was the case. Here,
it is useful to recall sociology’s theory of roles which acknowledges the
participation of a role-set whenever any single role is engaged in.20 Just as
any social status involves an array of associated roles and does not stand,
to any significant extent, independently of these roles, any or all of the
juristic roles described above might come into play when a specific role
is exercised. A modern-day professor of constitutional law, for example,
must teach students, interact with her colleagues and the university
administration, publish works of scholarship, and perform public duties
when constitutional issues are debated. While still a professor, she might
serve on a government sub-committee, preside as a judge, or work as an
attorney. None of these roles can be kept entirely separate from the other
ones, for as an author she might write a book on a fundamental issue
of constitutional law, while as a member of a sub-committee she might
prepare a report which heavily, if not totally, draws on her research for her
monograph. The question that arises here pertains to the nature of her
report: Is it a production of her work as a professor or as a member of
the government sub-committee?

A similar question arises in the case of the muftC who engages in dis-
course that transcends the limits of the fatwA strictly so defined. A muftC,
such as Taqc al-Dcn al-Subkc or Ibn najar al-Haytamc, might elect to
address, in the form of a short treatise, a legal issue which had already
elicited many fatwAs and which continued to be problematic and of
general concern to the community or a segment thereof (mA tacummu bi-
hi al-balwA). In this case, how should the treatise be classified? Is it merely
an extended fatwA, the work of the muftC ? Or is it a risAla, the product of
the author–jurist? Later on in this chapter we shall discuss the contribu-
tions of the muftC and the author–jurist at length. For now, we only need
to assert that such questions of role-sets bear equally upon the qAKC ’s role

19 See n. 117, below.
20 For a discussion of role-set theory, see Stephen Cole, The Sociological Orientation

(Chicago: Rand McNally College Publishing Co., 1979), 57–59; David Dressler,
Sociology: The Study of Human Interaction (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1969),
355–58.
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in legal change. According to the strict definition of the qAKC ’s profession
(that is, the qAKC as entirely dissociated from other roles), the institu-
tion of qaKA”, after the formative period,21 was, by and large, of marginal
importance in legal change. The qAKC qua qAKC heard cases, determined
certain facts as relevant, and, in accordance with these facts, rendered
a judgment that was usually based upon an authoritative opinion in his
school. Once rendered, his judgment was normally recorded in the dCwAn,
the register of the court’s minutes.22 At times, a copy of the record of the
decision was given to one or both parties to a litigation, but such docu-
ments had no legal significance beyond the immediate and future interests
of these parties. The court cases, however, were viewed as constituting
a considerable part of practice, and the qAKC ’s dCwAn amounted to a dis-
cursive reflection of this practice. But it was not the qAKC ’s function to
assess or evaluate that corpus juris in which practice manifested itself. Such
assessment and evaluation was the province of the muftC and perhaps
more so that of the author–jurist. If a qAKC was to assess the significance
of court cases for legal practice, he would not be doing so as a qAKC, but
rather as a muftC, an author–jurist, or as both.

At any rate, such an assessment logically presupposed a repertoire
of court cases, and thus represented a juristic activity that, materially
speaking, came at the tail-end of the adjudication process. We know, for
instance, that Taqc al-Dcn al-Subkc drew heavily on his own experience
as judge when he issued fatwAs and wrote several rasA ”il on fundamental
and highly relevant legal issues in his day. But it is important to realize
that when he did so, it was by virtue of his role as a muftC and author–
jurist, respectively. For it was in no way the function of the qAKC, strictly
speaking, either to engage in issuing fatwAs or to discourse, beyond the
boundaries of his court, on legal issues.

If the determination of what constitutes predominant practice was not
the qAKCs’ responsibility, then these latter, despite their participation in

21 A self-evident phenomenon of the formative period, legal change during the first
three centuries in Islam does not constitute part of this enquiry (see preface). In this
context, I submit that during that period, or for most of it, the qAKCs contributed to
the evolution of religious law in Islam. However, my contention here is that after the
formative period (and probably before its end) it was the muftC and the author–jurist
who played the most central role in legal change. Be that as it may, it is noteworthy
that while legal change was integral to the formative period, the qAKC ’s role was one of
constructing religio-legal norms on the basis of earlier (non-Islamic) legal traditions,
not one whose sole focus was the hermeneutical manipulation of a mature and fairly
well-rooted legal system. It was precisely this hermeneutical manipulation that con-
stituted one of the main tasks of the muftC and author–jurist in their bid to effect
legal change.

22 See Hallaq, “Qakc’s DCwAn,” 422 ff.
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that practice,23 could never have been directly involved in legal change.
But could they have contributed to change insofar as they gradually but
increasingly abandoned the authoritative doctrine in favor of another,
one consisting of the practice that the author–jurist used, ex post eventum,
as justification of legal change? In the previous chapter, we saw that pre-
dominant practice was one factor in effecting legal change. If what was
once a minority opinion became frequently applied, and, later still, gained
even wider circulation, it would likely be raised to the authoritative
level of opinion known as the QaMCM or the mashhEr, depending on the
particular school involved. Now the question that poses itself here is:
Did the qAKCs participate in the practice through which an opinion was
transformed from having a relatively marginal status to one having an
authoritative status? This question in effect both implies and amounts to
another: Did qAKCs qua qAKCs apply what was at the moment of decision
other than the authoritative opinions to the cases they adjudicated? If
the answer is negative, then it is difficult to argue that they played any
role in legal change, for had they done so it would have been precisely
in this sphere of juristic activity. But if the answer is in the affirmative,
then a further question may be posed: Was it the qAKCs qua qAKCs who
were responsible for departing from authoritative opinions in favor of
less authoritative ones? Answers to these questions are by no means easy to
give, since the present state of our knowledge of the processes involved in
the qAKC ’s decision leaves much to be desired. Our answer must, there-
fore, remain tentative, based as it is on indirect evidence.

It is our contention that the qAKC qua qAKC was not, in the final analysis,
free to depart from what is considered the authoritative opinion of the
school. Even when there was no universal agreement on a certain question
or case, it was not, generally speaking, the qAKC who ultimately decided
which of the two was the more authoritative. If qAKCs were, from time to
time, engaged in this latter activity, they were so engaged not necessarily
in their role as qAKCs but rather as jurists playing other roles, especially the
muftC who had a central function in courts of law. Above, in chapter 3,
and later on in the present chapter we show, on the basis of evidence
from substantive legal works, that the qAKC regularly turned to the muftC
for legal advice. As early as the second/eighth century, it was already
recognized that the qAKC might or might not be a highly competent jurist,

23 As we shall see in section VII below, the qAKCs did at times deviate from established
doctrine, thereby initiating what appears to us to have been, with the benefit of hind-
sight, the embryonic stages of legal change. But this initial participation would have
amounted to very little without the intervention of the muftC and/or the author–jurist
who articulated and legitimized that change.
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which was not usually the case with the muftC. During this early period,
and even later on, the muftC was mostly considered the ultimate her-
meneutical authority, while the qAKC largely fell short of this high expecta-
tion. Shaficc already encouraged qAKCs to seek legal counsel from learned
jurists, i.e., the muftCs whom he considered in his discourse as mujtahids.24

The nanafite Jaqqaq perhaps represented the average position on this issue
when he insisted that the qAKC, in deciding which opinion is the soundest
and most suitable for the case at hand, must seek the jurists’ counsel
by listening to their opinions.25 Indeed, Islamic legal history abundantly
attests to the centrality of the muftC to the qAKC ’s work. Suffice it here to
adduce the vast bulk of fatwAs that have been hitherto published. The
majority of these show beyond doubt that they originated as istiftA”s re-
quested by qAKCs from muftCs26 for the purpose of deciding court cases.

If the qAKC was not responsible either for departing from authoritative
opinions in favor of weaker ones or for determining that the predominant
application of a weaker opinion should be given an authoritative status,
then he, qua qAKC, cannot, to any meaningful extent, be considered an
agent of legal change. This assertion, however, should remain at this point
tentative. For we know that qAKCs gradually departed from certain author-
itative doctrines of their school, and that this practice of theirs constituted
the embryo of legal change. Yet it took no less than the muftC and
the author–jurist to articulate and justify this change, and without their
juristic endeavor, the first stages of legal change that had been initiated
by the qAKCs’ practices would never – if at all – have come to fruition.
Therefore, it is far less tentative to argue that if the qAKCs contributed in
some instances to legal change, their contribution must have been at best
a necessary, but by no means sufficient, condition.

Nor can it be argued that the professor of law, again as an independent
juristic role, was involved in legal change any more than the qAKC was. Of
course, some professors belonged to that rank of jurists who were engaged
in articulating a legal reaction to social and other changes, but when they
were engaged in this task, they were not acting as professors qua pro-
fessors, but rather as muftCs and/or author–jurists. The professor taught
law students and wrote what is usually considered condensed works for
their benefit. In his Malaqa, he may have discussed certain cases of law in

24 Shaficc, Umm, VI, 287.
25 Jaqqaq, Adab al-QAKC, 37–39, 42–43, 101–02, 105, 106. See also Ibn Maza, SharM Adab

al-QAKC, 76–77.
26 Some istiftA ”s were requested by muftCs who were consulted by qAKCs but who had

to turn to more competent muftCs, apparently because they found the questions too
difficult to answer, the point being that the final authority was the muftC, not the qAKC.
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terms of what we now – with the benefit of hindsight – call legal change,
but articulating legal change was not part of his role as professor.

Having excluded the qAKC and the professor as significant agents of
legal change, we are therefore left with the muftC and the author–jurist.
It is these two types of jurists – playing two distinct roles – who, we shall
argue, undertook the major part, if not the entirety, of the task of articu-
lating the law’s reaction to social and other changes. We shall begin with
the fatwA as a socio-legal tool, and then proceed to a discussion of the
muftC ’s role in modulating changes in the law. Since legal change is ulti-
mately anchored in social reality, we will do well to discuss the social
origins of the fatwA genre, the mechanism by means of which it became
part of substantive law, and the role the muftC and author–jurist played in
modifying the law. If we succeed in demonstrating that fatwAs emanated
from and represented social reality, and that these fatwAs were regularly
incorporated in positive legal works – the authoritative repertoire of the
schools – then we shall have succeeded in showing that the law generally
kept pace with the ever-changing social exigencies.

However, throughout the forthcoming discussion, it must remain clear
that two distinct roles were involved, successively, in the transformation
of the fatwA from the point of its social origin to its ultimate abode in
substantive legal works. The first role, ending with the issuance and dis-
semination of the fatwA, was, ipso facto, that of the muftC, while the
second, ending with the final incorporation of the fatwA in positive legal
works, was that of the author–jurist. It is largely through this process of
transformation that legal change was articulated and effected.

I I I

In its basic form, a fatwA consists of a question (su ”Al, istiftA ”) addressed to
a jurisconsult (muftC ), together with an answer ( jawAb) provided by that
jurisconsult. When the question is drafted on a piece of paper – following
the general practice27 – the paper becomes known as ruqcat al-istiftA ” or,
less frequently, kitAb al-istiftA ”,28 and once an answer is given on the same
sheet of paper, the document becomes known as ruqcat al-fatwA. FatwAs
issued by the major jurists were often collected and published as books,29

and it is with these fatwAs that we are here concerned. The fatwA collec-
tions that have been edited to date may be classified into two categories:

27 See Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 48, 57.
28 For the use of these appellations, see al-FatAwA al-Hindiyya, III, 309; Ibn al-ralam,

Adab al-MuftC, 168–69.
29 See par. 9 of the present section, below.
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in the first, which includes Ibn al-ralam,30 Wansharcsc, Subkc, Ibn Rushd,
cAlamc, and Nawawc,31 the question and answer are preserved more or
less in their original form and content; in the second, such as those of
al-Shaykh al-Niuam and Kurdarc,32 the question and answer have under-
gone systematic alterations. Here, we shall refer to fatwAs of the former
type as primary and those belonging to the latter as modified. Several
indicators suggest that primary fatwAs were the outcome of a concrete and
particular social reality:

1. All fatwAs begin with words such as “The Question: . . . ,” followed at its
end by “The Answer: . . .” Some jurists, such as Ibn Rushd, were in the
habit of beginning their answer with the formula, “I have read your question
and carefully considered it” (taQaffaMtu su”Alaka wa-waqaftu calayh) or some
similar statement.33 The presence of these formulae in fatwAs would be
meaningless if we were to assume that the primary fatwAs were merely con-
cocted in the jurists’ imagination.

2. Nearly all fatwAs revolve around a person or persons in highly particular
circumstances.34 Neither modified fatwAs nor any other legal text (except
perhaps court registers) provide the details that primary fatwAs do. The con-
stant reference to actual reality and legal and other practices is a salient
feature in a number of fatwA collections.35

3. FatwAs are frequently supplemented either by an additional commentary by
the jurisconsult who issued them or by another question submitted by the
mustaftC on the same ruq ca (sheet), and to which question the jurisconsult
provides an additional answer.36

30 Abe cAmr cUthman b. cAbd al-Ramman Ibn al-ralam, FatAwA wa-MasA ”il Ibn al-RalAM,
ed. cAbd al-Mucsc Qalcajc, 2 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Macrifa, 1986).

31 Mumyc al-Dcn Sharaf al-Dcn b. Yamya al-Nawawc, FatAwA al-ImAm al-NawawC al-
MusammAtu bil-MasA ”il al-ManthEra, ed. Mumammad al-najjar (Medina: Dar al-
Salam, 1985). For the fatwA collections of Wansharcsc, Subkc, Ibn Rushd, and cAlamc,
see the references, below.

32 See the bibliography, below.
33 Although this is the standard formula used by Ibn Rushd, some variations on it

do occur. See his FatAwA, I, 143 (taQaffaMtu, arshadanA AllAhu wa-iyyAk su”Alaka wa-
waqaftu calayhi ), 160 (taQaffaMtu raMimanA AllAh wa-iyyAk su ”Alaka hAdhA wa-nuskhata
al- caqd al-wAqic fawqah wa-waqaftu calA dhAlika kullih), 164–65, 166, 172, 177, 183
(ta”ammaltu su”Alaka hAdhA wa-waqaftu calayh), and passim; cAlamc, NawAzil, I, 130
(ta”ammala muMibbukum mA saSSartumEh fawq, mac al-rasm bi-yadi al-MAmil ), 145,
157, and passim.

34 For a number of examples, see Subkc, FatAwA, II, 26, 29, 30, 31, 34, 35, 40, 43, 50, 51,
61, 62, 67, and passim; Ibn Rushd, FatAwA, I, 159 ff., 167–69, 171–73, 190 f., 196 f.,
202 ff., 206; II–III, 1260–75, and passim; cAlamc, NawAzil, I, 46 f., 50 f., 53, 54, 57
f., 63, 74, 80 f., 94 f., 123 f., and passim.

35 See sources cited in preceding note.
36 See, e.g. Ibn al-ralam, FatAwA, II, 416, 428; Uriel Heyd, “Some Aspects of the

Ottoman Fetva,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, 32 (1969), 42–
43; Ibn Rushd, FatAwA, I, 540–41.
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4. Primary fatwAs often refer to matters that are irrelevant to the law, but
nonetheless stem from the real world. Questions concerned with such mat-
ters as a particular currency or weight (e.g. dCnAr NAQirC, dCnAr SErC ) are
examples in point.37 But more important are the occasional references to the
names of those involved in the matter that gave rise to the fatwA.38 Their
names are but rarely mentioned, however. Were the case otherwise, there
would be little reason, if any, to doubt the verity of these fatwAs. That names
were so seldom recorded should not be taken to indicate that the fatwAs were
removed from social reality or that they were the creation of the jurists’
imaginations. It was the common practice, as we shall see in due course,
to omit names altogether, and whenever necessary to replace them with
hypothetical names (most commonly Zayd and cAmr).39 Moreover, based
upon his analysis of thousands of original Ottoman fatwAs issued between
the fifteenth and twentieth centuries, U. Heyd discovered that although the
names of the petitioners are omitted from both the question and the answer,
the verso of the ruqcat al-fatwA frequently contains notes referring not only
to the names of the mustaftCs but also to their professions and even the town
or quarter in which they resided.40 As we shall see, the practice of omitting
names was of particular significance and had an important function, for the
fatwA was not merely an ephemeral legal opinion produced for a specific
occasion or purpose but was also an authoritative statement of the law
considered to transcend the individual case and its mundane reality.41 This
explains why the jurists, their disciples, and the courts as a rule made every
effort to keep a record of the fatwAs issued by the muftCs.42

5. The formulation of the question is often highly legalistic, a feature that
makes it seem unlikely that the fatwA had its origin in a real situation. But
muftCs commonly answered questions that had been drafted by persons
learned in the law, including professional jurists.43 Some jurisconsults re-
portedly were in the habit of refusing to answer questions unless they were
formulated and handwritten by a learned legist residing in the same town as
the mustaftC.44 The formulator of the question, as stipulated by the manuals

37 Ibn al-ralam, FatAwA, II, 433, 434; Subkc, FatAwA, II, 35. Also see n. 34, above.
38 See, e.g. the references to Subkc’s FatAwA, in n. 34, above.
39 Heyd, “Ottoman Fetva,” 41; R. C. Jennings, “Kadc, Court, and Legal Procedure in

17th C. Ottoman Kayseri,” Studia Islamica, 48 (1978), 134, 135.
40 Heyd, “Ottoman Fetva,” 38, 36, 41.
41 Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-NukkAm, I, 53, 56; Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, I clAm al-

MuwaqqicCn, I, 36, 38.
42 See n. 52, below.
43 Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 57; Heyd, “Ottoman Fetva,” 42–43, 51. See also David

Powers, “FatwAs as Sources for Legal and Social History: A Dispute over Endowment
Revenues from Fourteenth-Century Fez,” al-QanSara, 11 (1990), 308; Ibn al-ralam,
Adab al-MuftC, 169–71.

44 See, e.g. the statement of Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 57. Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC, 170–
71, observes that the practice of muftCs rewriting the istiftA ” was widespread.
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that deal with the modalities of iftA ” (adab al-muftC wal-mustaftC), must be
adept in drafting the question; he must know which terms are legally appro-
priate and admissible and which must be avoided. His handwriting must
neither be unduly large nor unduly small, and he must use language that
does not lend itself to distortion.45 In the Ottoman period, most shaykh
al-Islams refused to receive istiftA”s drafted by private persons. Abe al-Suced,
perhaps the most renowned shaykh al-Islam in all of Ottoman history, wrote
a special treatise which contained instructions specifically directed to clerks
and officials who were concerned with the art of drafting fatwA questions.46

Many distinguished muftCs, such as the illustrious Abe Ismaq al-Shcrazc,
reportedly followed the practice of redrafting questions in their own words.47

The iftA ” manuals recommend that if the question is vague or unduly gen-
eral, the muftC must interrogate the questioner about the case, reformulate
the question accordingly, and only then provide an answer.48

6. Many primary fatwAs deal with disputes that revolve around one type of
contract or another. Most of these fatwAs include a copy of the contract
involved, and in his answer the muftC makes constant reference to the stipu-
lations of the contract.49 A reading of these contracts leaves no doubt that
these disputes involved real people faced with real situations.

7. Since one of the main functions of the fatwA was to support the case of a
party to a lawsuit, the common practice seems to have been to record the
fatwAs in the court record (dCwAn al-qAKC ).50 Jennings and Heyd report that
throughout the Ottoman period fatwAs were recorded in toto in the sijills of
the court, and many were preserved in the fetvakhane.51 This fact, together
with the interest of the muftCs and their disciples in copying down fatwAs,52

45 Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 57. 46 Heyd, “Ottoman Fetva,” 50–51.
47 Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 48. 48 Ibid.
49 See Arabic quotations in n. 18, above; cAlamc, NawAzil, I, 40, 127, 167, and passim;

Ibn Rushd, FatAwA, I, 171–73, 289–90, 323 ff., 331, 346, and passim; Bacalawc,
Bughyat al-MustarshidCn, 274; for waq f documents in fatwAs, see Subkc, FatAwA, I,
462–63, 465–68, II, 60, 62 ff., 158 ff.; Powers, “FatwAs as Sources,” 298–99 and
passim.

50 For the reliance of the qAKC on the jurisconsult’s fatwA, see Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, V,
359, 360, 365; Mumammad Amcn Ibn cfbidcn, al- cUqEd al-Durriyya f C TanqCM al-
FatAwA al-NAmidiyya, 2 vols. (Cairo: al-Masbaca al-Maymeniyya, 1893), I, 3; David S.
Powers, “On Judicial Review in Islamic Law,” Law and Society Review, 26, 2 (1992),
330–31, 332 ff. For the importance placed on keeping not only a record of the court
proceedings but also a private record for the qAKC, see Mumammad b. chsa Ibn al-
Munaqif, TanbCh al-NukkAm calA Ma”Akhidh al-AMkAm (Tunis: Dar al-Turkc lil-Nashr,
1988), 67, 68; Ibn Abc al-Damm, Adab al-QaKA”, 71, 75–76. See also Ibn cfbidcn,
NAshiya, V, 370.

51 Jennings, “Kadc, Court,” 134; Heyd, “Ottoman Fetva,” 51–52.
52 On muftCs discussing fatwAs with their students, and students copying the fatwAs of

their muftC teachers, see Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 34, 48; najjc Khalcfa, Kashf al-VunEn,
II, 1218, 1219–20, 1221, 1222, 1223; Ibn Rushd, FatAwA, III, 1517; al-FatAwA al-
Hindiyya, III, 309.
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explains the survival of a great number of not only individual fatwAs but also
entire collections of these documents.53

8. Some fatwAs seem hypothetical, dealing with “academic” issues, or issues
addressing purely theoretical concerns. Careful examination of the sources,
however, reveals that these fatwAs are rooted in real situations, mostly legal
disputes between individuals. A case in point is a typical question about the
qualifications of muftCs. Although such a question echoes the highly theoret-
ical discussions found in works of legal theory (uQEl al-fiqh), the question
itself emanates from actual legal disputes where one of the parties attempted
to disqualify the muftC who had issued a fatwA that favored the other party.54

The same motivation may be attributed to a question concerning whether
or not a certain opinion was held by an acknowledged legal authority.
Again, such questions were designed to obtain, in the form of a fatwA, either
a confirmation or a rebuttal of another fatwA in which that opinion was
expressed. We thus have good reason to believe that such fatwAs constituted
an integral part of court proceedings.55

9. The fatwAs of distinguished jurisconsults were often collected in volumes
and arranged, it seems, in the order in which they were issued.56 In his
FatAwA, Nawawc remarks that in arranging his material he followed the
order in which the questions were asked, and he expresses the hope that
other scholars might at a later time rearrange them according to the conven-
tional order of fiqh books, a task subsequently undertaken by Ibn Ibrahcm
al-cAssar.57 Ibn Rushd’s fatwAs, now available to us in a critical edition,
are not arranged in any thematic or logical sequence. One fatwA deals with a
real property dispute, the next with marriage or homicide. The haphazard

53 In Kashf al-VunEn, II, 1283 ff., najjc Khalcfa records no less than 160 titles of fatwA
collections, while in his MuMAKarAt f C TArCkh al-Madhhab al-MAlikC (Rabat: Mansherat
cUkaz, 1987), 105–10, cUmar al-Jcdc lists at least 80 titles of Malikite fatwA works.

54 Ibn Rushd, FatAwA, III, 3, 1274–75; Powers, “Judicial Review,” 330 ff.
55 See, e.g. Subkc, FatAwA, II, 44, 83 ff., 325 ff., 422, and passim; Powers, “FatwAs as

Sources,” 298–300, 306–25, 330–31, 332; Powers, “Judicial Review,” 330 ff.
56 The fact that fatwAs were answered in the order in which they were asked was found

noteworthy. najjc Khalcfa (Kashf al-VunEn, II, 1223) cites Ibn Nujaym’s preface to his
al-FatAwA al-Zayniyya as follows: “I have answered questions in the order they have
been asked since I sat for iftA ” in the year 965 (1557 a.d.). Thereafter, I decided to
arrange them according to the order of fiqh works. They number 400, not to mention
those which I have not managed to copy down.” Ibn cAbd al-Salam’s al-FatAwA
al-MEQiliyya, we are told, represents questions to which Ibn cAbd al-Salam provided
answers while he was residing in Meqil. The FatAwA of Abe cAbd Allah al-Khayyasc are
reported to be “answers to questions he was asked about.” In his al-FatAwA al-Nasafiyya,
Najm al-Dcn al-Nasaf c is reported to have included the answers “to all the questions
he was asked throughout his life, in addition to those given by others” (ibid., II, 1219,
1223, 1230). See further nn. 57–59, below.

57 najjc Khalcfa, Kashf al-VunEn, II, 1230; Nawawc, FatAwA, 11. Ghazalc’s fatwAs, for
instance, remained largely unknown and did not draw the attention of jurists. See Hajjc
Khalcfa, Kashf al-VunEn, II, 1227.
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ordering of many fatwA collections suggests that the fatwAs were copied down
in the chronological order in which they were issued. Clearly, this arrange-
ment proved unsatisfactory in a tradition with a strong inclination toward
systematic ordering of legal subject matter. We know, for instance, that
Mumammad b. Haren al-Kinanc and cAbd al-Ramman al-Qaysc rearranged
Ibn Rushd’s fatwAs according to fiqh topics, and that the latter rearranged
Ibn al-najj’s fatwAs in the same manner.58 Kinanc and Mumammad b.
cUthman al-Andalusc also abridged Ibn Rushd’s fatwAs, and in the process
apparently rearranged the order of the subjects treated therein.59

10. Analyses of fatwAs in the Ottoman and other periods and locales suggest that
the manuals on the art of iftA” were highly practical and pragmatic. Heyd’s
description of the Ottoman practice of iftA” (with the exception of a few mat-
ters relating to the highest political echelons) corresponds with the prescrip-
tions in these manuals. Moreover, even without the support of the Ottoman
and other evidence, a reading of this genre leaves the distinct impression that
they were the product of real situations and actual judicial practice. The pre-
scriptions are heavily geared toward ensuring orderly, efficient, and fair prac-
tices on the part of both the jurisconsult and the questioner. Considerable
attention is paid to a variety of matters revolving around curbing abuse of the
system and stemming the forgery of fatwA documents.60 Such issues would
have no existential justification in these manuals if the fatwAs were merely a
product of the jurists’ idealistic and speculative mental constructions.

Finally, we note a significant feature in the practice of iftA” which acquired
considerable importance in the Islamic tradition following the first cen-
tury of the Hijra. This feature finds expression in the dictum that no
fatwA should be issued with regard to a problem that has not yet occurred
in the real world.61 It might be argued that the repeated emphasis on this
dictum suggests that the legal profession needed to curb the practice of
asking about hypothetical cases. But the evidence afforded by our primary
fatwAs does not support this contention, though it might be conceded
that a rather small number of these fatwAs may have originated as hypo-
thetical cases. There are at least three reasons why the assumption of
the hypothetical origins of fatwAs is not tenable. First, the ethical and
religious consequences of speculating on hypothetical cases were made so
grave that violation of this dictum could have been neither normative nor
frequent. The dictum was enshrined not only as a central legal postulate
but also, and perhaps more importantly, as a religious tenet.

58 See the editor’s introduction to Ibn Rushd’s FatAwA, I, 89.
59 Ibid. For other cases of rearrangement and abridgment, see najjc Khalcfa, Kashf al-

VunEn, II, 1223, 1229.
60 Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC, I, 73, 74, 78–81.
61 Tyan, Histoire, 219; al-FatAwA al-Hindiyya, III, 309.
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Second, a very great number of fatwAs were destined for the court-
room,62 where hypothetical musings have no place. It was not in the
interest of any party to a dispute to misrepresent the case, for such a
misrepresentation could result in the judge ignoring the fatwA altogether.
We may assume that misrepresentation of the case in the istiftA” was occa-
sionally attempted in order to solicit a fatwA in favor of the petitioner.63

But since we may also assume that people generally do not act against
their own best interests, instances of misrepresentation could not have
been very abundant and, furthermore, would have been unlikely to
escape the scrutiny of the judge whose task it was to investigate the facts
of the case.

Third, in all the primary fatwA collections available to us, the majority
of fatwAs were solicited by judges and muftCs.64 Those solicited by judges
obviously point to litigation as their source, whereas those solicited by
muftCs usually involve difficult questions of law which arose in most
instances as court cases, and which the muftC addressed to another muftC of
higher caliber. (Note, significantly, that the final appeal for hermeneutical
engagement is still to a muftC.)

IV

Once the fatwA, consisting of a rule based on concrete social reality,
was issued, it was often incorporated into works of positive law ( furE c).65

Technically, these works constituted the highest authority as compilations
of the law. Although they contained a hierarchy of doctrinal authority,
they represented on the whole the standard legal doctrine of the schools.
There is no question that the rules and principles within them were as

62 On the importance of fatwAs in the courtroom, see n. 38, above, and R. C. Jennings,
“Limitations of the Judicial Powers of the Kadc in 17th C. Ottoman Kayseri,” Studia
Islamica, 50 (1979), 157 ff., 176 ff., 179; Jennings, “Kadc, Court,” 134 ff.; Ibn cfbidcn,
NAshiya, V, 359, 360, 365; Ibn cfbidcn, al-cUqEd al-Durriyya, I, 3; Ibn al-ralam, Adab
al-MuftC, I, 71.

63 Such attempts were often countered by muftCs who, when suspecting misrepresenta-
tion, opened their fatwA with the qualifying phrase: “If the matter is exactly as you have
described it, then . . .” (idhA kAna al-amr kamA dhakartum . . . ). Such statements, we
assume, were intended to caution judges of a possible discrepancy between the actual
facts of the case and the litigant’s description of those facts. See, e.g. Ibn Rushd,
FatAwA, I, 166, 191, 192, 195, 307, and passim; cAlamc, NawAzil, I, 74, 78, 110, 354,
and passim.

64 See, for instance, the fatwA collections of Taqc al-Dcn al-Subkc, Ibn Rushd, and
Wansharcsc.

65 Which fatwAs were incorporated and which were not is a question we will discuss in
due course.
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a rule valid, although, as we saw in the preceding chapter, validity was
subject to a hierarchical classification of doctrine that was set in motion
and manipulated by what we have called operative terminology. On the
whole, however, the furE c works contained the “canonized” version of
the law, and as such became the standard, authoritative reference for
the legal profession.

In the opening pages of the preceding chapter we also saw that the
legal opinions of the later followers of the four schools were considered
part and parcel of the authoritative doctrine contained in furE c works.
In discussing the function of fatwAs in positive law we need only cite
one example, in this case nanafite legal doctrine. But it must be clear
that what is said of this school is, mutatis mutandis, equally true of the
other three.

The third of the three levels of nanafite positive doctrine consists of
what was termed wAqicAt or nawAzil, namely, cases of law that were not
addressed by the early masters and which were solved by later jurists.66

Clearly, these cases were new and the jurists who were “asked about them”
and who provided solutions for them “were many.”67 najjc Khalcfa
reports that the first work known to have brought together these cases is
KitAb FatAwA al-NawAzil of Abe al-Layth al-Samarqandc (d. 383/993),68

a work which, according to Samarqandc himself, consisted of fatwAs
(taMallA bi-masA”il al-fatAwA).69 Here we have the first explicit reference
to the fact that substantive law included the fatwAs of later jurists. It is
significant that, despite all attempts to maintain the integrity of each of
the three levels of doctrine, the jurists were not always successful in
doing so. We are told that after Abe al-Layth al-Samarqandc many
jurists compiled works in which fatwAs – belonging to the third level of
furE c doctrine – were brought together, but that some of the later jurists
combined these fatwAs with doctrines belonging to the other two levels
of nanafite legal doctrine, i.e. UAhir al-riwAya and nawAdir. FatAwA
QAKCkhAn and al-KhulAQa are two examples in point.70 It is also significant
that some jurists found it noteworthy and commendable that in his al-
MuMCS Rakc al-Dcn al-Sarakhsc recorded first the authoritative doctrines
of the founding masters, then the nawAdir, followed by the fatwAs.71 The
fact that such highly regarded works as FatAwA Qakckhan (also known

66 See chapter 2, section III, above. 67 See Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 69.
68 Kashf al-VunEn, II, 1281. See also Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 69. The work is said to

contain the fatwAs of Ibn Rustam, Mumammad b. Samaca, Abe Sulayman al-Jezajanc,
Abe nafq al-Bukharc, Mumammad b. Salama, Mumammad b. Muqatil, and Abe Naqr
al-Qasim b. Sallam.

69 Samarqandc, FatAwA, 1. 70 Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 69. 71 Ibid.
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as al-FatAwA al-KhAniyya)72 did not maintain the strict categorization of
nanafite legal doctrine is quite telling, and demonstrates that while it was
generally seen as desirable that the UAhir al-riwAya and nawAdir be kept
separate from the fatwAs, in practice the importance of the latter overrode
such concerns.

That fatwAs were regularly incorporated into furE c works is supported
by a substantial body of evidence. Consider the following:

1. In his commentary on Nasaf c’s work, Ibn Nujaym states that he aimed to
incorporate not only other commentaries on Kanz al-DaqA”iq but also the
fatwAs of a number of jurisconsults. It turns out that he was able to draw on
no less than twenty fatwA collections for this task.73

2. Nawawc reports that in his Muhadhdhab, Shcrazc included “al-fatAwA al-
maqSE cAt,” which I take to mean fatwAs that had come to be considered as
having undisputed authority in his school. Likewise, in his own commentary
on al-Muhadhdhab, Nawawc indicates that he incorporated the “fatwAs of our
associates.”74

3. In his commentary on Nawawc’s MinhAj, a widely used work, Shihab al-Dcn
al-Ramlc assimilated not only the doctrines of many Shaficite jurists but also
the fatwAs of his father, under whom he had studied, and which the father
had endorsed after having reviewed them.75 Ramlc’s commentary became the
standard reference for students, judges, and muftCs.76

4. In his gloss on Ramlc’s commentary on Nawawc’s MinhAj, Ner al-Dcn
al-Shabramallisc incorporated the fatwAs of Taj al-Dcn al-Subkc, of his father
Taqc al-Dcn, and of Bulqcnc. Shabramallisc speaks of these fatwAs as having a
highly authoritative status in the Shaficite school.77

5. The Malikite jurist Mumammad al-nassab remarks that the MukhtaQar of
Khalcl b. Ismaq “clarified the cases issued as fatwAs.” And in his commentary
on the work, nassab included countless fatwAs issued by a number of dis-
tinguished jurisconsults, such as Ibn Rushd and Burzulc.78

72 By nasan b. Manqer al-jzajandc Qakckhan. See the bibliography.
73 These include al-MuMCS of Sarakhsc; al-DhakhCra of Ibn Maza; al-BadA”i c, al-ZiyAdAt,

and al-FatAwA of Qakckhan; al-VahCriyya of Mumammad b. Ammad al-nanaf c; al-
WalwAlijiyya of Ismaq b. Abc Bakr al-Walwalijc; al-KhulAQa of Siraj al-Dcn Ibn al-
Mulaqqin; al-BazzAziyya of Ibn Bazzaz al-Kurdarc; al-cUmda and al-cUdda of al-radr
al-Shahcd; Ma”Al al-FatAwA and MultaqaS al-FatAwA of Naqir al-Dcn al-Samarqandc; al-
NAwC al-QudsC of Najm al-Dcn al-Qazwcnc; Qunyat al-cFlim of Mumammad b. Masced;
and al-SirAjiyya of Siraj al-Dcn al-Awshc. See Zayn al-Dcn, Ibn Nujaym, al-BaMr al-
RA ”iq: SharM Kanz al-DaqA”iq, 8 vols. (Cairo: al-Masbaca al-cIlmiyya, 1893), I, 2–3.

74 Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 3, 5. 75 See his NihAyat al-MuMtAj, I, 9–10.
76 Ibid., I, 2.
77 See his NAshiya calA NihAyat al-MuMtAj: SharM al-MinhAj, printed on the margins of

Ramlc, NihAyat al-MuMtAj, I, 41–42 (Beirut repr.).
78 See his MawAhib al-JalCl, VI, 32, 36, 37, 48, 49, 55, 75, 93, 94, 285, 287 ff., 326,

331 f., and passim.
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6. In a specialized furE c treatise, dealing with the bindingness of contracts and of
other transactions (iltizAm), nassab draws heavily on a number of collections
of primary fatwAs, chief among which are those of Ibn Rushd, Burzulc, and
Ibn al-najj.79

7. In another specialized work on damages (KamAnAt), the nanafite jurist
Mumammad b. Ghanim al-Baghdadc acknowledged that he drew on “reliable
fatwA collections” (al-kutub al-muctabara f C al-fatwA).80

8. The Malikite jurist Ibn Salmen al-Kinanc incorporated in his al-cIqd
al-MunaUUam lil-NukkAm, a furE c work intended for the use of judges,
“individual fatwAs” (nawAzil fardiyya).81

9. In his NAshiya calA Radd al-MuMtAr, Ibn cfbidcn relies heavily on the fatwA
literature, which he includes in his work because, inter alia, he “feared [that]
the ruqcas of the fatwAs might be lost.”82 This statement suggests that Ibn
cfbidcn had in his possession original fatwA documents. Furthermore, he
remarks that in addition to his free use of fatwAs (uSliqu f C al-fatAwA) in his
work, he constantly referred to the writings of those jurists who committed
themselves to the study and issuance of fatwAs, including Ibn al-Humam,
Ibn Amcr al-najj, al-Ramlc, Ibn Nujaym, Ibn Shalabc, Ismaccl al-na’ik, and
nanetc.83

V

Now, if fatwAs did make inroads into works of positive law, three ques-
tions become pertinent: First, how were these fatwAs incorporated into
furE c works? Second, what types of fatwAs were deemed appropriate for
such incorporation? And third, why were they incorporated?

To answer the first question, we must invoke again our distinction
between primary and modified fatwAs, or between primary and modified
fatwA collections. We have seen that fatwAs originate in a question –
posed by a layman or a legist – to which an answer is provided by a
jurisconsult. Some of these primary fatwAs found their way into the furE c

works through one of two channels, one direct, the other indirect. Two
examples of a direct channel are the fatwAs of Ibn Rushd which made

79 See his TaMrCr al-KalAm f C MasA”il al-IltizAm, ed. cAbd al-Salam Mumammad al-Sharcf
(Beirut: Dar al-Gharb al-Islamc, 1984), 79–80, 85 f., 88, 89, 93, 99, 105, 106, 113,
114 f., 177, 182, 192, 207, 224, 231, and passim. Note that the fatwAs collected by
Burzulc, as yet unedited, belong to a number of jurists.

80 See his Majmac al-LamAnAt, 2.
81 2 vols. (Cairo: al-Masbaca al-Amcriyya al-Sharafiyya, 1301/1883), I, 2.
82 The fear of losing fatwAs appears to have been widespread. See, e.g., Baclawc, Bughyat

al-MustarshidCn, 3, who, despite having completed his work, continued to append to it
new fatwAs issued by himself and by other jurisconsults “for fear they might be lost.”

83 See his NAshiya, I, 3–4.
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their way into the furE c works entitled MawAhib al-JalCl and TaMrCr
al-KalAm, both by nassab,84 and the fatwAs of Ramlc’s father which were
incorporated in Ramlc’s commentary on Nawawc’s MinhAj.85

Primary fatwAs were regularly collected either by the jurisconsults
themselves or by their students or associates (aQMAb). These collections may
be limited exclusively to a single muftC or they may include the primary
fatwAs of a number (sometimes a large number) of muftCs. Examples of
the first type are Ibn Rushd, Nawawc, and Subkc’s fatwA collections, and
of the second, Wansharcsc, cAlamc, and Burzulc’s works.86 As a rule, the
primary fatwAs found in both types of collection are generally unedited,
although exceptions to this rule may be found.87

The other channel was less direct, involving a lengthy process of col-
lecting, editing, and abridging primary fatwAs for inclusion in collec-
tions that were not concerned with the fatwAs of particular jurisconsults,
but rather with gathering fatwA material in order to constitute a work
of fiqh. To these we have referred as modified fatwAs. Abe al-Layth
al-Samarqandc and Nasif c, for instance, are said to have collected in
their works – KitAb al-NawAzil and Majmac al-NawAzil wal-WAqicAt,
respectively – the fatwAs of the founding imams as well as fatwAs issued
by jurisconsults such as Mumammad b. Shujac al-Thaljc, Mumammad
b. Muqatil al-Razc and Jacfar b. cAlc al-Hinduwanc.88 Similarly, nusam
al-Dcn al-Bukharc is reported to have included in his al-WAqicAt al-
NusAmiyya not only the fatwAs contained in Abe al-Layth al-Samarqandc’s
and Nasif c’s works but also those issued by later muftCs.89 To this genre
belong a great number of collections, of which we have in print al-FatAwA
al-KhAniyya by Qakckhan, al-FatAwA al-BazzAziyya by Mumammad al-
Bazzazc al-Kurdarc, and al-FatAwA al-Hindiyya, compiled by a group
of scholars under the supervision of the nanafite jurist al-Shaykh al-
Niuam.90 It is clear from the sources that the individual fatwAs in these
collections underwent considerable editing and abridgment. Of this we
will have something to say presently. The point, however, is that the
fatwAs in these collections were incorporated into the commentative furE c

84 See nn. 79–80, above. 85 See n. 75, above. 86 See the bibliography, below.
87 See, e.g. the editorial notes on Ibn Rushd’s FatAwA, where Burzulc seems to have edited

or abridged some of Ibn Rushd’s fatwAs (I, 177, 185, 207, 211, 231, and passim).
88 najjc Khalcfa, Kashf al-VunEn, II, 1220, 1281; Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 69.
89 najjc Khalcfa, Kashf al-VunEn, II, 2, 1228; N. Aghnides, Mohammedan Theories of

Finance (New York: Columbia University Press, 1916), 184.
90 On the latter, see Joseph Schacht, “On the Title of the FatAwA cAlamgCriyya,” in

C. E. Bosworth, ed., Iran and Islam (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1971),
475–78.
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works, as attested in the case of Ibn Nujaym, who assimilated no less than
twenty such fatwA collections into his al-BaMr al-RA”iq.91

Just as primary fatwAs underwent considerable transformation during
the process of their assimilation into furE c works, so they underwent
a similar transformation in their passage from primary to modified fatwAs.
The path from the primary to the secondary or modified stage involved
two practices, tajrCd and talkhCQ ;92 and it seems that the term “tanqCM”
was used to lump these two practices together.93 TajrCd, which may be
rendered as “to make abstract,” involved stripping a primary fatwA of a
number of elements essential neither to a furE c work nor to a modified
fatwA collection. Although jurisconsults generally did not state the line of
reasoning that led them to the opinion expressed in a fatwA,94 some did
include relatively detailed statements of legal reasoning.95 TajrCd referred
to the process of omitting such details,96 as well as any real or hypothetical
names which happened to be mentioned. It also involved the omission
of all words and phrases irrelevant to the law, such as religious formulas,
the phrases “He was asked . . .” and “He answered . . .” and any introduc-
tory words indicating that the jurisconsults had carefully read and studied
the fatwA. And since many fatwAs contained legal documents, especially
contracts, it was the function of tajrCd to omit these documents too. But
because the complete omission of a document might distort the facts and
law in the fatwA (QErat al-fatwA), a second practice was resorted to,
namely, talkhCQ (abridgment).

91 See n. 73, above.
92 On tajrCd, see Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 1, 57; najjc Khalcfa, Kashf al-VunEn, II, 1887.

On talkhCQ, see the introduction to Ibn Rushd’s FatAwA, I, 89; Baclawc, Bughyat al-
MustarshidCn, 2. TalkhCQ is also attested in Ibn Ziyad’s work KitAb GhAyat TalkhCQ
al-MurAd min FatAwA Ibn ZiyAd , printed on the margins of Bacalawc’s Bughyat al-
MustarshidCn, 79 ff.

93 As expressed in Ibn cfbidcn’s title, al-cUqEd al-Durriyya f C TanqCM al-FatAwA al-
NAmidiyya. See also previous note.

94 The practice of including arguments and lines of reasoning leading to the opinion was
not recommended. See Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 52, 57; Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC,
141; al-FatAwA al-Hindiyya, III, 309. It is noteworthy that Ibn al-ralam enjoins a short,
unreasoned answer so that the fatwA would not be confused with taQnCf, the product of
the author–jurist, not the muftC.

95 See. e.g. Ibn Rushd, FatAwA, I, 357 ff., 446 ff., 461, 617; II, 1196 ff.; Subkc, FatAwA,
II, 187 ff. FatwAs that included statements of legal reasoning were ordinarily issued
upon the request of a judge or another muftC. In such cases, the fatwAs were considered
to be the product of taQnCf, not necessarily iftA”. See previous note.

96 See, e.g. Ibn cfbidcn, al- cUqEd al-Durriyya, I, 2; najjc Khalcfa, Kashf al-VunEn, II,
1887; Nawawc, al-MajmE c, I, 57. See also nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl , VI, 94 (l. –12):
“mujarrad aqwAl MAlik.”
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To illustrate the processes of tajrCd and talkhCQ, we shall discuss a fatwA
first issued by Ibn Rushd and later incorporated into the works of nassab
and Ibn Salmen al-Kinanc, two author–jurists. The Arabic text of the
primary fatwA 97 contains 248 words, whereas the secondary, modified
version98 comprises only 110:

[Ibn Rushd], may God be pleased with him, was asked about two men
who fought each other; the name of the first is Abe al-Walcd and of the
second cAbd al-Malik. Abe al-Walcd inflicted upon cAbd al-Malik a
wound with a knife belonging to him, so cAbd al-Malik, in the company
of a relative named cUmar, pursued Abe al-Walcd, who had injured him.
On their way, cAbd al-Malik and cUmar met the brother of Abe al-
Walcd whose name was Mumammad. cUmar held Mumammad, the brother
of Abe al-Walcd, and said to cAbd al-Malik, “Strike to kill.” Thus, he
wounded Mumammad. Each of the two parties inflicted injuries upon
the other [in the process]: cAbd al-Malik wounded Abe al-Walcd, and
Mumammad, the brother of Abe al-Walcd, wounded both cAbd al-Malik
and cUmar, who held him. The injuries which the parties inflicted upon
each other were confirmed by witnesses, but the testimony concerning
the injury Mumammad inflicted on both cAbd al-Malik and cUmar was
inconsistent with the [actual] wound. Mumammad died as a result of the
injury. Abe al-Walcd sought to avenge his brother’s death at the hands
of cAbd al-Malik and cUmar, but he could procure no witnesses to take an
oath against them, though he claims to have [as witnesses] two paternal
cousins in another town. Should cAbd al-Malik be executed on the basis
of these [testimonial] oaths before he is healed of the injuries inflicted
upon him by Abe al-Walcd? Or should the execution be delayed until he
recovers?

[Ibn Rushd] answered as follows: I have read your question and carefully
considered it. The fact that an injury was inflicted by Mumammad upon
cAbd al-Malik and his relative cUmar is acknowledged, although no wit-
nesses may have seen the [actual] wound; the injury is confirmed if other
witnesses testify that an injury was inflicted upon him. cAbd al-Malik
should not be executed on account of the oaths until he recovers from his
wounds, because this would abridge the rights of his relatives insofar as the
punishment of his murderer is concerned.99 Rather, all three assailants
– Abe al-Walcd, cUmar, and cAbd al-Malik – should be jailed. If cAbd
al-Malik recovers from his wounds, and if Abe al-Walcd brings his cousins
to take an oath, and they do take an oath against cUmar and cAbd al-Malik,

97 Ibn Rushd, FatAwA, I, 575–77. 98 In nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, VI, 271.
99 For, if he dies as a result of his wounds, his relatives are entitled to avenge his death.

Were cAbd al-Malik to be executed immediately, therefore, it would become impossible
to establish that death would have resulted from the injury, thereby denying the rights
of his relatives.
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then they both [cUmar and cAbd al-Malik] should be executed on the basis
of these oaths, for that is sufficient grounds for their execution. If cAbd
al-Malik dies as a result of the wounds inflicted upon him, Abe al-Walcd,
together with his cousins, may take an oath against cUmar and they are
entitled to have him executed. Likewise, the relatives of cAbd al-Malik may
take an oath against Abe al-Walcd, and on the basis of these oaths can have
him executed. God is He who bestows peace.

From this point on, the fatwA is appropriated by the author–jurist who
subjects it to the imperatives of his discourse. In the sections treating of
penal law in his MawAhib al-JalCl , nassab produces an abridged version of
the fatwA as a case of law ( farc) subsumed under the category of injuries.
Having already cited Ibn Rushd with regard to another case, he states:

In his nawAzil,100 Ibn Rushd also said: A man inflicted a wound upon
another and the brother of the former was also wounded by the latter,
together with a relative of his. The relative held him and said to the other,
“Strike to kill.” The second man who was injured died. His brother wanted
to avenge his death. Can the injured man, and his relative, be executed on
the basis of testimonial oaths before the wounds inflicted upon him have
healed, or should he be imprisoned until he recovers?

He answered: The injured man should not be executed until the wounds
inflicted upon him have healed, because this would abridge the rights of his
relatives insofar as the punishment of his murderer is concerned.101 Rather,
all three assailants should be jailed. If the first man injured recovers from
his wounds, then the brother of the dead man will take an oath together
with one of his cousins against him as well as against his relative, and
accordingly they will be executed on the basis of these oaths.102

In the edited version, not only are the names of the disputants omitted
but also several details deemed by nassab to be devoid of legal relevance.
The fact that the wounds were inflicted “with a knife belonging to” Abe
al-Walcd, and the fact, repeated twice, that Mumammad was the brother
of Abe al-Walcd, are deleted in nassab’s recension. Also omitted is the
fact that the witnesses did not attest to the actual wound and that the
witnesses testifying on behalf of Abe al-Walcd were unavailable because
they resided in another town. Note also that the istiftA” appears to have
been formulated by a person who was not particularly adept in legal mat-
ters. This is evidenced in the fact that repetition and irrelevant details

100 I.e. fatwAs. The two terms are synonymous and were used interchangeably. Strictly
speaking, the term nawAzil (sing. nAzila) refers to problems befalling the mustaftC,
whereas the term fatwAs signifies the solution to such problems. But such distinctions
do not seem to have been maintained in legal discourse.

101 See n. 99, above. 102 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, VI, 271–72.
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constantly surface in the text of the question. But nassab’s exercise of
tajrCd and talkhCQ transforms the fatwA from a case of law pertaining to a
particular and highly contextualized situation into an abstract case fit for
inclusion in a standard furE c work.

We now come to our second question: What types of fatwA were
incorporated in furE c works? To answer this question, we must first draw
attention to a central fact that determined the nature of works treating
substantive law, be they furE c or primary and modified fatwA collections.
The overriding concern of the authors of these works was the incorpora-
tion of law cases that were deemed relevant and necessary to the age in
which they were writing. This is evidenced not only in the incorporation
in their furE c works of the latest fatwAs, but also in the untiring insistence
of virtually all these author–jurists on the necessity of including in their
works cases deemed to be relevant to contemporary needs and of wide
occurrence (mA tacummu bi-hi al-balwA), and to exclude those of little or
no relevance to the community and its needs.103 In his FatAwA, Qakckhan
includes only those cases that were of frequent occurrence (yaghlubu
wuqE cuhA) or much needed (tamissu al-MAja ilayhA) and around which
the problems arising in the community revolve (tadEru calayhA wAqicAt
al-umma). These cases belong either to the early masters or to the later
jurisprudents (al-mashAyikh al-muta ”akhkhirCn).104 Zaylacc informs us that
he chose to comment on Kanz al-DaqA”iq because he thought it to be a
superior abridgment containing “cases that are needed” (mA yuMtAju ilayhi
min al-wAqicAt). And in his commentary, he declares, he added law cases
that were needed and that belonged to the later jurisprudents.105 Ramlc
states that in his commentary on Raficc’s MuMarrar, Nawawc incorporated
cases that were needed and that Raficc had neglected to include (zAda . . .
mA akhalla bihi min al-furE c al-muMtAj ilayhA).106 Ibn al-ralam is widely
reported, with approval, to have argued that when a muftC or a judge is

103 On the exclusion of legal doctrines that are not “in circulation,” see Ramlc, al-FatAwA
al-Khayriyya, I, 3; Abe cAbd Allah Mumammad b. narith al-Khushanc, UQEl al-FutyA
f C al-Fiqh, ed. Mumammad Majdeb (Beirut: al-Mucassasa al-Wasaniyyal lil-Kitab,
1985), 44.

104 Qakckhan, FatAwA, I, 2. For a similar approach, see cAlamc, NawAzil, I, 18. najjc
Khalcfa, Kashf al-VunEn, II, 1282–83, remarks that the term muta”akhkhirEn refers to
the jurisconsults who flourished after the fourth/tenth century.

105 cUthman b. cAlc al-Zaylacc, TabyCn al-NaqA”iq: SharM Kanz al-DaqA”iq, 6 vols. (Belaq:
al-Masbaca al-Kubra al-Amcriyya, 1313/1895), I, 2. For similar statements, see
Kurdarc, FatAwA, IV, 2; Meqilc, IkhtiyAr, I, 6. Likewise, Nawawc, after completing the
first three volumes of his al-MajmE c and finding the material to be too imposing,
decided to expand only on those cases that were of general relevance and to abridge in
those that were not. See his al-MajmE c, I, 6.

106 Ramlc, NihAyat al-MuMtAj, I, 45.
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faced with a problem for which there are two equally valid solutions in
the school, he must resort to the chronologically later solution.107

That a chronologically later opinion must replace an earlier one of
equal validity is a doctrine that finds considerable support in our sources.
As summarized by the nanafite jurist Qakckhan, this doctrine was,
mutatis mutandis, accepted in all four schools: He explains that if the
solution to the case is found in UAhir al-riwAya without disagreement,
then it must be adopted. If the case is, on the other hand, subject to
disagreement, then it is to Abe nancfa’s own doctrine, not that of his
two disciples, that the jurisconsult must resort. But if their disagree-
ment is relevant to the needs of a particular age, then the opinions of
his two disciples must be followed on the grounds that the “conditions
of people do change” (li-taghayyur aMwAl al-nAs). In matters of contracts
and commercial transactions, Qakckhan tells us, the later jurists resorted
to the doctrines of Abe Yesuf and Shaybanc rather than to those of
Abe nancfa.108 The same principle governs the choice between doctrines
belonging to earlier and later centuries. Ibn cfbidcn remarks that a sub-
stantial segment of nanafite legal doctrine was formulated at a later date
by jurists who sometimes held opinions different from those of the
founders.109 The Shaficite legist Khayr al-Dcn al-Ramlc is said to have
followed nanafite doctrine in issuing his fatwAs, including the opinions
of the major jurists who modified the early doctrines due to the changing
of the times or to the changing conditions of society (li-ikhtilAf al- caQr aw
li-taghayyur aMwAl al-nAs).110 Apparently for the same reasons, Shihab al-
Dcn al-Ramlc included in his furE c work, NihAyat al-MuMtAj, the doctrines
of the later jurists, including Nawawc, Jalal al-Dcn al-Mamallc, Raficc, and
his own father.111

We must emphasize that the process of assimilating later fatwAs was
selective, and only those fatwAs that added new material to the current
body of legal doctrines were included. In compiling the fatwAs of his
father Khayr al-Dcn, Mumyc al-Dcn al-Ramlc considered for inclusion
only those which he could not find in contemporary works and which
had become much needed and oft-referred to in his own time.112 The
Malikite jurisprudent Khushanc followed the same practice in his UQEl

107 See, e.g. Bacalawc, Bughyat al-MustarshidCn, 8–9, on the authority of Abe Bakr al-
Ashkhar. Ibn al-ralam states his opinion in his Adab al-MuftC, 123.

108 Qakckhan, FatAwA, I, 2–3. 109 Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 69.
110 Ramlc, al-FatAwA al-Khayriyya, I, 3.
111 Ramlc, NihAyat al-MuMtAj, I, 9–10. See also nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 31; Baghdadc,

Majmac al-LamAnAt, 2.
112 Ramlc, al-FatAwA al-Khayriyya, 3.
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al-FutyA, excluding those fatwAs that had gone out of currency or con-
tained opinions that were considered irregular (gharCb).113 We can thus
safely assume that such fatwAs, as well as fatwAs that merely cited earlier
authorities with regard to the same facts and with no qualification or
addition (a practice known as al-iftA” bil-MifU),114 were excluded as candid-
ates for incorporation in both fatwA collections and furE c works. In fact,
al-iftA” bil-MifU was not, strictly speaking, considered to constitute iftA ”
proper,115 and was thus ab initio precluded from the recorded literature
of fatwA.

Another category of fatwA excluded from positive legal works is that
which contained weak opinions, based on unauthoritative legal doctrines
(al-ra ”y al-KacCf ). We have no evidence that such fatwAs, and fatwAs that
merely relayed an established doctrine, ever found a place in the primary
fatwA collections. Thus, our sources indicate that the primary fatwAs
that appeared in these collections and those that were incorporated in
furE c works were those that had been issued in response to new or partly
new facts and situations. These novel circumstances, in turn, gave new
significance to the statements of law, and this qualified them as new
cases of law.

Let us now turn to our third, and most important, question: Why were
these fatwAs incorporated in the furE c works? We must state at the outset
that one of the most important functions of furE c works was to provide
the jurisconsults with a comprehensive coverage of substantive rules, fore-
most among which were those that attained an authoritative status. These
works were expected to offer solutions for all conceivable cases so that the
jurisconsult might draw on them for the authoritative doctrine, and to
include the most recent as well as the oldest cases of law that had arisen
in the school. This explains why fatwAs were incorporated into these
works, for they represented the oldest and most recent material relevant
to the needs of society and responsive to the changes it had undergone
over time. Primary fatwAs then provided a continuous source from which
the law derived its ever-expanding body of material. This is why cilm
al-fatwA was often equated, and often used synonymously, with fiqh,116

for fiqh was deemed largely the sum total of fatwAs that had entered the
body of furE c.

113 Khushanc, UQEl al-FutyA, 44.
114 See, e.g. nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 33 (ll. 8–10).
115 Bacalawc, Bughyat al-MustarshidCn, 7; Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, V, 366; Hallaq, “IftA” and

IjtihAd,” 34, 336, n. 1.
116 See, e.g. Ghazalc’s statement to this effect, quoted in najjc Khalcfa, Kashf al-VunEn, II,

1281.
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To say this is in fact to argue that it was the muftC and the author–jurist
– not the qAdC or anyone else – who were responsible for the develop-
ment of the legal doctrine embodied in furE c works. Thus far there is no
good reason to disagree with the findings of such scholars as Schacht and
G. H. Juynboll concerning the important role that early judges played in
the formation of Islamic substantive law.117 But after the second/eighth
century, their contribution appears to have come to a halt, while the
elaboration of law seems to have become almost exclusively the province
of the muftC and the author–jurist.118

Although it was the common practice for judges to retain a record
of court proceedings,119 their decisions do not appear to have attracted
the attention of the jurists who were concerned with elaborating and
establishing the furE c doctrines of their school. True, questions arising in
judicial disputes (muMAkamAt or MukEmAt) were intensely discussed by
fuqahA”, but these discussions seem always to have been connected with
fatwAs that were issued specifically for such occasions.120 The relation-
ship between fatwAs and the muMAkamAt is explained by the fact that
the judge depended heavily upon the muftC ’s opinions,121 for, as we have
seen, judges commonly made recourse to the muftCs’ opinions.122 In fact,
the judge’s dependence upon the fatwA was so great that a muftC was often
attached to the court; in later periods of Islamic history, his fatwA was
considered binding.123 Some legists went so far as to espouse the view that
the decision of an ignorant and foolish judge remains valid as long as it is
based on a jurisconsult’s fatwA.124

The stipulation that the judge must resort to the muftC for legal advice
underscores the fact that it is the muftC, not the qAKC, who is the ultimate

117 Schacht, Introduction, 25 ff., summarizing his findings in his Origins ; G. H. A.
Juynboll, Muslim Tradition: Studies in Chronolog y, Provenance and Authorship of Early
Hadith (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 77–95; G. H. A. Juynboll,
“Some Notes on Islam’s First FuqahA” Distilled From Early NadCt Literature,” Arabica
39 (1992): 287–314.

118 Needless to say, this transformation still awaits investigation.
119 See Hallaq, “The Qakc’s DCwAn,” 422–29.
120 See Subkc, FatAwA, II, 44, 183 ff., 325 ff., 422, and passim; Powers, “Judicial Review,”

330–31, 332; Powers, “FatwAs as Sources,” 298–300, 306–25, 330–31, 332.
121 Ibn cfbidcn, al- cUqEd al-Durriyya , I, 3; Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, V, 359, 360, 365.
122 Al-FatAwA al-Hindiyya, III, 312, 313; Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, V, 360, 365. See also

nn. 50, 51, 55, 62, above, as well as next note.
123 See Tyan, Histoire, 224; Rudolph Peters, “Murder on the Nile: Homicide Trials in

19th Century Egyptian Sharica Courts,” Die Welt des Islams, 30 (1990), 99. Similarly,
the fact that the Chief Muftc of the Ottoman empire (Shaykh al-Islam) was in charge
of the administration of the court system is significant.

124 Al-FatAwA al-Hindiyya, III, 307.
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expert on the law. This conclusion is reinforced by a number of con-
siderations: First of all, the final goal of the methodology of uQEl al-fiqh
is ijtihAd, performed by the mujtahid. As we saw in chapter 3, it was
the muftC, not the qAKC, who was equated with the mujtahid. Indeed,
in the discourse of uQEl al-fiqh, the terms mujtahid and muftC were used
synonymously.125 Second, throughout most of its history, and with the
exception of the Ottoman period, the office of iftA” was largely independ-
ent of governmental interference; unlike judgeship, it was considered
immune from political corruption. This is why many jurists regarded the
duty to issue fatwAs obligatory ( farK kifAya), whereas accepting the office
of qAKC was viewed with suspicion.126 Formulating the law could not have
been the responsibility of an institution that was commonly perceived as
marred by worldly temptations and various sorts of corruption. This
suspicion of qAKCs was sanctioned by a divine message, delivered through
the medium of the Prophet: “On the Day of Resurrection the judges will
join the Sultans, but the culamA” [=muftCs] will join the Prophets.”127

Third, the decisions of the qAKCs do not appear, to any noticeable
extent, to have been taken into account in furE c works, whereas, as we
have seen, fatwAs provided the primary source material for the elaboration
and expansion of furE c. If occasional court cases entered works of positive
law, they did so through the muftC ’s or the author–jurist’s intervention.
Fourth, it was held that the decision of the judge is particular ( juz”C,
khAQQ) and that its import does not transcend the interests of the parties to
a dispute, whereas the fatwA of the jurisconsult is universal (cAmm, kullC )
and thus applicable to all similar cases.128

125 Hallaq, “Ifta ” and IjtihAd,” 34 ff.; see also al-FatAwA al-Hindiyya, III, 308: “It is the
unshakable opinion of the legal theorists that the muftC is the mujtahid ” (istaqarra
ra”yu al-uQEliyyCn anna al-muftC huwa al-mujtahid ). See also Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, V,
365, who equates the muftC with the mujtahid and asserts that the qAKC is not required
to be qualified as a mujtahid, “for it is sufficient for him to act upon the ijtihAd of
others.” For a fuller treatment of the issue, see chapter 3, above.

126 Al-FatAwA al-Hindiyya, III, 311: “al-dukhEl fC al-qaKA” rukhQa wal-imtinA c canhu
cazCma.”

127 Ibid., III, 310, where several jurists are cited to support the opinion that no jurist
should accept a judgeship unless he is coerced to do so. See also cAlc b. Yamya al-Jazcrc,
al-MaqQad al-MaMmEd f C TalkhCQ al- cUqEd, ed. A. Ferreras (Madrid: Consejo Superior
de Investigaciones Científicas, 1998), 456. On the other hand, Nawawc (al-MajmE c, I,
40) cites the widely accepted dictum that the muftCs are the heirs of the prophets. See
also Brinkley Messick, The Calligraphic State: Textual Domination and History in a
Muslim Society (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 143–4.

128 Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, I clAm al-MuwaqqicCn, I, 38: “al-MAkim Mukmuhu juz”C khAQQ lA
yatcaddA ilA ghayri al-maMkEmC calayh wa-lahu, wa”l-muftC yuftC Mukman cAmman
kulliyan anna man facala kadhA tarattaba calayhi kadhA wa-man qAla kadhA lazimahu
kadhA.”
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Furthermore, the crucial role played by the fatwA in the formation of
substantive law is nowhere more evident than in the dialectical relation-
ship between fatwA and madhhab, the established and authoritative legal
doctrine of the school. In chapter 5 we have shown that the madhhab
as the authoritative doctrine of the school was defined by the practice of
iftA”: what fatwAs commonly determined to be the law was the madhhab-
opinion.129 In his NihAyat al-MuMtAj, Ramlc, who draws on several fatwA
collections, declared that he limited his work solely to the doctrines that
were widely accepted and applied in the madhhab (muqtaQiran f C-hi calA
al-macmEl bihi f C al-madhhab).130 In legal jargon, Ramlc argues, the term
madhhab signifies nothing more than the school’s doctrine as determined
by means of fatwA, for the latter “is more important for the faqCh than
anything else.”131

The dialectical relationship between fatwA and madhhab also meant
that the fatwA must conform to the madhhab. In fact, it was a funda-
mental legal tenet that no fatwA would be deemed admissible if it were
found to be at variance with the authoritative legal doctrine of the school.
This did not mean that new problems could not elicit new solutions,
but rather that in issuing legal opinions the jurisconsult must abide by
the established doctrine if he finds a precedent; otherwise, he must resort
to the revealed texts, and, on their basis, must apply, in a careful and
prudent manner, the substantive principles established in qawA cid 132 and
the methodology prescribed in uQEl al-fiqh.133 A fatwA would thus be
inadmissible if it did not accord with a doctrine that had been subject to
tarjCM, taQMCM, or tashhCr.134 When Zaqqaq was asked about the duration
of cidda in the case of menstruating women, he fixed it at three months,
dismissing as unworthy of the jurisconsult’s attention – because it failed
to accord with the mashhEr of the madhhab – a fatwA issued by a certain
Dawedc fixing the duration at six months.135

The dialectical relationship between fatwA and madhhab is underscored
by the terminology used to identify the processes of authorizing and

129 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 24; Ramlc, NihAyat al-MuMtAj, I, 36–37. See also chapter
5, section VI, above.

130 See his NihAyat al-MuMtAj, I, 9.
131 Ibid., I, 36–37. See also nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl , I, 24 (ll. 9–10).
132 On qawA cid, see Jcdc, MuMAKarAt, 59 ff. See also chapter 4, nn. 87–89, above.
133 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl , VI, 96.
134 cAlamc, NawAzil, III, 6; nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl , I, 32; VI, 91; Bacalawc, Bughyat

al-MustarshidCn, 274; Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, V, 359.
135 cAlamc, NawAzil, I, 309–310. See also najjc Khalcfa (Kashf al-VunEn, II, 1225) who

remarks that al-FatAwA al-SEfiyya of Mawla Birkilc (or Biriklc) is unauthoritative (laysat
min al-kutub al-muctabara) because it does not conform to the accepted principles of
fiqh.
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sanctioning legal opinions and doctrines. When a fatwA is declared to
be in conformity with the madhhab, its status is indicated by terms such
as “this is the madhhab” (wa-calayhi al-madhhab) or “this is the preferred
view” (al-rAjiM fil-madhhab), “this is the view that is followed” (al-ladhC
calayhi al- camal ). On the other hand, when a madhhab doctrine is
declared to be authoritative, the jurists employed the expression “this view
is resorted to in fatwA” (wa-calayhi al-fatwA, or al-maftC bihi).136 Khalcl’s
highly acclaimed MukhtaQar contains the authoritative opinions of the
Malikite school, and these, it turns out, are the opinions commonly
issued in iftA”.137

The crucial role of the muftC in elaborating and developing the legal
doctrine of furE c did not escape the attention of Muslim legal scholars. As
we have seen, the muftC and his fatwA were deemed to stand at the center
of the legal profession. Indeed, the chief goal of the traditional madrasa
educational system was the training of muftCs.138 The Sharcca system and its
proper functioning depended on what was perceived to be a true reflection
of God’s commands, and on the consistency with which these commands,
that is, the law, were applied. Determining the law in its social settings was
the responsibility of the muftC. When he issued a fatwA in which he ques-
tioned or reversed the decision of a qAKC, the party to the dispute obtaining
this fatwA had valid grounds to turn to another qAKC for a new trial.139 The
significant contribution and active participation of the muftC in the legal
process are fully attested in the chapters of furE c works dealing with courts
and evidence (kitAb al-aqKiya wal-shahAdAt). The rules and principles gov-
erning the court were the product of the fatwAs which were incorporated
into, and became part of, these works. Even specialized treatises dealing
with judges and courts (adab al-qaKA”) were, in their own composition,
partly dependent on the fatwAs issued with regard to these matters.140

VI

The foregoing facts and arguments demonstrably show that it was
through the medium of fatwAs that law maintained contact with social
reality, and developed and changed in light of that reality. But without

136 Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 72; nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 36. Further on this, see
chapter 5, section VI, above.

137 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, I, 2: “ukhtuQira bi-tabyCn mA bi-hi al-fatwA.”
138 Makdisi, Rise, 148.
139 See, e.g. Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-NukkAm, I, 122; Powers, “Judicial Review,” 332.
140 See, e.g., the fatwAs included in Kinanc’s al- cIqd al-MunaUUam, I, 33, 43 ff., 71 f.,

79 f., 81, 83, 88, 93, and passim; Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-NukkAm, I, 46, 53, 54, 112,
123, 126, 146, and passim.
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the contributions of the author–jurist, the full legal potential of fatwAs
would never have been realized, for it was he who finally integrated them
into the larger context of the law, and it was he who determined the
extent of their contribution to legal continuity, evolution, and change.
The authority of the author–jurist stemmed from the fact that he was
qualified to determine which opinions and fatwAs were worthy of incorp-
oration into his text, in which he aspired to assemble the authoritative
doctrine of the school. Thus, like the muftC, and certainly not unlike the
founding imam, the author–jurist’s authority was primarily – if not, in his
case, exclusively – epistemic.

Before we deal with the author–jurist as an agent of change, we shall
first present a case study of a fatwA which had its origin in a concrete
social reality and which was later appropriated, in various ways, by the
author–jurists. The case involves an intentional homicide which took
place in the Andalusian city of Cordoba in 516/1122.141 The full text of
the fatwA,142 including the question as addressed to Ibn Rushd (d. 520/
1126), runs as follows:

Question: Concerning the murder of someone who leaves behind minor
children and agnates who are of age. Should the minors be allowed to attain
the age of majority, thus barring the agnates from seeking punishment?

Regarding the case of intentional homicide which occurred in Cordoba
– may God bring it back to Islamic dominion143 – in the year 516, Abe
al-Walcd Ibn Rushd – our master, the eminent jurist, erudite scholar,
imam, fair-minded judge – said:

Some of those who seek and investigate knowledge have asked me to
explain a fatwA which I have issued concerning a man who was killed
intentionally by another and who had minor children and agnates of age.
[I held that] the children must be allowed to attain the age of majority and
that the agnates are not entitled to take the qasAma oath144 or have him
executed. For the children’s right to take the oath, to have him executed,
or to pardon him overrides the right of the agnates. This is contrary to the
authoritative doctrine governing this matter, a doctrine held by Malik and
others who follow him.

[Those seekers of knowledge] did not understand what lay behind my
opinion, and they thought that the jurisconsult must not abandon the
authoritative doctrine applicable to the case. But what they thought is

141 For a more detailed analysis of the fatwA, see Hallaq, “Murder in Cordoba.”
142 Ibn Rushd, FatAwA, II, 1196–1203; Wansharcsc, al-MicyAr al-Mughrib, II, 319 ff.
143 This invocation must have been interpolated into the text at a later stage, probably

after 541/1146, when Cordoba was seized by Alfonso VII. See B. Reilly, The Contest of
Christian and Muslim Spain (Oxford and Cambridge, Mass.: Blackwell, 1992), 212,
218.

144 On the qasAma, see n. 159, below.
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incorrect, for the jurisconsult must not follow a doctrine, nor issue legal
opinions according to it, unless he knows that it is sound. No learned
person disagrees with this, for God – may He be exalted – said: “Ask the
people of Remembrance if you do not know;”145 and the Prophet asked
Mucadh b. Jabal, when he dispatched him to Yemen to govern and teach,
“According to what will you judge?” Mucadh said: “According to God’s
Book.” The Prophet then asked: “What if you do not find [in the Book
what you need]”? Mucadh replied: “Then according to the Sunna of God’s
Prophet.” The Prophet asked: “What if you do not find [in the Sunna that
which you seek]”? Mucadh answered: “I exercise my own legal reasoning.”
The Prophet then said: “Thank God for guiding the Prophet’s deputy to
that which the Prophet approves.” The Prophet thus approved independ-
ent legal reasoning where the Book and the Sunna were silent. But he
did not approve of a learned person turning to another learned person
in order to adopt an opinion which the latter had reached by exercising
his own legal reasoning. Whatever is approved by the Prophet is surely
approved by God; and whatever God approves is the truth which should
neither be set aside nor violated. The doctrine contrary to which I have
issued a legal opinion runs counter to the fundamental principles of
Islamic jurisprudence; in this doctrine, qiyAs was set aside on certain
grounds in favor of istiMsAn, as we shall explain later. Accordingly, sound
reasoning requires one to abandon the [traditional] doctrine in favor of
that which is more appropriate, especially in view of the fact that the killer
was intoxicated when he committed the crime.

Some jurists hold that an intoxicated person who commits a murder
while inebriated is not to be punished [by death]. Although we do not
subscribe to this opinion, taking it into account is nonetheless necessary,
in line with the Malikite principle – whose validity we uphold – that
divergent opinions must be taken cognizance of.

The way to establish the validity of our opinion with regard to this
matter is to mention the relevant texts in the Quran and the Sunna on
which the case is based. All jurists agree that the principal text govern-
ing this case is God’s statement: “Whoso is slain unjustly, We have given
power unto his heir, but let him [i.e. the heir] not commit excess in
slaying [the murderer].”146 In other words, [God has] empowered the heir
to redress his rights.

The jurists, however, disagree as to whether or not the heir has the right
to forgo the execution of the murderer and instead opt for blood-money,
with or without the consent of the murderer. Their disagreement stems
from their varying interpretation of God’s statement: “And for him who
is forgiven (cufya lahu) somewhat by his [murdered] brother, prosecution
according to established custom and payment unto him in kindness.”147

145 Quran 16:43. 146 Quran 17:33. 147 Quran 2:178.
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Is it the agnate who forgives? Or is it the murderer?148 Those jurists who
espouse the view that it is the heir who has the right to pardon the
murderer and instead receive blood-money, whether the latter agrees or
not, unqualifiedly require that the minor children of the person killed be
allowed to attain the age of majority. According to these jurists, it is not
lawful to allow the agnates to seek the punishment [of the murderer] since
this will abrogate the right of the minor children to receive blood-money
upon their coming of age, whether the murderer agrees to this or not. This
is analogous to the legal rights [of the parties] in non-penal cases subject to
consensus. One of these latter is the case of preemption: all agree that a
minor’s preemptive right, established by a single witness, may not be trans-
ferred, due to his minor age, to his closest relatives. His right is preserved
until he reaches the age of majority, at which point he will take an oath,
thereby laying claim to the property. The same [principle] governs other
rights. If a boy claims that a man has destroyed his goods or that he killed
his beast or slave, and if he procures a single witness, then he would be
entitled to compensation when he becomes of age. This is the doctrine
of Ashhab,149 and it is one of the two opinions held by Ibn al-Qasim.150

This doctrine is also transmitted by Musarrif 151 and Ibn al-Majishen152 on
the authority of Malik. And it is the doctrine adopted by Shaficc and the
Syrian Awzacc.

From the Prophetic example, they adduce in support of their argument
a sound tradition recorded in al-Bukharc on the authority of Abe Hurayra.
According to this tradition, the Prophet said: “He whose relative was mur-
dered has the choice of either receiving monetary compensation or meting
out punishment [to the murderer].”153 The Prophet has also reportedly
said: “He whose relative was murdered has the choice of either killing [the
murderer] or pardoning [him in exchange for] receiving blood-money.”154

From the perspective of rational argumentation, they hold that the mur-
derer must seek to preserve his own life by means of his wealth, and if

148 In other words, is pardoning or payment of blood-money in lieu of execution a right
that may be exercised by the agnate of the victim or does the murderer have to agree or
disagree to the payment of blood-money in lieu of execution?

149 Abe cAmr Ashhab b. cAbd al-cAzcz al-Qaysc (d. 204/819), a traditionist and jurist, was
one of Malik’s most distinguished students. See Fuat Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen
Schrifttums, 8 vols. (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1967–), I, 466.

150 Ibn al-Qasim Abe cAbd Allah cAbd al-Ramman al-cUtaqc (d. 191/806) was a student of
Malik. See ibid., I, 465.

151 Musarrif b. cAbd Allah al-Hilalc (d. 220/835) was a student of Malik. See Ibn Farmen,
DCbAj, 345.

152 cAbd al-Malik b. cAbd al-cAzcz al-Madanc Ibn al-Majishen (d. 212/827) was a student
of Malik and a leading jurisconsult. See Khayr al-Dcn al-Ziriklc, al-AclAm, 8 vols.
(Beirut: Dar al-cIlm lil-Malaycn, 1980), IV, 160.

153 See Abe cAbd Allah Mumammad al-Bukharc, KitAb al-JAmi c al-RaMCM, ed. M. L. Krehl
and T. W. Juynboll, 4 vols. (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1908), IV, 318.

154 Ibid.
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he does not, blood-money must be taken from him, coercively if need be.
Malik said: “Blood-money must be taken from him, even coercively, and
his [right to his own] wealth must not be protected, for he will derive no
benefit from his wealth if he is executed.”

There are those who espouse the view that the heir can obtain blood-
money from the murderer only if the latter consents – a view held by Malik,
according to Ibn al-Qasim’s recension, and by a group of his followers, and
it is one of the two opinions held by Ibn al-Qasim. Analogy (qiyAs), accord-
ing to this view, also dictates that the minor children should be allowed to
attain the age of majority, because their right to punish or to pardon, or to
settle with him, overrides the right of their agnates. This is also analogous
to cases involving rights, cases that are subject to consensus. But we gather
from what has been related to us on their authority that their recourse to
juristic preference (istiMsAn) and their setting aside of analogy led them to
the view that the minors must not be awaited till they attain the age of
majority unless they are close to reaching that age. This is the crux of their
view. According to them, the minor children are entitled to blood-money
only upon the consent of the murderer; they are entitled only to punish the
murderer or pardon him, and these [decisions] can be taken by the agnates.
Underlying their juristic preference is giving precedence to punishment
over pardoning, because it constitutes a deterrence and restrains people
from committing murder. For God, the exalted, has said: “And there is life
for you in retaliation.”155 However, pardoning overrides punishment, for
God has said: “The guerdon of an ill-deed is an ill the like thereof. But
whosoever pardons and amends, his wage is the affair of God,”156 and
“Verily, whoso is patient and forgiving – lo! that is of the steadfast heart
of things.”157 He also said: “And vie one with another for forgiveness from
your Lord, and for a Paradise as wide as are the heavens and the earth,
prepared for those who ward off [evil]. Those who spend [of that which
God has given them] in ease and in adversity, those who control their
wrath and are forgiving toward mankind; God loves the good-doers.”158

Such statements abound in the Quran.
Indeed, the people of learning hold the view that the imam must

encourage the victim’s relatives to pardon [the murderer] before they take
the oath.159 They will take the oath and have the murderer punished only if
they persist in their demand. Therefore, since pardoning is recommended

155 Quran 2:179. 156 Quran 42:40. 157 Quran 42:43. 158 Quran 3:133–34.
159 I.e. the qasAma, which would have served to confirm their entitlement to prosecution.

Although fifty oaths are required (implying that fifty persons must take them), it is
sufficient for two agnates each to swear twenty-five oaths. See Abe cAbd Allah
Mumammad al-Auqarc al-Raqqac, SharM NudEd Ibn cArafa al-MawsEm al-HidAya al-
KAfiya al-ShAfiya, ed. Mumammad Abe al-Ajfan and al-tahir al-Macmerc, 2 vols.
(Beirut: Dar al-Gharb al-Islamc, 1993), II, 626 ff.; cUbayd Allah b. nasan Ibn al-
Jallab, al-TafrC c, ed. nusayn al-Dahmanc, 2 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Gharb al-Islamc,
1987), II, 2, 207–08.
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(mustaMabb)160 – and in this case pardoning is a right that belongs to the
minor children upon their becoming of age – they must be allowed to
attain the age of majority. If they wish, they will pardon, thereby seeking
to attain the heavenly reward. This reward, to which they have the right
when they reach the age of majority, must not be abrogated by allowing
the agnates to have the murderer punished.

From the preceding discussion we conclude that there are two, and only
two, opinions which are relevant to this case: First, according to strict legal
reasoning, and without resort to juristic preference, the minor children
must be allowed to attain the age of majority, and the agnates must not
share with them the right to have the murderer punished. Second, accord-
ing to juristic preference, and without resort to strict legal reasoning, it is
[the agnates] who have such a right. However, the weakness of juristic pre-
ference lies in the fact, which we have explicated, that pardoning overrides
punishment. The only valid view, therefore, is that the minor children
must be allowed to attain the age of majority.

Should someone argue that execution overrides pardoning, our response
to him would be to refer to the Quranic verses we have already cited. If he
argues that the import of these verses is applicable to non-penal cases, we
reply: Our evidence that they are applicable to both penal and non-penal
cases is the report narrated on the authority of Anas b. Malik who said:
“When a man brought the murderer of his kin to the Prophet, the latter
asked him to pardon him [the murderer]. When he refused, the Prophet
asked him to accept compensation. When he [again] refused, the Prophet
said: ‘Should we execute him? You will be like him if you have him killed,’
thereupon the man released him.” This is an unambiguous text pointing to
the superiority of pardoning to punishment. The Prophet, after all, does
not recommend161 something unless it is superior. He pointed to this by
saying “You will be like him if you have him killed.” The import of this
statement is that his heavenly reward will be waived if he inflicts punish-
ment [on the murderer], instead of pardoning him. And the murderer,
once punished, will have paid for his deed, because punishment represents
an atonement for those who are punished, according to Quranic penal law
(MudEd ). Both men become equal in that the first will receive no reward
and the second will have atoned for his crime. This is my interpretation
of the Prophetic tradition. It is interpreted in other ways that are open to
objections.

Even if we submit that punishment supersedes pardoning and that
juristic preference is valid in that the minor children must not be awaited
till they attain the age of majority (according to one of the two doctrines
narrated on the authority of Malik, Ibn al-Qasim and those who followed

160 See next note.
161 “Recommendation” here is to be taken as referring to the category of “recommended,”

one of the five legal norms.
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them in this) juristic preference in the present case is invalid because, it
is reported, the murderer was intoxicated at the time he killed the victim.
There is neither doubt nor dispute that pardoning the intoxicated [mur-
derer] overrides punishing him, for it is held that he must not be punished
[by death]. Thus, if consensus dictates that pardoning the murderer over-
rides punishing him, then consensus is also concluded to the effect that
the minor children must be allowed to attain the age of majority; any other
view is invalid.

I have demonstrated the validity of my opinion with regard to this
matter – thanks be to God. A briefer explanation would have sufficed, but,
as Malik remarked in his MuwaSSa ”, people like to know the truth and
the arguments supporting it. God, who has no partner, is the bestower of
success.

We know that the case fell within Malikite jurisdiction, and that in
accordance with a fatwA issued by a number of Malikite jurisconsults,
including the illustrious Ibn al-najj (d. 529/1134), the murderer, having
admitted his guilt, was executed at the instigation of the victim’s brother
and his sons.162 Here, the jurisconsults were acting perfectly within the
authoritative legal doctrine (naQQ al-riwAya, al-ma”thEr) of the Malikite
school, according to which the agnates of the victim having the right
to demand the death penalty are not the children of the deceased – since
they have not yet attained the age of majority – but rather their paternal
uncle and his sons. This doctrine, thus far undisputed in the Malikite
madhhab, was supported by Malik himself and by a number of later influ-
ential jurists who flourished before the beginning of the sixth/twelfth
century, when the actual incident took place.163

Ibn Rushd, however, categorically dismissed the established doctrine
and held the unprecedented opinion that only the children are entitled,
upon reaching the age of majority, either to demand the murderer’s
punishment or to opt for monetary compensation – let alone pardoning
him altogether without receiving any compensation.164 In the Malikite
tradition, this constituted a novel position. Yet Ibn Rushd’s departure
was not meant to introduce an alternative ruling designed to coexist with
the authoritative ruling followed in the school. Rather, he goes as far as

162 Wansharcsc, al-MicyAr al-Mughrib, II, 320 (l. 2); Kinanc, al-cIqd al-MunaUUam, II, 256.
163 For a statement of the doctrine, see nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, VI, 252. See also Ibn

Rushd, FatAwA, II, 1197; Abe cAbd Allah Mumammad al-Kharashc, SharM MukhtaQar
KhalCl, 5 vols. (Cairo: al-Masbaca al-cfmira al-Sharafiyya, 1899), V, 263–64;
Wansharcsc, al-MicyAr al-Mughrib, II, 320.

164 It is the standard legal doctrine that the agnates of the victim are entitled to punish the
murderer by death or pardon him with or without monetary compensation. For fur-
ther details, see Ibn al-Jallab, TafrC c, II, 207 ff.
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to argue that the commonly accepted ruling which he rejects is simply
inconsistent with the general legal and hermeneutical principles of the
Malikite school, for the ruling is derived by means of the controversial
method of juristic preference (istiMsAn), and not by the commonly
accepted juridical inference known as qiyAs.165 He simply points out that
if the jurist were to resort to the latter methodology of reasoning, as he
should, then he would be bound to reject the established doctrine.

At a later stage of the fatwA, Ibn Rushd introduces a new fact to the
case. Now we are told that the murderer was inebriated when he com-
mitted the crime. Resorting to qiyAs, Ibn Rushd seems to say, is the only
way to solve the case, whether this fact is taken into consideration or not.
Nonetheless, this added fact gives the jurisconsult an even better reason
to follow qiyAs and abandon istiMsAn. Some jurists held that a person who
kills another while in a state of intoxication is not punishable by death
due to the fact that he was not acting with full mental capacity.166 Ibn
Rushd maintains that although the Malikcs do not follow this doctrine,
the general principle behind it has always been taken into account in cases
where intoxication is involved. Thus, Ibn Rushd insists on qiyAs as the

165 On the method of qiyAs, see chapter 5, section III, above, and Hallaq, History, 83–104.
It is to be noted that istiMsAn was not accepted by all jurists and remained a controver-
sial method of reasoning. A number of nanafite, nanbalite, and Malikite legists held
that istiMsAn emanates from a special group of cilal (pl. of cilla) which require particu-
larization (takhQCQ). Particularization takes place when a relevant legal fact (otherwise
considered irrelevant in qiyAs) is deemed to influence the relationship between the cilla
and the ruling of the case, thus compelling the jurist to take it into consideration in his
inference. A case in point is the consumption of the meat of an unlawfully slaughtered
animal (mayta) which is prohibited in qiyAs. According to istiMsAn, however, this pro-
hibition is removed under circumstances of hardship or starvation, e.g. starving in the
desert. The proponents of istiMsAn argue that the added legal fact which dictates the use
of istiMsAn must ultimately be based on the revealed texts. Thus, according to these
jurists, the dividing line between the two methods is that qiyAs does not require the
particularization of its cilla whereas istiMsAn does. Other jurists, however, insist that
since the additional facts are based on textual evidence, the reasoning in istiMsAn does
not involve any particularization of the ratio legis ; for them istiMsAn represents nothing
more than a legal inference that is preferred, on the strength of textual evidence, to
another, i.e. qiyAs. On qiyAs and istiMsAn, see Bajc, IMkAm al-FuQEl, 528 ff., 687 ff.; Ibn
Qudama, RawKat al-NAUir, 247 ff.; Mumammad b. Ammad Abe Sahl al-Sarakhsc,
al-UQEl, ed. Abe al-Wafa al-Afghanc, 2 vols. (Cairo: Dar al-Macrifa, 1393/1973), II,
199 ff., 208 ff.; Hallaq, History, 107–11; Hallaq, “Function and Character of Sunnc
Legal Theory,” 683–84; John Makdisi, “Legal Logic and Equity in Islamic Law,”
American Journal of Comparative Law, 33 (1985), 73–85; John Makdisi, “Hard Cases
and Human Judgment in Islamic and Common Law,” Indiana International and Com-
parative Review, 2 (1991), 197–202.

166 See Taqc al-Dcn Ibn Taymiyya, MukhtaQar al-FatAwA al-MiQriyya, ed. cAbd al-Majcd
Salcm (Cairo: Masbacat al-Sunna al-Mumammadiyya, 1949), 463; Ibn Rushd, FatAwA,
II, 1198.
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proper method of legal reasoning in this case, especially in light of the
fact of intoxication which encourages, though it does not strictly dictate,
its use.

We have already noted that fatwAs which contained new legal opinions
(ijtihAd ) were, as a rule, incorporated in manuals on positive law ( furE c)
as well as in commentaries and super-commentaries on such manuals.
Ibn Rushd’s fatwA on homicide was no exception. In his MukhtaQar,167

Khalcl b. Ismaq (d. 767/1365), with typical succinctness, repeats the
standard Malikite doctrine that minors’ rights in the law of homicide
are transferred to their agnates. Two commentators on the MukhtaQar,
Mawwaq (d. 897/1491) and Kharashc (d. 1101/1689), passed over Ibn
Rushd’s opinion in silence, both being satisfied with making a brief state-
ment of the authoritative doctrine in the school.168 A third commentator,
however, does take it into consideration. In his commentary on Khalcl’s
statement, nassab begins by discussing Ibn Rushd’s divergent opinion.
According to qiyAs, he states, Ibn Rushd argues that the minor children
must be allowed to attain the age of majority before punishment can be
decided. “When he was asked about his fatwA, which takes exception
to the authoritative doctrine, Ibn Rushd maintained that the questioner
(al-sA”il ) did not understand the import of the [ fatwA], thinking that the
jurisconsult must not diverge from the authoritative doctrine. But this is
not so; the jurisconsult must not follow a legal doctrine unless he knows
that it is sound. No learned person disagrees with this [principle].”169

nassab emphasizes that Ibn Rushd’s opinion stands at variance with the
accepted principles of the Malikite school.

Against these principles, Ibn Rushd reasoned what amounts to the follow-
ing: The minor’s right must be protected, and his entitlement to it must be
postponed until he becomes of age, just as he is entitled to a right [in cases]
attested to by a single witness. He also held that the minor has the right
to force the murderer to pay blood-money, according to the doctrines of
Ashhab and the Two Brothers,170 and in conformity with one of the two
views held by Ibn al-Qasim.171

167 Khalcl b. Ismaq, MukhtaQar ( Jaza’ir: Dar Shihab, 1988), 278.
168 Kharashc, SharM MukhtaQar, V, 263–64; Mumammad b. Yesuf al-Mawaq, al-TAj wal-

IklCl f C SharM MukhtaQar KhalCl, printed on the margins of nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl,
VI, 251.

169 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, VI, 251–52.
170 The Two Brothers are Musarrif and Ibn al-Majishen. Ziriklc reports on the authority

of a certain Marghcthc that it was Ibn cArafa who originally referred to the two Malikite
authorities as “the Two Brothers” because their doctrines substantially agreed with one
another. See AclAm, VII, 43 (col. 3).

171 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, VI, 252.
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Ibn cArafa (d. 803/1400), nassab reports, considered this opinion to be
weak (KacCf ) and stated that the jurists “do not take it into consideration
in these times of ours. Ibn Rushd is entitled to hold such an opinion only
because he is a leading authority (li-culuwwi Sabaqatihi ).”172 One of Ibn
Rushd’s contemporaries, nassab further remarks, declared that his was
not the doctrine practiced (laysa al-camal calA hAdhA),173 for it ran counter
to Ibn al-Qasim’s doctrine. At this point, nassab makes the enigmatic
statement that in a copy of Ibn Rushd’s fatwA collection, it was written
on the margin of the fatwA dealing with the present case of homicide:
“This is not the doctrine practiced since it is at variance with that held
by Ibn al-Qasim.” Who it was that wrote this statement we are not told.
In order to further weaken the validity of Ibn Rushd’s opinion, nassab
enlists the critical comment of Ibn al-najib (d. 646/1248), who is
reported to have said that on this question Ibn Rushd neither followed
the established doctrine of his school nor justified, by way of reasoned
arguments (Mujja), his new opinion. Then, after allocating a few lines
to a discussion of Ibn Rushd’s fatwA and to the reactions it provoked
from Malikite jurists, nassab goes on to give a detailed account of the
conventional doctrine that had dominated the Malikite school since the
second/eighth century.174

As reported by nassab, Ibn al-najib’s comment concerning the
absence of reasoned arguments in Ibn Rushd’s fatwA seems curious, to say
the least; for the fatwA is indeed thoroughly reasoned. The only plausible
explanation for this seeming contradiction is that Ibn al-najib was speak-
ing of an earlier fatwA in which Ibn Rushd had apparently stated his
opinion so elliptically, and without setting forth his reasoning, that a
second one proved necessary to vindicate the first. The plausibility of this
explanation is strengthened by the fact that Wansharcsc, whose work is
one of the most comprehensive fatwA collections we know, does not seem
to be aware of the existence of the second, much longer, fatwA. Ibn
al-najib too may have been unaware of this fatwA, and if this was the case,
then we can understand why he should have made such a statement. But
why does nassab quote Ibn al-najib’s unfavorable statement approvingly
when it is evident that he himself was familiar with the second, more
closely reasoned, fatwA ? The explanation may lie in nassab’s attitude
toward Ibn Rushd’s opinion, which was thoroughly negative. He not only

172 Ibid., VI, 252–53.
173 On the importance of such statements in determining the standard doctrine of the

school, see chapter 5, above.
174 nassab, MawAhib al-JalCl, VI, 252–53.
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allocated disproportionately little space for recording the contents of the
fatwA, but also managed to suppress the crucial passages containing Ibn
Rushd’s reasoning. The arguments based on the Quran, the Sunna, and
consensus are passed over in silence. More importantly, nassab hardly
mentions Ibn Rushd’s recommendation of the highly regarded method of
qiyAs or his objections to the controversial method of istiMsAn, by means of
which the authoritative doctrine of the school was justified.

Furthermore, no reference whatsoever is made to the significant fact
that the murderer was inebriated at the time he committed the crime.
All this effort to weaken Ibn Rushd’s opinion perhaps reflects the great
reluctance of nassab to abandon the widely accepted and long-held
doctrine in his school. Like many jurists, nassab was disinclined to adopt
a doctrine which he did not deem to be widespread (mashhEr) and
which did not form the basis of general practice (camal ) in the Malikite
school.175 By declaring Ibn Rushd’s fatwA weak, he, like Ibn cArafa, was in
effect practicing tarjCM, whereby one opinion (in this case the traditional
doctrine prevailing in the school) is chosen as superior to another. At the
same time, he was also practicing taQMCM which amounts to declaring an
opinion “more sound” than another.176

While nassab plainly rejects Ibn Rushd’s opinion as weak, Ibn Salmen
al-Kinanc (d. 767/1365) presents it as being of equal validity to the opin-
ion expressed by Ibn al-najj, which represented the standard doctrine
of Malikism. The manner in which Kinanc arranges his material as well as
the fuller and more accurate account he gives of Ibn Rushd’s fatwA reveal
a favorable attitude towards a dissenting voice. Whereas nassab begins
by a relatively brief, and definitely unrepresentative, discussion of Ibn
Rushd’s fatwA, and ends with a substantial body of arguments in favor of
the conventional doctrine (and, one suspects, in refutation of Ibn Rushd’s
opinion), Kinanc follows the opposite procedure: He first briefly presents
the traditional opinion advocated by Ibn al-najj and then goes on to give
a fairly detailed account of Ibn Rushd’s fatwA. In Kinanc, Ibn Rushd
appears to have the last word on the matter.

Having stated Ibn al-najj’s fatwA in favor of assigning to the agnates
the right to have the murderer punished, Kinanc remarks that Ibn Rushd
disagreed with this opinion, arguing that the right belongs to the minor
children. “In his masA ”il,”177 Kinanc continues,

175 For mashhEr and camal, and their importance in determining the authoritative doc-
trines of the schools, see chapter 5, above.

176 On tarjCM and taQMCM, see chapter 5, above.
177 MasA”il and nawAzil are generally synonymous with fatwAs.
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Ibn Rushd said: In this case I held that the minor children must be allowed
to attain the age of majority and that the agnates are not entitled to take
the qasAma oath or have him executed, although this is contrary to the
authoritative doctrine governing this matter, a doctrine held by Malik and
his followers. [I held this] on the following grounds: The jurists disagreed
as to whether or not the heir has the right to forgo the execution of the
murderer and instead opt for blood-money, with or without the consent
of the murderer. Those jurists who espouse the view that it is the agnate
who has the right to pardon the murderer and instead receive blood-
money, whether the latter agrees or not, unqualifiedly require that the
minor children of the person killed be allowed to attain the age of majority.
According to these jurists, it is not lawful to allow the agnates to seek
the punishment [of the murderer] since this will abrogate the right of the
minors insofar as their entitlement to receive blood-money. This is ana-
logous to those legal rights subject to consensus, such as preemption, etc.

There are those who espouse the view that the heir can obtain blood-
money from the murderer only after the latter’s consent – a view held by
Malik, according to Ibn al-Qasim’s recension, and by a group of his fol-
lowers, and it is one of the two opinions held by Ibn al-Qasim himself.
Analogy (qiyAs), according to this view, also dictates that the children must
be allowed to attain the age of majority, because their right to punish or
to pardon [the murderer], and to be reconciled with him, overrides the
right of their agnates. This is also analogous to cases subject to consensus.
But we gather from what has been related to us on their authority that
their recourse to juristic preference (istiMsAn) led them to the view that the
minors must not be awaited [until they attain majority] unless they are
close to reaching that age. Underlying [their] juristic preference is giving
punishment precedence over pardoning. But pardoning overrides punish-
ment. Indeed, learned people hold the view that the imam must encourage
the victim’s relatives to pardon [the murderer] before they take the oath.
Therefore, since pardoning is recommended (mustaMabb) – and pardoning
is a right that belongs to the minor children – the children must be allowed
to attain the age of majority. Their right, acquired by the [heavenly] reward
to which they are entitled, must not be abrogated by allowing the agnates to
have the murderer punished.

We conclude that there are two, and only two, opinions which are
relevant to this case. First, according to strict legal reasoning, and without
resort to juristic preference, the minors must be allowed to attain the age
of majority, and the agnates must not share with them the right to have the
murderer punished. Second, according to juristic preference, and without
resort to strict legal reasoning, [the agnates] have such a right. However, the
weakness of juristic preference lies in the fact, which we have explicated,
that pardoning overrides punishment. The only valid view, therefore, is
that the minor children must be allowed to attain the age of majority.
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Even if we submit that punishment supersedes pardoning, in the
present case this is inapplicable because, it is reported, the murderer was
intoxicated. There is no doubt that pardoning the intoxicated [murderer]
has precedence [over executing him], for it is held that he must not be
punished. Thus, if pardoning the murderer overrides punishing him, then
scholarly agreement (ittifAq) is also attained to the effect that the minor
children must be allowed to reach majority; any other view is invalid.

It is to be noted that Kinanc’s abridgment in the original Arabic
text consists of 320 words, whereas the original text of the fatwA com-
prises 1,218 (this is to be contrasted with nassab’s abridgment of a mere
90 words). We have mentioned earlier that authors of law manuals
and commentators, when drawing on the literature of iftA”, followed the
practices of talkhCQ (abridging) and tajrCd (abstracting), whereby facts and
arguments in the primary fatwA are reduced to a minimum, and details
irrelevant to the law in the case are omitted. In the case under considera-
tion, there are at least five types of material which are subject to talkhCQ
and tajrCd.

First, details concerning the locale and time in which the case occurred
(Cordoba in the year 516/1122), as well as the fact that the victim was
the father of three children, are omitted, for such details have no bearing
whatsoever upon the law of the case. Second, Kinanc omits all Quranic
verses and Prophetic traditions cited by Ibn Rushd, as well as his inter-
pretation of this evidence. However, all the central arguments drawing
on this body of textual material are retained. Third, stylistically, a number
of phrases and clauses are deleted, for Kinanc seems to assume that they
are obvious to his readers. For example, the adjective “minor” is almost
always dropped before the word “children.” Similarly, the phrase “from
the murderer, whether he consents or not” is suppressed after the words
“taking blood-money.” Fourth, details of the positive law ( furE c) cases
which Ibn Rushd employed in his analogy with the case under discussion
(notably preemption) are taken as obvious and are thus omitted. Fifth,
Ibn Rushd’s somewhat polemical introduction relating to the duty of the
jurisconsult to follow what he deems to be the sound opinion, and not
necessarily the prevalent opinion in the school, is left out. But although
this introduction does not advance any point of law relevant to the case
being considered, and its omission is therefore justifiable, there remains
the question of why nassab retains it and gives it such prominence in his
discussion. We suggest that nassab’s inclusion of this part was quite
deliberate and had a purely “ideological” function; namely, to underscore
the fact that Ibn Rushd deviated from the established doctrine of the
school. Reproducing this introduction reinforces his charge that Ibn
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Rushd was quite prepared to abandon the madhhab, and furthermore
demonstrates that his disagreement (khilAf ) was not sufficiently wide-
spread (mashhEr) to make his opinion one with which the jurists had
to contend.

Now, in line with this analysis, it may be argued that Kinanc’s omission
of this introduction was, on the other hand, motivated by two considera-
tions, the first being, obviously, its irrelevance to the law in the case in
question, and the second Kinanc’s wish to play down, if not suppress, the
fact that Ibn Rushd deviated from the school’s doctrine.

But what Kinanc retains in his account of Ibn Rushd’s fatwA is, unlike
nassab’s truncated summary, more crucial than what he has omitted. The
two central arguments in the fatwA, suppressed by nassab, are effectively
reproduced; namely, the insistence on qiyAs (and not istiMsAn) as the sole
method of reasoning applicable to the case under consideration, and the
fact that the murderer was intoxicated at the time he committed the
crime. That nassab did not care to mention the matter of intoxication
may be explained by the fact that, like Ibn al-najj and the majority of
jurists, he did not deem inebriation a mitigating circumstance in cases
of homicide. Kinanc, on the other hand, seems to have ranged himself
with Ibn Rushd in taking intoxication to be a factor that relaxes the
death penalty, which explains why he upheld Ibn Rushd’s qiyAs and, in an
indirect way, gave it preference over the traditional doctrine.

nassab and Kinanc, irrespective of their particular approaches to Ibn
Rushd’s fatwA, functioned here as author–jurists who transposed the fatwA
from the discursive field of the jurisconsult to that of positive law works,
the field of the author–jurist. The end result of this process of incorpora-
tion signaled the formal entrance of the opinion embedded in the fatwA
into the school’s corpus of legal doctrine. The fatwA may, of course, have
been authoritative for future cases without having been subjected to this
process, but it would not have gained a formal place in the school’s
doctrine. For without undergoing this process, it would continue to stand
on the periphery of the school. That it, like many other fatwAs, became
part of the commentary on an authoritative work (in this case Khalcl’s
MukhtaQar) sketching the outline of the school’s authoritative doctrine
meant that the opinion expressed in it had attained a definite place in
the school’s doctrine, and therefore in khilAf. And once an opinion was
admitted as part of the discursive field of khilAf, its legitimacy as a valid
opinion (though not necessarily as QaMCM or mashhEr) was guaranteed.178

178 Among others, for instance, vahirite opinions were, generally speaking, not counted in
the discourse of khilAfiyyAt. See Ibn al-ralam, FatAwA, I, 32–33.
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But the most important fact about Ibn Rushd’s fatwA, as we have
seen, is that it introduced a new option in Malikite criminal law. It
certainly did not replace the traditional doctrine, but it did provide an
alternative which could be adopted by muftCs and qAKCs in their daily
administration of justice. In accepting Ibn Rushd’s opinion in preference
to the traditional school doctrine, Kinanc, as an author–jurist, in effect
sanctioned legal change in this sphere of criminal law.

VII

Thus far, we have been concerned with the process of legal change insofar
as the fatwA was appropriated by the author–jurist for that end. In the
remaining sections of this chapter we shall focus our attention exclusively
on the contribution of the author–jurist as an agent of legal change, with-
out particular regard to the muftC and his fatwA. Admittedly, legal change
was also implemented by another means, namely, the discourse of the
author–jurist on the basis of general legal practice which may have been
expressed in a number of ways, including the fatwA, judicial opinion, and
other types of juristic discourse. Here, the function of the author–jurist in
legal change is to legitimize tendencies in general legal practice, tendencies
that would otherwise remain lacking in formal recognition and therefore
in sanctioned legitimacy.

In illustration of this process of legal change, we shall discuss the
modalities of written communication prevalent among the qAKCs, a sub-
ject that occupies space in both adab al-qAKC works and shurES manuals.
The usual Arabic designation for this type of communication is kitAb
al-qAKC ilA al-qAKC 179 and it takes place when “a qAKC of a particular locale
writes to a qAKC of a different locale regarding a person’s right that he,
the first qAKC, was able to establish against another person, in order that
the receiving qAKC shall carry out the effects of the communication in his
locale.”180 The practical significance of this mode of writing is all too
obvious, and the jurists never underestimated the fundamental need for

179 There are other designations such as al-kitAb al-MukmC, al-mukAtaba al-Mukmiyya, nuQEQ
al-takhASub bayna al-quKAt, and al-mukAtaba bayna al-quKAt. See nalabc, MultaqA
al-AbMur, II, 74; Ibn Abc al-Damm, Adab al-QaKA”, 343, 441, 447; Ibn al-Munaqif,
TanbCh al-NukkAm, 174. However, kitAb al-qAKC ilA al-qAKC is unquestionably the most
common of all. See Ibn Abc al-Damm, Adab al-QaKA”, 242.

180 See Abe al-Walcd Sulayman b. Khalaf al-Bajc, FuQEl al-AMkAm wa-BayAn mA MaKA
calayhi al-cAmal cinda al-FuqahA” wal-NukkAm, ed. al-Batel b. cAlc (Rabat: Wizarat al-
Awqaf wal-Shu’en al-Islamiyya, 1410/1990), 269.
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such a practice.181 It was by means of such a written instrument that
justice could be done in a medieval society which was geographically
widespread and mobile. A debt owed to a person in a remote town or
village might not be paid by the debtor without the intervention of the
long arm of the court. Similarly, this instrument could mediate the return
to the master of a slave who had fled to an outlying village. The use of
this instrument, in effect, brought together otherwise dispersed and inde-
pendent jurisdictional units into a single, interconnected juridical system.
Without such a legal device, one jurist correctly observed, rights would be
lost and justice would remain suspended.182

Now, one of the central conditions for the validity of such written
instruments is the presence of two witnesses who will testify to the
documentary transfer from one qAKC to another. This condition was the
common doctrinal denominator among all four schools. All the so-called
founders, co-founders, and their immediate followers subscribed to, and
indeed insisted upon, this requirement. The early Malikites, such as Ibn
al-Qasim (d. 191/806), Ashhab (d. 204/819), Ibn al-Majishen (d. 212/
827), and Musarrif (d. 282/895), never compromised the requirement of
two witnesses.183 It is reported that Samnen used to know the handwriting
of some of his deputy judges, and yet still insisted upon the presence of
two witnesses before whom he broke the seal and unfolded the kitAb.184

181 Abe al-Qasim cAlc b. Mumammad al-Simnanc, RawKat al-QuKAt wa-TarCq al-NajAt,
ed. ralam al-Dcn al-Nahc, 4 vols. (Beirut and Amman: Mu’assasat al-Risala, 1404/
1984), I, 330; Ibn al-Humam, SharM FatM al-QadCr, VII, 285–86; Marghcnanc,
HidAya, III, 105; Wansharcsc, al-MicyAr al-Mughrib, X, 60 ff.; Sarakhsc, MabsES, XV,
95; cAbd al-Wahhab al-Baghdadc, al-MacEna, ed. numaysh cAbd al-naqq, 3 vols.
(Riyadh: Maktabat Nizar al-Baz, 1415/1995), III, 1511; nalabc, MultaqA al-AbMur, II,
73, n. 1 (citing al-cAync). Ibn Qudama, MughnC, XI, 458; Ibn Qudama, al-KA f C, IV,
302; Shams al-Dcn Abe al-Faraj cAbd al-Ramman Ibn Qudama, al-SharM al-KabCr calA
Matn al-Muqnic, printed with Muwaffaq al-Dcn Ibn Qudama, MughnC, XI, 467; Ibn
al-Munaqif, TanbCh al-NukkAm, 156; Mawardc, Adab al-QAKC, II, 89; cAla’ al-Dcn cAlc
b. Khalcl al-tarabulusc, MucCn al-NukkAm f C-mA Yataraddad bayna al-KhaQmayn min
al-AMkAm (Cairo: Muqsafa Babc al-nalabc, 1393/1973), 118.

182 Ibn al-Munaqif, TanbCh al-NukkAm, 152–53; Baghdadc, MacEna, III, 1511. See also
sources cited in the previous note.

183 Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-NukkAm, II, 37; Kinanc, al- cIqd al-MunaUUam, II, 201–02;
Yacqeb b. Ibrahcm Abe Yesuf, IkhtilAf AbC NanCfa wa-Ibn AbC LaylA (Cairo: Masbacat
al-Wafa’, 1357/1938), 159. A few of the “legal specialists” who predated the schools of
law, such as nasan al-Baqrc and cUbayd Allah b. nasan al-cAnbarc, are said to have
admitted handwriting, without testimonial evidence, as valid proof. See Shashc, Nulyat
al- cUlamA”, VIII, 151. Of the later jurists, it is reported that Abe Saccd al-Iqsakhrc held
what seems to have been a unique view, that acquaintance with the qAKC ’s handwriting
and seal are sufficient for the acceptance of the kitAb. Simnanc, RawKat al-QuKAt, I,
331.

184 Ibn al-Munaqif, TanbCh al-NukkAm, 155–56. Nonetheless, see n. 189, below.
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It appears that some time during the fifth/eleventh century185 the
Malikite school underwent a dramatic change in the practice of the qAKCs’
written communications, a change that had no parallel among the other
three schools. At around this time, the Andalusian and Maghrebi qAKCs
apparently began to admit the validity of such written instruments with-
out the testimony of witnesses.186 Authentication through the attesta-
tion of the qAKC ’s handwriting (al-shahAda calA al-khaSS) was sufficient to
validate the document.187 In other words, if a qAKC felt reasonably certain
that the document before him was in the handwriting of another qAKC,
then that would constitute sufficient proof of its authenticity.

It is highly probable that the practice initially started in eastern
Andalusia, and spread later to the west of the peninsula and the African
littoral.188 The earlier vahirite acceptance of this doctrine and practice
may represent the forerunner of this Malikite development. Ibn Sahl, who
died in 486/1093, reports that the eastern Andalusian qAKCs were not only
satisfied with handwriting and the seal, but accepted the kitAb as true and
authentic even if the qAKC wrote nothing in it but the cunwAn, a short
statement that includes the names of the sending and receiving qAKCs.189

185 A somewhat earlier date still is not to be excluded, especially if vahirite doctrine and
practice may be accepted as a forerunner. The vahirites did admit the kitAb on the
basis of the attestation of handwriting.

186 The change appears with all likelihood to have taken place both in the eastern and
western parts of the Muslim world. For the east, see the royal decrees of judicial
appointment in Qalqashandc, RubM al-AcshA, XI, 192, 201, and n. 190, below. But
Qalqashandc’s evidence belongs to a period after the 660s/1260s, when under the
Mamleks a chief justice was appointed to each of the four schools.

187 For a detailed account of the law pertaining to al-shahAda calA al-khaSS, see Ibn Farmen,
TabQirat al-NukkAm, I, 284–93.

188 For North Africa, particularly Tunis, see Ibn cAbd al-Salam and Ibn Rashid’s weighty
statements in Wansharcsc, al-MicyAr wal-Mughrib, X, 61–62. This Ibn cAbd al-Salam,
who was a Malikite, is not to be confused with his Shaficite namesake, a highly distin-
guished jurist who flourished in the east.

189 Ibn Sahl’s comment on the evidence of handwriting is cited in Wansharcsc, al-MicyAr
al-Mughrib, X, 61. The Malikite Ibn cAbd al-Salam, as quoted by Wansharcsc (ibid., X,
62), reveals something about the origins of the doctrine which admits the practice
of authenticating the kitAb through handwriting. He argues that this later doctrine
and practice utterly deviate from the authoritative doctrines of the school’s founding
fathers, and was originally based on a faulty interpretation of the practice of Samnen
and Ibn Kinana, who used, on some occasions, to accept the written instruments of
persons whom they knew intimately, and in whom they placed their personal trust and
confidence. This exceptional and provisional practice, Ibn cAbd al-Salam says, was
taken by later generations of judges and jurists to constitute a general principle (aQl ),
on the basis of which an entire doctrine had come to be constructed. It is in this sense
that we should understand the statement of Ibn Hisham al-Qursubc (d. 606/1209),
who attributed a similar doctrine to Ibn al-Majishen and Musarrif. In his Muf Cd
al-NukkAm, he argued that in certain (but by no means all) cases a qAKC should admit
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Although this had never been the case before, it was to become the stand-
ard doctrine, acknowledged to be a distinctly Malikite entity by the other
schools as well as by the political authorities of the day.190 The early
Malikite scholars considered a qAKC ’s kitAb invalid if its authentication
depended solely on identification of the handwriting.191 Musarrif and Ibn
al-Majishen rejected the authenticity of a kitAb even though two witnesses
might testify that they had seen the issuing qAKC write it with his own
hand.192 They insisted, as did all the other jurists, that the witnesses attest
to the fact by declaring that the issuing qAKC, whom they knew, had made
them testify on a certain day in his courtroom (majlis) in a particular city
or village; that the instrument (the witnesses would at this time point to
the document) was his kitAb ; and that it bore his seal. At this point, the
witnesses would be required to reiterate the contents of the document.
Nothing short of this testimony would suffice.

Writing in around 600 a.h. (ca. 1200 a.d.), Ibn al-Munaqif portrays
a vivid picture of the onset of procedural change in the Maghreb and
Andalusia:

In the regions with which we are in contact, the people [i.e., jurists] of
our age have nowadays agreed to permit the kitAbs of qAKCs in matters of
judgments and rights on the basis of sheer knowledge of the qAKC ’s hand-
writing without his attestation to it, and without a recognized seal. They
have demonstrably acquiesced in permitting and practicing this [matter].
I do not think there is anyone who can turn them away from it, because it

the validity of another qAKC ’s kitAb if he, the former, was certain (lam yashikk) that
the written communication was undoubtedly that of the latter. See Alfonso Carmona
González, “La Correspondencia Oficial entre Jueces en el Muf Cd de Ibn Hisham
de Córdoba,” in Homenaje al Prof. Jacinto Bosch Vilá, I (Granada: Universidad de
Granada, 1991), 505–06. Similarly, see María Arcas Campoy, “La Correspondencia
de los Cadies en el Muntajab al-AMkAm de Ibn Abc Zamancn,” Actas del XII Congreso de
la UEAI (Malaga, 1984) (Madrid: Union Européenne d’Arabisants et d’Islamisants,
1986), 62. I am grateful to Maribel Fierro for drawing my attention to these two
articles.

190 See Qalqashandc, RubM al-AcshA, XI, 192, 201, where one royal decree of judicial
appointment, probably issued some time after the middle of the seventh/thirteenth
century, acknowledges al-shahAda calA al-khaSS as being a distinctly Malikite institution
that is beneficial and conducive to the welfare of society (qubElu al-shahAdati calA
al-khaSSi . . . fa-hAdhA mimmA f C-hi fusMatun lil-nAsi wa-rAMatun mA f C-hA ba”sun . . .
wa-hwa mimmA tafarrada bi-hi huwa [i.e., the Malikite madhhab] dEna al-baqiyya wa-
f Chi maQlaMa). See Bacalawc, Bughyat al-MustarshidCn, 266. The Shaficite and nanafite
schools stand in diametrical opposition to the Malikites on this issue. See Ibn Abc
al-Damm, Adab al-QaKA”, 76.

191 Ibn Farmen, TabQirat al-NukkAm, I, 287.
192 Ibn al-Munaqif, TanbCh al-NukkAm, 155.
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[the practice] has become widespread in all the regions, and because they
have colluded to accept and assert it.193

That the change took place during the decades preceding Ibn al-
Munaqif ’s time may be inferred not only from his reaction to it as a
novelty but also from the urgency with which he felt the need to justify
the new practice. “We have established that Malik’s school, like other
schools, deems the qAKCs’ kitAbs which have been attested by witnesses
lawful, and that these [instruments] could not be considered admissible
merely on the evidence of handwriting.” Yet, Ibn al-Munaqif continues,
“people and all judges [of our times and regions] are in full agreement
as to their permissibility, bindingness, and putative authority; therefore
we need to investigate the matter” by means of “finding out a good way
to make this [issue] rest on a sound method and clear foundations to
which one can refer and on the basis of which the rules of Sharcca may be
derived.”194 It is precisely here that the contribution of Ibn al-Munaqif
as an author–jurist lies.

Our author argues that the new practice is justified on the basis of
KarEra (necessity), a principle much invoked to explain and rationalize
otherwise inadmissible but necessary legal practices and concepts, includ-
ing, interestingly enough, the very concept and practice of kitAb al-qAKC
ilA al-qAKC. The principle of KarEra finds justification in Quran 2:185:
“God wants things to be easy for you and does not want any hardship
for you.”195 Ibn al-Munaqif argues that it is often difficult to find two

193 Ibid., 156: “wa-qad aQfaqa al-yawma ahlu caQrinA f C al-bilAd al-latC yantahC ilayhA amrunA
fC dhAlika ijAzata kutubi al-quKAti f C al-aMkAmi wal-MuqEqi bi-mujarradi macrifati khaSSi
al-qAKC, dEna ishhAdihi calA dhAlika wa-lA khAtamin macrEfin, wa-taUAharE calA jawAzi
dhAlika wal-camali bi-hi, fa-lA yastaSC cu aMadun f C-mA aUunnu Qarfahum can dhAlika li-
intishArihi f C kulli al-jihAt wa-tawASChim calayhi bil-qabEli wal-ithbAt.” With a minor
variation in the opening line, this revealing statement was cited as an authoritative
attestation to the practice by Wansharcsc, al-MicyAr al-Mughrib, X, 62.

194 Ibn al-Munaqif, TanbCh al-NukkAm, 164–65 in conjunction with p. 156, both pas-
sages having the same theme: “wa-idhA qarrarnA min madhhabi MAlikin wa-ghayrihi
jawAza kutubi al-quKAti bil-ishhAdi calayhA wa-manca al-qabEli bi-mujarradi macrifati
al-khaSSi, wa-anna al-nAsa al-yawma wa-kAffata al-MukkAmi mutamAlEna calA ijAzati
dhAlika wa-iltizAmihi wal-camali bi-hi fa-lA budda an nuMaqqiqa fC dhAlika” (164–65);
“wa-lA budda . . . min al-tanqCbi wal-talaSSufi f C isnAdi dhAlika ilA wajhin QaMCMin wa-
aQlin wAKiMin yaQluMu al-maQCru ilayhi wa-binA”u aMkAmi al-sharC cati calayh” (156). The
first part of this statement was cited, with minor variations, by Wansharcsc, al-MicyAr
al-Mughrib, X, 64.

195 The textual justification of attesting handwriting operates on two levels: one direct, the
other oblique. The Quranic verse (2:185) is indirect in the sense that it occasions a
principle, KarEra, by which the practice is in turn justified. But Ibn al-Munaqif
(TanbCh al-NukkAm, 165) also resorts to Prophetic sCra to validate the practice directly
on textual basis, citing the Prophet’s letters to the Byzantine emperor Hiraql
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witnesses who can travel from one town to another, probably quite
remote, in order to attest the authenticity of the conveyed document.
Attesting handwriting thus became the solution to this problem. For
without this solution, Ibn al-Munaqif averred, either justice would be
thwarted or the witnesses would have to endure the hardship of travel;
and both results would be objectionable. Furthermore, since the ultimate
goal is to prove the authenticity of the qAKC ’s kitAb against forgery and
distortion, any means that achieves this end must be considered legitim-
ate. If, therefore, the receiving qAKC can establish beyond a shadow of
doubt that the document in question – written by the hand of the sending
qAKC and set by his seal – truly belongs to the qAKC who claims to have sent
it to him, then the document possesses an authenticating power equal to,
if not better than (KAhA), another document that has been attested and
conveyed by two just witnesses.196

From all this two distinct features emerge in the context of the attesta-
tion to handwriting. First, the pervasive practice on the popular and pro-
fessional legal levels – as vividly described by Ibn al-Munaqif – appears to
amount to a socio-legal consensus. The practice was so entrenched that
any notion of reversing it would seem utterly unfeasible. True, this sort of
consensus does not possess the backing of the traditional mechanisms of
law, but its putative force – in its own locale and context – is nonetheless
equal to that of traditional ijmA c. Second, the justification of the practice
squarely rests on the principle of necessity, sanctioned as a means by which
undue hardship and harm are to be averted. Now, what is most interest-
ing about these two features is that they both also played a most central
role in introducing the kitAb al-qAKC ilA al-qAKC into the realm of formal
legal discourse. Consensus was emblematic of its extensive existence in
the world of practice, and the principle of necessity was instrumental in
bringing it into the realm of formal legitimacy. Ibn al-Munaqif, as an
author–jurist, thus both articulates and formally sanctions legal change.

VII I

Admittedly, however, Ibn al-Munaqif does not steer his discourse beyond
the dictates of the legal reality in which he lived. As we have said, he
articulates and gives a formal sanction for what he observed on the
ground. But the tools of the author–jurist did permit him to venture

(Heraclius) and the Sassanid Kisra (Khusru Parviz). See also Ammad b. cAlc Ibn najar
al-cAsqalanc, FatM al-BArC bi-SharM RaMCM al-BukhArC, ed. cAbd al-cAzcz Ibn Baz et al., 13
vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Macrifa, 1980), XIII, 140–45.

196 Ibn al-Munaqif, TanbCh al-NukkAm, 165.
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beyond these relatively narrow confines. One such tool, and an important
one at that, is the appropriation and reworking of earlier discourse
through the utilization of operative terminology.

Consider, for instance, the change that took place between the fifth/
eleventh and seventh/thirteenth centuries with regard to claims of mov-
able property sought to be redressed by means of kitAb al-qAKC ilA al-qAKC.
In a section of his influential work Adab al-QaKA ”, Ibn Abc al-Damm
discussed this and other issues on the basis of Mawardc’s treatise Adab
al-QAKC. At first glance, the former appears to reproduce the latter’s dis-
cussion not only verbatim but lock, stock, and barrel. However, a closer
examination shows that the former borrowed from the latter selectively
and only inasmuch as he needed to. If the movable property (e.g. a horse
or a slave) possessed particular qualities which distinguished it from other
similar properties, then the qAKC must hear the testimony of witnesses and
write what is in effect an open letter addressed to the locale in which the
property was found.197

Mawardc, on the other hand, distinguished between two opinions
(qawlAn) with regard to a plaintiff who, at a court of law, claims the right
to a movable property that was in the possession of an absente reo. In his
view, the less acceptable of the two opinions was the one already men-
tioned by Ibn Abc al-Damm. Mawardc maintained that the authoritative
doctrine of the Shaficites is that the qAKC shall not decide on the right of
ownership unless the property was physically present before the witnesses
when they render their testimony. For allowing a testimony with regard
to an absent property would raise the probability of error significantly
because the property might be confused with another, similar, one. This
opinion of the Shaficites, he asserted, has been put into normative practice
(macmEl calayh), which explains, in terms of authority, its superiority over
the other opinion.198

It seems safe to assume that what was normative practice in Mawardc’s
time and place (Iraq in the fifth/eleventh century) was no longer so in Ibn
Abc al-Damm’s seventh/thirteenth-century Syria. It is with this considera-
tion in mind that Ibn Abc al-Damm took exception to what Mawardc
thought authoritative. Needless to say, this selective appropriation is em-
blematic of the creative reenactment of legal doctrine within the author-
itative structure of the school. To say that Mawardc’s discourse is used
more as a mantle of authority than a real source of substantive legal doc-
trine is not only to state the obvious, but also to describe a common
practice.

197 Ibn Abc al-Damm, Adab al-QaKA”, 346. 198 Mawardc, Adab al-QAKC, II, 107.
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Selective appropriation and manipulation of earlier juristic discourse
is the hallmark of the author’s venture. To give adequate attention to this
tool of change, we shall now turn to the issue of custom in the (later)
nanafite legal tradition. This issue illustrates a significant and funda-
mental transformation in the law, a transformation that was, no doubt,
initially precipitated by legal praxis. Custom presented a major problem
for later nanafite jurists, since the school tradition of positive law and
legal theory left little latitude for customary practices to establish them-
selves readily as authoritative entities. The difficulty is apparent in the
fact that legal doctrine never succeeded in recognizing custom as an inde-
pendent and formal legal source. Indeed, even when compared with the
so-called supplementary sources – istiMsAn, istiQlAM, etc. – custom never
managed to occupy a place equal to that which these latter had attained
in the hierarchy of legal sources. As a formal entity, it remained mar-
ginal to the legal arsenal of the four schools, although the nanafites and
Malikites seem to have given it, at least outwardly, more recognition than
did the other two schools, however informal this recognition might have
been.

The failure of custom to occupy a place among the formal sources
of the law becomes all the more striking since Abe Yesuf, a foremost
nanafite authority and second only to Abe nancfa himself, seems to
have recognized it as a source.199 But for reasons that still await further
research,200 Abe Yesuf ’s position failed to gain majority support and was

199 Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al- cUrf, 118.
200 Reasons that may well be related to legal developments during the second/eighth and

third/ninth centuries when traditionalist groups were battling rationalist jurispru-
dence. The abandonment of certain rationalist theses seems to have become necessary
in order to gain membership in mainstream Sunnism, just as traditionalism, especially
its extreme anti-rationalist varieties, had to relinquish some of its fundamental
doctrines to avoid being entirely marginalized, and perhaps even ousted altogether
from within the pale of Sunnism. nanafite jurisprudence was forced to substitute
MadCth for ra”y during the third/ninth century, an accomplishment to be attributed to
Mumammad b. Shujac al-Thaljc (d. 266/879). Another concession that the nanafite
jurists had to make was to reduce their reliance on rationalistic reasoning, a feature of
Abe nancfa’s influential legal doctrines. Abe Yesuf ’s recognition of custom as a source
of law must have stood as a flagrant violation of the traditionalist–rationalist synthesis
which Sunnc Islam had reached by the end of the third/ninth century and beginning
of the fourth/tenth. Indeed, it was this synthesis and the historical processes that lay
behind them which led to what later became known as uQEl al-fiqh and, perforce, to the
exclusion therefrom of custom as a formal entity. On the traditionalist–rationalist
conflict, see Melchert, Formation of the Sunni Schools, 1 ff. On the synthesis between
the two camps, see Hallaq, “Was al-Shafici the Master Architect?”; Hallaq, “Was the
Gate of Ijtihad Closed?” 7–10. On Thaljc’s contribution to the transformation of
nanafite jurisprudence, see the revealing biographical notice in Ibn al-Nadcm, Fihrist,
291; Qurashc, al-JawAhir al-MuKC”a, II, 221; Ibn Quslebugha, TAj al-TarAjim, 55–56.
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in effect abandoned.201 Instead, throughout the five or six centuries sub-
sequent to Abe Yesuf, the nanafite school upheld the fundamental
proposition that the textual sources unquestionably overrode custom.

The discourse of nanafite texts during this period reflects their strong
commitment to this proposition, since its vindication on the grounds
that the textual sources are superior to custom was universally accepted.202

While occasional references to custom remained part of the same dis-
course, it is nonetheless significant that such references appear fleetingly,
as contingent entities intermittently relevant to the law. In Sarakhsc’s
highly acclaimed MabsES, for instance, both explicit reference and allusion
to custom appear a number of times and in connection with a variety
of topics.203 In the context of rent, for instance, he states the maxim
“What is known through custom is equivalent to that which is stipulated
by the clear texts of revelation.”204 It is clear, however, that the maxim
is not cited with the purpose of establishing a legal principle, but rather
as a justification for a highly specific doctrine concerning the rent of
residential property. If a house is rented, and the contract includes no
stipulation as to the purpose for which it was rented, then the operat-
ive assumption – which the said maxim legitimizes – would be that it
was leased for residential and not commercial or other purposes. The
tendency to confine custom to very specific cases – which is evident in
Sarakhsc’s work – is only matched by its acceptance under the guise of
other formal principles, such as istiMsAn and consensus. Custom was often
treated in the law and law books qua custom, pure and simple, this being
an unambiguous indication of the inability of jurists to introduce it into
the law under the guise of established methodological tools.205

201 Until, that is, our author, Ibn cfbidcn, not only rejuvenated interest in his position,
but essentially revived it, as we shall see later.

202 Ibn Nujaym, al-AshbAh wal-NaUA ”ir, 131 (on the authority of vahcr al-Dcn b. Ammad);
Suyesc, al-AshbAh wal-NaUA ”ir, 93. For Marghcnanc’s statement that “an explicit tex-
tual ruling is stronger than a custom and one does not abandon something stronger in
favor of something weaker,” see Gedeon Libson, “On the Development of Custom as
a Source of Law in Islamic Law,” Islamic Law and Society, 4, 2 (1997), 145.

203 See next note. For a biographical account of Sarakhsc, see Ibn Quslebugha, TAj al-
TarAjim, 52–53.

204 Sarakhsc, MabsES, XV, 130: “al-maclEm bil-curf kal-mashrES bil-naQQ.” See also XV, 85–
86, 132, 142, 171; XII, 142 and passim.

205 It would, in this context, be instructive to explore the possible reasons that lie behind
the incorporation of customary practices into law through these two distinctly different
channels, namely, direct incorporation (= custom qua custom) and incorporation via
formal and supplementary sources. Granting, as I do, the valid explanation in terms of
chronological developments (whereby custom came into law as part of the evolution-
ary processes that gave rise to both positive law and legal theory), there remains the
question as to why the supplementary and formal sources of law could not permit,
under their own rubric, the total absorption of customary practices in the later period.
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The incorporation into the law of custom qua custom seems to have
increased some time after the sixth/twelfth century, although this in-
corporation was to remain on a case-by-case basis. While the cumulative
increase in the instances of custom was evident, there was still no formal
place for it in the methodological and theoretical scheme, no doubt
because legal theory and methodology had become too well established to
allow for a structural and fundamental change.

By the tenth/sixteenth century, it had become obvious that custom had
to be accounted for in a manner that adequately acknowledged its role in
the law but which did not disturb the postulates and basic assumptions of
legal theory. This was no easy task. In the nanafite school, Ibn Nujaym
(d. 970/1563)206 seems to have been one of the more prominent author–
jurists to undertake the articulation of the relationship between law, legal
theory, and custom. In his important work al-AshbAh wal-NaUA ”ir, he
dedicates a chapter to custom, significantly titled “Custom determines
legal norms” (al-cFda muMakkima).207

The first issue traditionally discussed in the exposition of legal sources is
authoritativeness (Mujjiyya), namely, a conclusive demonstration through
textual support (dalCl qaS cC ) that the source in question is valid, admissible,
and constitutes an authoritative basis for further legal construction. But
all Ibn Nujaym can adduce in terms of textual support is the allegedly
Prophetic report “Whatever Muslims find good, God finds it likewise,”208

which is universally considered to be deficient. Ibn Nujaym acknowledges
that the report lacks the final link with the Prophet, insinuating that it
originated with Ibn Masced.209 Al-naqkafc al-cAla’c also observes that after
an extensive search he could find it in none of the MadCth collections
except for Ibn nanbal’s Musnad.210 Curiously, despite his obvious failure
to demonstrate any authoritative basis for custom – a failure shared by
the entire community of Muslim jurists – Ibn Nujaym proceeds to discuss
those areas in the law where custom has traditionally been taken into
account.211

206 Brockelmann, Geschichte, II, 401–03.
207 Ibn Nujaym, al-AshbAh wal-NaUA”ir, 129.
208 “MA ra”Ahu al-MuslimEna Masanan fa-hwa cinda AllAhi Masan.” 209 Ibid., 129–30.
210 Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al-cUrf, 115; Suyesc, al-AshbAh wal-NaUA”ir, 89. This MadCth is also

used by Shaybanc in justification of consensus. See W. B. Hallaq, “On the Authoritative-
ness of Sunnc Consensus,” International Journal of Middle East Studies, 18 (1986), 431.

211 An inductive survey of the instances of custom that have been incorporated into law
appears to have been often offered as a substitute for a proof of authoritativeness
(Mujjiyya), although such a substitute clearly involved begging the question. It is per-
haps the jurists’ acute awareness of the pernicious effects of circularity that prevented
them from claiming inductive knowledge to constitute a solution to the problem of
Mujjiyya.
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After listing a number of legal cases acknowledged by the community
of jurists as having been dictated by customary conventions, he argues
that, in matters of usury not stipulated by the revealed texts, custom must
be recognized. Those commodities that are measured by volume and/or
by weight and which have been regulated by the revealed texts as lying
outside the compass of usurious transactions are in no way affected by
customary usage, of course. This, he maintains, is the opinion of Abe
nancfa and Shaybanc, but not that of Abe Yesuf, who, as we have seen,
permitted the intervention of custom. Abe nancfa and Shaybanc’s opin-
ion, he further asserts, is strengthened by Ibn al-numam’s arguments
(wa-qawwAhu f C FatM al-QadCr)212 in which the latter stresses, along with
vahcr al-Dcn (d. 619/1222),213 that a clear text (naQQ) cannot be super-
seded by considerations of custom.214

Ibn Nujaym distinguishes between two types of custom, namely,
universal (curf cAmm) and local custom (curf khAQQ). The former prevails
throughout Muslim lands, while the latter is in effect in a restricted
area or in a town or village.215 When the former does not contravene
a naQQ, the authoritative doctrine of the nanafite school is that it ought
to be taken into consideration in legal construction. The contract of
istisnA c is but one example in point.216 However, the nanafites differed
over whether local custom has any legal force. Najm al-Dcn al-Zahidc
(d. 658/1259),217 for instance, refused to acknowledge that local custom
had any such force, since the weight of local considerations is negli-
gible. Others, such as the Bukharan jurists, disagreed. Indeed, as quoted
by Ibn Nujaym, Zahidc gives us to understand that these jurists were
the first in the history of the nanafite school to advocate such an

212 FatM al-QadCr being Ibn al-Humam’s (d. 681/1282) work which is a commentary on
Marghcnanc’s HidAya.

213 vahcr al-Dcn Abe Bakr Mumammad b. Ammad, the author of the well-known fatwA
collection al-VahCriyya. See Qurashc, al-JawAhir al-MuKC ”a, II, 20.

214 Ibn Nujaym, al-AshbAh wal-NaUA”ir, 131.
215 Ibid., 137; Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al- cUrf, 132. On universal and local customs, see

B. Johansen, “Coutumes locales et coutumes universelles,” Annales Islamologiques, 27
(1993): 29–35.

216 IstiQnA c is a manufacturing contract whereby a sale is concluded with the condition of
future delivery. The contract may also be one of hire, such as when a person gives a
blacksmith a certain amount of metal so that the latter manufactures therefrom a pot
or container, for a stipulated payment. Being of the same type as the salam contract,
istiQnA c goes against the principles of qiyAs which require the avoidance of risk (gharar)
by ensuring that the object of sale or hire be in existence at the time of sale. See
Sarakhsc, MabsES, XV, 84 ff.

217 For a biographical notice, see Ibn Quslebugha, TAj al-TarAjim, 73; Brockelmann,
Geschichte, I, 382 (475).
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opinion.218 But Zahidc emphatically states that the correct opinion (al-
QaMCM) is that local practices are effectively insufficient to establish them-
selves as legally admissible customs.

Ultimately, however, the question is not whether local custom can
or cannot generate legal norms, for it was clear to the jurists that such
customs cannot yield universal and normative legal rules, but only, if
at all, particular ones. A universal rule simply cannot emanate from a
local custom (al-Mukm al-cAmm lA yathbut bil-curf al-khAQQ).219 This, Ibn
Nujaym asserts, is the authoritative doctrine of the school (al-madhhab),
although a good number of nanafite jurists have issued fatwAs on the
basis of local custom and in contravention of this doctrine. It is interest-
ing that Ibn Nujaym finally takes the side of these jurists, in a conscious
and bold decision to go against the madhhab doctrine.220

Ibn Nujaym’s recognition of custom as an extraneous legal source
represents only a later stage in a checkered historical process that began
with the three founders of the nanafite school. The religio-legal develop-
ments between the second/eighth and fourth/tenth centuries221 appear
to have led to the suppression of Abe Yesuf ’s doctrine in favor of a less
formal role for custom. Sarakhsc’s recognition of custom on a case-by-case
basis is but one illustration of the success of the thesis of divine origins of
the law, a thesis that ensured the near decimation of Abe Yesuf ’s doctrine
and its likes. But the serious demands imposed by custom persisted. The
practices and writings of the Bukharan jurists, among others, were con-
ducive to a process in which the informal role of custom as a source of law
was expanded and given more weight. Ibn Nujaym’s writings, in which
he selectively but skillfully draws on earlier authorities, including the
Bukharans, typify the near culmination of this process.

The process reached its zenith with the writings of the last major
nanafite jurist, the Damascene al-Sayyid Amcn Ibn cfbidcn (1198/1783–
1252/1836), whose career spanned the crucial period that immediately
preceded the introduction of Ottoman tanUCmAt. There is no indication
that Ibn cfbidcn held an official post in the state, and he seems to have
been distant from the circles of political power. His training and later
career were strictly traditional: He read the Quran and studied language
and Shaficite law with Shaykh Saccd al-namawc. Later, he continued

218 Ibn Nujaym states that these Bukharans themselves formulated this opinion
(aMdathahu bacK ahl BukhArA), it being almost certain that their opinion is a reflection
of their juridical practices. See his al-AshbAh wal-NaUA”ir, 138.

219 Ibid., 137.
220 Ibid., 138: “lAkin aftA kathCr min al-mashAyikh bi-i ctibArihi, fa-aqElu calA i ctibArihi.”
221 As briefly alluded to in n. 200, above.
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his legal studies with Shaykh Shakir al-cAqqad who apparently persuaded
him to convert to nanafism. With him he studied arithmetic, law of
inheritance, legal theory, MadCth, Quranic exegesis, refism, and the
rational sciences. Among the texts he read with his shaykh were those
of Ibn Nujaym, radr al-Sharcca, Ibn al-Humam, and of other significant
nanafite authors.222 His successful career brought him distinction in
several spheres, not the least of which was his rise to prominence as a
highly celebrated author and muftC. As a professor, he seems to have had
an equally successful career, involving, among other things, the privilege
of bestowing ijAzas on such important men as the Ottoman shaykh
al-Islam cfrif nikmat Bey.223

True, Ibn cfbidcn flourished before the tanUCmAt started, but he was
already witness to the changes that began to sweep the empire long before.
When his legal education began, the NizAm-i Cedid of Selim III was well
under way, and when his writing career reached its apex, Mammed II and
his men centralized, in an unprecedented but immeasurably crucial move,
the major charitable trusts of the empire under the Ministry of Imperial
Pious Endowments, which was established in 1826.224 These significant
developments, coupled with the changes that Damascene society experi-
enced due to western penetration and intervention, already effected a new
outlook that culminated not only in the tanUCmAt reforms but also in a
rudimentary rupture with traditional forms.225 Ibn cfbidcn’s writings do
not mirror any clear sense of crises, either in epistemological or in cultural
terms, but they do reflect a certain measure of subtle and latent impa-
tience with some constricting aspects of tradition. This perhaps explains
an insightful remark made nearly a century ago by one of the shrewdest
commentators on Islamic law. Nicholas Aghnides has pointed out that
Ibn cfbidcn’s magnum opus, NAshiyat Radd al-MuMtAr, “may be said to be
the last word in the authoritative interpretation of nanafite law. It shows
originality in attempting to determine the status of present practical

222 For Ibn cfbidcn’s biographical notices, see Khalcl Mardam Bck (Bey), AcyAn al-Qarn
al-ThAlith cAshar f C al-Fikr wal-SiyAsa wal-IjtimA c (Beirut: Mu’assasat al-Risala, 1977),
36–39; cAbd al-Razzaq al-Bcsar, Nulyat al-Bashar fC TArCkh al-Qarn al-ThAlith cAshar,
ed. M. B. Bcsar, 3 vols. (Damascus: Masbacat al-Majmac al-cIlmc al-cArabc, 1963),
III, 1230–39; Ziriklc, AclAm, VI, 42.

223 Mardam, AcyAn, 37.
224 See Madeline C. Zilfi, “The Ilmiye Registers and the Ottoman Medrese System prior to

the Tanzimat,” in Contributions à l’histoire économique et sociale de l’Empire ottoman
(Leuven: Editions Peeters, 1983), 309–27, at 312–13.

225 For a general history of Damascus during this period, see George Koury, “The
Province of Damascus” (Ph.D. dissertation: University of Michigan, 1970); Yesuf
Naccsa, Mujtamac MadCnat Dimashq, 2 vols. (Damascus: tlas, 1986).
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situations, as a rule, shunned by others.”226 This originality, which mani-
fests itself even more acutely in his writings on custom, may be seen as
representing a euphemism for a discursive attempt to twist and transform
legal concepts within the fetters of an authoritative and binding tradition.
Originality often does take such forms.

Some time in 1243/1827, Ibn cfbidcn wrote a short gloss on his cUqEd
Rasm al-MuftC, a composition in verse which sums up the rules that
govern the office of iftA”, its functions, and the limits of the muftC ’s field
of hermeneutics.227 In the same year, he authored a risAla in which he
amplifies his commentary on one line in the verse, a line that specific-
ally addresses the role of custom (curf ) in law.228 Having been written at
the same time, cross-references between the two risAlas are many.229 The
disintegration of textual boundaries between the two treatises is further
enhanced by constant reference to, and juxtaposition with, his super-
gloss NAshiyat Radd al-MuMtAr. In the latter he also refers,230 in the past
tense, to his two risAlas, and in the two risAlas, in the same tense, to his
NAshiya.231 This synchronous multiple cross-referencing suggests that Ibn
cfbidcn composed his two risAlas during the lengthy process of writing
the NAshiya, which he never completed.

Establishing for these treatises a chronological order, or the absence
thereof, is particularly important here because a correct analysis of Ibn
cfbidcn’s concept of custom depends on the relationship of his epistemo-
logical and authority-based assumptions in Nashr al- cUrf to the hierarchy
of authority which he sets forth in, and which governs the discourse of,
his NAshiya.232 That Nashr al-cUrf and NAshiya were written simultane-
ously and that the former in fact represents a discursive extension of the
latter, suggests that Ibn cfbidcn continued to uphold the structure of
authority and epistemology as he laid it down in his NAshiya and as it had
been articulated in the nanafite school for several centuries before him.
It is precisely the resolution of the tension between this structure of
authority and the role he assigned to custom in the law that presented
Ibn cfbidcn with one of his greatest challenges.

The declared raison d’être of Nashr al-cUrf is that custom presents the
jurist with several complexities which Ibn cfbidcn’s predecessors had not

226 Aghnides, Mohammedan Theories, 183. 227 Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-ManUEma, 1–53.
228 Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al- cUrf, 114; the line runs as follows: “wal-curf fC al-sharc la-hu

ictibAr / li-dhA calayhi al-Mukm qad yudAr.”
229 Ibid., 114, 125, and passim; SharM al-ManUEma, 48 and passim.
230 Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, IV, 364, 434, 519, and passim.
231 Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al- cUrf, 139 and passim; SharM al-ManUEma, 15.
232 Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, I, 70 ff. See also SharM al-ManUEma, 16–18.
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adequately addressed.233 (In treating this presumably neglected area, Ibn
cfbidcn seems to promise a certain measure of originality.) A careful read-
ing of the risAla reveals that these complexities revolve around custom as a
legal source as well as around its relationship to both the unambiguous
revealed sources234 and the authoritative opinions embodied in UAhir
al-riwAya.

But before proceeding to unravel these complexities, Ibn cfbidcn
attempts a definition of custom (cAda). What is important about the
definition is not so much its substance as the manner in which it is
expounded. And it is this manner of discursive elaboration that char-
acterizes, in distinctly structural ways, the methods and ways of the
author–jurist. Here, as elsewhere in the risAla, the mode of discourse
is selective citation and juxtaposition of earlier authorities, a mode that
has for centuries been a common practice of the author–jurist. However
conventional or novel they may be, arguments are presented as falling
within the boundaries of authoritative tradition, for they are generally
adduced as the total sum of quotations from earlier authorities, cemented
together by the author’s own interpolations, interventions, counter-
arguments, and qualifications. Through this process, new arguments
acquire the backing of tradition, represented in an array of voices that
range from the highly authoritative to the not-so-authoritative. This
salient feature of textual elaboration makes for a discursive strategy that
we must keep in mind at all times, whether reading Ibn cfbidcn or other
author–jurists.

Once a definition has been constructed, a necessary second step in the
exposition of any legal source is to demonstrate its authoritativeness, and
custom, if it must claim the status of a source, proves no exception to this
rule. Here, Ibn cfbidcn falls back on Ibn Nujaym’s by now familiar argu-
ment which is itself exclusively based on Ibn Masced’s weak tradition.
Realizing the weakness of the tradition and thus the invalidity of this
argument, he remarks that custom was so frequently resorted to in the law
that it was made a principle (aQl ), as evidenced in Sarakhsc’s statement:
“What is known through custom is equivalent to that which is stipulated
by the clear texts of revelation.”235 But Ibn cfbidcn’s compensatory argu-
ment does nothing to conceal the fact that custom could never find

233 Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al-cUrf, 114.
234 That is, the naQQ, as distinguished from ambiguous texts which are by definition

capable of more than one interpretation. See Bajc, NudEd, 42 ff. The ambiguous,
equivocal texts did not present a challenge to custom because their hermeneutical
effects were indeterminate.

235 Sarakhsc, MabsES, XV, 130: “al-maclEm bil-curf kal-mashrES bil-naQQ.”
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any textually authoritative vindication. Nor does justification in terms of
frequent use in the law lead to anything but a petitio principii, namely,
that custom should be used in the law because it is used in the law. Be
that as it may, Ibn cfbidcn states his piece and moves on, being scarcely,
if at all, perturbed by his own, and tradition’s, failure to persuade on this
matter. Scarcely perturbed, because the focus of his agenda lay elsewhere:
he, and the tradition in which he wrote, were cognizant of the theological
and epistemological limitations that had been imposed on custom when
legal theory was still in the process of formation. The challenge he now
faced was to circumvent these limitations.

Thus, the real issue for Ibn cfbidcn is one of more immediate and
practical concern. It is one that is problematized through the introduction
of two competing opinions on the relationship between custom and the
doctrines of UAhir al-riwAya. In his Qunya, Zahidc is reported to have
maintained that neither the muftC nor the qAKC should adopt the opinions
of UAhir al-riwAya to the utter exclusion of custom. Both Hindc236 and
Bcrc237 cited Zahidc’s argument, apparently approving its conclusion.
These assertions, Ibn cfbidcn argues, raise a problem, since the common
doctrine of the school is that the opinions of UAhir al-riwAya remain
binding unless the leading legal scholars (al-mashAyikh) decide to replace
them by other opinions that have been subjected to taQMCM. The problem
is accentuated in those areas of the law where the opinions of UAhir
al-riwAya were constructed on the basis of revealed texts of an unambigu-
ous nature (QarCM al-naQQ) and/or sanctioned by the conclusive authority of
consensus. In these areas, custom does not, nor should it, constitute a
source, for unlike the texts, it may simply be wrong. In what seems to
be an attempt to accentuate this problematic, Ibn cfbidcn invokes Ibn
Nujaym’s statement to the effect that custom must be set aside in the
presence of a text, and conversely, that it may be taken into consideration
only when no text governing the case in question is to be found.

Before Ibn cfbidcn begins his treatment of this problematic, he intro-
duces, in the footsteps of Ibn Nujaym, the distinction between universal
and particular custom. Each of these two types is said to stand in a par-
ticular relationship with both the unambiguous revealed texts and UAhir
al-riwAya, thereby creating what is in effect a four-fold classification. But
Ibn cfbidcn reduces them to a two-part discussion, one treating custom’s
relationship with the unambiguous revealed texts, the other its relation-
ship with UAhir al-riwAya.

236 In KhizAnat al-RiwAyAt. See Brockelmann, Geschichte, II, 221 (286).
237 Whom I could not identify.
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In line with traditional juristic epistemology, it remains Ibn cfbidcn’s
tenet that whatever contravenes, in every respect (min kulli wajh), the
explicit and unequivocal dictates of the revealed texts is void, carrying
neither legal effect nor authority. The case of intoxicants affords an
eloquent example of this sort of contravention. The key element in the
formulation of this tenet is the clause “in every respect,” a clause that quite
effectively limits the boundaries of those texts that engender exclusive
authority by removing from their purview all cases that posit no straight-
forward or direct contravention of these texts. A partial correspondence
between the text and custom does not therefore render the latter inadmiss-
ible, for what is being considered in such cases is the corresponding part,
not the differential. That part therefore particularizes (yukhaQQiQ) the text,
but does in no way abrogate it. However, in order for custom to have this
particularizing effect, it must be universal. If universal custom can particu-
larize a text, then it can, a fortiori, override a qiyAs which is no more than
a probabilistic inference. IstiQnA c, as we have seen, is a case in point.238

Turning to particular custom, Ibn cfbidcn makes the categorical state-
ment that, according to the school’s authoritative doctrine (madhhab),
it is not taken into consideration (lA tuctabar). But this rather forward
statement of doctrine is undermined by Ibn cfbidcn’s introduction of a
succession of qualifying and opposing opinions expressed by other jurists.
Before doing so, however, he states, on the authority of earlier jurists, the
traditional school doctrine, thereby engaging in what amounts to polem-
ical maneuvering. As might be expected, Ibn Nujaym’s weighty attesta-
tion is given first, the intention being to introduce not so much an
affirmation of the school’s doctrine as Ibn Nujaym’s partial qualification
and exception that many jurists have issued fatwAs in accordance with
particular custom.239 This is immediately followed by another, more
drastic statement made by Ibn Maza who reported that the Balkh jurists,
including Naqcr b. Yamya240 and Mumammad b. Salama,241 permitted,
among other things, a certain type of rent which is otherwise deemed
prohibited. The permissibility of this type was justified on the grounds
that the practice was not explicitly regulated by the texts and that it
had become customary among the people of Balkh. The license of this
exception in no way meant that the principles of rent were set aside. If
this type of rent was permitted, it was deemed to be an exception, in the

238 Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al-cUrf, 116. 239 See at n. 220, above.
240 Mumammad al-Mudarris, MashAyikh Balkh min al-Nanafiyya, 2 vols. (Baghdad:

Wizarat al-Awqaf, Silsilat al-Kutub al-nadctha, 1979), I, 53, 76, and see index at II,
942.

241 Ibid., I, 53, 89, and see index at II, 938.
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same manner istiQnA c represents an exception to the principle that the
object being sold must at the time of sale be in existence.

But Ibn Maza does not, in the final analysis, agree with the Balkh
jurists. Having fully stated their case, he cautions that exceptions, made
through particularization (takhQCQ) on the basis of a particular custom,
are not deemed valid because the weight of such a custom is negligible,
and that this engenders doubt (shakk) which does not exist in the case of
istiQnA c, a pervasive practice that has been shown “to exist in all regions”
( f C al-bilAd kullihA). In support of Ibn Maza, Ibn cfbidcn interjects Ibn
Nujaym’s discussion of particular custom, which is in turn based on a
series of citations from other jurists. Here he concludes that qiyAs cannot
be abandoned in favor of particular custom, although, as we have seen,
some of Ibn Nujaym’s authorities do recognize it. The commentators, Ibn
cfbidcn argues, have upheld the rule that wheat, barley, dates, and salt are
to be sold, without exception, by volume, while gold and silver are to be
sold by weight. This rule is dictated by a well-known and explicit Proph-
etic tradition. Thus, the sale of wheat by weight and of gold by volume is
unanimously considered null and void, whether or not it is sanctioned by
custom. The explicit texts must always stand supreme. However, other
commodities that carry no stipulations in the texts may be sold in accord-
ance with the custom prevalent in a certain society.242

An apparently hypothetical interlocutor is made to state, on Quderc’s
authority, that Abe Yesuf allowed custom to prevail over the Prophetic
tradition concerning usury in the sale of certain commodities. Accord-
ingly, gold might be sold in volume if custom dictated that it should
be so.243 This departure from the imperatives of the revealed texts there-
fore justifies the practice of usury and other unlawful matters as long as
custom requires it.

Taking this to be a distortion of Abe Yesuf ’s position, Ibn cfbidcn
argues that what the master meant to do was to use custom as the ratio
legis of the textual prohibition. If the Prophetic tradition dictated meas-
urement by weight for certain commodities, and by volume for others, it
was merely because it was the custom to do so at the time of the Prophet.
Had custom been different, it is entirely conceivable that the Prophetic
tradition might have permitted the sale of gold by volume, and that of
barley by weight. Therefore, Ibn cfbidcn concludes, “if custom undergoes
change, then the legal norm (Mukm) must change too. In taking changing
and unprecedented custom into consideration there is no violation of the
texts; in fact, if anything, such consideration constitutes adherence to [the

242 Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al-cUrf, 118. 243 Cf. Quderc, MukhtaQar, 87.
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imperatives of ] the texts.”244 At this point, Ibn cfbidcn hastens to add
that certain pecuniary practices prevalent in his time – such as “buying
darAhim for darAhim” or borrowing money on the basis of face value (or
by count, cadad ) – do not in fact constitute violations of the texts, thanks
to Abe Yesuf ’s doctrine. “May God abundantly reward Abe Yesuf for
what he did for the people of these times of ours. He saved them from the
serious affliction that is usury.”245

The liberties granted with regard to borrowing money at face value and
not by weight or volume were reached by means of takhrCj, representing
a direct extension of Abe Yesuf ’s doctrine.246 This was originally Sacdc
Afandc’s takhrCj, confirmed later by Siraj al-Dcn Ibn Nujaym (d. 1005/
1596)247 and others. Nabulusc,248 however, thought the entire juristic con-
struction needless since the coins struck by the state had a specific weight,
and borrowing or exchange by denomination was effectively the same
as representation of weight. Ibn cfbidcn introduces Nabulusc’s argument
only to disagree with it, apparently using it as a rhetorical pretext to
bolster his arguments further. It may have been the case, he maintains,
that in Nabulusc’s time coins were equal in terms of weight and value;
nevertheless, “in these times of ours” ( f C zamAninA) each sultan struck
currency of lower quality than that struck by his predecessor. The prac-
tice during Ibn cfbidcn’s period involved the use of all sorts of currency,
some containing a high ratio of gold and silver as well as those of a lower
quality. When people borrow, for instance, they do not specify the type
of currency but only the number, for when repayment becomes due, they
may use any type of currency as long as the value of the amount paid
equals that which had been borrowed.249 Had it not been for Abe Yesuf ’s
doctrine, these types of transactions could have been said to involve usury
because the weight of the coins borrowed was never identical to that with
which repayment was made. If, on the other hand, such transactions were

244 Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al-cUrf, 118: “takEnu al-cAda hiya al-manUEru ilayhA fa-idhA
taghayyarat taghayyara al-Mukm, fa-laysa fC i ctibAri al-cAda al-mutaghayyira al-MAditha
mukhAlafa lil-naQQ bal f C-hi ittibA c al-naQQ.”

245 Ibid., 118: “fa-law tacArafa al-nAsu bayca al-darAhima bil-darAhima aw istiqrAKahA
bil-cadad, ka-mA f C zamAninA, lA yakEn mukhAlifan lil-naQQ. Fa-AllAh tacAlA yajzC al-
ImAm AbA YEsuf can ahl hAdhA al-zamAn khayra al-jazA ” fa-laqad sadda can-hum bAban
caUCman min al-ribA.”

246 On takhrCj and its relationship to the doctrines of the schools’ founders, see chapter 2,
section III, above.

247 In his al-Nahr al-FA”iq. See Brockelmann, Geschichte, Suppl. 2, 266.
248 Probably Ismaccl b. cAbd al-Majcd al-Nabulusc (d. 1043/1633). See Brockelmann,

Geschichte, Suppl. 2, 476.
249 For a detailed discussion of fiscal issues in law, see Ibn cfbidcn, TanbCh al-RuqEd  calA

MasA”il al-NuqEd, in his MajmE cRasA”il, II, 58–67.
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to be regulated by Abe nancfa and Shaybanc’s doctrines – which require
the stipulation in the contract of the type of currency and the year of
minting – the outcome would surely be objectionable since all pecuni-
ary contracts and transactions would be deemed null and void. Their
doctrines would thus lead to great difficulties (Maraj caUCm), since they
would also necessarily entail the conclusion that “the people of our age are
unbelievers.” The only way out of this quandary, Ibn cfbidcn asserts, is to
go by Abe Yesuf ’s doctrine which is left as the only basis of practice.250

In favoring Abe Yesuf ’s weaker doctrine over and against the other
one – also held by Abe nancfa and Shaybanc – there is an undeniable
difficulty. Bypassing three authoritative doctrines by the most influential
figures of the school in favor of a weak opinion certainly called for an
explanation. Ibn cfbidcn alludes to two possible solutions, one by uphold-
ing custom qua custom as a sufficient justification, the other by resorting
to the notion of necessity (KarEra).251 But Ibn cfbidcn does not articulate
the distinction between these two means of justification, for he imme-
diately abandons custom in favor of necessity. This is to be expected.
Rationalizing the relevance of Abe Yesuf ’s doctrine and the need for it by
means of custom amounts to rationalizing custom by custom, an argu-
ment involving the fallacy of a petitio principii. Falling back on necessity is
thus left as the only logical choice.

Although the notion of necessity has been used to justify a number
of departures from the stringent demands of the law, it is, like custom,
restricted to those areas upon which the explicit texts of revelation are
silent. Abe Yesuf, for instance, was criticized when he held the opinion
– which ran against the dictates of Prophetic Sunna – that cutting grass
in the Sacred Precinct was permissible due to necessity. In this case, Ibn
cfbidcn does not seem to agree with Abe Yesuf, his reasoning being that
since the Prophet excluded from the prohibition the idhkhir plant,252 we
must conclude that the prohibition remains in effect, and that removal
of the prohibition due to necessity is applicable only to that particular
plant. More important, the hardship that may result from the prohibition
against cutting the grass pales into insignificance when compared with
the consequences of forcing a society to change its habits and customs.

250 Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al-cUrf, 119: “fa-yalzam min-hu tafsCq ahl hAdhA al-caQr,
fa-yatacayyan al-iftA” bi-dhAlika calA hAdhihi al-riwAya can AbC YEsuf.” (See also ibid.,
119–24, where similar arguments are made.)

251 Ibid., 120: “wa-calA kullin, fa-yanbaghC al-jawAz wal-khurEj can al-ithm cinda AllAh
tacAlA immA binA”an calA al-camal bil- curf aw lil-KarEra.”

252 An aromatic plant that grew around Mecca and was used, when cut, in decorating
houses and in funerals. See Ibn Manuer, LisAn al- cArab, IV, 302–03.
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Ibn cfbidcn lists a number of cases in which hardship was mitigated due
to necessity but then concludes that these cases are in no way comparable
to the enormity of the hardship resulting from the imposition of a legal
norm that contradicts prevailing social customs.

Having thus established necessity a fortiori, Ibn cfbidcn seeks to locate
it in the hierarchy of school doctrine. Probably drawing on Ibn Nujaym,
who argued that a good number of nanafite jurists issued fatwAs on the
basis of local custom, Ibn cfbidcn asserts that the acceptance of local
custom253 as a basis for a particular legal norm has become one of the
opinions of the school, albeit a weak one (qawl KacCf ). Now, necessity
renders the adoption of such an opinion permissible.254 But this con-
stitutes a serious departure from the mainstream doctrine of the school
according to which the application of weak opinions is deemed strictly
forbidden, since it violates, inter alia, the principles of consensus.255

Furthermore, hermeneutically, weak opinions are considered void for they
belong to the category of the abrogated (mansEkh), it being understood
that they have been repealed by a sound or preponderant opinion (rAjiM).
The later Shaficites, however, adopted a less rigorous position on this
matter than the nanafites, and hence it is to them that Ibn cfbidcn turns
for a way out of his quandary. In one of his fatwAs, the influential Taqc al-
Dcn al-Subkc256 states – concerning a case of waq f – that a weak opinion
may be adopted if it is limited to the person and matter at hand and if it
is not made transferable to other cases, either in courts of law or in iftA”.257

But Ibn cfbidcn apparently finds that having recourse to a Shaficite
authority is insufficient. To enhance Subkc’s view, he refers the reader,
among other things, to Marghcnanc ’s MukhtArAt al-NawAzil,258 a well-
known work which commentators on the same author’s HidAya often use
in the writing of their glosses. There, Marghcnanc held the opinion that
the blood seeping from a wound does not nullify ablution, an opinion
that Ibn cfbidcn admits to be not only unprecedented, but also one
that failed to gain any support among the nanafites during or after
Marghcnanc’s time. Although he fully acknowledges that the opinion is

253 It is worth noting that Ibn cfbidcn stresses the point that for a local custom to be
considered a valid legal source, it must thoroughly permeate the society in which it is
found. See Nashr al-cUrf, 134.

254 Ibid., 125: “al-qawl al-KacCf yajEzu al-camal bi-hi cinda al-KarEra.”
255 Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-ManUEma, 10–11, 48.
256 For a biographical notice, see Subkc, TabaqAt, VI, 146–227.
257 Ibn cfbidcn’s reference seems to be to Subkc’s FatAwA, II, 10 ff.; SharM al-ManUEma,

49: “yajEz taqlCd al-wajh al-KacCf f C nafs al-amr bil-nisba lil-camal f C Maqqi nafsihi, lA f C
al-fatwA wal-Mukm.”

258 Brockelmann, Geschichte, I, 378 (469); Marghcnanc, HidAya, I, 3–9.
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irregular (shAdhdh), he nonetheless argues that Marghcnanc stands as
an illustrious nanafite, one of the greatest in the school and considered
among the highly distinguished aQMAb al-takhrCj.259 Therefore, he con-
tinues, his opinion ought to be considered sound and the application
of a weak opinion must thus be allowed on a restricted basis when it
is deemed necessary to do so.260 Why only in a restricted sense? Because
given its weak nature, it is not considered universal in the sense that a
local custom gives rise to a legal norm that is applicable only to the city,
town, or village where that custom is predominant.

It is to be noted here that Ibn cfbidcn’s reasoning entails a fundamental
leap which he does not address, much less justify. The restricted practice
which has been deemed permitted by the four schools, usually termed f C
Maqqi nafsihi, is a principle traditionally limited to the person exercising
legal reasoning, the mujtahid. For example, a heretical mujtahid is allowed
to apply his own legal formulations to himself ( f C Maqqi nafsihi) but he
is barred from issuing fatwAs for other Muslims.261 Subkc himself appears
to have made just such a leap in allowing the principle to apply to a waq f
beneficiary, and Ibn cfbidcn went even further in imposing its applica-
tion upon the inhabitants of a village, town, and even a city. It is quite
interesting to observe that it is, in the final analysis, immaterial whether
Ibn cfbidcn vindicates every step he takes in the construction of his argu-
ments. Just as the anomalous opinions of Subkc and Marghcnanc were
readily and unquestioningly brought into Ibn cfbidcn’s discursive strat-
egies to serve an end, so will Ibn cfbidcn’s own conclusion be utilized to
score further points in the future. The question that seems to matter most
at this point – namely, whether local custom can lawfully give rise to a
particular ruling – has been solved; and Ibn cfbidcn is responsible for it,
in the face of opponents and proponents alike.

Thus far, local custom has been shown to be capable of yielding a
particular rule in the locale in which it is predominant, even when con-
tradicted by the dictates of a clear text.262 What remains to be clarified is
the relationship between custom and those opinions in UAhir al-riwAya
derived from the texts by means of inferential reasoning. This is perhaps
the most central theme of Nashr al- cUrf, and an important one in SharM
al-ManUEma.263 Ibn cfbidcn avers in these two works that such opinions
are arrived at by mujtahids on the basis of a number of considerations, not

259 Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-ManUEma, 49–50.
260 Ibid., 50. 261 Ibn al-ralam, Adab al-MuftC, 107.
262 Although the contradiction is seen in terms of particularization (takhQCQ). See paragraph

ending with the cue for n. 238, above.
263 Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al-cUrf, 128 (l. 17); Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-ManUEma, 46 f.
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the least of which are the customary practices prevalent at the time when
these opinions were formed. The need for taking customary practices
into consideration explains the theoretical requirement that the mujtahid
must possess precise knowledge of the habits and customs prevalent in
the society that he serves.264 The mujtahid ’s reasoning, and the results
it yields, therefore reflect a particular combination of law and fact, the
latter being in part, if not entirely, determined by custom. If these prac-
tices differ from time to time, or from one place to another, they would
lead the mujtahids to different legal conclusions, depending on the time
and place. This, Ibn cfbidcn argues, explains why the later mujtahids
(mashAyikh al-madhhab) diverged in a number of areas from the rules that
had been established by the school founders, the prevailing assumption
being that had these founders faced the same customs that the later
mujtahids encountered, they, the founders, would have formed the same
opinions as their later counterparts came to hold.

Here, Ibn cfbidcn cites at least a few dozen cases in which mashAyikh
al-madhhab differed with the founding masters.265 One example in point
is the regional and chronological variation in the law of waqf. In Anatolia,
for instance, it is customary to dedicate cash or coins as waqf, when it
is the authoritative doctrine of the school that movable property cannot
be used as charitable trusts.266 In “our region,” Ibn cfbidcn notes, such has
never been the practice. An example of chronological change is the prac-
tice of dedicating a farmer’s axe as waq f, which used to be customary in
Syria during earlier periods “but unheard of in our times.”267 The change
in the habits of a society must therefore lead to a correlative change in the
law. But it is important to note, as Ibn cfbidcn does, that such a legal
change is not precipitated by a change in the law as a system of evidence
or as a methodology of legal reasoning. Instead, it is one that is stimulated
by changing times.268

The impressive list of cases compiled by Ibn cfbidcn is intended to
demonstrate that the jurisconsult “must not stubbornly adhere to the
opinions transmitted in UAhir al-riwAya without giving due attention to
society and the [demands of the] age it lives in. If he does, he will cause
many rights to be lost, and will thus be more harmful than beneficial.”269

264 Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al-cUrf, 128–30. 265 Ibid., 126–28.
266 On this practice, see J. E. Mandaville, “Usurious Piety: The Cash Waqf Controversy

in the Ottoman Empire,” International Journal of Middle East Studies, 10 (1979):
295–304.

267 Ibn cfbidcn, NAshiya, IV, 364.
268 Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al- cUrf, 126: “wa-qad naQQa al-culamA” calA anna hAdhA al-ikhtilAf

(huwa) ikhtilAf caQr wa-awAn lA ikhtilAf Mujja wa-burhAn.”
269 Ibid., 131; SharM al-ManUEma, 47.
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“The jurisconsult must follow custom even though it might contradict
the authoritative opinions of UAhir al-riwAya.”270 Both universal and local
customs are included under these generalizations. “Even if local custom
opposes the school doctrines (al-naQQ al-madhhabC ) that have been trans-
mitted on the authority of the school founder (QAMib al-madhhab), it must
be taken into consideration.”271

Having reached this conclusion by what he takes to be an inductive
survey of the law, Ibn cfbidcn goes on to say that the jurisconsult must
treat both local and universal customs as equal insofar as they override
the corpus of UAhir al-riwAya. The only difference between them is that
universal custom produces a universal legal norm, whereas local custom
effects a particular norm. Put differently, the legal norm resulting from a
universal custom is binding on Muslims throughout Muslim lands, while
local custom is binding in the village or town in which it prevails.272

These conclusions Ibn cfbidcn seeks to defend and justify at any expense.
Here, he introduces a statement reportedly made by Ammad al-namawc
in his NAshiya calA al-AshbAh, a commentary on Ibn Nujaym’s work.
In this work, namawc remarked that from Ibn Nujaym’s statement that
“a local custom can never yield a universal legal norm” one can infer that
“a local custom can result in a particular legal norm.”273 Obviously, there
is nothing in the logic of entailment that justifies this inference. But Ibn
cfbidcn accepts namawc’s conclusion readily and unquestioningly.

The principles that justify the dominance of local custom over the
school’s authoritative doctrine also justify, with equal force, the continu-
ous displacement of one local custom by another. If a local custom could
repeal those doctrines that had been established by the school founders,
then a later local custom, superseding in dominance its forerunner, can
override both the forerunner and the UAhir al-riwAya. This much is
clear from Ibn cfbidcn’s statement that the local custom that overrides
the school’s authoritative doctrine includes both old and new local
customs.274 The legitimization of this continuous modification lies in Ibn
cfbidcn’s deep conviction that the founding fathers would have held the

270 Nashr al-cUrf, 131–32, restated at 133. 271 Ibid., 133.
272 Ibid., 132: “fal- curf al- cAmm fC sA”ir al-bilAd yathbut Mukmuhu calA ahli sA”iri al-bilAd

wal-khAQQ f C balda wAMida yathbut Mukmuhu calA tilka al-balda faqaS.”
273 Ammad al-namawc, SharM al-AshbAh, printed with Ibn Nujaym’s al-AshbAh wal-

NaUA”ir, 137; Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al-cUrf, 132: “qAla al-callAma al-Sayyid AMmad al-
NamawC . . . al-Mukm al-cAmm lA yathbut bil- curf al-khAQQ, yufham minhu anna al-Mukm
al-khAQQ yathbut bil-curf al-khAQQ.”

274 SharM al-ManUEma, 45; Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al-cUrf, 133: “ammA al- curf al-khAQQ, idhA
cAraKa al-naQQ al-madhhabC al-manqEl can QAMib al-madhhab fa-hwa muctabar . . . wa-
shamala al- curf al-khAQQ al-qadCm wal-MAdith.”
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same legal opinions had they encountered the same customs that the later
jurists had to face.275 This is one of Ibn cfbidcn’s cardinal tenets which he
nearly developed into a legal maxim.

Ibn cfbidcn’s hermeneutical venture resulted in a conflict between
his loyalty to the authoritative hierarchy of nanafite doctrine and the
demands of custom not only as a set of individual legal cases but more
importantly as a source of law. For as a body of individual legal cases,
custom was fairly successfully incorporated into law, a fact abundantly
attested in the works of early jurists, and exemplified, as we have seen,
in Sarakhsc’s MabsES. But in attempting, as Ibn cfbidcn did, to raise the
status of custom to that of a legal source, there arose a distinct difficulty
in squaring this source not only with UAhir al-riwAya but also with the
legal methodology that sustained both the doctrinal hierarchy and the
theological backing of the law. That Ibn cfbidcn was entirely loyal to
the hermeneutical imperatives of the nanafite school and, at one and the
same time, a vehement promoter of custom as a legal source makes his task
all the more remarkable. Ultimately, through the discursive tools of the
author–jurist, Ibn cfbidcn succeeded in constructing an argument that
elevates custom to the status of a legal source, capable of overriding the
effects of other sources, including the Quran and the Sunna.

Ibn cfbidcn’s discourse on custom is instructive from a number of
perspectives, not the least of which is the way it invokes the weak and
minority positions in the tradition. These positions are made, by neces-
sity, to juxtapose with the authoritative doctrine of the school, that which
represents the dominant mainstream of legal doctrine and practice. The
initial impulse that propelled the minority position was Abe Yesuf ’s
opinion which had largely been abandoned by Ibn Nujaym’s time. Abe
Yesuf ’s opinion was revived through the device of necessity, a device that
must have seemed handy when all other hermeneutical ventures appeared
to have no prospect of success. Ibn cfbidcn’s hermeneutics also entailed
the manipulation of other minor opinions, such as those of Subkc and
Marghcnanc. In this hermeneutical exercise, which turned the ladder of
doctrinal authority right on its head, Ibn cfbidcn’s skills as a polemicist,
author, and textual strategist are not to be underestimated. Admittedly,
however, they involved certain flaws in logical argumentation, flaws
which were undoubtedly more a result of the strains inherent in Ibn
cfbidcn’s hermeneutically exacting venture than they were a reflection of
his competence as a reasoner.

275 Ibn cfbidcn, Nashr al-cUrf, 128, 130: “law kAna AbE NanCfa ra”A mA ra ”aw, la-aftA
bi-hi” (at 130, l. 15); Ibn cfbidcn, SharM al-ManUEma, 14.
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Ibn cfbidcn’s discourse is also instructive in that it contained a com-
plex and multi-layered hermeneutical texture, a prominent feature in
the author–jurist’s enterprise. Functioning within the context of a school
authority, Ibn cfbidcn’s discourse was dominated by the ever-present
perception of a legal tradition within which he had to function and
beyond which he could not tread. But the tradition was by no means
so constraining. Rather, it offered multiple levels of discourse originat-
ing, chronologically, in centuries of legal evolution and, geographically,
in far-flung regions dominated by nanafite as well as other schools.
This rich multiplicity afforded the author–jurist a large measure of
freedom to include or exclude opinions at will. Opinions from distant
and immediate predecessors were selectively cited and juxtaposed. They
represented, at one and the same time, the dominant weight of the
tradition and the means by which the tradition itself could effectively
be manipulated. The author–jurist, the manipulator, cements the selected
citations that make up the building blocks of his discourse through
the medium of interpolations, interventions, counter-arguments, and
qualifications. Although the manipulator’s presence in the text that he
produces seems more often than not to be minimal, it is he who decides
how the tradition and its authority are to be used, shaped, and repro-
duced. It is a remarkable feature of the author–jurist’s legal discourse
that it was able to reproduce this varied and multi-layered tradition in
a seemingly infinite number of ways. The interpretive possibilities seem
astounding.

IX

Our enquiry compels us to conclude that it was the muftC and the author–
jurist who responded to the need for legal change by means of articulating
and legitimizing that aspect of general legal practice in which change was
implicit. The qAKCs, as a community of legal practitioners, may have been
involved in the application of newer or weak doctrines that differed from
the established and authoritative doctrines of the school. But such a prac-
tice, assuming that it permeated all the schools, was merely a necessary –
but by no means sufficient – condition for the implementation of change.
In the entire process of change, the qAKCs’ contribution, whenever it was
present, was only at an embryonic stage, and could not, in and by itself,
have culminated in change. For in order to effect legal change in a formal
and authoritative manner – which represents the full extent of the process
of such change – the intervention of other agents was needed. These were
the muftC and the author–jurist.
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In the previous chapter, we noted that the madhhab-opinions gained
authoritative status due to the fact that they were normatively used as
the basis of fatwAs. The fatwA thus acquired general, almost universal,
relevance within the school, in contradistinction to the qAKC ’s ruling
which was confined to the individual case at hand. And it was in such a
capacity that the fatwA possessed the power to articulate and, in the final
analysis, legitimize change. Ibn Rushd’s fatwA pertaining to the murder in
Cordoba illustrates a somewhat radical form of change in which a totally
new opinion was introduced to the Malikite juris corpus. But the fatwA
was also instrumental to legal change in less radical ways. In its primary
form, that is, before it had undergone the process of incorporation into
works of positive law, the fatwA was authoritative, a fact evidenced in
the “canonized” fatwA collections which were not affected by the con-
tribution of the author–jurist qua author–jurist. Such collections, as we
have seen, occupied a central place in the authoritative body of school
doctrines. True, formally and in terms of the hierarchy of doctrine, they
were second to many of the early masters’ doctrines; yet, in the reality
of practice they were nonetheless authoritative. Indeed, it is the ever
continuous, diachronic substitution of such authoritative collections that
reflected the fluidity of doctrine and thus the adaptability of the law.
This explains not only the cumulative relevance of doctrine to the later
jurists but also the diachronic significance of authoritative citations: the
later the jurist, the more recent his authorities are, generally speaking, and
the less his reliance on earlier doctrines.

The authoritative character of the fatwA as a universal statement of
the law and as a reflection of legitimized legal practice made it a prime
target of the author–jurist. An essential part of the muftC ’s function was to
articulate and legitimize legal change, but it was the author–jurist who
was mainly responsible for setting the final seal on fatwAs by incorpor-
ating them into the school’s works of positive law. This incorporation
signified the final stage of legitimization, not as the exclusive doctrines of
the school but rather as part of the school’s corpus juris. We should not
expect more, for it was rarely, quite rarely, the case that a single opinion
governing a particular legal issue could for long stand as the exclusive
doctrine of a school.

It is precisely here, in the multiplicity of opinions for each case, that
the author–jurist was most creative in accommodating legal change. Ibn
cfbidcn’s discourse on custom is perhaps the most eloquent illustration
in point. The multiple levels of discourse that were available to him, and
on which he felt free to draw, enabled him in effect to turn the hierarchy
of authoritative legal sources right on its head. Custom, in the end, was
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to override the authoritative doctrine of the school. It is no less than
impressive that Ibn cfbidcn could have achieved this end while remaining
within the hermeneutical boundaries of traditional nanafite scholarship –
a testimony to the Muslim jurist and to his ability to navigate so freely in
what is seemingly a constrained tradition. The ability of the muftC and the
author–jurist to articulate, legitimize, and ultimately effect legal change
was not a contingent, ad hoc feature, but one that was structural, built
into the very system that is Islamic law.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The formation of the legal schools by the middle of the fourth/tenth century was
achieved through the construction of a juristic doctrine clothed in the authority
of the founding imam, the so-called absolute mujtahid. Juristic discourse and
hermeneutics were the product of this foundational authority which was made
to create a set of positive principles that came to define the school not so much
as a personal entity of professional membership, but mainly as an interpretive
doctrine to be studied, mastered, and, above all, defended and applied. Juristic
authority, therefore, was to be sustained throughout the successive stages of legal
history, each stage passing on its authoritative legacy to the next. But the trans-
mission of authority in juristic typologies was progressively restrictive, reflecting
not a growing rigidity in the law but rather the evolution of a relatively more
determinate body of positive law. The perception of hierarchical ranking, in
which the interpretive possibilities were, in diachronic terms, increasingly re-
stricted, was thus a function of stability and determinacy, not of incompetence
or unquestioning taqlCd. The hallmark of juristic excellence was not so much
innovation as the ability to determine the authoritative school doctrine. This
recognition of juristic competence in justifying and promoting continuity and
thus stability, predictability, and determinacy was discursively attributed to the
lower ranks of the juristic hierarchy, not because of a lower demand on the
intellectual abilities of the jurist, but because justifying the tradition was an activ-
ity marked by insistence on the epistemic authority of the past, both recent and
remote. For since a jurist could and did, admittedly, function at two or more
levels of the juristic hierarchy, it was inconceivable that a jurist capable of ijtihAd
should have been incapable of taqlCd. Although the reverse of this progression
is not readily obvious, the typologies do nonetheless permit the combination
of a number of juristic functions in one professional career, with each function
representing a different layer of interpretive activity.

But while we have accepted the structure of authority as an accurate descrip-
tion proffered by the juristic typologies, we have declined to admit to their his-
toricity. It is revealing that the process of authority construction turns out to be
incompatible with a scholarly reconstruction of history. But this incompatibility
itself alerts us all the more readily to the precise nature of authorization and the
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lengths to which the jurists were willing to go in order to achieve it. The dis-
regard shown, on the one hand, for the imams’ debt to their predecessors and, on
the other, the attribution to them of doctrines and opinions that were formulated
by their successors were only two of the means by which the founding imams
were fashioned into rallying points for their respective schools. Detaching them
from their predecessors and successors was an epistemological act through which
they were made into a species of “super-jurists,” as it were, who – and this is
important – had confronted the revealed texts directly and had single-handedly,
by means of their own hermeneutical ingenuity, constructed a system of law. It is
this, primarily epistemic, authority that was the object of construction.1 The
schools, therefore, could never have taken on the form and substance that they
did without first having set in motion a process through which the authority of
the imams was gradually and quite heavily augmented.

Our investigation into the activities of the aQMAb al-wujEh, or the mukharrijEn,
also confirmed their importance as an essential element in the rise and final
formation of the schools. Modern scholarship can no longer afford either to
misunderstand2 or to underestimate the significance of their contribution. They
partook not only in the significant activity of constructing the imam’s authority
but also in helping to develop an interpretive methodology that came to char-
acterize each school as a separate and unique juristic entity. One of the tasks
of modern scholarship, therefore, will have to be a close and detailed scrutiny of
their efforts, not only as active participants in the processes of authority construc-
tion but also as builders of the schools’ corpus juris.3 No less important are the
juristic achievements of some of those who operated outside the hermeneutical
limits of what came to be the school structure, for it is precisely these achieve-
ments that reveal to us how and why the schools arose in the manner they did
and the complexities involved in this process.

As part of explaining why the four schools have managed to survive and even
flourish, it is necessary for us to probe the question of why these mukharrijEn
failed not so much to form their own schools (a process in which even the
supposed founders of the madhhabs seem to have played hardly any role) but
to become in their turn objects of the by now familiar process of authority
construction. For it was the latter phenomenon which in the end determined
that certain jurists and not others would go down in history as the originators of
certain well-defined traditions of legal methodology and practice.

1 Although it is highly likely that their religious and moral authority (two distinct but
secondary types of authority) was likewise subjected to similar processes of construction
and augmentation. The manAqib genre furnishes rich material for tracing these pro-
cesses. See chapter 2, n. 1, above.

2 See, for instance, chapter 1, n. 19, above.
3 Among the foremost candidates who should command scholarly attention are Muzanc,

Mumammad b. Shujac al-Thaljc, Ibn cAbd al-nakam al-Miqrc, Ibn al-Qasim, narmala,
Ibn Surayj, al-Qaffal al-Shashc al-Kabcr, the “Four Mumammads,” (especially tabarc and
Ibn al-Mundhir al-Ncsaberc), Khiraqc, Abe Bakr al-Qaffal al-Marwazc, and Abe namid
al-Isfara’cnc.
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It is certainly the success of the authority-construction process that has
distorted, historically speaking, the juristic reality in which dozens of so-called
absolute and affiliated mujtahids operated. The need to bestow authority on
the so-called founders was matched only by the need to deemphasize their debt
(whether direct or oblique) to the mujtahids who had preceded them. This act
of intellectual, juristic, and hermeneutical expropriation constituted only one
element in the process of school formation, for after all, the purpose of construct-
ing the imam’s authority was itself only one means, a tool, for building the school
in its mature form.

The very act of hermeneutical expropriation was only one of the results of the
need to limit the omnipresent plurality of legal opinion that emerged during
the second/eighth century and most of the third/ninth, even though the pro-
liferation of (independent) opinion continued to some extent for more than a
century thereafter. The narrowing of juristic possibilities was no doubt a function
of the tendency to increase the level of determinacy of positive legal doctrine, a
fact represented in the highly applauded search, on the part of jurists, for those
opinions considered to have achieved an authoritative status in the schools.
The emergence of an authoritative body of legal doctrine was a post-formative
phenomenon, or at the very least was symptomatic of the schools’ evolution into
doctrinal entities. Declaring an opinion to be authoritative amounted to a verdict
passed on other opinions governing the same case under review. Such a declara-
tion meant the existence of a standard yardstick by which the authoritative could
be distinguished from the less authoritative, and this was precisely the signific-
ance of the school as a doctrinal entity.

The increasing abandonment of ubiquitous plurality in favor of the search for
authoritative opinions amounted to a transition from what may be called the age
of ijtihAd to that of taqlCd. But taqlCd, it must be stressed, did not represent the
unquestioning acceptance of earlier positions, for as we showed in chapter 4, this
activity – and it was a juristic activity of the first order – involved highly complex
modes of legal reasoning and rhetorical discourse.4 Furthermore, taqlCd in and by
itself was not a causal phenomenon, and this, I suggest, is a fundamental proposi-
tion. Instead, taqlCd was symptomatic of the rise of the schools as authoritative
entities, that is, as objects of constructed authority. It was an expression of the
complex dynamics that came to dominate the school as both a doctrinal entity
and as a subject of hermeneutical engagement.

Part of the overarching activity of taqlCd also comprised a complex system
of operative terminology whose purpose was, among other things, to curb the
plurality of legal opinion by arguing in favor of those opinions deemed to be
supremely authoritative. What constituted the authority of an opinion was no
doubt a matter of some controversy. But two considerations stood as paramount:

4 In the wide sense, defined and brilliantly analyzed by Chaim Perelman and
L. Olbrechts-Tyteca in The New Rhetoric: A Treatise on Argumentation (Notre Dame:
University of Notre Dame Press, 1969).
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First, the soundness and persuasiveness of the lines of reasoning sustaining the
opinion, and second, the degree to which the opinion succeeded in appealing
to the community of jurists. Ultimately, these two considerations were not
unrelated, and they did not stand wholly apart from yet other considerations. To
be sure, widespread acceptance did not allude to any democratic principle, for the
issue, in the final analysis, was an epistemological one. The soundness or persuas-
iveness of an opinion was put to the test of ijmA cic review, although, technically
speaking, the authority of ijmA c was never explicitly invoked in the context of
operative terminology. But an underlying notion of this authority was constantly
at play, nonetheless. Our two considerations therefore collapse into one larger,
all-encompassing criterion.

However, a third consideration might also be subsumed under this criterion,
namely, the degree to which an opinion was applied in the world of judicial
practice. Again, the degree is ultimately adjudged as an epistemological matter,
epistemology here having several dimensions, not excluding, for instance, sheer
necessity as a ground for the dominant application, and therefore proclamation
of an opinion as possessing supreme authority.

Operative terminology therefore served the interests of taqlCd in the sense – or
rather in accordance with the multi-layered meanings – we have demonstrated.
It reduced legal pluralism; it increased determinacy and predictability; and, above
all, it promoted legal continuity and doctrinal–systemic stability. Operative
terminology, which flourished after the formative period, permeated legal dis-
course and became a quintessential attribute of the system. And in view of the
varied technical connotations of this terminology, no student of legal manuals
can afford to gloss over such terms uncritically. In terms of modern research and
methodology, operative terminology constitutes, without any exaggeration, one
of the keys to unraveling the complexities that engulf the doctrinal history of
Islamic law.

It may seem a curiosity that operative terminology served the interests of taqlCd
as well as working so well as a tool of legal change. To put it differently, operative
terminology as a mechanism of taqlCd also functioned as a tool for legitimizing
and formalizing new developments in the law. Logically, this entails what may
seem an astonishing but valid proposition, namely, that taqlCd embodied in itself
the ability to accommodate legal change. But we need not restrict ourselves to
drawing logical conclusions, for the evidence of our sources amply proves this
much. In the extensive discourse of articulating operative terminology, and
thereby in the very act of declaring certain opinions as authoritative, legal change
was effected, insofar as this was needed. It should come as no surprise then that
taqlCd functioned as a vehicle of legal change to the same extent as ijtihAd did,
if not more so. More, because ijtihAd meant the introduction of new opinions
which often lacked, ipso facto, an intimate, symbiotic relationship with the ongo-
ing tradition. But through operative terminology, and therefore through taqlCd,
familiar opinions once considered weak or relatively less authoritative had a better
chance of rising to an authoritative position in the hierarchy of school doctrine.
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Operative terminology and the discourse that surrounded it compel another
conclusion, namely, that if this terminology was an integral part of Islamic law
and its workings, then the mechanisms for accommodating legal change were
structural features of that law. In other words, legal change did not occur only in
an ad hoc manner, as it were, but was rather embedded in processes built into the
very structure of the law. And since it was a structural feature, the jurists effected
it as a matter of course. This inevitably suggests that the much-debated issue of
whether change ever occurred in Islamic law is a product of our own imagina-
tion. For no medieval jurist lost much sleep over deciding in a given case that
what had hitherto been considered by his predecessors a weak opinion had in fact
much to recommend it as the most authoritative opinion in his school.

One of the conclusions reached in the course of this study was that the struc-
tural modalities of legal change lay with the jurisconsult and no less so with the
author–jurist. It was, in other words, within the normal purview of these two
offices or roles to modulate legal change, and this they did by means of articulat-
ing and legitimizing those aspects of general legal practice in which change was
implicit. Through his fatwA, the jurisconsult created a discursive link between the
realities of judicial practice and legal doctrine. Because the jurisconsult, by the
nature of his function, was an agent in the creation of legal norms of universal
applicability, his opinions were deemed to constitute law proper and as such
were incorporated into the law manuals which were either fatwA collections
or commentarial texts. In addition to fatwAs, the latter also included both the
authoritative, traditional doctrine and the prevalent practices of the day. Both
types of texts, as we have shown, possessed an authoritative doctrinal standing
in the schools.

Texts produced by the jurisconsult and the author–jurist were authoritative in
the sense that they provided contemporary and later jurists – whether notaries,
judges, jurisconsults, or author–jurists – with normative rules that were advoc-
ated as standard doctrine. These texts, therefore, not only perpetuated the
legal tradition but were also, at the same time, instrumental in legitimizing and
formalizing legal change. It was the continual substitution of cases and opinions
in the successive legal manuals and commentaries that reflected the fluidity of
doctrine and thus the adaptability of the law. Positive legal principles persisted
no doubt, but their case-by-case exemplification was in a state of constant flux.
This phenomenon in turn reflects both the cumulative relevance of the doctrine
to later jurists and the diachronic significance of authoritative citations: The
later the jurist, the more recent his authorities are, and the less his reliance
on earlier doctrines. Yet, the latter doctrines – especially those of the so-called
founders – never faded away, and continued to serve not so much as a reservoir of
positive rulings but rather as an axis of doctrinal authority and as archetypes for
hermeneutically principled arguments that had generated these rulings.

While the jurisconsult’s function in mediating legal change was central, the
author–jurist, to some significant extent, determined which fatwAs were to be
included in his text and which not. This authorial determination constituted,
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on the one hand, a device which checked the extent of the jurisconsult’s con-
tribution to the legal text, and sanctioned, on the other, those fatwAs that were
incorporated, whether or not the opinion expressed in them was subject to
the author–jurist’s approval. But the relationship between the jurisconsult qua
jurisconsult and the author–jurist was also dialectical: The fatwAs incorporated
in the author–jurist’s text themselves bestowed authority on the positive legal
principles that they were intended to explicate in the first place. It is remarkable
that the author–jurist was not subject to the control of other juristic or otherwise
judicial functions and roles, and it is this fact that makes him, not necessarily
a “law-maker” – as the jurisconsult was – but the chief legitimizer and formalizer
of legal doctrine and legal change. His epistemic preeminence is furthermore
enforced by his authorial dominance, manifested in his mastery of selective
citations and juxtaposition of various authorities and of generating therefrom
arguments through his own subtle interpolations, counter-arguments, and quali-
fications. The author–jurist therefore constantly adduced new arguments from
old materials, without transcending the limits of discourse set by his school.

This is not to say, however, that the author–jurist’s determination set the final
seal on authoritative doctrines, for the system, as we have seen, was thoroughly
pluralistic. Judges, jurisconsults, and the author–jurists themselves always had
an array of opinions at their disposal. The author–jurist’s legitimization did
not therefore sanction rules as irrevocably authoritative, but was conducive to
increasing determinacy in the diverse body of these rules. In a system that was
and remained thoroughly pluralistic, this was no mean feat indeed.

At the end of the day, the solution to the very problematic created by the
multiplicity of opinion in the formative and even post-formative periods turned
out to be itself the salvation of the legal system during the later stages of its
development. Without this multiplicity, therefore, legal change and adaptability
would not have been possible. The old adage that in juristic disagreement there
lies a divine blessing is not an empty aphorism, since critical scrutiny of its juristic
significance proves it to be unquestionably true.
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